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1 Introduction 

1.1. Manner-based frameworks 

Most theories of phonotactics refer to the manner properties of segments to account 
for distributional patterns. For instance, in a sonority approach to phonotactics, 
segments are subdivided into classes based on their manner of articulation (cf. 
Steriade 1982; Levin 1985; Clements 1990). For Dutch, Booij (1995:7) recognises 
the following consonant classes: plosives, or stops (/�, �, �, �, �/), fricatives (/�, �, �, 
	, 
, �, �/, nasals (/, �, �/), liquids (/�, �/) and glides (/�, �/). In order to account for 
their distribution, these classes are placed on a hierarchy, ranging from most 
sonorous – i.e. vowels – to least sonorous – i.e. stops. Based on this hierarchy, the 
Sonority Sequencing Principle regulates the sequencing of segments in phonological 
constituents. This means that the syllable has to have a sonorous peak, i.e. a vowel, 
and sonority must drop towards the edges. This statement about syllable well-
formedness is too crude for most languages, and in many cases further distinctions 
in terms of the minimum and/or maximum sonority distances are needed in order to 
allow or rule out certain segments combinations or syllable shapes. In most 
approaches to the Sonority Sequencing Principle, place of articulation specifications 
do not influence the position of a certain segment on the sonority hierarchy. 

Similarly, in theories that subdivide segments in terms of their 
representational complexity – for instance, in Element Theory (Harris 1994; Harris 
& Lindsey 1995) – segment classes are identified by the number of elements that are 
needed to define them. In this approach too, the classes range from segments that are 
defined by a limited number of elements – i.e. vowels – to segments that are defined 
by the most elements – i.e. stops. In this approach, syllabification is regulated by the 
requirement that adjacent segments have to have a certain minimum and/or 
maximum difference in their representational complexity. Again, this approach 
makes no specific reference to place of articulation. Notice that in a complexity-
based approach, the place elements count towards the overall complexity of a 
segment. However, given that all segments have place, this cannot be used to 
distinguish two classes in terms of complexity, and therefore cannot play a role in 
syllable well-formedness. 

Both the sonority and the complexity account of phonotactics are based on 
the notion that a segment’s manner properties determine its phonological 
distribution. This crude approach suggests that all segments that occupy a certain 
position on the sonority scale or have a certain degree of complexity should exhibit 
homogeneous behaviour concerning the positions these segments can appear in. In 
other words, if one stop can occur in the first position of a word, then all stops 
should be able to occur in that position. Obviously this approach is too restrictive, 
especially given that place of articulation specifications often play a role in the 
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syllabification of segments. For instance, in many languages, two segments with the 
same place of articulation cannot occur next to one another at the beginning of a 
word. In Dutch, words like plan /����/ ‘plan’ and brug /���
/ ‘bridge’ are well-
formed, while words starting with two labial segments such as */��-/ and */��-/ are 
ungrammatical. 

Despite these facts, most approaches to phonotactics do not allow place of 
articulation to influence syllabification in any other way than in the co-occurrence 
restrictions described above. 

1.2. A role for place in phonotactics 

The main claim of this dissertation is that an account for the phonotactic behaviour 
of the Dutch sonorant consonants – i.e. the nasals /, �, �/, the liquids /�, �/ and the 
glides /�, �/ – cannot refer to manner properties alone to account for the segments’ 
distributions. In chapters 4 to 6, I provide evidence that illustrates that there are 
some differences in the distribution and behaviour of the segments within each of 
the three sonorant classes. Given that each sonorant class is defined by the same 
manner properties, this variety found in phonological behaviour must stem from a 
different property, viz. place of articulation. 

Although it might be expected that these differences within the sonorant 
classes are random and arbitrary, I argue that all asymmetries found within the 
Dutch sonorant classes show a systematic pattern. I claim that these patterns result 
from the interpretation of the place elements that I argue for in chapter 2. In chapter 
3, I then claim that each place specification is associated with its own position in a 
hierarchy of consonantal strength. Sonorants with a labial place specification 
typically show behaviour that is closer to more consonantal segments, while 
sonorants with a velar place specification are often restricted to vocalic positions. 
Coronal sonorants form the in-between category, reflected in the fact that they are 
associated neither with strong consonantal nor with strong vocalic behaviour. The 
place hierarchy I argue for in chapter 3 is rather similar to the sonority hierarchy, in 
that each place specification has its own unique position in the hierarchy. The 
differences in phonological behaviour of the segments within a sonorant class are 
therefore not arbitrary, but the direct result of the influence of the place specification 
on the phonotactic constraints that operate in a language. 

1.3. Organisation of this dissertation 

In chapters 2 and 3 I introduce the theoretical framework that is adopted here. First, 
in chapter 2, I argue that the segmental theory known as Element Theory (Harris 
1994; Harris & Lindsey 1995) is best suited for dealing with the phenomena to be 
discussed in chapters 4 to 6. In chapter 3 I then discuss Government Phonology 
(Kaye et al. 1990; Harris 1994; among others) in some detail, and argue that this 
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theory of phonotactics, in combination with claims from Optimality Theory (Prince 
& Smolensky 1993; McCarthy & Prince 1993) concerning phonotactics and 
syllabification can best explain the phonological patterns found in languages. 

In sections 3.2.3. and 3.2.4. I turn to the issue of place of articulation and 
the role it plays in the phonotactic behaviour of segments. These sections form the 
basis of the approach presented in chapters 4 to 6, where I discuss the phonological 
behaviour of the Dutch sonorant consonants. I show that each place element has its 
own phonological interpretation, and that each place element influences the 
behaviour of the segment it is associated to in different, but consistent, ways. Then, 
in the second part of chapter 3 I discuss the phonotactics of Dutch in detail, and 
show how the combination of Government Phonology and Optimality Theory 
readily accounts for the patterns that are found in Dutch. 

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 deal with the Dutch sonorant consonant classes: nasals, 
liquids and glides, respectively. In each chapter I provide evidence for the claims 
and predictions made in chapters 2 and 3. Often this evidence comes from subtle 
differences in the phonological behaviour of the segments involved. In chapter 4 I 
show that the labial nasal is in many ways the strongest nasal, which is reflected in 
the fact that it patterns with obstruents in certain morphological contexts, is the most 
resistant to place assimilation and is the nasal that can occur in the widest range of 
phonological contexts. The velar nasal, on the other hand, shows the most limited 
distribution, and this is attributed to the vocalic nature of the velar place element. 
Furthermore, data from a variety of dialects show that the velar nasal is the preferred 
nasal in vocalic positions. The coronal nasal is in many ways the least marked nasal; 
it occurs in a wide variety of positions, but is also the nasal that is most easily 
deleted and inserted, and assimilates most easily to a following segment. This 
behaviour is consistent with the behaviour of other coronal segments (cf. Paradis & 
Prunet 1991). 

In chapter 5, where I discuss the Dutch liquids /�/ and /�/, I again show that 
there are certain differences in the behaviour of these segments. Obstruent-lateral 
clusters, but not obstruent-rhotic clusters, are broken up into separate syllables in 
word-medial position. For instance, a word like popla [����.��] ‘Popla (toilet paper 
brand)’, with a short vowel in the first syllable, has [�] in the coda and [�] in the 
onset, while a word like zebra [�	�.���] ‘zebra’, with a long vowel in the first 
syllable, has [��] in the onset. I attribute these patterns to differences in the place 
specification between the Dutch lateral and rhotic liquid, and I argue that the lateral 
liquid has a dependent labial specification – explaining its more consonantal 
behaviour – whereas the rhotic has a dependent velar specification – explaining its 
more vocalic behaviour. This asymmetry between obstruent-lateral and obstruent-
rhotic clusters is not unique to Dutch, and I provide evidence from Icelandic and 
some Romance languages that illustrate that in these languages obstruent-lateral 
clusters are also less well-formed than obstruent-rhotic clusters. 

A detailed discussion of the behaviour of Dutch post-vocalic liquids is 
given in section 5.5. There I show that even though both liquids show rather 
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homogeneous behaviour in this position, there are again some differences. I also 
discuss some processes affecting word-final liquid-consonant clusters. 

The final class of sonorants that is discussed is the glides. The first 
observation I make concerning the Dutch glides /�/ and /�/ is that the former should 
in fact not be classified as a glide but rather as a liquid. Its distribution and 
behaviour suggests that it is much closer to the liquids /�/ and /�/ than it is to the 
glide /�/. Even though I suggest that /�/ is a liquid, I discuss it together with the 
palatal glide, since it is usually identified as a glide or approximant. The behaviour 
of the labio-dental segment /�/ shows that its labial place makes it the strongest 
liquid in terms of its distribution before and after other consonants. The palatal glide, 
on the other hand, is the most vocalic consonant, something that is predicted given 
the closeness between vowels and glides. Chapter 6 also discusses a variety of 
dialects of Dutch and presents some interesting phenomena concerning /�/. I 
conclude with a comparison between Dutch labio-dental /�/ and English bilabial /�/. 

Chapter 7 summarises the major claims and findings of this dissertation and 
speculates on some predictions that the issues in this dissertation might make 
concerning the influence of place of articulation in other segment classes. 



2 Segmental structure 

In order to be able to evaluate the behaviour of the Dutch sonorants, both a theory of 
segmental structure and a theory of syllabification are needed. This chapter and the 
next deal with segmental structure and syllabification, respectively, and in both 
chapters I motivate why particular choices are made and how they fit into the 
broader picture of Dutch sonorant behaviour. 

This chapter focuses on the way segments are best characterised, and 
briefly introduces and discusses the segmental theory known as Element Theory, 
which was developed within Government Phonology (cf. Kaye et al. 1985, 1990; 
Harris 1994; Harris & Lindsey 1995). The reason for adopting this theory over any 
other is mainly a practical one. The focus of this dissertation is primarily on the 
asymmetric behaviour that can be observed within the Dutch sonorant classes and 
how to account for these asymmetries, and the representation of segments as 
proposed in Element Theory serves this purpose rather well. The main advantages of 
Element Theory are that it argues for a simplified set of features that are used across 
classes, and that the theory has also been tested against a number of languages (cf. 
Harris 1994; Brockhaus 1995, 1999; Harris & Lindsey 1995; Ploch 1999; Kula 
1999, 2000; and many of the papers in Cyran 1998). Furthermore, and more crucial 
for this dissertation, Element Theory in combination with Government Phonology – 
to be discussed in the next chapter – allows for a detailed discussion and 
characterisation of the interaction between prosodic and segmental structure. 

In this chapter I briefly introduce the key concepts of Element Theory, 
starting with the claim that all elements are unary rather than binary (section 2.1.) 
and the notion that all elements and element constellations are phonetically 
interpretable at all levels in phonology (section 2.2.). In section 2.3., I introduce the 
elements |I|, |U|, |A| and |@|, and discuss how these can be used to characterise 
vowels. In section 2.4., I turn to the representation of consonants, which have an 
additional set of elements to distinguish the manner of consonants, but whose place 
specifications are the same as the vowel elements, something that will turn out to be 
crucial in the remainder of this dissertation. Section 2.5. presents the Dutch 
segmental inventory and section 2.6. summarises the main issues of this chapter. 

2.1. Privative vs. equipollent features 

Although this dissertation is not about theories of segmental structure and the 
advantages or disadvantages of unary vs. binary features, a brief discussion of the 
issue is warranted. The terms “privative” and “equipollent” as used in feature 
theories come from the Prague School, which recognised that not all oppositions in 
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the feature system are strictly binary (Trubetzkoy 1939).1 Since then, many theories 
of segmental structure have claimed that at least some of the features that make up a 
segment are privative, i.e. only one value of a potential binary opposition is active in 
phonology. One such feature is [nasal]. Given that nasality is a property that can 
spread, it is not surprising that the feature specification [+nasal] is needed in 
phonology. However, non-nasality does not play any role in the phonologies of the 
world’s languages. Hence, a feature [–nasal] is not only unnecessary, but even 
unsatisfactory given that it would over-generate. The presence of [–nasal] suggests 
there should be languages where it plays a role, but no such language has been 
found. Compare this to the opposition between [+voice] and [–voice]. Both values 
for the feature [voice] seem to play a role in phonology; in the Dutch compound 
voicing assimilation rules the voice quality of a word-internal stop cluster is 
determined by the voice quality of the second stop. If the second is [+voice], the 
whole cluster is voiced, regardless of the quality of the first stop, as in zak+doek 
/���/+/���/ [�������] ‘handkerchief’, while if the second stop is [–voice], the whole 
cluster is voiceless, as in brood+plank /�	
�/+/����/ [��	
�����] ‘bread board’. 

Alternative views on segmental structure hold that all features are 
inherently monovalent and therefore privative in nature.2 One of the crucial 
differences between an approach that allows both privative and equipollent feature 
oppositions and an approach that allows only the former is the descriptive power 
these approaches have – provided that binary features are not merely translated into 
two separate privative features, in which case the descriptive power would be equal. 
Reducing all phonological contrast to a set of privative features suggests that only 
the positive values of a feature will be able to play a role in phonology. A feature 
can only be present or absent, and there are no negative values for features. Since the 
binary approach does assume there are negative values of all, or at least some 
features, it follows that these negative values should also be able to play a role in 
phonologies of the world, thus potentially increasing the number of possible 
processes. 

Harris & Lindsey (1995) point out that this is perhaps one of the greatest 
advantages of a privative approach since it reduces the generative power of the 
model. If all phonological phenomena can be described and explained by referring to 
privative features, this approach should be favoured over an approach that uses a 
combination of privative and equipollent features, simply because the former is more 
restrictive. Harris & Lindsey claim that at least some phonological processes that 
phonologists have presented as clear evidence in favour of bivalent features can be 
reanalysed by using monovalent features – or, in this case, elements. They briefly 
 
1 I use the terms “privative” and “equipollent” here as being synonymous to “unary” and “binary”, 
respectively. However, in the Prague School sense, binary and equipollent are not necessarily the same. 
Two privative/unary elements could still be in an equipollent opposition (e.g. the two privative vowel 
features [front] and [back]). Here I take equipollent to mean an opposition within a feature, i.e. having 
two values for one feature. 
2 Examples of theories that argue for exclusively monovalent features include Dependency Phonology 
(Anderson & Jones 1974; Anderson & Ewen 1987), Particle Phonology (Schane 1984) and Government 
Phonology (Kaye et al. 1985; Harris 1994; Harris & Lindsey 1995). 
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discuss vowel harmony processes in the Bantu language Chicheŵa (Mtenje 1985) 
and in Pasiego Spanish (McCarthy 1984; Vago 1988). In previous accounts of these 
harmony processes it was claimed that both [–high] and [+high] have to be active in 
the language (cf. Katamba 1984 and Mtenje 1985 for Chicheŵa and McCarthy 1984 
for Pasiego Spanish). Reanalyses of the data capture the processes by referring to 
just one of the values for [high] as being active in the harmony process (cf. Harris & 
Moto 1989 for Chicheŵa and Vago 1988 for Pasiego Spanish). However, for 
Chicheŵa it is claimed that [–high] is the active feature value, whereas for Pasiego 
Spanish it is [+high], suggesting that both values can play a role in phonology. 
Harris & Lindsey (1995) offer an account of both harmony processes by referring to 
just one element |A|, and to two familiar properties in phonology, feature sharing and 
feature delinking.3 For Chicheŵa, they argue that the element |A| is shared between 
the source vowel and the target vowel, creating a lowering harmony, whereas in 
Pasiego Spanish the element |A| is delinked from mid vowels under specific 
licensing conditions (see chapter 3 for a discussion of licensing), resulting in a 
raising harmony. This approach does not introduce new operations to phonology, 
and it uses a more restricted set of segmental features, making it a preferable theory 
over one that allows for equipollent features, and it is therefore adopted here.4 

2.2. Phonetic interpretability 

Apart from the proposal that all elements are privative, another defining 
characteristics of Element Theory is the autonomous interpretation hypothesis. 
Elements are called elements because, as in physics, these are argued to be the 
smallest units that can make up a segment. What is different from traditional feature 
theories is that Element Theory maintains that these smallest units in segmental 
structure are still large enough to receive phonetic interpretation when they occur 
alone in a segment. On the other hand, in traditional binary feature theories the 
feature [high] on its own does not define a segment; it will always need the support 
of other features before it can be interpreted phonetically. However, Harris & 
Lindsey (1995) argue that each element that occurs alone defines a primitive 
segment. These primitive segments are, unsurprisingly, highly unmarked segments 
and segments that are typically the pre-final stage of lenition processes, where the 
final stage is the one where the segment is deleted. In the following two sections, 
where I discuss the individual elements, I return to the issue of the unmarkedness of 
primitive segments. 

 
3 The element |A| stands roughly for lowness, or sonorous. See section 2.3. for more on the vocalic 
elements. 
4 Harris & Lindsey (1995) acknowledge that there are other processes described in the literature that seem 
to rely crucially on two values of one feature, and suggest that these processes have to be looked at on a 
case-by-case basis to see whether they can be reanalysed by using only privative elements. A more 
detailed discussion on the advantages of privative features over equipollent features can be found in 
Harris & Lindsey (1995:37–46). 
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Another crucial claim concerning elements is that they do not define 
articulatory gestures or auditory targets, but that they should rather be viewed in 
acoustic terms. Following Jakobson et al. (1952), Harris & Lindsey (1995) point out 
that since the acoustic signal is shared by both speaker and hearer, all sub-segmental 
primes should be couched in acoustic terms. More specifically, this means that each 
element is defined by a crude acoustic characteristic. These acoustic patterns 
function both as a target for the speaker and as a reference point for the listener. 
However, Harris & Lindsey point out that elements are not themselves acoustic (or 
articulatory) events. “They are properly understood as cognitive objects which 
perform the grammatical function of coding lexical contrasts” (Harris & Lindsey 
1995:50). For the purpose of this dissertation I take this last statement rather literally 
and treat the elements that Harris & Lindsey propose as cognitive, abstract objects, 
and unless necessary I will not discuss the exact acoustic characteristic associated 
with each element. A detailed discussion of the acoustic events that define a given 
element can be found in Harris (1994:chapter 3) and Harris & Lindsey (1995). 

An important implication of the autonomous interpretation hypothesis is 
that underspecification is ruled out. Given the autonomous interpretation hypothesis, 
segments should be phonetically interpretable at all levels of phonology and 
phonetics. Underspecification, however, suggests that information is absent from 
structures at some levels of phonological derivation, rendering the underspecified 
structure uninterpretable. Default element insertion is not possible, and the only two 
available operations in a phonology that adhere to Element Theory are spreading and 
delinking, which do not change the phonetic interpretability of a segment at any 
stage. 

Even though the autonomous interpretation hypothesis is considered crucial 
by Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995), they themselves run into problems 
with the interpretation of some of the elements that they need for representing 
contrast in phonological systems. In sections 2.4.1. and 2.4.4., where I discuss the 
manner and laryngeal elements, respectively, it will become clear that the 
autonomous interpretation hypothesis in its most powerful form cannot be 
maintained, given that the nasal and laryngeal elements do not have an autonomous 
interpretation. Even though it plays an important role in determining what the place 
and manner elements are for vowels and consonants, I do not adopt the autonomous 
interpretation hypothesis in its strictest interpretation. 

2.3. Vowels 

2.3.1. |I|, |U|, |A| 

Having introduced the basic claims that underlie Element Theory, I now turn to the 
discussion of the elements themselves, starting with a discussion of the elements that 
are needed to represent vowels. Anderson & Jones (1974, 1977) claimed that a 
canonical five-vowel system is best characterised in terms of various combinations 
of three primes, and, as in Government Phonology, these will be represented here as 
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|I|, |U| and |A|. Recall that each of these primes corresponds to a particular acoustic 
event. For the vowel elements, these acoustic events are spectral signatures that 
correspond to particular settings of the articulators in the oral cavity. These spectral 
signatures are roughly defined by the position of the formants for the three canonical 
vowels /�/, /�/ and /�/ (see Harris 1994 for a more detailed discussion). For the 
discussion here I assume that the spectral signature for |I| is associated with an 
enlarged pharyngeal cavity and “constricted” oral cavity, i.e. with coronal or palatal 
place of articulation. The spectral signature for |U| is associated with enlarging both 
the pharyngeal and the oral cavity. One way of enlarging the oral cavity is by 
rounding the lips; therefore, the articulatory event that is usually associated with |U| 
is rounding. The spectral signature for |A| is associated with a constricted pharyngeal 
cavity and an expanded oral cavity, i.e. a low place of articulation. In short, |I| 
corresponds to “coronal/palatal”, |U| corresponds to “round” and |A| corresponds to 
“low”. 

The primes |I|, |U| and |A| are phonetically interpreted as /�/, /�/ and /�/, 
respectively.5 The two mid vowels /�/ and /
/ that typically occur in a five-vowel 
system, as found in Spanish, are then represented as a combination of |I| and |A| for 
/�/ and |U| and |A| for /
/. This view of segmental structure reflects the idea that the 
three corner vowels of the vowel triangle are unmarked with respect to the other 
vowels in a system, something that follows immediately from the fact that non-
peripheral vowels are always a combination of two or more elements, while the 
corner or peripheral vowels themselves contain one element only. 

The obvious question that arises is how more complex vowel systems can 
be accounted for using only three primes. The maximum number of vowels that can 
be described by single combination of three primes is seven. Apart from the 
combinations mentioned above, |I| and |U| could be combined, to give a front 
rounded vowel, and all three elements can be combined, to give a front rounded mid 
vowel. Obviously, there are numerous vowel system that are more complex than the 
seven-vowel system that the three primes can generate. One way of adding more 
contrastive power to the theory is by allowing each prime to occur more than once in 
a structure, which is what Schane (1984) proposes in the theory known as Particle 
Phonology; Clements (1989) proposes something similar for the feature [open]. 
However, a major problem with this approach is how to restrict the number of 
similar primes that can be added to a segment. Representing /�/ vs. /�/ as a difference 
between |I,A| and |I,A,A|, respectively, suggests that it is possible to have an infinite 
number of vowel heights in a language, something which is unattested. Where 
allowing only three primes seems too limited to describe vowel systems of the 
world, Particle Phonology is clearly too powerful. Another way to increase the 
number of possible contrasts is by introducing asymmetric relations between the 
elements (Anderson & Jones 1974; Anderson & Ewen 1987; Kaye et al. 1985; 
Harris 1994; Harris & Lindsey 1995), and this is the approach taken here. 

 
5 Even though the elements discussed here are phonetically interpreted as the vowels [�], [�] and [�], I 
represent them phonologically rather than phonetically, indicating their phonological status as canonical 
vowels. 
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To illustrate the idea of asymmetric relations in element structures, consider 
a seven-vowel system, as found in Tunica (Haas 1941; Maddieson 1984:392). 
 
(1) � � 
 � 
 
 � � 
 � 
 
The representation of the corner vowels is again straightforward, as /�/, /�/ and /�/ 
are defined as |I|, |U| and |A|, respectively. The four mid vowels all contain two 
elements; the front mid vowels contain |I| and |A| and the back mid vowels contain 
|U| and |A|. Following the Dependency Phonology tradition (Anderson & Jones 
1974; Anderson & Ewen 1987), Harris & Lindsey (1995) argue that the difference 
between the mid vowels should be represented as a difference in the respective head-
dependent relations within the segment. Dependency Phonology argues that 
structure are asymmetric and that typically one item in a structure is the head and the 
other(s) the dependent(s). In vowel structure this means that the head element has 
more influence on the phonetic interpretation of the segment. For the vowel system 
in (1) this means that the lower mid vowels /�/ and /�/ have |A| as the head element, 
whereas the higher mid vowels /�/ and /
/ have the elements |I| and |U| as the head 
element, respectively. This results in the following representations in a seven-vowel 
system, where the underlined element functions as the head of the segment. 
 
(2) /�/ |I| /�/ |U| 
 /�/ |I,A| /
/ |U,A| 
 /�/ |I,A| /�/ |U,A| 
 /�/ |A| 
 
The maximum number of vowels that can be described by allowing asymmetric 
relations within a vowel is now increased to twelve. The constellations |I,U| (which 
would be realised as the round high front vowel /�/), |I,U| (the spread high back 
vowel /�/), |I,U,A| (the round high-mid front vowel /�/), |I,U,A| (the spread mid 
back vowel /�/) and |I,U,A| (the round low-mid vowel /�/) are now also possible. 

Not all contrast in vocalic systems is best captured by reference to the 
elements |I|, |U| and |A| alone, as these elements do not define all possible 
dimensions of contrast. Many languages have vowel systems in which 
“peripherality” – or Advanced Tongue Root – can be contrastive. Moreover, there 
are languages that have more than twelve vowels, such as Norwegian, which has – at 
least – fifteen different vowels with distinctive qualities (Maddieson 1984:128; 
Kristoffersen 2000). Therefore, a fourth element is needed to account for vocalic 
contrasts in languages of the world, and this element is discussed in the next section. 
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2.3.2. |@| 

Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995) claim that there is a fourth element |@|, 
which fulfils a dual purpose in vocalic systems. On the one hand, this so-called 
“neutral element” |@| defines the neutral vowel in a vocalic system, typically schwa. 
On the other hand, |@| plays an active role in distinguishing Advanced Tongue Root 
(ATR) vowels from non-ATR vowels in systems that have this contrast. Before 
turning to each of these issues, I first consider some more general issues concerning 
|@|. 

In their discussion of the neutral element, Harris & Lindsey (1995) compare 
it to a canvas to which one can add paint. This means that it functions as a 
background against which contrast can be evaluated. In acoustic terms, this means 
that |@| has no distinct formant pattern that can influence a segment. Harris & 
Lindsey claim that the formant structure of the neutral element is dispersed and can 
hence function as “a base line on which the elemental patterns associated with |A|, |I| 
and |U| are superimposed” (Harris & Lindsey 1995:60). This suggests that the 
neutral element must be present in all vowels, and I follow that claim here.6 The fact 
that the acoustic pattern is neutral and dispersed suggests that it adds nothing to the 
phonological make-up of the segment. In section 2.3.2.2. I show that |@| can only 
play a role in phonology when it is the head element in a given structure. However, I 
will first turn to the phonetic interpretation of |@|. 

2.3.2.1. Schwa 
The phonetic output of a segment that only has the neutral element |@| in its 
segmental make-up is typically schwa. This vowel is devoid of clear acoustic 
characteristics, and is therefore the most neutral vowel. It is the vowel that is 
typically the result of vowel reduction in unstressed syllables. In Element Theory 
vowel reduction or lenition is the loss of elemental material. The only element that 
typically remains in vowel lenition processes is |@| – the baseline that is always 
present – which is realised as /�/. In Dutch, for instance, full vowels in unstressed 
syllables are optionally reduced to schwa (cf. Martin 1968; Booij 1977, 1981, 1982, 
1995; Kager 1989; van Oostendorp 2000a; de Lacy 2002), and in each case all the 
vowel elements save |@| are stripped from the vowel. The pronunciation of the 
examples in (3) can alternate between one with a full vowel in the first, unstressed, 
syllable, but a more typical pronunciation is one where the full vowels in the first 
unstressed syllable reduces to schwa (Booij 1995:130). 

 
6 Harris (1994), following Kaye et al. (1985), assumes that |@| is present on each element tier that is not 
occupied by a place element. This suggests that in some vowels this element is present multiple times, 
while in vowels that combine all place elements it should not be able to occur. However, given the 
distribution of vowels in Dutch I assume that |@| does not occur on all unoccupied tiers, but should 
instead be understood as a true baseline element, that has its own tier to which the other elements can be 
attached. Notice that in this view the baseline element is somewhat similar to a (root) node. Below, in 
section 2.4.2., where I discuss the consonantal baselines, I assume that these also occupy their own tier in 
the melodic structure. 
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(3) banaan /�����/ [������] ~ [������] ‘banana’ 
 lokaal /�
���/ [�
����] ~ [������] ‘classroom’ 
 metaal /�����/ [������] ~ [������] ‘metal’ 
 muziek /�����/ [������] ~ [������] ‘music’ 
 minuut /�����/ [������] ~ [������] ‘minute’ 
 dominee /�
����/ [��
����] ~ [��
����] ‘clergyman’ 
 aspirine /����	���/ [�����	���] ~ [�����	���] ‘aspirin’ 
 
Vowel reduction in Dutch is subject to a wide variety of restrictions, including the 
prosodic context in which the unstressed syllable occurs and the frequency of the 
word involved, as well as speaker-dependent variability (Booij 1995). Nevertheless, 
the data in (3) indicate that at least in certain contexts, full vowels lose all their 
vocalic elements apart from the vocalic baseline |@|. 

Notice that in languages such as Bulgarian (Pettersson & Wood 1987), 
vowels in unstressed syllables do not reduce to schwa, but are instead restricted to a 
subset of the vowels that can occur in stressed syllables. However, these languages 
are not counterevidence to the claim that lenition processes are characterised as the 
loss of elements. In these languages, vowel reduction is also best analysed as the 
stripping of elements, but in this case the lenited vowels are the prime vowels that 
are defined by just one vowel element other than the obligatory |@| (cf. Harris & 
Lindsey 1995; van de Weijer 1996:8–12). 

2.3.2.2. Tense vs. lax vowels 
In many languages vowels contrast not only in terms of their “frontness”, 
“roundness” and “lowness”, but also on a dimension that Harris & Lindsey refer to 
as “peripherality”. Notice that the discussion in section 2.3.2.1. above also concerns 
the notion of peripherality, as |@| is the only non-peripheral element. Languages that 
contrast vowels in this dimension include so-called ATR-languages. The tense vs. 
lax vowel contrasts that can be found in Germanic languages can also be seen as an 
instantiation of a peripherality contrast (van Oostendorp 2000a). In languages that 
contrast vowels in terms of peripherality, one set in the vowel system is 
characterised by being pronounced with an advanced tongue root, while the other set 
of vowels lacks this property. This suggests that ATR is a privative property and that 
ATR – and not Retracted Tongue Root (RTR) – is the active “value”.7 Evidence for 
this comes from ATR harmony languages, such as Akan (Clements 1981). Even 
though ATR seems to be an active feature in vowel systems of the world, Harris & 
Lindsey (1995) argue that languages that have this contrast are best described by 
referring only to the four familiar elements. Adding an element that specifies ATR 
would mean a departure from the autonomous interpretation hypothesis. 
Furthermore, it would mean that the high front tense vowel /�/ is more complex than 
the high front lax vowel /�/, given that the former would then consist of the elements 
|I| and |ATR|, while the latter would have only |I|. Given these implications, Harris & 
 
7 However, see Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994), among others, for arguments in favour of a feature 
RTR. 
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Lindsey propose that this contrast should be represented as a difference in head-
dependent structure. This can be illustrated with a subset of the Dutch tense (4a) and 
lax (4b) vowels given in (4) (see also Swets to appear for a discussion of the 
representation of the Dutch tense~lax distinction).8 
 
(4) a. /�/ |I,A,@| b. /�/ |I,A,@| 
 /
/ |U,A,@| /�/ |U,A,@| 
 
The tense vowels have a familiar structure, with two primary vowel elements each, 
which combine with the neutral element |@|. The lax vowels, on the other hand, are 
|@|-headed. It is only when the neutral element is the head of a vowel that it 
influences the realisation of that vowel. In lax – or non-ATR – vowels this means 
that the influence of the peripheral elements is attenuated and the vowels are more 
centralised compared to their tense counterparts. 

The question of how ATR harmony is to be characterised in terms of the 
representations proposed in Harris & Lindsey (1995) is beyond the scope of this 
dissertation, but Harris & Lindsey suggest that ATR harmony is in fact head 
agreement. Within a given domain, either all heads must be |@|, resulting in an ATR 
harmonic span, or all heads must be peripheral, resulting in a non-ATR harmonic 
span. 

To summarise, the neutral element |@| defines the neutral vowel schwa in 
many languages of the world, and also plays an important role in distinguishing 
tense and lax, or ATR and non-ATR vowels from one another. Having discussed the 
vocalic elements in some detail, I now turn to the representation of consonants. 

2.4. Consonants 

2.4.1. “Manner” 

Given the autonomous interpretation hypothesis and the idea that lenition or 
weakening is simply the stripping away of elemental material (Harris 1994; Harris & 
Lindsey 1995), one way to establish primes in Element Theory is by looking at 
lenition processes. The segment that consistently occurs in the pre-final stage of a 
lenition process is claimed to contain just one element (the final stage is the one 
where the segment has disappeared). Recall that vowels in weak positions reduce to 
single element structures, i.e. either to schwa or to peripheral vowels (see section 
2.3.2.1). Harris & Lindsey argue that there are two lenition processes that reveal the 
manner types of consonants. The first process is what Harris & Lindsey call 
glottaling. In this process, stops lenite – usually through a stage where they are 
realised as an unreleased stop – into a glottal stop. This is taken as evidence that the 
acoustic properties of a glottal closure must be part of the elemental make-up of at 

 
8 Notice that the representations of the vowels in (4) are different from those in (2), where I had not yet 
introduced the neutral element |@|. 
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least the stops. Subsequently, this element is represented as |�|. Harris (1994) defines 
the acoustic signature of this element as “abrupt and sustained decrease in overall 
amplitude” (Harris 1994:140). Unsurprisingly, this element is present in segments 
that are traditionally described as being [–continuant]. 

The second common lenition process is spirantisation/aspiration. This 
process involves the lenition of a stop – usually through a fricative – into /�/. Harris 
& Lindsey take this as evidence that there must be a phonological element that has 
the acoustic property of a placeless/glottal fricative type sound. This element is 
given the label “noise”, suggesting that its defining acoustic property is a-periodic 
energy, and is represented as |h|. The element |�| is present in fricatives and aspirated 
and/or released stops. 

A third manner type that is usually recognised in theories of segment 
structure is one corresponding to nasality. However, neither Harris (1994) nor Harris 
& Lindsey (1995) discuss nasals in any detail, and Harris & Lindsey simply state 
that they are not certain whether to represent these with an independent element for 
nasality or whether to represent nasality by using one of the laryngeal elements. If 
nasals are characterised by the manner element |N| – which would be defined as the 
acoustic signature belonging to nasal airflow9 – one obvious problem would be that 
the phonetic realisation of this element in isolation would not result in a segment that 
is found in languages of the world. Nasality is a property of either a consonant that 
has simultaneous closure in the oral tract – i.e. the segment will also have |�| and 
some place element(s) – or it is a property of a vowel, in which case the segment 
contains at least one vocalic element. This leads Ploch (1999) and Botma (to 
appear), among others, to the conclusion that |N| is not an element that is needed in 
phonology. Both Ploch and Botma argue that nasals can easily be represented by 
referring to the already available laryngeal elements (see section 2.4.4. for a brief 
discussion of the laryngeal elements in Element Theory). Below in section 2.4.2.2. I 
discuss the nasals in some more detail. 

2.4.2. The consonantal baselines 

2.4.2.1. Obstruents 
An important question that arises after discussing the consonantal manner elements 
is whether the neutral element plays a role in consonants, as well as in vowels. 
Neither Harris (1994) nor Harris & Lindsey (1995) are very explicit about this issue. 
None of the consonant representations in their respective papers contain the neutral 
element. I depart from this view, and one of the more crucial claims about element 
structure in this dissertation is that sonorant consonants contain the neutral element 
|@|, while obstruents do not. This suggests that obstruents lack a “canvas to paint 
on”. However, I claim that both the manner elements |�| and |h| form the baselines 
for consonants. Recall that the acoustic property of |�| is a drop in overall amplitude, 
which is best achieved by a complete closure in the oral tract. The place elements – 
 
9 Harris (1994) defines this acoustic signature as a “broad resonance peak at [the] lower end of the 
frequency range” (Harris 1994:140). 
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to be discussed below – then define where this closure is realised, just as the place 
elements |I|, |U| and |A| influence the neutral properties of |@|. In this sense, |�| is 
also a neutral element, albeit for stops, which is modified by place elements. 
Similarly, |h|, whose acoustic property is defined as noise, also acts as a neutral 
baseline in consonants. The noise that is associated with |h| can be realised in 
practically every position in the mouth; thus, the place elements are placed on top of 
the neutral element |h| to define where frication occurs. These observations lead to 
the conclusion that the vocalic neutral element is not present in the representation of 
obstruents. As suggested above, the neutral baseline for stops is provided by |�|, and 
the neutral baseline for fricatives is |h|. Notice that both consonantal baselines can 
sometimes be present in a single segment, for instance in affricates. 

Some additional support for the claim that not only |@|, but also |�| and |�|, 
are baseline elements comes from the fact that Dutch does not allow adjacent 
segments that are defined by only one of these elements. The sequences *[��], *[��], 
*[��] and *[��] are all unattested in Dutch (van Oostendorp 2000a). What these three 
segments have in common in the approach presented here is that they all consist of a 
single, baseline element. Dutch apparently bans sequences of segments that have a 
baseline element only. 

2.4.2.2. Sonorants 
The next question that needs to be addressed is what provides the baseline for 
sonorants. For glides this seems a rather straightforward issue. Harris (1994) follows 
Kaye & Lowenstamm (1984), Selkirk (1984) and Borowsky (1986:247ff), among 
others, and argues that glides have the same structure as vowels. The position of 
these segments in the prosodic structure determines the phonetic realisation of the 
segment. For English, for instance, this means that /�/ and / / on the one hand, and /�/ 
and /!/ on the other, have the same segmental make-up. In rhyme position these 
sounds are interpreted as vowels and in onset positions they are interpreted as glides. 
This means that glides, like the corresponding vowels, have the neutral vocalic 
element |@| in their structure. However, in chapter 6 I argue that the Dutch glides do 
not have the same structure as vowels, and that glides are also represented with the 
consonantal baseline |�|. 

The representation of liquids is slightly more complicated. Given that the 
main difference between obstruents and sonorants is that the latter segments all 
contain the vocalic baseline element, they all minimally consist of this element and a 
place specification. However, I further claim that liquids are defined by a 
combination of the vocalic baseline and the noise element |�|. This combination 
results in segments that are inherently voiced and rather sonorous, but that at the 
same time have a more constricted occlusion in the oral cavity than vowels. 

The last class of segments to be discussed is formed by the nasals. Again I 
claim that their status as sonorants is reflected in the presence of the vocalic baseline 
element. In addition to this baseline, nasals are also defined by the consonantal 
baseline |�|. Nasals are typically produced with continuous airflow through the nasal 
cavity, while at the same time the oral cavity is completely obstructed. This is 
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directly reflected in the combination of the elements |@| and |�|. The structures in (5) 
give a first approximation of the representations of glides (5a), liquids (5b) and 
nasals (5c), but note that below I argue that glides should in fact also be represented 
as the liquid in (5b). 
 
(5) a. x b. x c. x 
 
 � � 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
 Place Place Place 
 
 glides liquids nasals 
 
In section 3.2.3., I turn to the issue of how manner and place interact. 

2.4.3. Place: |I|, |U| and |A| revisited 

Rather than introducing a separate set of place elements for consonants, both 
Dependency and Government Phonology argue that consonant and vowel place are 
characterised by using the same elements (cf. Anderson & Ewen 1987; Smith 1988; 
Harris & Lindsey 1995; van de Weijer 1996), something which is also argued for in 
some work on Feature Geometry (cf. Clements 1989; Clements & Hume 1995; but 
cf. Halle et al. 2000 for a critique of this view). I too will use these place elements, 
but I depart from Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995) and follow Smith 
(1988, 2000) in the way that the place elements are interpreted in consonants. 

Since Dutch does not have many contrasts for place of articulation in its 
consonants, I discuss only the major places of articulation. A more detailed account 
of how these major places of articulation can be further subdivided can be found in 
Smith (2000). 

The first place of articulation is what is traditionally called “labial”. Dutch 
has a number of labial segments, including bilabial stops, labio-dental fricatives, a 
bilabial nasal and a labio-dental glide. Given that the element |U| corresponds with 
roundness in vowels (see section 2.3.1. above), both Harris & Lindsey (1995) and 
Smith (1988) argue that |U| corresponds with labial place of articulation in 
consonants. Given that Dutch does not contrast bilabial stops with labio-dental stops 
or labio-dental fricatives with bilabial fricatives, I too claim that |U| can represent 
both bilabial and labio-dental place. Its interpretation then depends on the manner 
specification of the segment in question. This is also common practice in more 
traditional feature accounts of Dutch, such as in Booij (1995:11). 

The next major place of articulation is usually called “coronal”, indicating 
that the segment in question is produced with the tip and/or blade of the tongue 
moving towards or against the alveolar ridge. Harris & Lindsey (1995) argue that 
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coronal segments should be characterised by the element |R|. This place element 
does not occur in the vowel system, and here Harris & Lindsey depart from the idea 
that vowel and consonant place are the same. Harris & Lindsey argue that 
postulating a separate place element just for coronal consonants is justified, given 
the lenition process found for English /�/. In many dialects of English, including 
most dialects of American English, intervocalic /�/ is lenited to the coronal tap /"/. 
Harris & Lindsey argue that this tap is a pre-deletion lenition segment, which means 
that it has only one element, namely |R|. However, adding a separate place element 
that only plays a role in consonant systems makes the model more elaborate than a 
model in which vowel place and consonantal place are represented by the same 
elements. I claim, however, that coronal place in consonants is represented by the 
familiar vocalic place element |I| (see Smith 1988, 2000 for a similar view). Harris & 
Lindsey reserve |I| for palatal sounds. This seems a little odd, given the unmarked 
status of |I| in vocalic systems. Palatal place of articulation is a more marked place of 
articulation for consonants in languages than coronal place of articulation (see 
Maddieson 1984:32; Zamuner 2003). In vowel systems the three basic elements |I|, 
|U| and |A| on their own typically represent the highly unmarked and common 
vowels /�/, /�/ and /�/, respectively. Since these place elements are associated with 
highly unmarked vowels, I maintain that these elements should also represent the 
least marked consonantal places of articulation (van de Weijer 1996:28; Smith 
2000). Even though there is far more to be said about consonantal place markedness, 
I assume here that the frequency of place of articulation in the cross-linguistic 
studies of Maddieson (1984) and Zamuner (2003) give a fair indication of which 
places of articulation are less marked than others in consonant inventories. 
Therefore, given that coronal consonants are far more frequent than palatal 
consonants, Smith’s proposal that argues that |I| is unmarked in both vowels and 
consonants is more appealing. A more detailed discussion of how palatal sounds are 
to be represented can be found in Smith (2000). 

An illustration of the fact that palatals are more marked than coronals can 
be found in Dutch, which does not have many palatal sounds, and most of these are 
derived. For instance, Dutch [#] typically occurs in loanwords such as sjaal [#��] 
‘scarf’, where it is arguably the result of the merger of the coronal fricative and the 
palatal glide (Booij 1995:95). The only palatal sound that Booij recognises is the 
palatal glide / /. However, this palatal glide also has the element |I| as its place 
element, given that the high front vowel /�/ and the palatal glide share the same 
segmental structure in Booij’s analysis. Under a nuclear position this segment is 
interpreted as a vowel, and outside the nucleus it is interpreted as a glide (cf. Kaye & 
Lowenstamm 1984; Selkirk 1984; Borowsky 1986; Harris 1994). Notice again that 
the interpretation of the place element is dependent on the manner specification of 
the segment in question. In chapter 6 I return to the representation and behaviour of 
the Dutch glides in more detail. For now I conclude that coronal place in consonants 
should be represented by the unmarked element |I| and that there is no need to 
postulate a separate place element |R|. A question that then remains is how to 
represent the pre-deletion lenition segment /"/. This issue is beyond the scope of this 
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dissertation, but I hypothesise here that /"/ has more than one element in its 
segmental structure, one of which is presumably the coronal place element |I|. In 
chapter 5 I discuss the representation and behaviour of the Dutch rhotic in more 
detail and there I conclude that rhotics are not only coronal, but are also defined by 
an additional |A| element. This would then suggest that the “pre-deletion” tapped 
rhotic is not a segment that contains just one element, contrary to what Harris & 
Lindsey suggest. 

The final major place of articulation I address is what is traditionally called 
“velar”. Again, I depart from the proposal of Harris & Lindsey (1995) and argue that 
velar sounds are best characterised with the place element |A| (Smith 1988, 2000). 
Harris & Lindsey propose that velars have |@|, and |A| is reserved for uvular and 
pharyngeal sounds. Recall from section 2.4.2.2. that I claim that the element |@|, in 
combination with one of the consonantal baselines defines the sonorant consonants. 
This then implies that |@| cannot be used to define a uvular or pharyngeal place of 
articulation. However, additional support for the claim that |A| defines velars comes 
again from language universals. Velar sounds are far more common than uvular and 
pharyngeal sounds (Maddieson 1984:32), and since |I|, |U| and |A| are the three basic 
place elements for describing vowels, it is preferable to represent the three most 
common places of articulation for consonants using exactly these three vocalic 
primes. As Dutch does not have uvular and/or pharyngeal sounds, the question how 
to represent these sounds is not crucial here. However, it is most likely that 
representing these sounds as a combination of vocalic place elements or representing 
them with different head-dependent relations between the manner and place 
elements will suffice. This latter option is similar to the way in which Harris (1994) 
distinguishes strident and non-strident fricatives (Harris 1994:126). In this 
dissertation I claim that |A| rather than |@| defines velar place (Smith 1988, 2000). 

The claim that velar sounds have |A| as their place element plays a crucial 
role in the remainder of this dissertation, particularly in chapter 4 that is on the 
Dutch nasals, where I argue that the velar nasal // cannot occur outside of the 
nucleus because it has |A| place. In chapter 3 I claim that |A| is the most vocalic of 
the place elements, which is reflected in the way sonorants that have |A| place 
behave in certain prosodic contexts. 

2.4.4. Laryngeal contrast 

Laryngeal contrast does not play a role in the behaviour of the Dutch sonorants, but 
for reasons of completeness I will briefly discuss the representation of laryngeal 
contrast in Element Theory. Harris & Lindsey (1995) do not address the issue, but 
Harris (1994) gives a brief overview of the laryngeal elements. He argues that the 
traditional features voiced and voiceless do not reflect the full range of possible 
phonological contrasts found in the world’s languages. As an alternative he proposes 
that there are two laryngeal elements that can be active in a language, namely |L| and 
|H|. The acoustic correlate of |L| is roughly “low fundamental frequency” (Harris 
1994:140), which can be achieved by letting slack vocal folds vibrate. The element 
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|H| is produced with stiff vocal cords and the acoustic signature is “high fundamental 
frequency” (Harris 1994:140). Harris illustrates the phonological status of these 
elements by discussing the voiced-voiceless opposition in English and French stops. 
He argues that in French the contrast between the two types of stops is a contrast in 
voicing. The French voiced stops have a negative voice onset time, which means 
that voicing starts during the closure of the segment. In English, voiced stops are not 
phonetically voiced, as the voicing usually starts after the release of the stop. English 
stops are contrasted by the presence or absence of a release burst, or aspiration. This 
difference results in the following systems for French and English stops: 
 
(6)  English French 
 /�/ – L 
 /�/ H – 
 
English stops are contrasted by the element |H|, which is present in the voiceless 
stops, whereas the French stops are contrasted by the element |L|, which is present in 
the voiced stops. This also means that the voiced stop in English and the voiceless 
stops in French are “neutral” with regard to laryngeal specification. 

Having two elements to express laryngeal contrast suggests that there 
should be languages that allow more contrasts in their stop series. Two such 
languages are Thai and Gujarati (Ladefoged 1971). Thai contrasts voiced stops, 
voiceless stops and voiceless aspirated stops, and Gujarati contrasts voiced stops, 
voiceless stops, voiceless aspirated stops and breathy voiced stops. These are 
represented as in (7) (Harris 1994:135). 
 
(7)  Thai Gujarati 
 /�/ L L 
 /�/ – – 
 /�$/ H H 
 /�%/ – L, H 
 
The systems in (6) and (7) do not present an exhaustive account of possible 
laryngeal systems, but merely sketch the way in which |L| and |H| operate. 

Now consider the way in which laryngeal contrast is represented in Dutch. 
First note that Dutch does not have voiceless aspirated stops, but instead has plain 
voiceless stops, similar to French. Like French, Dutch voiced stops have a negative 
voice onset time, meaning that voicing starts before the release of the stop (Rietveld 
& van Heuven 1997:114). Therefore, I argue that the Dutch stops and fricatives are 
contrasted as in French; voiced obstruents have the element |L| to indicate their 
voiced status in phonology and the voiceless obstruents are neutral (see papers in 
van der Torre & van de Weijer (in preparation) for a discussion of voicing in Dutch, 
and van der Feest et al. (in preparation) for support from the acquisition of Dutch for 
the claim that voiced segments in Dutch are specified, while voiceless segments are 
unmarked). 
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Evidence for this claim comes primarily from what is known as final 
devoicing (cf. Booij 1995). Dutch word and syllable-final voiced obstruents lose 
their voicing specification, as shown in (8): 
 
(8) heb /���/ [���] ‘have-1SG’ hebben /�����/ [�����] ‘have-PL’ 
 laad /���/ [���] ‘load-1SG’ laden /�����/ [�����] ‘load-PL’ 
 leef /��&/ [��'] ‘live-1SG’ leven /��&��/ [���&�] ‘live-PL’ 
 lees /���/ [���] ‘read-1SG’ lezen /�����/ [�����] ‘read-PL’ 
 
This means that these obstruents must have been specified for voice – i.e. as having 
|L| – otherwise they could not lose it in this phonological process. In this respect the 
situation is different from English, where word and syllable-final obstruents can be 
either voiced or voiceless, but note that in these positions the voiceless stops lose 
their aspiration. An alternative analysis could of course be that Dutch – and perhaps 
all languages – have the same laryngeal contrast as English, and that word-final 
voiced obstruents gain an element rather than lose one. In this analysis, voiced 
obstruents would lack the element |H|, but in syllable-final position Dutch would 
have a rule that inserts this element, resulting in the final devoicing pattern described 
in (8). However, apart from having to assume that material can be added to 
phonological structure – something that Harris (1994) argues strongly against – it 
would also have to be stipulated that the |H| element can only be added to obstruents 
and not to sonorants. The |L| deletion approach, however, only needs to state that 
segments containing |L| lose this element in syllable-final position. 

In Dutch, only obstruents can be modified by the element |L|, creating 
voiced-voiceless obstruent pairs. The Dutch sonorants are invariably phonologically 
voiced. The lack of a contrast between voiced and voiceless sonorants indicates that 
there is no need to modify the sonorants with a laryngeal element. I claim that the 
presence of the vocalic baseline element |@| automatically constitutes a voiced 
segment.10 Only segments with just consonantal baseline elements can be modified 
by a laryngeal element. However, cross-linguistically obstruents are not the only 
segments that can be modified by laryngeal elements. Sometimes nasals show not 
only contrast on the place dimension, but also contrast in terms of laryngeal 
specifications. Some languages have both phonologically voiced and voiceless 
nasals, while others allow a contrast between breathy voiced nasals and plain nasals. 
For a detailed discussion of the interaction between nasals and laryngeal contrasts 
see Botma (to appear). In Dutch, however, only segments with just consonantal 
baselines can be modified by a laryngeal element. 

 
10 Notice that this is very similar to the claim made by Avery & Rice (1989), Rice (1992) and Avery 
(1996), among others, who argue that sonorants contain a Sonorant Voicing (SV) node. 
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2.5. The segments of Dutch 

This section provides a brief overview of the segments of Dutch and their 
representations in terms of the element theory discussed above. Dutch has the 
following segmental inventory (Booij 1995): 
 
(9) vowels (Booij 1995:4) 

lax vowels �, �, �, (, � 
tense vowels �, �, �, �, �, 
, � 
schwa � 
diphthongs ��, ��, �� 

 
 consonants (Booij 1995:7) 

 bilabial labio-
dental 

alveolar palatal velar glottal 

plosives �, �  �, �  �, (�)  
fricatives  ', & �, �  ) � 
nasals �  �    
liquids   �, 	    
glides  *      

 
The representation of the Dutch vowels is presented in section 2.5.1., followed by a 
discussion of the representation of Dutch consonants in section 2.5.2. 

2.5.1. The Dutch vowels 

2.5.1.1. Monophthongs 
As mentioned in section 2.3.2.2., Dutch has two sets of monophthongal vowels; a 
tense and a lax set (van Oostendorp 2000a). Before turning to the exact 
representations of the Dutch vowels, it is necessary to first discuss the relation 
between the Dutch tense and lax vowels. The issue of vowel quality and the 
interaction between vowel quality and vowel height is crucial in the discussion of 
“bogus” clusters in chapter 3 and the discussion of the asymmetric behaviour of 
obstruent-lateral and obstruent-rhotic clusters in Dutch in chapter 5. 

The vowel system of Dutch is not completely symmetrical, in that not all 
tense vowels have a lax counterpart. Booij (1995:72) argues that the following tense 
lax pairs exist in Dutch: �~�, �~(, �~�, 
~� and �~�.11 One of the arguments in 
favour of these pairings comes from alternations between lax and tense vowels in 
singular and plural forms of some Dutch nouns. Both /�/ and /�/ alternate with /�/. 

 
11 Van Oostendorp (2000a) argues that /�/ is the only lax counterpart of /�/ and that /�/ does not have a 
tense counterpart. 
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(10) singular (lax) plural (tense) 
 dak [���] daken [�����] ‘roof’ 
 god [)��] goden [�)
��] ‘god’ 
 schip [�)��] schepen [��)���] ‘ship’ 
 weg [*�)] wegen [�*�)�] ‘road’ 
 
Notice that there is no noun pair with alternating /�/ and /(/ in Dutch. An 
explanation for this absence might be the relative infrequency of these vowels in 
Dutch. However, Marc van Oostendorp (personal communication) notes that this 
alternation can be found in Tilburg Dutch, where these vowels are more frequent. 
All nouns involving the lax vowel /(/ show the regular pattern of plural formation, 
as in kr[(]k~kr[(]kken ‘stool’ and h[(]t~ h[(]tten ‘hut’. However, some evidence 
for the pairing of /�/ and /(/ comes from Dutch liquid-colouring facts. Dutch vowels 
undergo a change in quality when they occur before /�/ and /	/ (see Gussenhoven 
1993; Booij 1995 for /	/; van Oostendorp 2000a). For the purpose of the discussion 
here I focus on the distribution of vowels before /�/ in certain modern varieties of 
Dutch, including my own. In these dialects, mid tense vowels before /�/ are realised 
as lengthened lax vowels, and /�/ before /�/ shows up as [(+], suggesting it is in fact 
the lax counterpart of /�/. 
 
(11) a. tense b. lax 
 wiel [*��] ‘wheel’ 
 poel [���] ‘pond’ 
 baal [���] ‘bale’ bal [���] ‘ball’ 
 pool * [�
�] [��+�] ‘pole’ bol [���] ‘sphere’ 
 veel * [&��] [&�+�] ‘many’ vel/pil [&��]/[���] ‘skin/pill’ 
 geul * [)��] [)(+�] ‘ditch’ gul [)(�] ‘generous’ 
 
In some verb forms, the first person singular is a single syllable, and these long lax 
vowels alternate with the tense counterparts in the infinitival form of the verb. 
 
(12) 1st singular infinitive 
 bowl [��+�] bowlen [��
��] ‘to bowl’ 
 speel [���+�] spelen [������] ‘to play’ 
 zeul [�(+�] zeulen [�����] ‘to drag’ 
 
The data in (10) and (11) suggest that the Dutch high vowels are different from the 
other vowels in that they can appear in contexts where the mid tense vowels cannot. 
The alternations in (11) and (12) suggest that /�/ and /(/ form a tense-lax pair in 
Dutch. The liquid-colouring facts are discussed in more detail in chapter 5. 

The fact that the Dutch high vowels /�/, /�/ and /�/ never alternate with lax 
vowels suggests that they do not have a lax counterpart in Dutch (cf. Booij 1995; 
van Oostendorp 2000a). Rietveld & van Heuven (1997) argue that phonetically, the 
high vowels of Dutch are neither long nor short, but rather half-long (they argue that 
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Dutch has a long-short distinction rather than a tense-lax distinction in the vowel 
system). I therefore conclude that the high vowels in Dutch do not alternate with lax 
vowels. I return to the importance of these observations in the sections 3.3.4.6. and 
5.3.2. where I discuss bogus clusters and obstruent-lateral clusters, respectively. 
There I argue that, unlike the mid vowels, the high vowels of Dutch cannot be used 
as a diagnostic for syllabification. 

Another “suspicious” set of vowels in Dutch is the low vowel pair tense /�/ 
and lax /�/. Given that Dutch does not allow lax vowels in open syllables (Booij 
1995; van Oostendorp 2000a) – something that will become relevant in the 
remainder of this dissertation – it is surprising that there is variability between 
speakers of Dutch in certain words that have a in an unstressed open syllable. The a 
in the first syllable of words such as banaan ‘banana’ and Japan ‘Japan’ can either 
be pronounced as [�] or [�]. Even though /�/ and /�/ behave as a tense-lax pair in 
Dutch, the variability found in words like banaan and Japan suggests that they do 
not form a stable pair like the mid tense-lax pairs. This claim is further supported by 
the alternation data given in (11), where the low tense vowel and the high vowels do 
occur before /�/ in monosyllabic words, without undergoing liquid-colouring. It 
seems that the peripheral vowels /�/, /�/ and /�/ have more distributional freedom in 
Dutch than the non-peripheral vowels. This is further evidenced by the fact that the 
only super-heavy syllables in Dutch with final non-coronal clusters involve these 
peripheral vowels. 
 
(13) hielp [����] ‘helped’ *[����] 
 wierp [*�	�] ‘threw’ *[*�	�] 
 twaalf [�*��'] ‘twelve’ *[�*
�'] 
 
This again suggests that the low and high “tense” vowels are different from mid 
tense vowels and show a greater distributional freedom than these mid vowels. I 
therefore want to argue here that only the mid vowels can be used as a stable 
diagnostic for syllable structure in Dutch, which will become relevant in subsequent 
chapters. In section 3.3.2. I return to the issue of tense vs. lax vowels and the 
implications it has for syllable structure. 

For the purposes of this dissertation I assume the following representations 
for the Dutch monophthongs (recall that the underlined element is the head):12 
 
(14) tense vowels lax vowels schwa 
 /�/ |I,@| /�/ |I,@| /�/ |@| 
 /�/ |I,U,@| /�/ |I,A,@| 
 /�/ |U,@| /�/ |U,A,@| 
 /�/ |I,A,@| /(/ |I,U,A,@| 
 /�/ |I,U,A,@| /�/ |A,@| 
 /
/ |U,A,@| 
 /�/ |A,@| 
 
12 See also Swets (forthcoming) for representations of the Dutch vowels in an Element Theory approach. 
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Notice that for some vowels it is irrelevant which of the elements is the head in the 
structure, given that there are no other vowels that have the same set of element. The 
front round vowel /�/, for instance, is the only tense vowel containing all elements. 
However, like Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995), I claim that all vowel 
structures have a head element (cf. Anderson & Ewen 1987 for a different 
approach). 

Further notice that the relation between the Dutch tense-lax pairs discussed 
above is reflected in the representations. Each tense and lax vowel in a pair share the 
same elements, the difference between the two vowels being a difference in 
headedness. The only tense-lax pair that does not share its elements is /�/~/�/. Recall 
that Booij (1995) argues that /�/ has two lax counterparts; /�/ and /�/. It is impossible 
to represent both lax vowels with the same elements as the tense vowel, given that 
both lax vowels are |@| headed. However, this problem is not unique to Element 
Theory, and I also argue that /�/ has two lax counterparts. 

2.5.1.2. Diphthongs 
Diphthongs are not simply sequences of two vowels, but that they are the result of 
partial sharing of some elements between the head vowel in a nucleus and the 
dependent position in that nucleus (Harris 1994; Booij 1995; among others). For 
example, the Dutch diphthongs /��/, /��/ and /��/ can be represented as in (15). 
 
(15) /��/ /��/ /��/ 
 
 x x x x x x 
 
 A A A 
 
 I I 
 
 U U 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
Notice that by sharing one element in the structure, all elements that appear below it 
in the tree are also shared; this is the result of the fact that each element has its tier in 
an element geometry (see Harris 1994 and Harris & Lindsey 1995 for a more 
detailed discussion of element geometry). 

Apart from the three diphthongs given in (15), Dutch also has some vowel 
glide sequences that result in diphthong-like segments. These sequences will be 
discussed in more detail in chapter 6, and see Swets & van Oostendorp (to appear) 
for a detailed account of the Dutch diphthong system. 
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2.5.2. The Dutch consonants 

The Dutch consonants given in (9) above are represented as in (16). 
 
(16) stops 
 voiceless voiced 
 � |�,�,U| � |�,�,L,U| 
 � |�,�,I| � |�,�,L,I| 
 � |�,�,A| 
 
 fricatives 
 voiceless voiced 
 ' |h,U| & |h,L,U| 
 � |h,I| � |h,L,I| 
 ) |h,A| 
 � |h| 
 
 nasals 
 � |�,U,@| 
 � |�,I,@| 
  |�,A,@| 
 
 liquids 
 � |�,U,I,@| 
 	 |h,A,I,@| 
 
 glides 
 * |�,U,I,@| 
   |�,I,@| 
 
A few things should be noted about the representations in (16). Stops in Dutch not 
only contain the consonantal baseline |�|, but also the consonantal baseline |�| (Harris 
1994; Harris & Lindsey 1995). This element is realised as the release of the stops 
(cf. Harris 1994:123), but it does not create aspirated stops, as these are represented 
with the element |H|, and this element does not play a role in Dutch phonology. 
Given that Dutch stops are released, they are represented with the element |�|. 
Another reason to represent Dutch stops with both |�| and |�| comes from 
spirantisation facts where stops change into fricatives (Harris 1994:120ff). This 
process is easily captured as the loss of the |�| element. 

The segment inventory in (9) above shows that Dutch has both voiced and 
voiceless stops and fricatives. Recall from section 2.4.4. that in Dutch this contrast is 
represented as a contrast in the presence of the element |L| in the voiced series and 
its absence in the voiceless series. This is reflected in the representations in (16). 

Dutch /*/ is in some sense more similar to the Dutch liquids than to the 
glide / /. Recall from (16) that both /*/ and the liquids have two place specifications, 
while the palatal glide is defined by |I| place alone. In chapter 6 I argue that this is 
the main reason why Dutch /*/ is more consonantal in its behaviour than / / and I 
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argue that /*/ should be analysed as a liquid rather than a glide (see also Booij 1995). 
Also notice that the only two consonants that have a head element are /*/ and /�/. 
This is necessary, given that both segments are defined by the elements |�|, |@|, |I| 
and |U|, and I claim that their difference is best captured by a difference in place-
headedness. A similar approach can be found in Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey 
(1995), who use head-dependent asymmetries to distinguish, for instance, strident 
from non-strident fricatives. In English, the strident coronal fricative /�/ would be 
represented as |h,I|, while the non-strident dental fricative /,/ is represented as |h,I| 
(Harris 1994:126). The possibility of distinguishing certain consonants – like the 
lateral liquid and the labio-dental glide in Dutch – in terms of a difference in 
headedness alone then raises the question as to why there are not more liquids in 
Dutch, or in other languages. Given that liquids have a complex place structure, at 
least three liquids are predicted to occur – one with |I,U|, one with |I,A| and one with 
|U,A| – and if headedness is allowed at least six liquids are predicted. However, I 
want to argue that certain combinations are ruled out because of their internal 
structure. In the next chapter I claim that the place elements |I|, |U| and |A| each have 
their own interpretation on a scale of consonantality and markedness, and that these 
differences account for the asymmetric behaviour that can be found within the Dutch 
sonorant consonant systems. These differences also play a role in the possibilities for 
elements to combine in certain segments, and that not all combinations of elements 
yield possible segments. 

2.6. Summary 

In this chapter I have briefly outlined the characteristics of a particular theory of 
segmental structure, i.e. Element Theory. One of the more important claims that is 
presented in this chapter is that vowels and consonants share the same elements to 
represent place of articulation. The interaction between prosodic structure, manner 
and place will play a major role in accounting for the distribution and behaviour of 
the Dutch sonorant consonants. The following chapters focus on this issue, but 
before turning to the Dutch sonorant consonants in chapters 4 to 6, I discuss the way 
in which the Dutch segments can be organised in the syllable. 



3 Phonotactics 

In this chapter I discuss the main tenets of Government Phonology (Kaye et al. 
1985, 1990; Harris 1994; among many others). This theory of phonology argues that 
phonological constituents are hierarchically organised and within each constituent 
there is an asymmetric relation between its members. I want to argue here that these 
asymmetric relationships are essentially a set of violable and rankable constraints 
(see also Polgárdi 1998; Rowicka 1999; Harris & Gussmann 2003, among others), 
something that forms the basis of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 1993; 
McCarthy & Prince 1993; among many others). I argue that this combination of 
Government Phonology and Optimality Theory best accounts for the phenomena to 
be discussed in chapters 4 to 6 concerning the behaviour of Dutch sonorants. 

The main focus of this chapter is how suprasegmental structure is organised 
and in particular what governs the phonotactic patterns found in languages. Section 
3.1. discusses this suprasegmental structure, while section 3.2. introduces the forces 
that account for constituent well-formedness. In section 3.2. I argue that prosodic 
structure is typically driven by the manner specifications of segments. In section 
3.2.3. I introduce the main claim of this dissertation, namely that the phonotactic 
behaviour of segments that have a manner specification that combines both 
consonantal and vocalic manner is determined not only by these manner 
specifications but also by place of articulation specifications. In section 3.2.4. I 
argue that the three place elements |I|, |U| and |A| are typically associated with 
unmarked, consonantal and vocalic behaviour, respectively, in sonorants. The 
implications of this are worked out in chapters 4 to 6. 

To conclude this chapter, section 3.3. gives an overview of the phonotactic 
restrictions of Dutch. Particular attention is given to the relation between prosodic 
structure and complexity. Section 3.4. gives a summary of the main points of this 
chapter. 

3.1. Suprasegmental structure 

The aim of this section is to provide a brief overview and discussion of the 
phonological structure above the segment. For the purposes of this dissertation I 
follow the main characteristics of Government Phonology as presented in Harris 
(1994). One of the most important characteristics of the structural relations proposed 
in Government Phonology is that they are all asymmetric in nature (cf. Anderson & 
Jones 1974, 1977; Anderson & Ewen 1987; Ewen 1995; Smith 2000 and other 
sources on Dependency Phonology for a similar view). This asymmetry is mainly 
reflected in the licensing conditions that are proposed in Government Phonology, 
which operate at all levels of phonology. The main condition, underlying all other 
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licensing relations to be discussed below, is given in (1a) (Harris 1994:156; see also 
McCarthy 1979; Selkirk 1981; Itô 1986; among others, for similar views). 
 
(1) Phonological Licensing 

a. Within a domain, all phonological units must be licensed save one, the 
head of that domain. 

b. Licensing relations are local and directional. 
 
The condition in (1a) demands that all material at all levels of phonology is licensed 
by some other material. This means that all segments in a string must be licensed, 
but also that onsets and nuclei, rhymes, feet and prosodic words must be licensed. 
This chapter focuses on how segments are licensed within the familiar syllabic 
domains onset, rhyme and nucleus and how these constituents are in turn licensed 
within foot structure. Before turning to the more precise definitions of licensing in 
section 3.1.3. – where the condition in (1b) will become relevant – I first briefly 
discuss the constituents that I assume to be present within the foot. 

3.1.1. Constituency 

Even though Government Phonology does not recognise the level of the syllable in 
prosodic structure, I assume here that the syllable is part of suprasegmental 
structure, if only for practical reasons. Kaye et al. (1985, 1990), Harris (1994) and 
others are perhaps right in their claim that it is hard to find phonological processes 
that need to refer to the notion of the syllable, but for ease of reference I assume the 
syllable to be part of the prosodic structure (arguments in favour of the syllable can 
be found in Blevins 1995, and see Piggott 2000, 2001, 2002 for arguments in favour 
of recognition of the syllable in Government Phonology). The syllable structure 
assumed here, with the relevant constituents, is given in (2). 
 
(2) � 
 
 R 
 O 
 N 
 
 x x x 
 
Notice that the structure in (2) looks very much like a traditional X-bar structure. 
This is in line with Levin (1985), who argues that syllable structure should be seen 
as an X-bar structure, with the nucleus as the head, and the rhyme and syllable levels 
as projections of the head (Levin uses the labels N' and N'' for the rhyme and 
syllable node, respectively). Even though Harris (1994) is not explicit about the 
hierarchical relation between the nucleus and the rhyme within the prosodic 
structure, syllable structure in Government Phonology is very similar to the proposal 
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of Levin (1985). In section 3.1.3., where I discuss the licensing relations, I show that 
Government Phonology also argues that the nucleus is the head of the structure in 
(2) and that the other constituents are only allowed to occur when a nucleus is 
present. In Government Phonology this is formalised in terms of licensing and 
government, whereas in Levin’s framework these relations are the result of the 
projection properties of the nucleus (see van Oostendorp 2000a for a similar view to 
syllable structure). The two approaches are slightly different implementations of the 
same notion – namely that heads determine the presence and structure of dependents 
– and are therefore closely related. 

One difference between the syllable structure proposed by Levin (1985) 
and the structure in (2) is the fact that the “specifier” of the syllable, the onset, forms 
a separate constituent. Similar to Levin’s proposal, the “complementiser” of the 
syllable, which is usually referred to as the coda, is not a constituent. In his chapter 
on constituency, Harris (1994:63–83) extensively discusses the structure of the 
rhyme and more specifically the status of what is traditionally referred to as the 
coda. Harris, following Kaye et al. (1985, 1990), argues that the coda is not needed 
as a constituent in phonology. One of the main arguments for this claim is the fact 
that the coda does not branch. All other constituents, e.g. onsets, nuclei, rhymes, 
syllables, etc., can branch in both English and Dutch, but Harris argues that the coda 
never consists of more than one segment. This claim is not controversial when only 
word-medial codas are considered, since neither Dutch nor English – and perhaps no 
other languages – allows more than one consonant in a word-medial coda position. 
Words of the type winter, with one consonant in the coda, are well-formed in both 
languages, but monomorphemic words of the type *wimpter, where the cluster mp 
might be syllabified in coda position, are impossible.1 The claim that codas cannot 
contain more than one segment becomes somewhat surprising considering that both 
English and Dutch have numerous words ending in two or more consonants. 
However, as Kaye et al. (1985, 1990) and Harris (1994) argue, word-final 
consonants behave differently from word-internal syllable-final consonants Word-
medial consonants in languages like English and Dutch are typically restricted to 
sonorants. Typical coda-onset sequences – from Dutch – are given in (3): 
 
(3) helpen ‘to help’ werpen ‘to throw’ stampen ‘to stomp’ 
 melden ‘to report’ starten ‘to start’ venten ‘to sell’ 
 melken ‘to milk’ werken ‘to work’ we[�]ken ‘to beckon’ 

 
1 Notable exceptions to this claim are English words like arctic, punctual and pumpkin, where the clusters 
[��], [��] and [��] are arguably in the coda. Borowsky (1986) argues that nasal-stop sequences are 
systematically exceptional in the phonology of English, and it is therefore not surprising that most 
counterexamples to the claim that codas in English cannot contain more than one segment involve nasal-
stop clusters. Furthermore, Borowsky (1986:201ff) suggests that many words that contain word-internal 
clusters of three consonants are often the result of no longer productive affixation. With regard to the 
exceptions that involve /�/ as the first segment in an apparently branching coda I assume that in these 
cases /�/ is perhaps not in the rhyme, but instead in the nucleus, leaving the rhyme unbranched. In chapter 
5 I will discuss the phonology of Dutch /�/ in great detail, and claim that it is a rather vocalic segment that 
is suitable for being syllabified in vocalic positions. 
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In sections 3.1.3. and 3.1.5. I discuss the licensing relations underlying the 
restrictions between codas and onsets and also some potential exceptions to the 
generalisation given here, but note that the word-medial coda position allows only a 
limited set of segments, and that this situation is not restricted to Dutch and English, 
but reflects a universal tendency. One of the striking differences between word-
medial and word-final consonant distribution in languages like English and Dutch is 
that in word-final stressed position they typically allow the full range of consonant 
contrasts. Where word-medial coda consonants are severely restricted by the 
following onset, word-final codas seem to be spared from any restrictions. In 
addition to allowing words to end in any single consonant – except /�/ – Dutch also 
allows two-consonant clusters at the end of words, typically like those in (4). 
 
(4) alp ‘alp’ harp ‘harp’ lamp ‘lamp’ 
 alt ‘alto’ hart ‘heart’ want ‘mitt’ 
 balk ‘beam’ park ‘park’ ba[�]k ‘bank’ 
 
What is crucial about the consonant clusters in (4) is that they show the same pattern 
as the word-internal coda-onset sequences given in (3). The first consonant in a 
word-final CC cluster is typically restricted to a sonorant and the second consonant 
is typically an obstruent. The fact that word-final single consonants show the same 
freedom of distribution as onsets, combined with the fact that word-final CC clusters 
typically have the same pattern as word-medial coda-onset clusters, lead Kaye et al. 
(1985, 1990) and Harris (1994) to the conclusion that word-final consonants should 
be syllabified in onset position, not in coda position. Given that word-final 
consonants have the same distributional freedom as onsets, Harris argues that they 
should also be syllabified in onset position, and not in the coda or rhyme.2 This of 
course immediately raises the question of what this word-final consonant is then an 
onset, a question I return to in section 3.1.3.2. 

This view of syllabification results in the situation where the traditional 
coda never contains more than one segment in English and Dutch. It therefore seems 
superfluous to give these segments separate constituent status. However, for ease of 
reference I will continue to refer to this position, and in fact to all word-final 
consonants, as “coda”. The issue of how word-final consonants are to be syllabified 
plays a crucial role in the discussion of sonorants in the rhyme, discussed mainly in 
chapter 5. There I argue that it is not the case that all final consonants should be 
syllabified in onset position, but still claim that there is no reason for a separate node 

 
2 The only segment that cannot appear in word-final position but does appear in onset position is /�/. In 
section 3.1.3. the idea that word-final onsets have to be followed by an empty nucleus containing just the 
baseline element |@| is introduced. With this assumption in mind, recall from section 2.4.2.1. that two 
segments that have only baseline elements cannot be adjacent to one another, which can account for why 
/�/ does not occur word-finally. In addition, post-vocalic /�/ is perceptually not very salient (see, for 
instance, Lindblom 1980). 
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for codas.3 The syllable structure in (2) is therefore the one I adopt here, and in the 
next section I discuss the conditions under which the constituents onset, nucleus and 
rhyme can branch. 

3.1.2. Binarity 

Before turning to the technicalities of licensing, I first address the issue of binarity. 
Government phonology is not unique in its claim that all subsyllabic structure is 
maximally binary. Traditional theories of the syllable also maintain that subsyllabic 
constituents are maximally binary branching (cf. Fudge 1969; Blevins 1995). Fudge 
(1969), for instance, argues that the English syllable contains at most two segments 
in the onset, one in the nucleus (or “peak”, as Fudge calls it) and two in the coda. 
Again, this position seems somewhat surprising, given the existence of certain types 
of words in English and Dutch. Both languages have words that start with three 
consonants, provided the first consonant is /�/. Word-finally, both languages allow 
even more segments, as can be seen in the English word glimpse, which has three 
consonants and the Dutch word herfst ‘autumn’, which has four. Fudge claims that 
word-initial CCC clusters are special since they all start with /�/ followed by an 
obstruent. He argues that s-obstruents clusters are in fact similar to affricates in that 
they only occupy one segmental position. A closer look at word-final consonants 
consisting of more than two segments in English and Dutch shows that these 
invariably end in coronal obstruents. Fudge argues that the English syllable has an 
extra constituent – the “termination” – which can contain only coronal segments. 
This is also the position in which familiar English suffixes such as the plural -s and 
the past tense -t, both coronal obstruents, are syllabified. Under this approach onsets 
and codas that seem to consist of more than two segments on the surface are still 
maximally binary branching. As a result coronal segments are, in some cases, not 
syllabified in an onset or rhyme, but are instead extrametrical and directly attached 
to the syllable node. This, in combination with the previously observed notion that 
s-obstruent clusters are special in English and Dutch (cf. van der Torre 1998 for an 
overview of the status of sC clusters in a number of languages), suggests that the 
final [-��] segment in the word herfst ‘autumn’ is attached directly to the syllable 
node. 

The brief discussion on Dutch and English multiple consonant word 
beginnings and endings in the previous paragraph suggests that these clusters may 
no longer form a challenge to the strict binarity principle argued for in Government 
Phonology, but there are of course languages where even more consonants appear at 
the beginning and/or ending of words. In Polish, for instance, words can start with 
three consonants, and the first one does not have to be /�/ (Rubach & Booij 1990a, 
1990b; Gussmann & Cyran 1998; Rowicka 1999; among others). However, these 
authors all argue that it would be too hasty to conclude that onsets in Polish contain 
more than two segments. Rather, word-initial CCC clusters can be syllabified into 
 
3 Although I claim that there is no coda constituent, for ease of reference I will continue to refer to post-
vocalic consonants as codas in the remainder of this dissertation. 
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two separate onsets, evidence for which comes from, among other things, vowel-
zero alternations. Therefore, I argue here that the strict binarity hypothesis 
maintained in Government Phonology holds in English and Dutch, as well as in 
apparently more complicated languages such as Polish. In the next section, where I 
discuss licensing, binarity will turn out to be crucial in the licensing relations. 

3.1.3. Licensing 

As mentioned above, one of the defining characteristics of Government Phonology 
is the notion that all structure is maximally binary branching and that branching 
structures are asymmetric. Within each branching constituent, one unit is the head 
and the other the dependent, and it is the head that is more important and that this 
unit licenses the less important unit, i.e. the dependent. Before turning to the actual 
head-dependent relations, I will briefly consider the structure in (2) above, repeated 
here in (5). 
 
(5) � 
 
 R 
 O 
 N 
 
 x x x 
 
The syllable structure depicted in (5) contains information about headship. In X-bar 
theory, the X0 level, in this case the N-level, is the head of the structure. This head 
structure then projects to the X' (i.e. the rhyme) and X'' or XP level (i.e. the syllable), 
to which dependent structures can be attached. For syllable structure, these 
dependent structures are the “coda” and the onset. In (5) and in the remainder of this 
dissertation heads project vertical lines, while dependents are attached with diagonal 
lines. 

The aim of this section is to provide a brief overview of subsyllabic 
licensing relations and the generalisations that underlie them. Recall that the 
phonological licensing condition in (1) not only states that all phonological units – 
except the head in a domain – have to be licensed, but also that these licensing 
relations are local and directional (1b). By postulating the condition in (1b), Harris 
(1994) claims that all phonological units have to be licensed locally, i.e. by adjacent 
material, and that licensing relations are unidirectional. I introduce the licensing 
relations suggested by Harris in a bottom-up fashion, starting at the nucleus level in 
the tree in (2). 
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3.1.3.1. The nucleus 
The nucleus is the only constituent that is obligatorily present on the surface in all 
languages. It is also the nucleus that bears stress and pitch changes.4 Both within and 
outside Government Phonology, the nucleus is considered to be the head of the 
prosodic structure. At the level of the nucleus node there are two possibilities: the 
nucleus either contains one segment, which would automatically be the head, or it 
contains two segments, a head and a dependent.5 I argue that the first segment in a 
branching nucleus is the head of the constituent (Harris 1994). The head-dependent 
relation within a branching nucleus is then reflected in the fact that the dependent 
cannot be more complex than the head, where complexity is defined by the number 
of elements that is needed to define a given vowel. Recall from section 2.5.1.2. that 
Dutch has three diphthongs; /��/, /��/ and /	
/, and further recall from (15) in 
section 2.5.1.2. that the first segment in the diphthong is more complex – i.e. defined 
by more elements – than the second. In fact, the second part of Dutch diphthongs is 
formed by a subset of the elements that define the first part of the diphthong. It is the 
first part that determines the structure of the second part, indicating that it is the head 
of the constituent.  

A similar situation is found in English, where only a subset of vowels can 
appear as the second member of a diphthong, whereas the head position in a 
diphthong can be filled by a wider variety of vowels. The second position in the 
English RP diphthongs is restricted to /�/, /�/ and // (Collins & Mees 1996:354). 
Notice that these segments are realisations of the vocalic primes |I|, |U| and |@| 
respectively. Even though the second segment in an English diphthong does not 
necessarily consist of a subset of the elements of the first segment, the second 
position is restricted to vowels with maximally one place element. The first position 
in the English diphthongs, on the other hand, can be occupied by the vowels /�, �, 	, 
, �, �, �/. This suggests that the second segment in an English diphthong does not 
have to be less complex than the first segment, but it cannot be more complex. 

Given that all phonological material must be licensed save the head of the 
domain, the second segment in a branching nucleus must be licensed by the head of 
the nucleus. This leads to the licensing relation in (6), where the arrow points from 
the head of the structure – the licensor – to the dependent in the structure – the 
licensee. 

 
4 It has been claimed that some languages, such as Bella Coola, have syllables without a nucleus (Hockett 
1955), but reanalyses of these languages suggest that the nucleus is still present in all syllables. Some 
phonologists claim that in Bella Coola empty nuclei break up consonant sequences (cf. Fudge 1976), 
whereas others claim that obstruents can appear in the nucleus (Hoard 1978; Bagemihl 1991). 
5 Below, where I discuss the rhyme, it will become clear that there is a third option, namely that the 
nucleus is present, but empty. 
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(6) N 
 
 
 x x 
 

3.1.3.2. The rhyme 
Moving up one level in the syllable structure, consider the position which is 
traditionally referred to as the coda, but which has no label in the syllable structure 
presented here. The structure in (2) suggests that segments occurring in this position 
are dependents, which also means that the nucleus node itself is the head of the 
domain. Unlike the case of branching nuclei, there is not a great deal of evidence 
from distributional facts to suggest that the second position in the rhyme is restricted 
by the nucleus. However, as I mentioned in the previous section, nuclei are 
obligatory, but codas are not. Some languages, for instance Hua (Blevins 1995), 
never allow codas. Dutch and English do have consonants that can appear in the 
rhyme, but these are typically restricted to liquids and homorganic nasals. Given the 
required presence of nuclei and the optional presence of coda consonants, it is the 
nucleus that is the head of the structure and the coda the dependent. Thus, the 
nucleus licenses the coda. 
 
(7) R 
 
 
 N 
  x 
 
 
Although Harris (1994) also claims that codas are licensed by the preceding nucleus, 
he argues that the relation between nucleus and coda is more restricted than the one 
depicted in (7). Recall that Harris claims that all licensing is local (1b). In (7) the 
coda and the N node are sisters. However, Harris argues that the coda – which he 
calls the “rhymal adjunct” – has to be licensed by the head segment of the nucleus, 
i.e. by the head daughter of the N node. Given that licensor and licensee have to be 
adjacent, this rules out a structure where both the N and the R nodes branch, since 
the head of the nucleus is not adjacent to the coda. 
 
(8) * R 
 
 N 
 
 x x x 
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However, Harris claims that this type of rhyme is not excluded but highly marked, 
and only occurs when the coda is a sonorant that is followed by a coronal obstruent, 
as in the English words child and mound.6 However, I argue that the coda is licensed 
by the N node, and not by the head segment of the nucleus itself. Under this 
approach all licensing relations are directly reflected in the prosodic structure; all 
dependents are licensed by their sister. Below, in sections 3.1.4. and 3.1.5. I use this 
idea to claim that licensing relations operating between constituents that have the 
same status in the prosodic structure are more restrictive than those between 
constituents of a different status, e.g. between a nuclear node and a segmental node. 
This does leave the question, however, as to why superheavy rhymes as in (8) are 
cross-linguistically rare or restricted. I want to claim here that a branching nucleus 
projects a weaker rhyme node than a non-branching nucleus.7 This means that a non-
branching nucleus is strong enough to license material in the rhyme, whereas a 
branching nucleus can only license a following consonant under special 
circumstances, namely when a coronal obstruent follows. 

Some evidence in favour of the claim that a branching nucleus projects a 
weak nucleus node comes from the fact that in English superheavy rhymes are even 
further restricted; and they tend not to occur in the same syllable as a branching 
onset. The English examples that have a superheavy rhyme nearly always have a 
non-branching onset. There are a few monomorphemic counterexamples, namely 
blind, grind, plaint and ground, but crucially the number of words with a superheavy 
rhyme in combination with a branching onset is low. This restriction follows from 
the fact that the already weak rhyme node projects an even weaker syllable node. In 
the next section I argue that onsets must be licensed by a following nucleus (Harris 
1994). It seems that a branching rhyme node that contains a branching nucleus node 
as one of its daughters does not project a syllable node that is strong enough to 
support a branching onset. Since Harris is not very explicit about how onsets are 
licensed by a following nucleus it is hard to determine how superheavy rhymes 
would restrict the preceding onset in his framework. The claims about weak 
projections are perhaps as stipulative as Harris’s approach, but the advantage is that 
all licensing relations are part of and defined within prosodic structure and not just 
as relations between root-nodes. 

In section 3.1.1. I discussed the idea that word-final consonants are best 
viewed as onsets, rather than as codas. This approach leads to the conclusion that the 
coda is not a branching constituent and that the consonants that are syllabified in the 
rhyme are highly restricted. One of the more interesting restrictions that follows 
from this position is that all codas need to be followed by an onset (Kaye 1990; 
Harris 1994). Recall that single consonants at the end of a word are in onset position, 

 
6 Word-internally these clusters are also possible, and are perhaps also more widespread (Borowsky 
1986; Harris 1994:68–69). However, as Harris observes, these clusters are restricted to homorganic 
sonorant-obstruent clusters as in counsel and s-stop clusters as in oyster, and I follow Harris (1994) in 
assuming that in these cases the clusters form partial geminates, which I will not discuss in any more 
detail. 
7 For a detailed discussion of phonological projection, see van Oostendorp (2000a). 
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and this means that there is never a coda consonant that is not followed by an onset. 
The only codas that are not word-internal are those that occur in consonant clusters. 
In a word like lamp the /�/ is in the coda, but it has to be followed by an obstruent, 
which itself is in onset position. What is striking is that this onset strongly influences 
the preceding coda consonant. Both in English and in Dutch, nasals that occur in 
coda position have to be homorganic with the following obstruent. Since 
distributional restrictions are the result of head-dependent asymmetries, Harris 
(1994) argues that codas must also be licensed by a following onset. The coda of one 
syllable is licensed by the onset of the next syllable, even though they are not part of 
the same constituent. 

An alternative solution would be to assume that the coda of one syllable 
and the onset of the next syllable are in fact part of the same constituent. This is 
argued for by van der Torre (1998), based on the severe restrictions that are placed 
on codas by following onsets. Van der Torre (1998) suggests that there are perhaps 
two different phonological hierarchies, one – the familiar syllable and foot hierarchy 
– where stress rules apply, and another prosodic structure where the phonotactic 
rules apply (cf. also van der Hulst & Rowicka 1997). This latter hierarchy is rather 
similar to the metrical hierarchy, but it differs in the way codas and onsets are 
structured. Given the relation between codas and following onsets, van der Torre 
(1998) argues that codas are syllabified in the specifier position of the onset. This 
view of syllables comes even closer to an X-bar system, since now the onset too has 
this X-bar skeleton, especially if it is assumed that the dependent of a branching 
onset is the complement (similar to the way in which the coda is the complement in 
(2)). The restrictions that hold between an onset and a preceding coda would then 
again be the result of a head-dependent asymmetry within a constituent. The 
proposal in van der Torre (1998) has not been developed enough to be implemented 
here, and more research would be needed to determine the implications of such a 
proposal. 

Before turning to the licensing relations at the onset level, I briefly discuss 
an alternative view within Government Phonology regarding coda licensing. The 
way in which Kaye et al. (1985; 1990) and Harris (1994) present coda licensing 
suggests that word-final consonants can never be syllabified in the rhyme and 
always have to be in an onset position. In more recent studies this position has been 
weakened. Piggott (1999), for instance, shows that there are languages where word-
final consonants are subject to the same restrictions as word-internal codas. In 
Selayarese, for instance, medial codas and final codas are subject to similar 
restrictions (Piggott 1999:149–151). In word-medial position Selayarese allows coda 
consonants only if they are a homorganic nasal (9a), the first part of a geminate (9b) 
or a glottal stop (9c) (Mithun & Basri 1986; Goldsmith 1990; Piggott 1999:149): 
 
(9) a. samba� ‘to trip’ 
 �onda� ‘invite’ 
 ta�go� ‘guarantee’ 
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 b. sappo ‘missing front teeth’ 
 battu ‘come’ 
 tukka� ‘walking-stick’ 
 ramma� ‘cloud’ 
 ballo ‘beautiful’ 
 
 c. la�ba ‘lack of salt’ 
 ta�muri ‘smile’ 
 ta�do�do� ‘be sleepy’ 
 se�re ‘one’ 
 se�la ‘saddle’ 
 
The coda restrictions found in Selayarese are quite common. Itô (1986) attributes 
these type of restrictions to a Coda Condition that prohibits the licensing of place 
features by the coda itself. In other words, a coda can only be filled by segments that 
do not carry their own place features. The homorganic nasals in (9a) and the first 
members of geminates in (9b) receive their place features from the following 
segment and therefore are licensed in the coda position. The glottal stops in (9c) do 
not have a place feature and are therefore also licensed in this position. The only 
consonants that can appear word-finally are /�/ (10a) and /�/ (10b) (Piggott 
1999:151). 
 
(10) a. bata� ‘driftwood’ b. tobo� ‘stab’ 
 soko� ‘to support’ barro� ‘eagle’ 
 
Again, only placeless segments are licensed in word-final position.8 Piggott further 
reports that in Buginese (Rose 1996) and Macushi (Abbott 1991; Rose 1996) the 
situation is very similar to that in Selayarese. He also gives examples from 
Kiribatese, Lardil and Ojibwa that suggest that word-final codas in these languages 
are codas and not onsets. 

The freedom-of-distribution argument is crucial in Harris’s view for the 
claim that word-final consonants are onsets and not codas, but notice that in 
Selayarese and other languages the distributional freedom of word-internal codas 
and word-final consonants is the same. There is therefore no need to argue that these 
word-final consonants are any different from word-internal codas, and this leads 
Piggott (1999) to conclude that in some languages word-final consonants are in fact 
codas, and not onsets. This also suggests that in these languages codas do not have 
to be licensed by a following onset. Being licensed within the rhyme suffices for 
these codas. Dutch final consonants, however, are not subject to the same kinds of 
restrictions as word-internal coda consonants. It seems, therefore, that Dutch word-
final consonants should always be syllabified in onset position. However, in section 
3.3.2. and also in chapter 5 I discuss another possibility, namely that final-consonant 
syllabification is influenced by the quality of the preceding vowel. There I argue that 

 
8 In chapter 4 I give further evidence that a word-final placeless nasal is typically realised as [�]. 
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in Dutch word-final consonants following lax vowels are syllabified in the rhyme 
(11a), while final-consonants following a tense vowel are in onset position (11b) 
(see van Oostendorp 2000a for a detailed discussion of this view).9 
 
(11) a. R b. R 
 
 N N O 
 
 x x x x 
 
 Vlax C Vtense C 
 

3.1.3.3. The onset 
Onsets, like all other phonological constituents, are maximally binary branching. 
This means that syllables can have no, one or two consonants in the onset. When the 
onset is not present, or empty, there are no licensing relations operative in the onset 
domain. Within single-segment onsets it is also evident that this segment is 
automatically the head of the constituent, and heads are unlicensed within their 
domain. Since the onset is itself part of some higher constituent – the syllable – the 
onset as a whole, and thus also the single segment in the onset, will have to be 
licensed in this domain if it turns out that it is not the head in that domain. But first 
consider the licensing relation that operates within branching onsets. Dutch and 
English two-consonant onsets typically consist of an obstruent followed by a 
sonorant.10 It is difficult to establish which position is restricted by the other, given 
that both positions are restricted to a subset of possible consonants. However, given 
the discussion on the head-dependent relation within nuclei, I claim that the first 
segment in a branching onset is the head and that the second segment is the 
dependent. 

Some evidence for this claim can be found in reduplication and acquisition 
data. In Sanskrit perfect tense reduplication (Kiparsky 1979; Steriade 1982, 1988), 
consonant clusters at the left edge of the root are reduced to a single consonant in the 
reduplicant. 

 
9 Botma & van der Torre (2000a) discuss yet another possibility, namely that the syllabification of word-
final consonants in Dutch is dependent on the manner specification of the consonant involved. It is argued 
that sonorants, being more vocalic and sonorous, are syllabified in the rhyme, while obstruents are in 
onset position. This approach allows a phonological explanation for the fact that in Dutch voiced 
obstruents in final position lose their voice specification, while the liquids are phonetically vocalised in 
apparently the same prosodic position. These neutralisation processes affecting obstruents and sonorants 
seem to be of two very distinct types; obstruents are neutralised to the strongest, most consonantal form, 
while sonorants become more vocalic. This is readily accounted for if they occupy a more consonantal – 
i.e. onset – vs. a more vocalic – i.e. rhyme – position respectively. In chapter 5 I return to this and how to 
deal with these issues in the approach taken here. 
10 Both languages also allow s+obstruent clusters; these are discussed in section 3.3.4.4. 
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(12) root perfect (full grade) 
 prath pa-prath-a ‘to spread’ 
 dru du-druv ‘to run’ 
 tsar ta-tsar ‘to approach stealthily’ 
 
The same pattern can be observed in Gothic reduplication (Wright 1910; Braune 
1912; Mossé 1942). 
 
(13) fraisa ‘I try’ fai-frais ‘I tried’ 
 gretan ‘to weep’ gai-grot ‘I wept’ 
 
In both cases, the obstruent is retained in the reduplicant, while the sonorant is 
deleted. Since the dependent segment in a branching constituent is only there by 
virtue of the head segment, I argue that the processes in (12) and (13) are instances 
of the deletion of the dependent in branching onsets. These data therefore suggest 
that the first segment in branching onsets is the head of the domain. 

Similar evidence can be found in language acquisition. Fikkert (1994) 
observes that in the acquisition of Dutch plosive-liquid onset clusters, children go 
through a stage before reaching the correct target output in which Dutch children 
reduce the consonant cluster to a single consonant (Fikkert 1994:71–72).11 
 
(14) adult form Jarmo 
 klaar /����/ [��] ‘ready’ (1;4.18) 
 treintje /��������/ [������] ‘little train’ (1;7.15) 
 
 Tom 
 klok /��	�/ [���] ‘clock’ (1;5.28) 
 bloem /��
�/ [�
�] ‘flower’ (1;6.11) 
 
 Noortje 
 trui /����/ [���] ‘sweater’ (2;1.17) 
 broek /��
�/ [���] ‘trousers’ (2;3.7) 
 
 Leon 
 bloemen /���
��/ [��
�] ‘flowers’ (1;10.1) 
 trein /�����/ [����] ‘train’ (1;10.1) 
 
The pattern in (14) is very similar to the reduplication data in (12) and (13) above. 
Again, the branching onset is reduced to a single consonant, and I claim that this is 
further evidence to support the argument that this consonant is the head of the 
constituent. 

 
11 Fikkert (1994) uses slightly different transcription conventions, especially for the Dutch vowels, where 
she assumes a length contrast, I adopt a tense-lax contrast throughout this dissertation. 
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Based on the reduplication and acquisition evidence, I claim that the first 
segment in a branching onset is the head, and that the licensing relation within a 
branching onset is as in (15). 
 
(15) O 
 
 
 x x 
 
 
Notice that the head-dependent relation in (15) is in accordance with the condition in 
(1b), which claims that all licensing relations are local and directional. Thus far, all 
relations have been local, all licensing relations have been from left to right when 
they occur within a constituent, and the only right to left licensing relation is the one 
between an onset and a preceding coda. 

The final licensing relation I wish to discuss is also one that goes from right 
to left. Given that onsets are part of some higher structure (see (2) above) they also 
need to be licensed, provided that they are not the head of the domain in which they 
appear. In section 3.1.3.1. I mentioned that the nucleus is the only part of the 
structure that is obligatory. This suggests that it functions as the head of the 
structure. Since onsets do not occur without a following nucleus, it follows that 
Kaye et al. (1985; 1990) and Harris (1994) claim that onsets have to be licensed by a 
nucleus. 
 
(16) O N 
 
 
 x x x 
 
 
Notice that this licensing relation is not as strong as some of the ones I discussed 
above, since there do not seem to be many restrictions on a consonant appearing in 
the onset imposed by a following vowel.12 Van der Torre (1998) suggests that this is 
perhaps due to the fact that the onset node is licensed by the rhyme node. This 
licensing relationship is between two projection nodes, and not between two root 
nodes or a projection and a root node. It seems that root nodes that are licensed are 
directly influenced by their licensor, whereas a node is merely licensed to be present 
and no further restrictions seem to hold between licensor and licensee. This not only 
applies to the licensing relation in (16), but also, for instance, between two syllables 

 
12 However, Keren Rice (personal communication) suggests that in some languages there is a difference 
between syllables that have a CV shape and those that have a CVC shape. Syllables of the former type 
show more severe restrictions between the nucleus and the onset than syllables of the latter type. For 
Dutch there is no need to assume such a distinction and I assume that the relation between the nucleus and 
a preceding onset is not a very strong one in terms of phonotactic restrictions. 
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within a foot. The stressed syllable licenses the presence of the unstressed syllable in 
a foot, but does not restrict the actual content of the foot in the same way that the 
second segment in a branching onset and nucleus are restricted by their respective 
heads. 

Finally, I briefly return to word-final consonants. As mentioned in section 
3.1.3.2., I claim that word-final consonants that follow a tense vowel are not 
syllabified in the rhyme, but rather in onset position. Since onsets have to be 
licensed by a following nucleus in Government Phonology, word-final consonants 
that are in an onset are followed by a nucleus that remains empty (Harris 1994). The 
presence of this nucleus ensures that the onset is licensed within its domain. Harris 
(1994) gives a number of arguments for why final empty nuclei have to be present 
after word-final consonants, but a detailed discussion of these arguments is beyond 
the scope of this dissertation. 

3.1.4. The prosodic hierarchy 

Having discussed the licensing relations below the syllable level in the previous 
section, I now turn briefly to the asymmetric relations that are present at the level(s) 
above the syllable. I assume that syllables are organised into feet. The existence of 
feet is most typically argued for in connection with stress facts in languages (cf. 
Hayes 1985; Kager 1999). Like all constituents in the prosodic structure, feet are 
also subject to the restrictions of (1), and like all other constituents, feet also have to 
be maximally binary branching. Since the asymmetric structure within feet will 
become relevant in later chapters of this dissertation, I briefly discuss the licensing 
relations within feet. I do not discuss the relations that are present between feet or 
licensing relations that operate at even higher levels of the prosodic hierarchy, as 
these relations will not play a role in the discussions in this dissertation. 

Since a foot contains maximally two syllables, one syllable will be the head 
and the other the dependent. In a branching foot the stressed syllable is the head that 
licenses the unstressed syllable in dependent position (Harris 1994). This means that 
an unstressed nucleus is licensed by a stressed nucleus at the foot level. The 
asymmetry between the two daughters of a foot is quite strong; unstressed syllables 
often show vowel reduction and also often allow fewer consonants in the syllable. In 
languages like English and Danish, consonants in a foot-internal onset position 
typically weaken (Harris 1997). In some dialects of English, bitter is typically 
pronounced as [����], while attack is pronounced as [�����]. Similarly, in Danish 
koge ‘to cook’ becomes �ko[�]e, but igen ‘again’ is i�[�]en. It is again the head of the 
structure – the stressed syllable – which allows the largest range of material, while 
the dependent – the unstressed syllable – typically undergoes reduction in many 
languages. This asymmetry between strong and weak foot positions will become 
relevant in the discussion of the Dutch phonotactic patterns, particularly in the 
discussion of bogus and loan onset clusters. I discuss this issue in more detail in 
section 3.3.5. 
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To summarise, (17) shows all possible licensing relations below the level of 
the foot, using the untypical English monomorphemic word ground (Notice that I 
have not represented each licensing relation at its own level and that I have left out 
the skeletal tier).13 
 
(17) � � 
 
 O R O R 
 
 N N 
 
 � � � 
 �   � 
 
 
 

3.1.5. Government 

Not all the licensing relations discussed in section 3.1.3. have the same status in 
Harris’s (1994) approach, and he uses the term “government” to distinguish certain 
licensing relations from others. Whereas a licensing relation merely ensures that a 
constituent can be present in a certain domain, a government relation is characterised 
by the fact that the head and dependent have a more intimate relation. The intimacy 
of a governor and a governee is typically reflected by the strong restrictions that the 
governor imposes on the governee. Recall from the discussion in section 3.1.3. that 
the three domains where these types of restrictions are present are within the 
nucleus, within the onset and between a coda consonant and a following onset. 

Within the nucleus, the second segment typically contains the same 
material – in long vowels – or no more complex material – in diphthongs – in 
comparison to the head of the domain. The Dutch diphthongs, discussed in section 
2.5.1.2., show this kind of dependency between the head and dependent in the 
nucleus; the dependent segment contains a subset of the elements that are present in 
the head of the domain. 

As discussed in section 3.1.3.3., it is hard to establish which segment in a 
branching onset restricts the other segment within the same domain. However, the 
claim is that the first segment in a branching onset is in fact the head of this domain. 
Given that the onset domain is also a governing domain, the restrictions within the 
onset must be governed by the first segment of a branching onset. It might be 
expected that the dependent in a branching onset must also contain no more than a 
subset of the elements present in the head of the onset. The consonant inventory of 

 
13 Recall from the discussion on super-heavy rhymes in section 3.1.2. that I assume that word-final 
coronals can be attached directly to the syllable node. This suggests that the structure of ground would in 
fact have /�/ in the onset of an empty nucleus, and /�/ attached directly to the empty-headed syllable. The 
structure in (17) merely serves to illustrate all possible licensing relations. 
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Dutch discussed in the previous chapter, however, indicates that sonorants are not 
represented with a subset of the elements in obstruents. Nevertheless, in the 
discussion of constituent well-formedness in section 3.2., I argue that the restrictions 
within a branching onset are just as severe as those found within nuclei. These 
restrictions are best captured by referring to the difference in elemental make-up 
between the two segments in the onset. Similarly, the restrictions that the onset 
imposes on a preceding coda are not usually reflected in the fact that the coda 
contains only a subset of the onset elements. However, as mentioned above, nasal-
obstruent clusters typically share place of articulation. This is represented by having 
the obstruent spread or share its place specification with the preceding nasal. In this 
sense, at least part of the representation of the coda segment is directly dependent on 
the following onset. Nevertheless, as for branching onsets, I argue that the relation 
between a coda and an onset is best captured by the same kind of restrictions that are 
present in branching onsets, a topic that I turn to now. 

3.1.6. Licensing constraints 

In order to deal with differences between languages and dialects, I assume that the 
licensing conditions as discussed above and in Harris (1994) should be viewed as a 
family of violable constraints that crucially interact with faithfulness constraints and 
other types of structural markedness constraints. In this view the licensing relation 
represented in (16) above, repeated here as (18), can be seen as an Optimality 
Theory constraint that is violated if an onset is not followed by a nucleus to license 
it. 
 
(18) O N 
 
 
 x x x 
 
 
Notice that these types of licensing constraints are in fact inviolable, given the 
claims about licensing in the previous sections. Universally, onsets have to be 
followed by a nucleus in order for their occurrence to be licensed. 

Apart from these general licensing constraints, other constraints are needed 
to account for the syllabification patterns found in a given language. Dutch, for 
instance, does not allow stops to occur in the nucleus. This restriction can easily be 
accounted for by arguing that in Dutch the constraint that prohibits the element |�| 
from occurring in the nucleus is ranked high. This constraint would have the 
formulation in (19) (cf. Prince & Smolensky 1993).14 

 
14 The dotted line in the structure in (19) indicates the fact that there is more material present, which is 
left out for ease of presentation. This convention is used throughout this dissertation. 
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(19) * N 
 
 x 
 
 � 
 
 
The constraint in (19) can either be seen as a general constraint that militates against 
all segments containing the element |�| from occurring in the nucleus, or it can be 
seen as a cover term for a series of constraints that each contain fully specified 
segmental representations. This latter approach would suggest that all possible 
segmental structures that contain the element |�| have their own constraint. I argue 
that the constraints of the type in (19) are general in nature and that these types of 
constraints can generalise over all segments to which the constraints apply. 

Not only are there constraints that militate against certain segment types 
from occurring in certain prosodic positions, there are also constraints that rule out 
certain segment sequences. These constraints are responsible for restrictions that can 
be found in languages concerning, for instance, the shape of branching onsets and 
nuclei. In sections 3.2.1. and 3.2.2., where I discuss the notions of sonority and 
complexity and the role of manner in syllabification, respectively, I show what these 
constraints might look like, and in the remainder of this chapter and the chapters 
following, I give more detailed examples of the licensing constraints argued for 
here, in particular those referring to Dutch. 

3.2. Constituent well-formedness 

3.2.1. Sonority and complexity 

In traditional syllable theory (see Blevins 1995 for an overview) and Optimality 
Theory (see, for instance, Kager 1999) the Sonority Sequencing Principle is held 
responsible for the distribution of segments in the syllable (Selkirk 1982, 1984; 
Steriade 1982; Levin 1985; Clements 1990; Blevins 1995). The Sonority Sequencing 
Principle states that a well-formed syllable has a sonorous peak – the head of the 
nucleus – and sonority drops towards the edges of the syllable. This explains why 
English and Dutch branching onsets typically consist of an obstruent followed by a 
sonorant, given that obstruents are less sonorous than sonorants, so that sonority 
rises from the obstruent through the sonorant to the nucleus. 

As an alternative to the Sonority Sequencing Principle, Harris (1994) 
proposes that the restrictions that can be observed within governing domains can 
also be accounted for by the so-called Complexity Condition. In the theory of 
segmental structure developed by Harris (1994) and Harris & Lindsey (1995) – 
discussed in chapter 2 – different types of consonant classes are associated with 
different degrees of complexity, in terms of the number of elements that are needed 
to define them. Harris (1994) argues that the number of elements needed to define a 
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segment has a direct influence on the licensing potential of that segment. The 
Complexity Condition states that a governee cannot be more complex than its 
governor (Harris 1994:170). The segmental representations that Harris (1994) and 
Harris & Lindsey (1995) argue for follow the sonority hierarchy closely, in that 
obstruents contain the most elements, followed by nasals, liquids, glides and then 
vowels. However, Harris (1994:176–177) argues that a Complexity Condition 
approach is better than an Sonority Sequencing Principle approach because the 
former does not have to refer to an external look-up table, which translates the 
segmental representation into a position on the sonority hierarchy. Instead, the 
licensing potential of a segment is an intrinsic property, and is defined by the 
internal complexity of that segment.15 

However, given the segments of Dutch and their segmental representations, 
the Complexity Condition in this form cannot be maintained. Recall from chapter 2 
that both /�/ and /!/ in Dutch are defined with fewer elements than Dutch /�/ and /�/. 
Nevertheless, branching onsets with these obstruents followed by these liquids are 
well-formed onsets. This means that absolute complexity cannot be the driving force 
behind constituent well-formedness. Given the consonantal structures in (16) in the 
previous chapter I modify the Complexity Condition from a condition that is stated 
in terms of absolute complexity into a condition that is stated in terms of relative 
complexity. The licensing potential of segments is then not determined by the 
presence or absence of complexity, but rather by the internal structure of segments. 
The reason then that the obstruents /�/ and /!/ can license the liquids in a Dutch 
branching onset is because their segmental make-up is strong, or complex enough to 
license the liquids. 

Abandoning the Complexity Condition in the form proposed by Harris 
(1994) is not necessarily a disadvantage. Below I argue that place of articulation 
specifications play a crucial role in the syllabification of sonorants, and I argue that 
the differences in phonological behaviour between, for instance, the Dutch liquids /�/ 
and /�/ – which contain the same number of elements, and are also defined by the 
same manner elements – is best accounted for by referring to the different influence 
the three place elements have on phonotactics. This means that for certain 
phonotactic differences between the various sonorants of Dutch, the actual 
segmental content of the segments involved is crucial. The only way the Complexity 
Condition as proposed by Harris (1994) could be maintained in these cases is by 
claiming that the Dutch nasals, liquids and glides are all defined by a different 
number of elements. Instead I argue that the segmental content of the segments 
 
15 A similar approach can be found in the Sonorant Voice approach (Avery & Rice 1989; Rice 1992; 
Avery 1996; among others), which also argues that constituent well-formedness is the result of 
restrictions on the minimal and maximal difference in structural information between two segments. One 
of the main differences between the Complexity Condition and the Sonorant Voice approach is that the 
latter argues that the least specified segments are the stops and that they can license segments that have at 
least one and at most two more levels of specification. Even though this issue might be relevant from the 
point of view of language acquisition, I will ignore this difference here and simply follow the general 
notion of both views, namely that well-formedness is determined by the structural properties of the 
segments. 
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involved determines the well-formedness of a licensing relation. Before turning to 
the role of place of articulation in phonotactics, I first discuss the role of manner. 

3.2.2. Manner driven syllabification 

The approach taken to syllabification and phonotactics in this dissertation is 
essentially the same as the one taken in most other theories; segments are organised 
into syllables primarily on the basis of their structural properties – be they sonority, 
absolute complexity or relative complexity – and secondly on the basis of the degree 
of similarity, or, perhaps better, dissimilarity, with regard to adjacent segments. As 
briefly discussed above, the syllable approach taken by, for instance, Blevins (1995), 
assumes that the Sonority Sequencing Principle regulates syllabification. The least 
sonorous segments typically end up at the edges of the syllable, and clusters of 
relatively similar segments are organised by virtue of their respective positions on 
the sonority scale. Ungrammatical structures are ruled out either because the 
sonority slope is the reverse of what it should be or because the difference on the 
sonority scale between two segments in a constituent is too small (this would be 
true, for instance, for Dutch stop-fricative onset clusters) or too large (for instance, 
in some Dutch stop-glide onset clusters). In Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky 
1993; McCarthy & Prince 1993) the Sonority Sequencing Principle is also usually 
referred to in order to account for phonotactic restrictions found in languages. The 
above-mentioned restrictions on syllable structure are simply translated into a set of 
well-formedness constraints, which arguably have to be in a universally fixed order 
in order to reflect the universal nature of the Sonority Sequencing Principle. 

The alternative approach adopted here – where complexity is referred to in 
a relative sense – essentially utilises the same strategy for syllabification and 
phonotactics. Both the Government Phonology and Sonorant Voice approaches 
(Avery & Rice 1989; Rice 1992; Avery 1996) argue that complexity regulates 
syllabification, not the Sonority Sequencing Principle. Two segments that are in a 
governing relation have to have the correct balance in terms of complexity. These 
requirements can also easily be modelled as a set of ranked constraints that militate 
against complexity differences that are too small or large. In Government Phonology 
these requirements are formalised by the licensing and, in particular, the governing 
relations, where a governor and a governee have to have a specific difference in 
complexity. These restrictions on government are easily translated into a set of 
constraints. What is crucial then is that syllable structure is regulated by a set of 
principles or constraints regulating the well-formedness of certain combinations of 
segments. Notice that I use both the terms “principles” and “constraints”. The main 
reason for this is to stress that for the discussion at hand it is irrelevant which 
approach is taken. What is crucial is merely the fact that syllabification is driven by 
structural properties of segments, and although the question of which mechanism 
drives the restriction on certain combinations of segments is an interesting and 
important issue, I will not address it any further. In the remainder of this dissertation 
I use the term “constraint” to refer to the mechanism that drives syllabification. 
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Unless otherwise stated, I use the term “constraint” in a very broad sense, and not in 
the specific Optimality Theoretic sense, where all constraints are violable. In this 
dissertation, constraints are merely statements about which combinations of 
segments form well-formed constituents in a given language, and these constraints 
are obviously motivated by the relative complexity conditions discussed above, to be 
discussed in more detail in section 3.3. 

Given that I argue that neither the Sonority Sequencing Principle approach 
nor an approach that organises the natural classes in terms of differences in absolute 
complexity is viable, the constraints that regulate constituent well-formedness have 
to involve content-specific information. An example of such a constraint from Dutch 
would be one that disallows branching onsets with a sonorant in first position. This 
constraint would disallow the first segment in a branching onset from containing the 
element |@|, and would look like (20). 
 
(20) * O 
 
 
 @ 
 
In section 3.3. I discuss in more detail Dutch phonotactics and the constraints that 
are operative in Dutch. 

Underlying the Sonority Sequencing Principle and complexity approaches 
is the idea that manner specifications determine which segments can occupy which 
positions in the syllable. Clements (1990), for instance, argues for a sonority scale 
that is formed on the basis of the values of four specific features, all of which are 
manner features. In the Sonority Sequencing Principle approach, place of 
articulation specifications do not generally play a role. Similarly, in Government 
Phonology – even though it argues for the Complexity Condition, which only looks 
at the absolute complexity of a segment – it turns out that for consonants, manner 
elements account for syllabification. Given that Government Phonology does not 
allow for underspecification, all segments have an element that identifies the place 
of articulation. For consonants these place specifications are usually restricted to one 
element. Therefore, complexity in consonants is usually increased by adding manner 
elements. For vowels it can be argued that the addition of place elements leads to an 
increase of the licensing power of an element, something which is evidenced by the 
diphthongs discussed earlier. However, both the Sonority Sequencing Principle – 
explicitly – and the Complexity Condition – implicitly – assume that manner 
specifications are what drives syllabification. 

The approach I wish to take in this dissertation is rather similar to the 
approach taken by Rice (1992), who also argues that the manner specifications – or 
the lack thereof – of two segments determine whether they can form a constituent in 
a given language. Her Sonorant Voice approach uses a set of articulatory defined 
feature nodes such as “Air Flow” and “Sonorant Voice” to distinguish major classes 
from one another. For instance, the distinction between obstruents and sonorants is 
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reflected in the lack of a Sonorant Voice node in the former and the presence of this 
node in the latter. In the element approach I have presented here, this distinction is 
reflected in the presence of the element |@| in the former and the lack of this element 
in the latter. Given the claim that manner specifications drive syllabification and the 
claim that natural classes are distinguished from one another on the basis of their 
manner specifications, I argue that the well-formedness conditions have to have 
direct access to the internal make-up of segments. What is crucial for these 
conditions is not the number of elements or their sonority value on some scale; 
instead the interpretation of the actual elements themselves is what determines 
syllabification. 

Where the Sonority Sequencing Principle approach simply states that 
syllables universally tend to have a downward slope in sonority on both sides of the 
sonority peak, and the Complexity Condition approach as discussed by Harris 
(1994) states that complexity has to increase towards the edges, adopting a 
phonotactic theory in terms of relative complexity entails that the constraints that 
regulate syllable structure have to refer to the actual content of segments. Therefore, 
constraints that refer to either a sonority or complexity difference alone do not 
suffice, and instead I claim that the constraints that regulate constituent well-
formedness contain specific information about the elemental make-up of the 
positions involved. For instance, the fact that branching onsets in Dutch are typically 
formed by an obstruent followed by a sonorant suggests that the constraint against 
the element |�| governing the element |@| in branching onsets is ranked low. The 
constraint in (20), on the other hand, is ranked high, accounting for the fact that 
Dutch does not allow branching onsets with a sonorant as its head. In section 3.3., 
where I discuss the phonotactics of Dutch, I return to the licensing constraints that 
regulate syllabification in Dutch. 

Obviously, constraints that refer to manner alone are not enough to account 
for all the phonotactic restrictions that can be found in a language. However, I argue 
that the constraints referring to manner alone account for the core syllabification of 
segments. In addition to these constraints, a number of constraints are needed that 
militate against segments occurring in a certain licensing domain that are too similar 
to one another in terms of place of articulation. These constraints are the result of the 
Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) (McCarthy 1986), which states that adjacent 
segments cannot have identical feature specifications. In this case the OCP here 
prohibits adjacent segments to have the same place of articulation. This means either 
that adjacent segments have to have two distinct place elements or that they have to 
share one. An example of such a constraint can be found in English, which does not 
allow two consonants in a branching onset to contain the place element |U|, even 
though the two segments involved adhere to the Sonority Sequencing Principle and 
Complexity Condition. The onset cluster */��-/ is thus ruled out, while both /��-/ 
and /��-/ are well-formed in English. The constraint militating against the onset 
cluster with two |U| specifications would look like (21). 
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(21) * O 
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In section 3.3. I return to the OCP in more detail in my discussion of Dutch 
phonotactics. Suffice it to say that the OCP further curtails the possible constituents 
in a language only after the manner restrictions have limited the set of possible 
segment combinations in constituents. 

3.2.3. The interaction between manner and place 

I argued throughout the previous section that manner specifications are crucial in 
accounting for syllabification and phonotactic restrictions. I now turn to the main 
claim of this dissertation, namely that in certain classes of segments place 
specifications also play a role in the distributional properties of the segments 
involved. I claim that there are two types of segments. Some segments have a 
“strong” or simple manner specification, and for these segments manner alone 
determines their syllabification and their licensing potential. Stops are an example of 
this type of segment; their distribution is easily captured by referring only to their 
manner properties and place only plays a role when the OCP is violated. However, 
the claim of this dissertation is that for the Dutch sonorants, manner specifications 
are not sufficient to account for the distributional properties of these segments. In 
chapters 4 to 6 I show that the behaviour of the three Dutch sonorant classes is far 
from homogeneous and I argue that this is best accounted for when the place 
specifications of the segments involved are taken into account. In the next two 
sections I briefly discuss the difference between segments that are syllabified by 
virtue of their manner alone – i.e. segments with “strong” manner – and segments 
whose manner specifications are not enough – i.e. segments with “weak” manner –
for which place specifications play a crucial role. 

3.2.3.1. “Strong” manner and “strong” positions 
The distinction between strong and weak manner is essentially a distinction in terms 
of distributional behaviour. I argue that segments with a strong manner specification 
are syllabified by virtue of this specification alone. Segments with weak manner are 
primarily syllabified by virtue of their manner, but some distributional asymmetries 
exist within classes of sounds that have the same manner of articulation, and these 
differences are best accounted for by referring to the segments’ place of articulation. 
In the next section I briefly turn to weak manner and in chapters 4 to 6 I discuss 
these differences in behaviour within natural classes. 

The claim in this dissertation is that given the element framework adopted 
here, segments with a single manner baseline specification – i.e. segments with only 
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|�|, |�| or |@| – have a strong manner specification, while segments that combine a 
consonantal baseline with the vocalic baseline have a weak manner specification. 
For instance, the Dutch stops contain only the manner baseline |�|, and I argue that 
this explains why they typically show homogeneous distributional behaviour – the 
only distributional differences between stops involve OCP contexts. In other words, 
place of articulation in stops does not play a role in the syllabification of these 
segments in Dutch. 

Another characteristic of segments with strong manner specifications is that 
they typically occur in “strong” positions. Here the best interpretation of “strong” is 
head position. Both vowels and stops typically occur in the head position of their 
preferred domain; vowels occur mainly, and perhaps even only, in the nucleus, and 
stops occur preferably in onset position (recall that obstruents at the right edge of a 
word are also in onset position), and when the onset branches the stop is invariably 
the head of the structure. 

3.2.3.2. “Weak” manner 
Recall that some segments contain more than one baseline. For instance, the 
sonorants are defined by both the vocalic baseline |@| and one of the consonantal 
baselines. I define segments with more than one baseline as segments with weak 
manner. More particularly, segments with weak manner are segments for which the 
manner specification alone is not enough to account for their distributional 
behaviour within a natural class. The behaviour of the Dutch sonorants can in large 
part be explained by referring to their manner specifications, but in the next three 
chapters I present data that shows differences within each of the three Dutch 
sonorant classes. I argue that these differences are the result of the interaction 
between manner, place and prosodic structure. The way I have represented segments 
in the previous chapter suggests that the segments with weak manner are those that 
have a combination of two manner baseline elements. I do not wish to argue that 
these segments behave differently from segments with strong manner in all 
languages. It might well be that in some languages it is not just sonorants which 
show place-dependent distributional behaviour, and there are probably also 
languages where some sonorant classes do not show the types of differences that I 
illustrate in the next three chapters. However, I argue that at least in Dutch segments 
with complex manner baselines are weak segments. One of the characteristics of 
these segments is that they do not necessarily prefer a specific prosodic position. 
Dutch liquids, for instance, occur freely in single onsets – where they are arguably 
the head of the constituent – but also as the second segment in a branching onset, 
where they are the dependent within this constituent. Similarly, sonorants can both 
appear pre-consonantally and word-finally at the right edge of a word, whereas stops 
typically occur word-finally and not pre-consonantally. I take this as further 
evidence for the argument that these segments are defined by two manner baselines. 
The combination of one of the consonantal baselines and the vocalic baseline in 
sonorants make them more suitable to occur in a variety of prosodic positions. 
However, the ambiguous nature of segments with complex manner also results in the 
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fact that their phonological behaviour is not predominantly dictated by their manner 
specification. I claim that segments with complex or weak manner are also targeted 
by constraints that refer to their place of articulation. In the next section I discuss the 
role of the three place elements |I|, |U| and |A| in the phonological behaviour of 
segments with weak manner. 

3.2.4. |I|, |U|, |A| revisited 

Having established that manner alone is not enough to account for the behaviour of 
the Dutch sonorants, I now turn to what role the different place of articulation 
specifications contribute to the syllabification of segments with weak manner. This 
section contains the basic claims concerning the role of each of the three place 
elements in phonology. For presentational purposes I limit the discussion here to 
cross-linguistic and more general arguments for the claims I make. In the next three 
chapters I present data from Dutch that suggests that place specifications play a role 
in the syllabification of Dutch sonorants. I argue here that the place element |A| is 
the most vocalic element of the three place elements, something that is not only 
manifested in vowel systems, but also in consonant behaviour. The place element |U| 
is associated with the most consonantal behaviour, particularly in consonants. 
Evidence for this claim is mainly taken from typological and acquisition data. The 
third place element |I| is typically associated with coronal place of articulation. 
Following work presented in Paradis & Prunet (1991) I argue that segments with |I| 
place typically behave as unmarked segments. Furthermore, I claim that sonorants 
with |I| place are more consonantal that sonorants with |A| place, but less 
consonantal than sonorants with |U| place. 

3.2.4.1. |A|: The vocalic element 
An interesting difference in the way that the three vowel elements can combine 
comes from the fact that one of the vowel elements occurs more frequently in 
vowels than the other two vocalic place elements. Apart from the neutral element 
|@| – which occurs in all vowel segments – |A| is the most frequent element in vowel 
systems (cf. Maddieson 1984). Given the fact that the elemental vowel diagram is 
basically a triangle this is somewhat unexpected. The diagram in (22) represents the 
vowel triangle, where the corner vowels have been replaced by their place elements. 
 
(22) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 |I| |U| 
 
 
   
  

 
 |A| 
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If the elements in the triangle in (22) were the primary colours, the sides of the 
triangle could be viewed as a continuous scale. At the corners are the primary 
colours and in the middles of each side are the equal (i.e. 50%-50%) mixes of |I| and 
|U|, |I| and |A|, and |U| and |A|, respectively. Even though in vowel systems an 
infinite number of mixes along the sides of the triangle is not expected, an equal 
number of vowels is expected to occur along all three sides. However, in most vowel 
systems of the world it is typically |A| that is mixed with one of the other two 
elements to form contrasts in the system. Obviously there are also languages that can 
mix |I| and |U|, but the amount of contrast on that dimension of the triangle is more 
limited compared to the dimensions that involve |A|. The canonical five-vowel 
system – given in (1) in chapter 2 – has three vowels that contain |A| against two 
vowels that do not have |A|. The canonical seven-vowel system – given in (2) in 
chapter 2 – has five vowels with |A| against two without. The fact that canonical 
vowel systems are asymmetric in this way suggests that the |A| element mixes better 
with the other two elements than these two elements do with each other (cf. Ewen & 
van der Hulst 1987). The fact that |A| is the element that is most frequently occurring 
in vowel systems suggests that it is the vocalic place element that is best associated 
with vowels. 

The observation that |A| is the best vocalic element suggests that this could 
also be reflected in language typologies. However, the fact that most languages have 
at least three vowels (Maddieson 1984), combined with the fact that vowels with one 
place element are less complex than vowels with two or more elements, suggests 
that none of /�/, /
/ or /�/ is expected to be more frequent than the others. An 
investigation of the UPSID database (Maddieson 1984) reveals that all three corner 
vowels appear with roughly the same frequency in languages of the world. 
Maddieson (1984) reports that 91.5% of the languages in UPSID have the vowel /�/, 
88.0% have /�/ and 83.9% have /
/. However, a survey of the segment inventories of 
the languages in UPSID shows that even though some languages do not have /�/, 
they do have a low vowel – for instance /�/ or /�/ – that is probably best represented 
with just the |A| place element. Similarly, languages that do not have vowels 
represented as /�/ or /
/ generally do have some other high front or high back vowel, 
respectively. 

Both Jakobson (1941/1968) and Greenberg (1966) argue that there is a 
presupposition hierarchy between the three canonical vowels. Both authors argue 
that given this hierarchy, /�/ is the vowel that is least likely to be missing from an 
inventory, followed by /�/, and /
/ is the canonical vowel that is most likely to be 
missing among these three vowels. However, this does not seem to be confirmed by 
the data in Maddieson. 

The observation that |A| is the element that combines best with the other 
two vowel elements to create contrasts in vowel systems suggests that most vowel 
systems should contain more vowels with the element |A| than vowels without this 
element. This prediction is also borne out by a cross-linguistic investigation of the 
UPSID data from Maddieson (1984). Of the 317 languages in UPSID, 300 (94.6%) 
have an inventory that contains more vowels with the element |A| than vowels that 
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do not. The 17 languages that have an inventory in which more vowels are not 
defined with |A| are all languages that have a three-vowel system, which, 
unsurprisingly, consists of the three basic vowels /�, �, 
/. As soon as the number of 
vowels in the inventory is expanded, the vowels containing the element |A| 
systematically outnumber those that do not. This provides further evidence for the 
claim that the |A| element is the place element that can be added most freely in 
complex vowel structures, which in turn supports the claim that |A| is the “ideal” 
vocalic element. 

Some additional support for the claim that the place element |A| is typically 
associated to positions in the rhyme comes from error patterns observed in children 
with certain phonological problems (Smit 1993; Stemberger 1996; Stoel-Gammon 
1996; Forrest et al. 1997; Dinnsen 2002). Some children with phonological disorders 
replace velar segments with coronal segments. This process occurs both word-
initially (23a) and word-finally (23b) (Forrest et al. 1997):16 
 
(23) a. gum /�"�/ [ "�] b. big /���/ [�� ] 
 gate /����/ [ ��] bag /���/ [�� ] 
 goat /���/ [ ��] hug /�"�/ [�" ] 
 
Even though this process seems symmetric, Dinnsen (2002) observes that the 
process is implicational in nature. If the velar fronting process occurs in word-final 
position, it also occurs in word-initial position. However, the reverse implication 
does not hold. I want to argue here that this asymmetric implication results from the 
fact that if velars are replaced even in their favoured position – i.e. in the rhyme – 
they are also replaced in other positions.17 Children who replace velars in onset 
position – which is not the favoured position of |A| – often produce velars correctly 
in rhyme position. These implications show that the place element associated to 
velar place of articulation, |A|, is the favoured place of articulation in the rhyme. 

Another argument from the claim that |A| is the most vocalic of the three 
place elements comes from the vowel system of Abkhaz (Ruhlen 1976; Hewitt 
1979). Ruhlen and Hewitt agree that Abkhaz has only two underlying vowels, /�/ 
and a central vowel. All other vowels that occur in Abkhaz outputs are completely 
predictable, based on the context. Ruhlen (1976) and Hewitt (1979) differ in their 
view on the Abkhaz vowel system in that Ruhlen argues that Abkhaz has a high 
central vowel /#/, while Hewitt claims that Abkhaz has a mid central vowel //, i.e. 
schwa. For the discussion here the status of this central vowel is irrelevant. In both 
cases I argue that this vowel contains the element |@| alone. Both schwa and /#/ are 
typically unmarked and are neutral vowels that often occur in epenthesis and 
deletion contexts. In Korean, for instance, /#/ is the neutral vowel (cf. Rhee 2002). 
This would then mean that the only place element that can be combined with the 

 
16 Notice that the velar stops are replaced by coronals, suggesting that these latter segments are somehow 
less marked than the velars. This issue is discussed in section 3.2.4.3. 
17 In chapter 4 I provide more evidence that suggests that velars prefer the rhyme over the onset. 
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vocalic baseline in the input is |A|, suggesting again that this is the place element 
that is associated with the most vocalic properties. 

In chapters 4 and 5 I provide further evidence from the behaviour of Dutch 
sonorants for the claim that |A| is the place element associated with vocalic 
properties. Sonorants that have the element |A| – i.e. /�/ and /�/ – both show 
behaviour in Dutch and other languages that can be directly linked to the fact that 
they are specified with |A| place. 

I take the observations regarding the interpretation of the element |A| in 
sonorants in this section and those to follow in chapters 4 and 5 as evidence for a 
series of constraints that influence the syllabification of the Dutch sonorants that 
have |A| place. One such constraint is the one in (24), which expresses a preference 
for consonant sonorants that are syllabified in the rhyme to contain the element |A| 
(see Trigo 1988 and Rice 1996 for similar claims). 
 
(24) R 
 
 xson 
 
 A 
 
The constraint in (24) is satisfied when a sonorant that occurs in the rhyme contains 
the element |A|. Notice that this constraint does not say anything about the place 
preferences for obstruents or vowels occurring in this position, since these segments 
are syllabified based on their manner specifications. Further notice that in many 
languages, including Dutch, this constraint is usually ranked lower than both 
faithfulness constraints that preserve the place of articulation of the sonorant in the 
input and a constraint such as ONSET, which ensures that intervocalic consonants are 
syllabified in onset position, even when it is a sonorant containing the element |A|. 

Another constraint that reflects the more vocalic nature of |A| in sonorants 
is the constraint that bans sonorants with |A| place from onsets. 
 
(25) * O 
 
 xson 
 
 A 
 
The constraint in (25) accounts for the fact that /�/ does not occur in onsets in Dutch 
or many other languages. Notice also that this constraint does not ban /�/ from 
occurring in onset position, given that |A| place is the dependent place in the 
structure of Dutch /�/. In chapter 4 I give further evidence for the existence of the 
constraints in (24) and (25), and how they interact with different constraints in a 
variety of dialects of Dutch. 
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3.2.4.2. |U|: The consonantal element 
The arguments that I present here in favour of the claim that |U| is associated with 
the strongest, or most consonantal behaviour come from acquisition data and the 
behaviour of the Dutch labial sonorants to be discussed in chapters 4 to 6. 

In her study on the acquisition of place in Dutch, Levelt (1994) argues that 
in early acquisition the left edge of words is typically reserved for labial consonants. 
The left edge of words is typically a strong position; it usually allows most contrasts 
in a language and it is often considered to be a position of prominence (cf. Beckman 
1998; de Lacy 2001; among others). In acquisition this is further evidenced by the 
fact that children start out with just plosives in the onset before developing the full 
range of possible contrasts (Fikkert 1994). Given that the left edge of the word is a 
strong position, and given that children typically start out by producing the most 
consonantal material in this position (i.e. stops) I conclude, based on Levelt’s 
findings, that within the class of stops a further distinction needs to be made between 
labial place and the other places, with labial place being the most consonantal place 
of the three place elements. Levelt (1994) translates her findings into two 
constraints, here reproduced as (26): 
 
(26) Edge constraints on Place of Articulation feature specifications 
 a. Labial � [WORD 
 Labial should be associated to the left edge of WORD 
 b. *Dorsal � [WORD 
 Dorsal should not be associated to the left edge of WORD 
 
Notice that labials are not only preferred at the left edge of words, but also that 
dorsals are dispreferred in this position. This is perhaps not surprising, given the 
discussion in the previous section. Levelt (1994:95–101) shows that the influence of 
these constraints is visible in the production of certain CVC adult forms by one of 
her subjects, Robin. When the adult form has the shape CCVCL, where the subscript 
C and L stand for coronal and labial, respectively, Robin invariably produces these 
words as CLVCL in one stage of his development. Similarly, when the target adult 
form has the shape CDVCL, where D stands for dorsal, Robin’s output invariably start 
with a labial. Perhaps the most surprising result is that when the target adult form is 
CDVCC, Robin frequently produces a labial sound in the onset; four out of nine 
examples given in Levelt (1994:97) have a labial segment in the onset. All the other 
utterances start with a coronal. This acquisition data given by Levelt (1994) suggest 
that at some stage of acquisition labial consonants are preferred over consonants 
with other places of articulation in onset position. Given that children also go 
through a stage in which they only produce stops in onset position I conclude that 
labial is the most consonantal place of articulation. 

In chapters 4 to 6 I give evidence from the behaviour of the Dutch labial 
nasal, lateral liquid and labio-dental glide that suggests that the labial element |U| is 
the most consonantal of the three place elements. In chapter 4 I show that the labial 
nasal is resistant to place assimilation and that it can support more material to its 
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right and left in onset and coda position, respectively. I also provide cross-linguistic 
data that support the findings for Dutch. In chapter 5 I argue that the combination of 
|I| and |U| place makes the lateral liquid a more consonantal segment than the rhotic 
liquid, which contains the place elements |I| and |A|. In chapter 6 I show that the 
Dutch labial glide is much stronger than the palatal glide, which is again evidenced 
by its distributional behaviour, both from Standard Dutch and from Dutch dialects. 

In chapters 4 to 6, I show that the Dutch sonorants that have |U| place do 
not form good dependents in branching onsets. The constraint that can be held 
responsible for this tendency is the one in (27). 
 
(27) * O 
 
 xson 
 
 U 
 
The constraint in (27) will need to be refined a little in relation to the syllabification 
of /�/ and /$/, given that both these segments occur relatively freely in the position 
shown in (27). However, in chapters 5 and 6 I show that in foot-internal position the 
constraint in (27) applies to both /�/ and /$/. This means that the constraint has to 
contain additional information concerning the position in the foot. Other constraints 
regarding the element |U| are discussed where relevant in the remainder of this 
dissertation. 

3.2.4.3. |I|: The unmarked element 
The claim that |I| – which is associated with coronality – is the place element that is 
unmarked in phonology is probably the least controversial, given that coronals 
typically have a special status in language.18 Numerous examples of coronal 
unmarkedness can be found, for instance in Kiparsky (1985), in the papers and 
references in Paradis & Prunet (1991), and in the review of this book by McCarthy 
& Taub (1992). An interesting and for this dissertation important observation that 
McCarthy & Taub make is that there seems to be evidence for two rather distinct 
approaches to accounting for coronal unmarkedness. 

The first approach holds that coronal segments are unspecified for their 
place of articulation and the feature coronal acts as the default place interpretation. 
Some evidence from English for this claim comes, among others, from the fact that 
in sCiVCj contexts, Ci and Cj cannot be homorganic in English, unless the consonant 
is coronal (Davis 1991). A word like *speb would be ungrammatical in English, 
whereas stud is well-formed. Davis (1991) argues that this is due to the fact that this 

 
18 In the discussion of the interpretation of the place elements I make no distinction between the terms 
“unmarked” and “least marked”. Even though “unmarked” might suggest that the segment involved is not 
specified for a certain element, I use it in this dissertation to mean that |I| is not marked in the same way 
as the other two place elements with regard to either a consonantal or vocalic interpretation. “Unmarked” 
here refers to the distributional properties of the segments involved, rather than to their representation. 
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particular context does not allow the two consonants to be homorganic. Coronals are 
exempt from this restriction since they do not have a place specification. Stemberger 
& Stoel-Gammon (1991) provide evidence for the underspecification of coronals 
from on-line processing phenomena and Avery & Rice (1989) argue that the coronal 
nasal is typically a target for post-lexical place assimilation, which suggests that it 
does not have a place specification of its own. 

The second approach to coronal unmarkedness holds that coronals are 
always specified for coronality. Evidence from English for this approach comes 
mainly from the fact that the plain coronals – /�,  , �, �, �/ – share their behaviour 
with the more complex coronals /%, &, ', (, �',  (/.19 Most authors in Paradis & 
Prunet (1991) agree that the latter set of coronals is special in that they are further 
specified for the feature [anterior] and/or [distributed]. Given that these features are 
dependent on a coronal specification it follows that these segments are always 
specified for place. However, Borowsky (1986) shows that in certain dialects of 
English, neither /�/ nor /%/ can be followed by /�/ in the familiar palatalisation 
process preceding the vowel /
/. This suggests that both coronal sounds are specified 
for coronality, which explains the non-occurrence of both *[��
] and *[%�
]. 
Similarly, coronal + /�/ onset clusters are prohibited in English (see, for instance, 
Mohanan 1991; Yip 1991), and again, this is true for both the plain coronal /�/ and 
the specified coronal /%/ (note that /�/ forms an exception). Fudge (1969) and Halle 
& Vergnaud (1980), among others, note that the right edge of words with super-
heavy rhymes are restricted to coronals, again both plain and complex. Words like 
mound and range are equally good. These facts from English show that plain and 
complex coronals form a natural class, and that both subclasses are specified for 
coronal. 

This approach to coronal unmarkedness entails that assimilation, epenthesis 
and other phenomena involving plain coronals have to be accounted for not by 
referring to the fact that coronals are underspecified, but by referring to the fact that 
coronals are different from other segments, and that they lose their place of 
articulation more easily than other segments. This latter approach is the one taken in 
this dissertation. All coronals are specified with the coronal element |I|, and 
assimilation is accounted for by assuming that the |I| specification is somehow 
weaker than the two other place specifications, and therefore more easily 
manipulated by phonological processes. 

A final claim made concerning |I| is that, in terms of its role in 
syllabification, it is intermediate between the vocalic element |A| and the 
consonantal element |U|. This will become relevant in the discussion of the Dutch 
nasals, whose behaviour provide arguments in favour of the view that |I| is 
intermediate between |U| and |A| in terms of its prosodic properties. 

 
19 I do not include /	/ and /
/ here. Their behaviour is often distinct from other coronals and some of the 
generalisations given here do not hold for these two coronal segments. 
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3.2.5. Markedness hierarchies 

3.2.5.1. Coronal unmarkedness 
Based on the observations made in sections 3.2.4.1. to 3.2.4.3. I want to argue that 
there are at least two separate markedness hierarchies that play a role in phonology. 
A familiar type of markedness, or perhaps better, unmarkedness, is that found in 
phonological processes such as assimilation, epenthesis, lenition and deletion. These 
processes typically involve certain classes of segments, as well as segments with a 
specific place of articulation. Another type of markedness can be found in the 
behaviour of certain segments in specific prosodic positions. As I discussed above, 
some prosodic positions are more consonantal than others. For instance, the head of 
a branching onset typically contains stronger material than the dependent. This then 
suggests that strong consonants, i.e. those with a single consonantal baseline, such as 
stops and fricatives, are unmarked in this position. However, these same segments 
are highly marked in the nucleus. The reverse pattern is found for vowels. This latter 
type of markedness depends crucially on prosodic contexts. Below I argue that there 
is not only a hierarchy that refers to manner properties, but that there is also a 
markedness hierarchy that refers to the place elements. 

The first markedness hierarchy I mentioned above is based on the familiar 
markedness claims alluded to in section 3.2.4.3. As I discuss there, coronal 
segments, in particular consonants, are typically the unmarked segments concerning 
assimilation, epenthesis, deletion and general distribution (Kiparsky 1985; Paradis & 
Prunet 1991; McCarthy & Taub 1992). Segments with |I| place are therefore 
unmarked (Prince & Smolensky 1993; Rice 1994, 1996; Lombardi 2001, 2002; 
among others), while elements with either |U| or |A| place are marked, which is in 
line with the observations made in section 3.4.2.3. concerning coronal 
unmarkedness. Lombardi (2001, 2002) argues that this difference in markedness is 
best accounted for by assuming that there is a universal ranking of the markedness 
constraints prohibiting certain places of articulation to occur. In this ranking, each 
major place of articulation is ranked with respect to the other places of articulation 
in a fixed way, thus accounting for the universally occurring assimilation, deletion, 
and epenthesis phenomena concerning consonants. Lombardi (2001:19) argues for 
the ranking in (28) (see also Prince & Smolensky 1993).20 
 
(28) *DOR, *LAB > *COR > *PHAR 
 
Notice that Lombardi includes pharyngeal segments in her hierarchy. This reflects 
the tendency for segments such as /�/ and /�/ – which Lombardi, following 
McCarthy (1994), claims to have a pharyngeal place of articulation – to be even less 
marked than coronals. Even though I do not discuss the behaviour of /�/ and /�/, 

 
20 Lombardi (2001, 2002) refers to velar place of articulation as “dorsal”. For the discussion at hand I 
assume that these terms refer to the same place of articulation, namely the one represented by |A| place. 
However, see Rice (1996) for the claim that velar and dorsal segments should be distinguished and that 
the former are unmarked in certain contexts, whereas the latter are at least as marked as labial segments. 
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notice that in Element Theory, these segments are defined with a consonantal 
baseline element only, namely |�| and |�|, respectively. It is then assumed that 
placeless segments are less marked than ones with a place specification. The place 
features in the universal markedness hierarchy in (28) can easily be translated into 
elements, giving the hierarchy in (29), which is also universal. 
 
(29) Universal Markedness Hierarchy 
 *|A|, *|U| > *|I| > *PLACELESS 
 
The hierarchies in (28) and (29) crucially refer to consonants only. For Lombardi’s 
hierarchy this follows automatically since consonants and vowels are not defined by 
the same set of place features. However, the hierarchy in (29) has to be modified 
slightly to reflect the fact that it applies to consonants only (recall from section 
3.4.2.1. that I claim that |A| place is the least marked in vowels). This can be 
accomplished by including information about the type of baseline that the place 
elements in (29) are associated with. When associated to a consonantal baseline, the 
hierarchy in (29) applies, while when associated with a vocalic baseline it does not. 

3.2.5.2. The consonantal/vocalic hierarchy 
Above I suggest that there are at least two types of markedness. The second type of 
markedness I referred to concerns the markedness of certain segments in a specific 
prosodic position. Although stops are highly unmarked in an onset, they are banned, 
and therefore highly marked, in the nucleus. A similar type of markedness, but now 
referring to place of articulation, can be deduced from the observations in sections 
3.2.4.1. and 3.2.4.2. In these sections I argue that the place elements |U| and |A| are 
associated with a more vocalic and consonantal interpretation, respectively. Even 
though these place elements are both rather marked in assimilation, epenthesis and 
deletion contexts, they are each associated with their own interpretation on what I 
refer to here as a consonantality hierarchy. 
 
(30) Consonantality Hierarchy 
 Consonantal Vocalic 
 U  A 
 
On this scale, |U| is consonantal, and therefore unmarked in contexts where more 
consonantal material is expected, while |A| is vocalic, and unmarked in contexts 
where more vocalic material is expected. This then suggests that the hierarchy in 
(30) collapses two scales; when the focus is on the consonantal properties of the 
place elements, |U| is the unmarked element, while |A| is the marked element, but on 
the vocalic scale |A| is the unmarked element, while |U| is the marked element. The 
markedness hierarchy in (29) indicates that the |I| element is unmarked at a different 
level, and I therefore argue that it is neither associated with more consonantal nor 
with more vocalic properties. In many ways it is the in between element. 
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The hierarchies in (29) and (30) look very much like the sonority hierarchy. 
However, in this dissertation I have argued against the sonority hierarchy, since I 
claim that the interaction between the elements that make up a segment and the 
prosodic structure regulate syllable well-formedness. I claim that this approach is 
less arbitrary than the look-up table that is provided by the sonority hierarchy since, 
the structure of the segments directly determine the suprasegmental organisation 
(see also van der Hulst 1995; Golston & van der Hulst 1999; van der Hulst & Ritter 
1999; Smith 2000). I argue that this also applies to the place hierarchies argued for 
here. The interaction between prosodic structure and the segmental structure – 
including the place elements in case of sonorants – determines what is marked in 
which positions. In approaches such as those proposed by van der Hulst (1995) and 
Smith (2000), who argue that all structure is defined in terms of two elements, C 
(which stands for consonantal) and V (which stands for vocalic), this would follow 
in an even more natural way. The place element |A|, here associated with more 
vocalic behaviour, would be defined with more V material, while |U|, which is more 
consonantal, would be defined with more C material.21 

The markedness hierarchy in (30) suggests that both the |U| and |A| 
elements are unmarked. However, notice that this unmarkedness depends heavily on 
the prosodic context that the elements occur in. In this respect, the status of the 
elements |U| and |A| can be compared to the behaviour of the class of liquids with 
respect to the sonority hierarchy. Liquids are somewhere in the middle of the 
sonority hierarchy. This suggests that liquids are neither very suitable for strong 
consonantal positions nor very suitable for strong vocalic positions. In other words, 
liquids typically do not license other consonants in onsets, and also do not often 
occur in a nuclear position. However, in the discussion of Dutch phonotactics in 
section 3.3. I will show that liquids are perhaps the best segments in the dependent 
position of a branching onset. In this context, liquids are the least marked segments; 
they are have the ideal segmental structure for this position. Similarly, both |U| and 
|A| place are rather marked places of articulation, something that is reflected in the 
universal hierarchy in (30). However, when associated with sonorants, these place 
elements show unmarked behaviour in specific prosodic contexts. The situation for 
|I| is slightly different, in that this place element is the unmarked and often default 
place element. In terms of the scale in (30) it is neither very consonantal, nor very 
vocalic. 

In the discussion in sections 3.2.4.1. and 3.2.4.2. I argued that the 
consonantal and vocalic interpretation of |U| and |A|, respectively, are perhaps 
universal. In the discussion of the behaviour of the Dutch sonorants I will provide a 
variety of cross-linguistic data that support the hierarchy in (30), and I therefore 
hypothesise here that this hierarchy is also universal. Further research is needed to 
establish the validity of this hypothesis, but thus far I have not found 
counterevidence. Notice that this hypothesis is slightly problematic since Optimality 
 
21 Both van der Hulst (1995) and Smith (2000) refer to the place elements |I|, |U| and |A| in order to 
distinguish segments in place of articulation. However, given that all other contrast is defined in terms of 
a choice between C and V, the place distinction could also be redefined using only these two features. 
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Theory generally strives to avoid universal rankings. However, I do not see this as a 
problem, since certain constraints are necessarily in a fixed and universal ranking, 
including the ranking in (28). Another example of a universal ranking in Optimality 
Theory can be found in the interpretation of the constraint SONSEQ (Clements 1990; 
Kager 1999:267). This constraint refers to the sonority hierarchy and consists of a 
universally ranked set of constraints, reflecting the universal nature of the Sonority 
Sequencing Principle. In the approach taken here, this means that the constraint 
against a sonorant licensing an obstruent in a branching onset (31a) is universally 
ranked higher than the constraint against an obstruent licensing a sonorant in a 
branching onset (31b). 
 
(31) a. * O b. * O 
 
 > 
 @ � � @ 
 
 
The place hierarchy in (30) is no different from the sonority hierarchy, and also 
yields a universal ranking within the constraints that refer to this hierarchy. In some 
languages the influence of the place hierarchy will be nonexistent, because all 
constraints militating against certain prosodic patterns are ranked high or low, 
regardless of the place specification of the segments involved, while in other 
languages this place specification is crucial and differences are found based on place 
structure. The crucial claim in this dissertation is that these differences within certain 
sonorant classes are always predictable, based on the consonantality hierarchy for 
place elements argued for here. 

3.2.5.3. The interaction of the place hierarchies and language typologies 
As argued above, I claim that there are two types of unmarkedness that refer to place 
elements. The first type, which refers to the segmental unmarkedness of placeless 
segments and coronals, is typically found in phonological processes. The second 
type is usually reflected in the interaction between place of articulation and prosodic 
structure. The fact that these hierarchies are independent suggests that the effects of 
both hierarchies can be found in one language. This is in fact what can be observed 
in Dutch, and I will illustrate this in the discussion of the Dutch sonorants in 
chapters 4 to 6. In chapter 4, for instance, I show that the coronal nasal is the 
unmarked nasal in terms of its behaviour in phonological processes such as 
assimilation, epenthesis and deletion. At the same time, however, I show that the 
Dutch labial nasal shows phonotactic behaviour that suggests it is more consonantal 
than the other nasals, while the velar nasal shows phonotactic behaviour that 
suggests it is more vocalic. 

An alternative view on the unmarkedness of certain places of articulation 
can be found in Rice (1996), who argues that both coronal and velar place of 
articulation can be the default, i.e. least marked, place of articulation. However, she  
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argues that this unmarked status of both coronals and velars results from the 
different interpretations of a segment that is unspecified for place of articulation. In 
some languages, these segments receive the default place specification, i.e. coronal, 
or, in the framework presented here, |I|, whereas in other languages the segment 
remains placeless and the phonetic interpretation of such a segment is velar, 
according to Rice. Notice that this approach in some ways collapses the markedness 
hierarchies discussed in sections 3.2.5.1. and 3.2.5.2. Rice claims that languages 
differ in whether they allow segments to remain placeless – in which case they 
surface as velar – or whether a default place element has to be inserted – in which 
case the segment surfaces as coronal. This difference depends on the licensing 
conditions of the language in question. Similarly, in the approach taken in this 
dissertation, languages can differ in the implications that the markedness hierarchies 
have. In some languages the coronal-peripheral hierarchy – i.e. |I| on the one hand 
vs. |U| and |A| on the other – will be more important than the consonantality 
hierarchy, in which case coronals will show more unmarked behaviour in 
distribution, epenthesis and deletion, while in other languages the consonantality 
hierarchy will be more important, in which case velars are expected to be the default 
place of articulation in vocalic positions. A prediction that Rice (1996) does not 
make is that labial can also be the unmarked segment in certain positions, a situation 
that is expected given the consonantality hierarchy in (30). In chapters 4, 5 and 6 I 
show that the Dutch sonorants that have |U| place are in fact consonantally less 
marked than the sonorants with other place elements, something that is most clear 
from the behaviour of the Dutch labial nasal, to be discussed in chapter 4. However, 
much evidence for the default status of velar place comes from phonological 
alternations between coronals and velars in word-final position, suggesting that in 
this position some languages prefer coronals, while others prefer velars, but both are 
in some way unmarked. I am not aware of any examples from languages where 
labials interact in the same way with coronals in word-initial position, and I do not 
know of any languages where onsets are restricted to labial segments alone. 
However, I want to argue that this is the result of the fact that onsets typically allow 
a wide range of consonants to occur – and not because labials cannot be the least 
marked place – while rhymes are usually much more restrictive. 

To conclude this section, (32) gives a short summary of the two 
markedness hierarchies, based on place of articulation and the type of markedness 
they refer to. 
 
(32) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Universal Markedness Hierarchy Consonantality Hierarchy 
Motivation Assimilation, epenthesis, deletion Phonotactic behaviour 
Marked |U|, |A| |U| in vocalic positions 

|A| in consonantal positions 
Unmarked |I| |U| in consonantal positions 

|A| in vocalic positions 
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3.2.6. Summary 
Having established that each place element is associated with a different level of 
markedness, consonantality and prosodic preference, let me now briefly summarise 
the claims and predictions that are made about the role of place in sonorant 
behaviour. Throughout this dissertation I claim that within the Dutch sonorant 
classes the manner specifications are not sufficient to account for the differences in 
behaviour within the three sonorant classes. I further claim that within these classes, 
place of articulation plays a crucial role in the distributional and phonotactic 
phenomena that are associated with the Dutch sonorants. In sections 3.2.4.1. to 
3.2.4.3. I gave arguments to suggest that the labial element |U| is associated with 
strong and consonantal behaviour. In chapters 4 and 6 I show that the two labial 
sonorants of Dutch exhibit strong behaviour, in that they resist certain phenomena 
that the other sonorants in the class undergo and in that they are able to license more 
segments in dependent positions than the other sonorants in their respective classes. 

Section 3.2.4.1. discussed the status of the element |A| in phonology. I 
argued there that |A| is the most vocalic of the three place elements. This suggests 
that segments – and in particular sonorants – that contain this element should exhibit 
weak consonantal behaviour. In chapters 4 and 5 I show that sonorants that have |A| 
place show weak consonantal behaviour. For instance, sonorants with |A| place are 
never able to license a dependent segment. Furthermore, the Dutch velar nasal is 
highly restricted in its distribution; it only occurs in the nucleus, the most vocalic 
prosodic position. 

The coronal element |I| seems to be the hybrid place of articulation in the 
Dutch sonorant classes. The Dutch coronal nasal, for instance, can license an /�/ at 
the right edge of a word, and the distribution of the coronal sonorants does not show 
a strong preference for either head or dependent position. In many ways the coronal 
sonorants are the most free in their distribution. They are often weak enough to be 
licensed in dependent positions – where sonorants with |U| place are sometimes too 
strong to be licensed in dependent position – and at the same time strong enough to 
license material themselves – where sonorants with |A| place are sometimes too 
weak to license segments in dependent position. In this sense, sonorants containing 
|I| are unmarked, something which seems to be inherent to coronal segments in 
general. 

3.3. Dutch phonotactics 

In this section I discuss the restrictions that are present within Dutch prosodic 
constituents and the constraints that account for these restrictions. In many instances 
these constraints are rather specific, for instance, because they contain detailed 
information concerning OCP restrictions that are present in Dutch. Obviously, the 
Dutch phonotactic restrictions are not universal, but they do reflect universal 
tendencies. In section 3.3.1. I discuss nuclei in Dutch and I argue that the second 
segment in a branching nucleus is severely restricted by the head of the nucleus. In 
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section 3.3.2. I discuss Dutch rhyme structure, although consonants in the rhyme are 
not typically restricted by the preceding nucleus. In section 3.3.3. I then discuss the 
restrictions that an onset enforces on a preceding consonant in the rhyme. Finally, in 
section 3.3.4. I discuss the phonotactics of Dutch onsets, and focus in particular on 
the differences between “normal” onsets and “bogus” onsets. Foot structure turns 
out to be crucial to distinguish between these two types of onsets. Finally, in section 
3.3.5. I discuss the role of foot structure in Dutch phonotactics. 

3.3.1. Nuclei 

Recall from chapter 2 that I follow van Oostendorp (2000a) in claiming that the 
Dutch vowel system has a tense-lax contrast rather than a length contrast. This 
means that the difference between, for instance, the vowels /	/ and /�/ is reflected in 
a difference in segmental make-up rather than in a difference in the number of 
skeletal positions they occupy. This also means that neither a single lax vowel nor a 
single tense vowel is subject to governing restrictions within a nucleus. The only 
phonotactic restrictions that can be observed in Dutch nuclei is in the set of 
diphthongs. Booij (1995) argues that Dutch has three diphthongs, /��/, /��/ and /	
/. 
In section 2.5.1.2. of chapter 2 I provided representations for these vowels, repeated 
here as (33). 
 
(33) /��/ /��/ /	
/ 
 
 x x x x x x 
 
 A A A 
 
 I I 
 
 U U 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
Notice that all three diphthongs are characterised as a sequence of two vowels of 
which the second vowel consists of a subset of the elements of the first vowel. 
Furthermore, the second vowel in Dutch diphthongs is the result of sharing all 
elements except |A| with the first position to the second. Recall from section 3.2.4.1. 
that |A| is the most vocalic element. The restriction on Dutch diphthongs therefore 
seems to be that the second segment has to be less vocalic than the first segment – 
or, to put it in Sonority Sequencing Principle terms, sonority should drop in a 
branching nucleus. Notice that the restrictions on Dutch diphthongs are more severe 
than those in English, where the second vowel does not necessarily have to contain a 
subset of the elements of the first vowel (see Harris 1994:117). 

The constraint or constraints that restrict the structure of diphthongs in 
Dutch have to make reference to the fact that the first segment is more complex than 
the second segment, something that is not surprising if the Complexity Condition as 
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proposed by Harris (1994) is assumed. Furthermore, the constraint needs to account 
for the fact that the second segment in a Dutch diphthong contains all the elements 
save |A| from the first segment. The licensing constraint in (34) correctly restricts the 
possible Dutch diphthongs to those in (33). 
 
(34) N 
 
 x x 
 
 A 
 
 
Notice that headedness does not seem to play a role in the Dutch diphthong series. 
Given that the first vowel has to contain the baseline element |@| as well as the place 
element |A|, all three possible combinations – i.e. |I,A,@|, |I,U,A,@| and |U,A,@| – 
are found. I assume here that a difference in headedness in the first vowel can never 
be contrastive for the Dutch diphthongs, and the constraint in (34) then correctly 
predicts the three Dutch diphthongs that are found. 

3.3.2. Rhymes 

Even though the head of a nucleus licenses a following consonant in the rhyme, it 
does not govern it. This is reflected by the fact that there are no phonotactic 
restrictions between a vowel and a following consonant. Dutch vowel-consonant 
sequences are typically unrestricted. The only exceptions involve vowel-glide 
sequences, which are discussed in more detail in chapter 6. 

Although Dutch vowel-consonant sequences do not exhibit strong 
phonotactic restrictions, there is an interesting dependency between the type of 
vowel in the nucleus and the presence or absence of a consonant in the rhyme. When 
the vowel in the nucleus is lax, it has to be followed by a consonant in the rhyme 
(Booij 1995; van Oostendorp 2000a), whereas a tense vowel cannot be followed by 
a consonant in the rhyme (Gussenhoven 2000; van Oostendorp 2000a). Recall from 
the previous chapter that the apparently tense high vowels and the apparently tense 
low vowel form exceptions to this, given words like hielp [���.�] ‘helped’ and twaalf 
[�$��.!] ‘twelve’. Exceptions to the claim that lax vowels have to be followed by a 
coda can be found in exclamations of the type bah [��] ‘yuk’ and goh [)	] ‘gosh’. 
However, in the “core” lexicon of Dutch these forms are ungrammatical. This leads 
van Oostendorp (2000a) to the conclusion that in Dutch a high-ranked constraint is 
operative that ensures that lax vowels never occur in open syllables and that tense 
vowels never occur in closed syllables. Van Oostendorp argues that syllabification is 
the result of phonological projection, and that different vowels will project different 
nuclei (cf. Levin 1985 for a similar view). The constraint that van Oostendorp 
assumes for Dutch, CONNECT(N',LAX), is violated when a lax vowel does not project 
a branching nucleus – i.e. when it is not followed by a coda – but also when a tense 
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vowel projects a branching nucleus. I follow van Oostendorp in arguing that lax 
vowels have to be followed by a consonant in the rhyme, whereas tense vowels have 
to be in an open syllable. The licensing constraints in (35a) and (35b) ensure this; 
these constraints are very similar to the constraint argued for by van Oostendorp 
(2000a). 
 
(35) a. * R b. * R 
 
 x x x 
 
 @ @ 
 
The constraint in (35a) prohibits rhymes that do not branch but that are headed by a 
lax vowel, while the constraint in (35b) prohibits rhymes from branching when they 
are headed by a tense vowel. 

The constraints on rhyme structure have far reaching implications for the 
syllabification of consonants at the right edge of words. The claim that tense vowels 
are always in an open syllable is not problematic, given the Government Phonology 
claim that consonants at the right edge of a word are in the onset of an empty 
nucleus, but the claim that lax vowels are always in a closed syllable is harder to 
maintain when a word like rok [�	�] ‘skirt’ is considered. Van Oostendorp argues 
that Harris’s claim that all word-final consonants are onsets is too strong and 
suggests instead that – at least in Dutch – the quality of the vowel determines the 
syllabic affiliation of the final consonant. A major difference between rok [�	�] 
‘skirt’ and rook [���] ‘smoke’ is then that the /�/ in the first word is a coda 
consonant whereas in the second word it is in onset position. 
 
(36) R R R 
 
 O N O O 
 
 x x x x x x x 
 
 � 	 � � � �  
 
The crucial observation for this dissertation, and in particular for the claims in 
chapter 5, is that word-internal lax vowels are always followed by a consonant in the 
rhyme, while word-internal tense vowels are always followed by an onset. The 
syllabification of right-edge consonants in Dutch remains a problematic issue, and in 
chapter 5, where I discuss word-final codas, I explore this issue in some more detail, 
focusing on sonorants in that position. 
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3.3.3. Coda-onset sequences 

The first set of coda-onset sequences I wish to discuss here are those found in words 
ending in -VlaxCC sequences, where, given the arguments from Government 
Phonology, the first consonant is in the rhyme and the second is in the onset of an 
empty syllable. In Dutch, these consonant sequences are typically restricted to 
sonorant-obstruent clusters. From a sonority point of view this is not surprising, 
given that sonorants are more sonorous than obstruents. In terms of the relative 
complexity approach taken in this dissertation segments containing the consonantal 
baseline |�| or |�| that are syllabified in the head of an onset can license – and govern 
– a consonantal segment containing the vocalic baseline |@| in the preceding rhyme. 
The only consistent exception to this trend in Dutch is the non-occurrence of glide-
obstruent clusters in coda-onset sequences. In chapter 6 I argue that glides do not 
occur after lax vowels, which immediately also excludes the possibility of -VCC 
sequences where the first consonant is a glide, given that only lax vowels can be 
followed by a coda consonant. 

Another set of coda-onset clusters absent from Dutch are nasal-fricative 
clusters (see Padgett 1994 for arguments against these clusters cross-linguistically). 
This is again unsurprising, given the fact that fricatives and nasals are adjacent on 
the sonority scale. In terms of the complexity approach taken here, elements that 
contain the baseline element |h| cannot license a segment that contains the 
consonantal baseline element |�|. This constraint restricts both stop-fricative 
sequences and nasal-fricative sequences. Both types are ruled out on the basis of the 
fact that the less consonantal baseline |�| cannot license the stronger baseline |�|. This 
restriction can be formalised as the constraint in (37). 
 
(37) * R O 
 
 
 x x 
 
 |�| |�| 
 
Notice that liquids, which are defined by a combination of |�| and |@|, can be 
licensed by segments that have |�| manner alone. This suggests that the presence of 
the vocalic baseline make these segments distinct enough for the fricatives to license 
the liquids. 

There are a number of exceptions to the observation that nasals cannot be 
followed by fricatives, but these all involve the coronal fricative /�/. Recall that 
coronal segments can appear at the right edge of super-heavy syllables and that /�/ 
also has a rather free distribution at the left edge of the word. The fact that Dutch has 
words such as gans [)���] ‘goose’, gems [)���] ‘chamois’ and langs [����] ‘along’ 
is therefore not necessarily counterevidence for the restriction on nasal-fricative 
coda-onset clusters, but rather positive evidence for the extrametrical status of 
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coronal segments.22 Furthermore, nasal-fricative clusters are often separated by the 
insertion of an intrusive stop in both Dutch (Wetzels 1985) and English (Clements 
1987), suggesting that these clusters are relatively ill-formed. 

Glide-obstruent clusters and nasal-fricative clusters do not occur in the 
phonology of Dutch. The only two types of sonorant-obstruent coda-onset sequences 
that do occur in Dutch are nasal-stop and liquid-obstruent sequences. Nasal-stop 
sequences in Dutch are – as in many other languages – mostly restricted to 
homorganic sequences. Recall from chapter 2 that Dutch does not have a voiced 
velar stop, and the sequence /-��/ does not occur in the -VCC# context.23 Booij 
(1995) further observes that in Dutch, as in English, /�/ does not occur in what he 
identifies as branching codas. Since Dutch has final devoicing it is not surprising 
that this segment does not occur on the surface, but underlyingly / / does occur as in 
hand /��� / [����] ‘hand’. I do not have much to say about this restriction in Dutch, 
but notice that it is again the coronal stop that is more free in its distribution. The 
only grammatical nasal-stop sequences that then remain in Dutch are /-��/, /-��/, 
/-� / and /-��/. Dutch nasals that are in the rhyme are only licensed by stops; 
furthermore, the nasal has to have the same place of articulation as the following 
stop. In Dutch there are therefore two forces that restrict the number of possible 
nasal-obstruent coda-onset sequences. On the one hand there is the manner-driven 
constraint that rules out fricatives from licensing preceding nasals, and at the same 
time there are place restrictions that rule out any non-homorganic nasal-stop 
sequences. However, there are a few exceptions to this latter observation, all of 
which involve the labial nasal. The words in (38) all contain nasal-stop coda-onset 
clusters, but the clusters are not homorganic. 
 
(38) vreemd /*��� / [*����] ‘strange’ 
 hemd /��� / [����] ‘shirt’ 
 ambt /���/ [���] ‘post’ 
 imker /����/ [�����] ‘beekeeper’ 
 
In the next chapter, where I discuss the Dutch nasals in more detail, I return to these 
exceptions and there I claim that the data in (38) provide evidence for the fact that 
the labial nasal is in many ways the most consonantal of the three Dutch nasals, 
which is reflected in (38) by the resistance to place assimilation to a following 
segment. 

The most frequently occuring set of coda-onset sequences in Dutch are the 
liquid-obstruent clusters. As already mentioned in the discussion of the nasal-stop 
clusters, the Dutch voiced labial stop does not occur after a sonorant in the rhyme, 

 
22 Note that in the history of English some nasal-fricative clusters have lost the nasal and compensatory 
vowel lengthening occurs. For instance, the English cognate of Dutch gans is goose (Gussenhoven & van 
de Weijer 1990). 
23 Loanwords such as bingo [�����] ‘bingo’ and tango [������] ‘tango’ have a /-��/ coda-onset cluster 
intervocalically. 
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leaving the following set of grammatical liquid-obstruent clusters, taken from Booij 
(1995:40): 
 
(39) help /����/ ‘help’ harp /����/ ‘harp’ 
 elf /��!/ ‘elf’ sterf /����!/ ‘die’ 
 elf /��*/ ‘eleven’ korf /�	�*/ ‘basket’ 
 melk /����/ ‘milk’ kerk /����/ ‘church’ 
 alg /��)/ ‘alga’ erg /��)/ ‘very’24 
 
The set of possible liquid-obstruent coda-onset clusters is pretty much unrestricted in 
Dutch, apart from the non-occurrence of */-��/ and */-��/ clusters. This suggests that 
virtually all Dutch obstruents can license a liquid in a preceding rhyme. However, 
the clusters in (39) are often broken up by schwa epenthesis by speakers of Dutch. 
This issue will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5, but note that these clusters 
are at least possible outputs in Dutch. 

Dutch liquids are not only licensed by obstruents; nasals are also capable of 
licensing these segments in coda position. Given that /�/ cannot appear in any other 
position than after a lax vowel, any combination of a liquid followed by the velar 
nasal is ruled out, leaving four possible combinations. Of those four, three are 
actually present in Dutch, as in the words helm [����] ‘helmet’, arm [���] ‘arm’ 
and kern [����] ‘kernel’. Similarly to the clusters in (39), these clusters are also 
often broken up by a schwa, but again, they are possible outputs in Dutch. The one 
possible output that is missing is the cluster */-��/. One approach to accounting for 
this gap in the distribution would be to refer to the OCP and claim that two coronal 
segments cannot appear next to one another in a coda-onset context. However, the 
cluster /-��/ is a well-formed coda-onset cluster in Dutch, even though it is not a 
well-formed onset, supposedly due to the OCP. An OCP account for this gap 
therefore seems unlikely. In chapter 4 I argue that this gap is in fact further evidence 
for the claim that the coronal nasal is not as strong as the labial nasal and is therefore 
incapable of licensing /�/ in the coda. The fact that /�/ can license /�/ but not /�/ is not 
surprising given the evidence I present in chapter 5 that suggests that Dutch /�/ is a 
more consonantal segment than Dutch /�/. The weakness of the coronal nasal on the 
one hand, and the strength of the lateral liquid on the other, account for the gap in 
liquid-nasal coda-onset cluster distribution. Both /�/ and /�/ are strong enough to 
license /�/ in Dutch, but only /�/ is strong enough to license /�/. 

Another set of frequently occurring coda-onset clusters in Dutch are those 
formed by s-plosive clusters. According to both the Sonority Sequencing Principle 
and the various complexity approaches, these clusters should not be allowed to 
occur. However, Dutch has words such as the ones in (40): 

 
24 Booij (1995) makes a distinction between a voiced and a voiceless velar fricative for Dutch. The 
distinction can be found marginally in some past tense forms, but here I assume that Standard Dutch – at 
least those varieties spoken in the northern parts of the Netherlands – has just one velar fricative, and I 
therefore do not make a distinction between a word like monarch ‘monarch’ that Booij claims has a 
voiceless fricative and erg ‘very’ that supposedly has a voiced fricative underlyingly. 
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(40) wesp [$���] ‘wasp’ 
 rasp [����] ‘grater’ 
 mest [����] ‘manure’ 
 post [�	��] ‘mail’ 
 kiosk [����	��] ‘kiosk’ 
 bask [����] ‘Basque person’ 
 
Booij (1995) argues that these clusters are genuine coda clusters in Dutch, given that 
the labial and velar stop cannot be part of an appendix. Even the all-coronal /-��/ 
cannot be in an appendix, as it also appears as a coda cluster in word-internal 
contexts as in astma [����.��] ‘asthma’. This then suggests that the Dutch coronal 
fricative can be licensed by voiceless stops, or to put it in element terms, a segment 
that has a baseline |�| in combination with the unmarked place element |I| can be 
licensed by elements that contain only the baseline element |�|. An alternative 
analysis has been suggested by van de Weijer (1996), among others, who suggests 
that s-plosive clusters are in fact complex segments and therefore occupy only one 
segmental position. Thus, these apparent coda-onset clusters are just segments that 
are syllabified in an onset of an empty nucleus. However, this analysis predicts that 
these clusters should also be able to occur after tense vowels, given that both parts of 
the cluster are in onset position, so that the preceding syllable is not closed. 
However, these types of words are absent in Dutch; the only fricative-stop cluster 
that can occur after a tense vowel is /��/, as in proost ‘cheers’ and beest ‘beast’, but 
recall that coronal segments are allowed to occur in an appendix position. I therefore 
argue that coda-onset clusters that consist of a coronal fricative followed by a stop 
clusters are licensed in Dutch (Booij 1995). 

A final set of possible coda-onset clusters that occur in Dutch are formed 
by two obstruents. Unsurprisingly, the final obstruent in such a cluster has to be a 
coronal segment. The words in (41a) have a final cluster consisting of a stop 
followed by a voiceless coronal fricative, and the words in (41b) have a final cluster 
consisting of a non-coronal obstruent followed by a voiceless coronal stop. 
 
(41) a. rups [�+��] ‘caterpillar’ b. abt [���] ‘abbot’ 
 ets [���] ‘etch’ pact [����] ‘pact’ 
 heks [����] ‘witch’ heft [��!�] ‘shaft’ 
 acht [�)�] ‘eight’ 
 
One conclusion that could be drawn on the basis of the data in (41) is that the 
coronal obstruents are apparently the strongest in terms of their licensing power, 
given that they alone can appear after other obstruents. However, recall that both in 
English and in Dutch coronals can occupy positions that seem to fall outside of the 
prosodic constituents discussed in this section. In section 3.1.2. I refered to work by 
Fudge (1969), who argues that in English coronals can be added at the right edge of 
a word by placing them in what he calls the “termination”. Similarly, Booij (1995) 
argued that Dutch also has what he calls an appendix at the right edge of the word in 
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which coronal obstruents are placed when the regular syllabic constituents are full. 
The appendix is also available for morphological operations, for instance, the Dutch 
third person singular morpheme -t is simply attached to the stem, regardless of what 
kind of segment precedes. The coronals in (41) could therefore also be analysed as 
appendices, rather than as onsets that license a preceding consonant in the rhyme. 
Fudge (1969) suggests that the termination is directly attached to the syllable node, 
while Booij (1995) argues that these coronals are attached to the prosodic word. 
Here I simply assume that these coronals do not occupy one of the familiar prosodic 
positions rhyme or onset. 

The set of possible coda-onset sequences in word-internal context is 
essentially the same as the set of word-final coda-onset sequences. There are few 
words that have a word-medial coda-onset cluster that cannot appear as a word-final 
cluster. Booij (1995:45) mentions some, including pigmee [��).���] ‘pygmy’, 
Afghaan [�!.�)��] ‘Afghan’ and imker [���.��] ‘beekeeper’. Despite these few 
counterexamples, it seems that there are no substantial differences between word-
medial and word-final contexts with regard to the distribution of segments. 
However, there is a set of Dutch words where an apparently well-formed onset is 
split up when it appears in the middle of a word (Trommelen 1983). I discuss these 
clusters in more detail in sections 3.3.4.1. and 3.3.5. In chapter 5 I argue that the set 
of bogus clusters should be expanded to also include obstruent-lateral clusters. 

3.3.4. Onsets 

Similar to Dutch coda-onset clusters, there are two types of forces that restrict the 
distribution of possible onset clusters in Dutch. Most influential are the restrictions 
imposed by the relative complexity conditions argued for here. These constraints 
rule out clusters that have a second segment that contains only a consonantal 
baseline. Effectively, this rules out all onset clusters with an obstruent in second 
position, regardless of what segment would appear in first position. Furthermore, if 
the onset is branching, the head of the onset has to be an obstruent for it to be able to 
license and govern the dependent. Second, in addition to the manner constraints 
there is a set of constraints that refer to segments’ place of articulation. First I will 
discuss how detailed the constraints are which are needed to limit the set of possible 
onset clusters in Dutch, before turning to a number of exceptions to the “regular” 
pattern of onset distribution. These will be discussed in sections 3.3.4.4. to 3.3.4.6., 
where a distinction will be made between three types of “irregularities”: sC clusters, 
loan clusters and bogus clusters. 

The manner restrictions just described reflect universal tendencies to avoid 
consonant clusters in onsets that have falling or level sonority. These restrictions 
limit the possible onset clusters to obstruent-sonorant sequences. The only 
exceptions to this restriction in Dutch are the sC clusters and loan clusters to be 
discussed in sections 3.3.4.4. and 3.3.4.5. There I show that sC clusters are different 
from other consonant clusters and are therefore actually exceptions to the general 
pattern, whereas loan clusters still follow the universal tendency requiring a rise in 
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sonority in branching onsets, but the difference in sonority is smaller – or, to put it in 
terms of the approach taken here, the difference in manner specifications between 
the two segments can be smaller with respect to the segments’ baseline elements. 

The approach to onset well-formedness taken here is very similar to one 
proposed by Jongstra (2000). She argues that Dutch onsets are subject to a number 
of manner constraints, and she couches these constraints in terms of the Sonorant 
Voice approach. One of Jongstra’s main claims is that, although the ideal Dutch 
branching onsets are those that have the right distance in terms of Sonorant Voice 
structure, Dutch allows clusters to enter the language unchanged as long as the 
Sonorant Voice pattern is not reversed. In the next few section I follow this approach 
and argue that the Dutch branching onsets are subject to a number of manner 
constraints, and that the ideal Dutch branching onsets are those where the head is as 
consonantal as possible, while the dependent is neither too consonantal, nor too 
vocalic. 

3.3.4.1. Obstruent-liquid clusters 
Recall from the discussion of Dutch coda-onset sequences that the most productive 
set of clusters is formed by the combination of liquids and obstruents. When 
branching onsets are considered, obstruent-liquid clusters are again the most 
productive combination. Jongstra (2000), who bases her results on the study of an 
extensive written corpus by Gil (1977), shows that eight out of the nine most 
frequently occurring onset clusters in Dutch are obstruent-liquid clusters.25 Although 
there is obviously a difference in the frequencies of occurrence, nearly all obstruent-
liquid clusters are allowed in Dutch branching word-initial onsets. The only five 
clusters that do not occur are the two coronal stop-lateral clusters */��-/ and */ �-/, 
the two coronal fricative-rhotic clusters */��-/ and */,�-/ and the voiced coronal 
fricative-lateral cluster */,�-/. Accounting for these gaps in obstruent-liquid onset 
clusters is not an easy matter. Concerning the asymmetry between the non-
occurrence of */��-/ and */ �-/ and the occurrence of /��-/ and / �-/ in Dutch, I claim 
here that some form of the OCP in Dutch rules out */��-/ and */ �-/, while accepting 
/��-/ and / �-/ as grammatical onset clusters. In section 5.3.1. I return to this issue in 
more detail. The OCP constraint I hold responsible here for the non-occurrence of 
*/��-/ and */ �-/ is also responsible for the non-existence of clusters such as */�$-/, 
*/�$-/, /*��-/ and */ �-/. Similarly, I claim that the coronal fricative-liquid clusters 
*/��-/, */,�-/ and */,�-/ are ruled out in Dutch by the same OCP constraint. The only 
coronal fricative-liquid onset cluster that exists in Dutch is /��-/. Nevertheless, I 
argue that /��-/ is also an ungrammatical branching onset, based on the same OCP 
constraint that rules out */��-/, */,�-/ and */,�-/. The reason that /��-/ does occur in 
Dutch is then attributed to the same forces that allow s-obstruent clusters to occur in 
Dutch. In section 3.3.4.4., where I discuss the s-obstruent clusters, I present evidence 
that these clusters are not branching onsets and are therefore not subject to the same 
set of constraints found in branching onset government relations. It is therefore not 
 
25 The most frequent cluster is /	�-/, which is arguably not a branching onset to begin with (see section 
3.3.4.4.). 
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surprising that */,�-/ is not an onset in Dutch, given that Dutch onsets are subject to 
an OCP constraint on place and, furthermore, that Dutch /,/ does not have the same 
properties as Dutch /�/ and cannot appear before the same segments as /�/. I do not 
consider the occurrence of /��-/ as counterevidence to the OCP constraint in Dutch; 
instead I treat this cluster on a par with the occurrence of s-obstruent clusters. In 
other words, /��-/ can occur because clusters like /��-/, /��-/ and /��-/ can occur. 
However, this then raises the question why */��-/ cannot occur, given the unmarked 
status of /�/. I claim that /��-/ actually does occur just like other sC clusters. Dutch 
has two sources for word-initial /��-/ clusters: loanwords and cluster reduction. 
Loanwords such as Sri Lanka [��� ������] ‘Sri Lanka’ and Srebrenica [�����������] 
‘Srebrenica’ contain the word-initial s-rhotic cluster and are not altered to 
accommodate Dutch phonotactics, but remain as they are. Furthermore, Dutch has 
quite a few words that begin with orthographic <schr->, which, according to some 
spelling guides, should be pronounced as [�)�-] (Heemskerk & Zonneveld 2000). 
However, many speakers of Dutch – including myself – do not pronounce the entire 
cluster, but reduce it to [��-]. In section 3.3.4.4. below I discuss sC clusters and there 
I argue that ��C clusters are ill-formed in Dutch. Similarly, /�)�-/, which also has a 
velar in second position, is a relatively bad sequence and therefore typically reduces 
to [��-]. In the original /�)�-/ cluster, the /�/ is special (see section 3.3.4.4. for a 
discussion), and the /�/ in the output [��-] behaves similarly and is therefore not in 
the head position of a branching onset. This cluster is then similar to other sC 
clusters, including s-lateral clusters. But even though the rhotic does seem to occur 
after /�/ in Dutch word-initial context on the surface, there is also a clear symmetry 
between s-obstruent, s-nasal and s-lateral clusters on the one hand and the s-rhotic 
clusters on the other. The latter clusters only occur in loanwords and in derived 
contexts, suggesting that these clusters are somehow worse than the other 
s-consonant clusters. Nevertheless, I argue that in Dutch [��-] is not an illegal word-
initial cluster and it is allowed on the same grounds as other s-consonant clusters are 
allowed. 

A difference between s-rhotic clusters and other s-consonant clusters can 
also be seen in the way English loanwords starting with a sC cluster are incorporated 
into Hindi (Bharati 1994). 
 
(42) a. pirint ‘print’ b. ispesal ‘special’ 
  diraamaa ‘drama’  iskuul ‘school’ 
  karanc ‘crunch’  ismaail ‘smile’ 
 
 c. silo~islo ‘slow’ d. suruud ‘shrewd’ 
  sinek~isnek ‘snake’ 
 
Regardless of the question whether speakers of Hindi analyse the English sC clusters 
as complex or tautosyllabic, they do distinguish between three types of sC clusters. 
The clusters that have the most consonantal consonants as their second member 
always undergo prothesis rather than the expected epenthesis that normal onset 
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clusters undergo.26 The sonorants /�/ and /�/ are either analysed in the same way as 
the segments in (42b), and hence undergo prothesis, or the cluster is analysed as a 
normal branching onset, and consequently undergoes epenthesis. The clusters 
involving the s-rhotic clusters are always analysed as normal onset clusters and they 
therefore undergo epenthesis. For those speakers who have prothesis before /�/, it 
seems that /��-/ is similar to the other sC clusters, whereas s-rhotic clusters behaves 
like “normal” obstruent-sonorant clusters, and never like typical sC clusters. 

Taking the observations and claims in the previous discussion into account, 
the set of possible Dutch obstruent-liquid branching onsets consists of the following 
clusters (notice that I do not include the s-liquid clusters, as they are analysed on a 
par with other sC clusters, which are considered to be different from other consonant 
clusters).27 
 
(43) a. obstruent-lateral clusters b. obstruent-rhotic clusters 
 plaats /�����/ ‘place’ praat /����/ ‘talk’ 
 blaas /���,/ ‘bladder’ bruid /���� / ‘bride’ 
 trui /����/ ‘sweater’ 
 draak / ���/ ‘dragon’ 
 klaar /����/ ‘ready’ kraan /����/ ‘tap’ 
 fluit /!����/ ‘flute’ fruit /!����/ ‘fruit’ 
 vlees /*��,/ ‘meat’ vraag /*��)/ ‘question’ 
 glas /)��,/ ‘glass’ gras /)���/ ‘grass’ 
 
Apart from the OCP restrictions discussed above, there are no restrictions on the 
combination of obstruents and liquids. However, in chapter 5 I show that even 
though in word-initial onset position all obstruent-liquid clusters form grammatical 
Dutch branching onsets, in word-medial – or, perhaps better, foot-medial – position, 
only obstruent-rhotic clusters behave as well-formed onset clusters. Obstruent-lateral 
clusters in this context are broken up into coda-onset sequences intervocalically. In 
chapter 5 I argue that this reflects the difference in segmental make-up between the 
lateral and the rhotic liquid. 

3.3.4.2. Obstruent-glide clusters 
The next set of potentially well-formed obstruent-sonorant onset clusters to be 
considered are the obstruent-glide clusters. The first observation that can be made 
about these clusters is that Dutch does not allow obstruent-palatal glide onset 
clusters. There are a few loanwords containing these clusters, to be discussed in 
section 3.3.4.5., but they do not form part of the regular pattern. However, Booij 

 
26 See section 3.3.3. and chapter 4 for arguments in favour of the claim that /�/ is more consonantal than 
/�/. 
27 Apart from the obstruent-liquid clusters given here, Dutch also has words such as wreed ‘cruel’ and 
wrang ‘sour’. Even though these words are spelled with a <w>, they are usually pronounced with an 
initial [��-] or even [��-] cluster in Standard Dutch, unless pronounced carefully as [��-]. In chapter 6 I 
discuss these clusters in more detail. 
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(1995:36-37) argues that obstruent-palatal glide clusters are in fact grammatical 
onsets in Dutch, based on the observation that they occur in diminutive forms. 
 
(44) singular diminutive 
 raam /���/ raampje [����.��] ‘window’ 
 boom /���/ boompje [����.��] ‘tree’ 
 baan /���/ baantje [����.��] ‘job’ 
 paal /���/ paaltje [����.��] ‘pole’ 
 koning /�����/ koninkje [������.��] ‘king’ 
 lening /�����/ leninkje [������.��] ‘loan’ 
 
However, most phonologists agree that the underlying diminutive morpheme in 
Dutch is /-��/ and the allomorphs that occur in Dutch are the result of familiar 
phonological processes such as place spreading (Trommelen 1983; Booij 1995; van 
de Weijer 2002). The onset clusters involving /�/ and /�/ are therefore derived and 
not part of the core set of Dutch grammatical onsets. 

Another indication that the onset clusters in (44) are not particularly well-
formed comes from the realisation of the diminutive suffix in many dialects of 
Dutch. For instance, in my own dialect – the dialect of Zwijndrecht, South-Holland 
– the /�/ in diminutive forms is realised as [�]. The diminutive of lamp ‘lamp’ is 
then [������] and bank ‘couch’ is [�����] (cf. van Oostendorp 2000a for a similar 
observation for Rotterdam Dutch).28 These realisations suggest that the obstruent-/�/ 
clusters are not well-formed onsets in Dutch, and are instead replaced by a single 
onset-vowel sequence. 

Given that the diminutive suffix is /-��/ it could be argued that at least /��-/ 
is a possible onset. However, this cluster does not occur in any other context than in 
the diminutive, and furthermore, in that context it is often pronounced either as an 
palato-alveolar affricate [�'], an affricated palatal stop [-./] (Gussenhoven & Jacobs 
1998), or a palatal fricative [/] in large parts of the Netherlands. It seems therefore, 
that the coronal stop-palatal glide onset cluster is not a very good onset either.29 

Recall from chapter 2 that the palatal glide differs from the labial glide in 
that the former has a single place specification, while the latter has a complex place 
specification, just like the lateral and rhotic. I claim, therefore, that the palatal glide 
is a weak segment in terms of its place on the consonantality scale, and that the 
relative difference between an obstruent and a palatal glide is therefore larger than 
that between an obstruent and a liquid. Dutch has not only a requirement on the 
minimal difference between two segments, but also a requirement on the maximal 
difference between two segments (see also Jongstra 2000). This means that in Dutch 

 
28 The only exceptions to this generalisation are words ending in a vowel or a coronal stop. Zeetje 
‘sea-DIM’ and pootje ‘leg-DIM’ do not become [�
���] and [�����], but are realised as [�
���] and [�����]. 
The coronal stop undergoes palatalisation as in many other dialects of Dutch. 
29 There are some words in Dutch that start with a obstruent-/�/ cluster, and these are discussed in section 
3.3.4.5. However, these clusters occur in loan clusters and are therefore not part of the core phonology of 
Dutch. 
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there is a constraint that bans the palatal glide from the dependent position of the 
onset by virtue of the fact that it is not consonantal enough, due to its simplex place 
structure. 

In contrast to the palatal glide, the labial glide occurs freely following 
coronal and dorsal stops and the voiced coronal fricative: 
 
(45) twee [�$�] ‘two’ dwerg [ $��)] ‘dwarf’ 
 twijg [�$��)] ‘twig’ dwaas [ $��] ‘foolish’ 
 kwaad [�$��] ‘angry’ Gwen [�$��] ‘Gwen’ 
 kwijt [�$���] ‘lost’  
 zwaard [,$���] ‘sword’ 
 zweet [,$��] ‘sweat’ 
 
Since Dutch does not have a voiced velar stop in its inventory, it only combines with 
the labial glide in loanwords and proper names. Apparently, Dutch /$/ does not 
combine with /)/ in branching onsets. This is probably due to a ban on labial glides 
being preceded by fricatives. The clusters with a labial fricative are also banned by 
the OCP constraint against homorganic segments in branching onsets. The 
occurrence of /,$-/ is then somewhat surprising, especially since */�$-/ clusters do 
not occur in Dutch apart from in loanwords like swingen [��$��] ‘to swing’. 
Following Trommelen (1983), I assume that the Dutch [,$-] clusters are 
underlyingly /�$-/. Trommelen (1983:115) argues that the /�/ is subject to a voicing 
rule before /$/, resulting in the output [,$-] clusters. If coronal fricative-labial glide 
clusters are underlyingly /�$-/, then they could be analysed like the other sC clusters. 
This then would mean that /�$-/ is not a branching onset, but, like other sC clusters, 
a special sequence, to be discussed in section 3.3.4.4. 

Jongstra (2000) argues that / $-/ should be considered a loan cluster. Based 
on token counts, her corpus study shows that / $-/ is even less frequent than the loan 
cluster /��-/. However, in a type count, / $-/ occurs in more Dutch words than /��-/, 
and it seems therefore that the results Jongstra found are due to the nature of the 
corpus rather than the status of the clusters under consideration. Furthermore, words 
with /��-/ onset, such as psychologie ‘psychology’ and psalm ‘psalm’, will have a 
foreign ring to most speakers of Dutch, while words with / $-/ onsets, such as 
dwingen ‘to force’ and dweilen ‘to mop’, seem quite normal. I argue therefore that 
/ $-/ is a well-formed onset of Dutch, something that is to be expected, on the basis 
of the manner and place constraints discussed so far. 

The two Dutch glides /$/ and /�/ show rather different behaviour in terms of 
their distribution in branching onsets. In chapter 6 I claim that this difference 
between the labial and palatal glide is the result of their respective place 
specifications. As I have argued in this chapter, the labial place element |U| is the 
most consonantal place element, and in sonorant distribution the place of articulation 
plays an important role. Thus it is possible that within the natural class of glides the 
two members show a different distributional pattern due to their difference in place 
specification. 
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3.3.4.3. Obstruent-nasal clusters 
The last set of possible obstruent-sonorant onset clusters to be considered is that of 
obstruent-nasal clusters. At first glance, it seems that Dutch does not allow 
obstruent-nasal onsets, apart from the clusters /��-/, /��-/ and /��-/ (Booij 1995:38). 
The first two of these clusters can be analysed in the same way as the s-obstruent 
clusters that also occur frequently in Dutch. I claim here that the s-nasal clusters are 
different, and do not form branching onsets. The /�/ does not combine with /�/ for 
the same reason as /�/ cannot appear in single onset position, something that is 
discussed in more detail in chapter 4. Jongstra (2000) argues that not only /��-/, but 
also /��-/, /!�-/ and /)�-/ are well-formed branching onsets in Dutch, although they 
are far less frequent. She argues that the reason why these are the only onset clusters 
with a nasal in second position is because there are two constraints in Dutch that 
exclude all other possible obstruent-nasal onsets. The first constraint ensures that the 
first segment in such a cluster cannot contain laryngeal features. This means that 
only voiceless obstruents can support a nasal in a dependent position. This is not 
surprising, given that on a sonority scale voiced obstruents are closer to nasals than 
the voiceless ones (cf. Clements 1990). In terms of complexity this means that 
segments containing the rather vocalic element |L| cannot license and/or govern 
segments with |�| as one of its baseline elements. The second constraint Jongstra 
(2000) argues for is one that states that the second segment – i.e. the nasal – has to 
be unspecified for place of articulation. In the Sonorant Voice approach that Jongstra 
adopts, coronals are unspecified for place, while labials and dorsals are underlyingly 
specified. In the approach taken here, all segments are specified for place, but as I 
have argued in this chapter, |I| is the unmarked place element, and segments 
containing this place element are the first to assimilate, delete and epenthesise. 
Furthermore, in this chapter I have also argued that |U| is the most consonantal place 
element. The fact that /�/ cannot appear in second position of a branching onset is 
therefore not surprising. It is the nasal with the most consonantal place specification, 
and nasals and obstruents are also quite similar from a manner perspective. The 
reason that /�/ can occur in second position is then the result of its more vocalic 
place specification. The reason why */��-/ is not a grammatical onset in Dutch is 
again the result of the place OCP constraint that restricts Dutch onsets. The resulting 
set of possible obstruent-nasal branching onsets is then as in (46): 
 
(46) pneumatisch [��0������] ‘pneumatic’ 
 knie [���] ‘knee’ 
 fnuiken [�!����] ‘to cripple’ 
 gnoe [)�
] ‘gnu’ 
 
Notice that the first word in (46) is clearly a loanword, and this is in fact the only 
word in Dutch containing this onset cluster. Similarly, the word starting with /!�-/ is 
the only word starting with this cluster, and there are only a few words starting with 
/)�-/. Perhaps it would therefore be better to simply rule out all obstruent-nasal 
onsets by virtue of a simple manner constraint that militates against segments 
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containing |�| in second position of a branching onsets. However, this does not 
explain the high frequency of /��-/ words in Dutch. Jongstra (2000) found that these 
clusters are the nineteenth most frequently occurring cluster, more frequent than, for 
instance, /!�-/ and /!�-/. Therefore I assume that Jongstra (2000) is correct and that 
Dutch obstruent-nasal onset clusters are subject to the two constraints discussed 
above – in addition to the familiar OCP constraint – and the fact that only one of the 
resulting possible onsets is frequently found is puzzling. Undoubtedly this has to do 
with the fact that obstruent-nasal branching onsets are rather rare in languages of the 
world, due to the small difference in manner specifications. 

3.3.4.4. sC clusters 
Apart from the well-formed branching onsets discussed so far, Dutch also allows a 
number of consonant clusters at the left edge of words that violate the manner 
constraints that restrict the set of “regular” branching onsets. The most pervasive of 
these should-be-illegal onset clusters are those that start with /�/ followed by another 
obstruent, which is always voiceless (47a). Jongstra (2000) shows that /��-/ is in fact 
the most frequently occurring of all word-initial consonant clusters in Dutch. Apart 
from the fact that /�/ can appear before other obstruents, it is also the only segment 
that can appear before two consonants at the left edge of Dutch words (47b). 
 
(47) a. speer [���1�] ‘spear’ b. spraak [�����] ‘speech’ 
 stok [��	�] ‘stick’ splijten [�������] ‘to splice’ 
 ski [���] ‘ski’ strik [�����] ‘ribbon’ 
 sfeer [�!�1�] ‘atmosphere’ scriptie [��������] ‘thesis’ 
 schaats [�)���] ‘skate’ sklerose [�������,] ‘sclerosis’ 
 schrijven [��)���*] ‘to write’ 
 
Not all the clusters in (47) are equally common in Dutch. For instance, /sf-/ is a very 
unusual Dutch word-initial cluster, and it only occurs in a small number of words. 
The two sCC clusters with /�/ as the second segment are also clearly loanwords and 
these clusters are highly infrequent. The same is true for /��-/ clusters; they are far 
less frequent than /��-/ and /��-/ clusters and only seem to occur in recent loans such 
as ski ‘ski’ and skaten ‘to roller-blade’. However, this relatively low frequency can 
be attributed to the fact that historically /��-/ clusters have changed into /�)-/ clusters 
in Dutch. Thus, in Dutch we find schets [�)���] and schaats [�)���], where in 
English we find sketch [����'] and skate [�����]. Unfortunately, Gil (1977) – on 
which Jongstra’s (2000) study is based – does not list the occurrence of /�)-/ 
clusters, but it is probably not much less frequent than /��-/ and /��-/ clusters. A final 
observation that needs to be made in terms of the frequency of occurrence of certain 
types of sC clusters is that s-sonorant clusters do not occur significantly less 
frequently than regular branching onsets. 

The least frequently occurring word-initial cluster is /���-/ (Jongstra 2000). 
This is somewhat misleading given that not all loan clusters that occur in Dutch are 
given in this list, but there are certainly very few words starting with /���-/. In the 
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previous paragraph I discussed the fact that both /���-/ and /���-/ are extremely rare 
too, but perhaps for different reasons. The reason that word-initial */���-/ does not 
occur in Dutch is due to the OCP constraint that prevents */��-/ from occurring as a 
branching onset in Dutch. In chapter 6 I argue that the reason why /���-/ does not 
occur as often as /���-/ in Dutch is due to the fact that the Dutch lateral liquid is 
more consonantal than the rhotic due to the difference in place specifications, and 
this results in differences in distribution. One of the results is that /�/ does not 
combine as well with obstruents in certain prosodic contexts as /�/ does, one of these 
contexts being the third consonant of an sCC cluster. 

In (47) I only give sC clusters with an obstruent in second position, but 
recall that I argued above that in fact all sC clusters in Dutch are different from other 
onset clusters. Let me first consider the way in which phonologists have analysed 
s-obstruent clusters. Before returning to s-sonorant clusters; there are at least two 
ways of accounting for the different status of s-obstruent clusters. Some 
phonologists maintain that sC clusters, and in particular s-obstruent clusters, are not 
clusters, but single units much like affricates (Fudge 1969; Selkirk 1982; Steriade 
1982; Broselow 1991; van de Weijer 1996). An alternative approach holds that sC 
clusters are different in that the /�/ is not in the same domain as the following 
consonant. Levin (1985), for instance, argues that a word-initial /�/ in sC clusters 
attaches directly to the foot, while Kaye (1992) argues that the /s/ in sC clusters is in 
the rhymal adjunct of a preceding – otherwise empty – syllable. The /�/ in rhyme 
position is then licensed by the empty nucleus and by the following consonant, 
which itself is then automatically in the head of the onset. 
 
(48) R R 
 
 N O N 
 
 x x x x 
 
 � /�/ C V 
 
 
Given the unique nature of this licensing structure, Kaye (1992) calls it “magic 
licensing”. What is magic about the licensing of sC clusters is not the fact that /�/ is 
licensed by a preceding empty nucleus and by a following onset, but the way in 
which the empty nucleus is licensed. The occurrence of empty nuclei is severely 
restricted in Government Phonology, and regulated by a property called “proper 
government”. I will not discuss this type of government in any detail; the licensing 
of the empty nucleus in (48) is problematic in Government Phonology and it has to 
be stipulated that this type of structure is allowed to exist. 

Van der Torre (1998) gives a detailed overview of both approaches and 
concludes that the status of sC clusters is language-specific. Neither Dutch nor 
English seems to provide enough phonological evidence that could suggest which of 
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the two analyses is correct. However, in some contexts sC clusters are clearly two 
separate segments that occupy two different prosodic positions. For instance, Dutch 
intervocalic sC clusters that precede an unstressed syllable are typically preceded by 
a lax vowel. This suggests that the /�/ is in the coda of the preceding syllable, while 
the obstruent fills the onset of the unstressed syllable (van de Weijer 1996). Thus, a 
word like tosti [��	�.��] ‘toasty’ shows that in foot-internal context sC clusters do not 
behave like a unit, but are in fact split up into two separate domains. Therefore, I 
argue that /�/ in sC clusters should be analysed as being extrametrical in word-initial 
position. Whether initial /�/ is directly attached to the foot (Levin 1985) or whether it 
is in the rhyme headed by an empty nucleus (Kaye 1992) seems impossible to 
establish for Dutch. I therefore simply assume that it is extrametrical without making 
any claims about its prosodic affiliation. 

Even though most phonologists would agree that s-obstruent clusters are 
different from other consonant clusters, not everybody would agree that s-sonorant 
clusters are also different.30 However, recall that the distribution of Dutch word-
initial consonant clusters shows unexpected occurrences of fricative-sonorant 
clusters, all involving the coronal fricative. Furthermore, word-internal s-sonorant 
clusters show the same behaviour as s-obstruent clusters. There is also cross-
linguistic support for this claim. Consider the Italian data in (49), which gives the 
distribution of the Italian definite articles il and lo (Davis 1990; Kaye 1992; van de 
Weijer 1996): 
 
(49) a. il costo ‘the price’ b. il solco ‘the wake’ 
 il lato ‘the side’ il sale ‘the salt’ 
 
 c. il plombo ‘the lead’ d. l’arco ‘the arch’ 
 il treno ‘the train’ l’enenco ‘the list’ 
 
 e. lo straccio ‘the cloth’ lo sprezzo ‘the scorn’ 
 lo scuro ‘the darkness’  lo slancio ‘the élan’ 
 
The data in (49a) and (49b) show that the definite article il is selected before a single 
consonant, which is in the head of the onset. The data in (49c) illustrate that there is 
no difference between onsets that consist of a single segment (49a, b) and onsets that 
are branching (49c). The definite article lo is selected when the following word 
starts with a vowel, i.e. when no onset is present. The definite article loses its vowel, 
and the forms are as in (49d). Likewise, words starting with sC clusters also select 
lo. This suggests that what follows it is not an onset, and Kaye (1992) argues that the 
reason why lo is selected is that the /�/ at the left edge of the noun is in the rhyme of 
a syllable with an empty nucleus. This nucleus is then filled by the vowel of the 
article. Notice that there is no difference between the words starting with s-obstruent 
clusters and the word starting with an s-lateral cluster. 

 
30 However, Trommelen (1983:109) argues that Dutch s-sonorant clusters behave in the same way as 
s-obstruent clusters and should therefore be analysed in a similar fashion. 
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Some further evidence that Kaye (1992) presents in favour of the claim that 
both s-obstruent and s-sonorant clusters are different from other consonant clusters 
comes from English. Kaye observes that in some dialects of English a palatal glide 
[�] is pronounced between a single onset and the vowel /
/, as in few, huge, cute, 
news, suit and lurid. This glide insertion is not found after a “regular” branching 
onset: *pl[�]uval, *fl[�]ute, *bl[�]ue. However, after s-obstruent clusters this insertion 
is found: skew, stew, spew. According to Kaye (1992) there are some dialects in the 
south of England where slew and sluice are also pronounced with palatalisation, 
which thus behave just like the s-obstruent clusters. 

Some final evidence for the claim that both Dutch s-obstruent and 
s-sonorant clusters behave differently comes from syllabification in word-medial 
context. As I observed above, foot-internal s-obstruent clusters are typically broken 
up into a coda-onset sequence (50a). This is clear, given that the first syllables in 
(50a) have a lax vowel – recall that lax vowels have to occur in a closed syllable. 
The s-sonorant clusters in (50b) are also broken up, suggesting that they have the 
same structure as s-obstruent clusters. Notice that the examples in (50) are mainly 
loanwords and proper names. This is due to the fact that Dutch does not contain 
many words with word-medial clusters that do not follow the complexity 
requirements of coda-onset sequences discussed above. 
 
(50) a. Vespa [�*��.��] ‘Vespa’ 
 tosti [��	�.��] ‘toasty’ 
 Husky [��+�.��] ‘Husky’ 
 
 b. Oslo [�	�.��] ‘Oslo’ 
 Fresno [�!���.��] ‘Fresno’ 
 Osram [�	�.���] ‘Osram’ 
 
Given the evidence presented here, I argue that Dutch s-sonorant clusters are similar 
to s-obstruent clusters and should be analysed not as branching onsets, but as special 
clusters with the /�/ in extrametrical position. 

3.3.4.5. Loan clusters 
A second group of word-initial consonant clusters that do not follow the phonotactic 
restrictions of Dutch consists of what I call here “loan” clusters. These consonant 
clusters have typically entered the language as a result of loanword incorporation. 
The list in (51) gives an overview of the loan clusters that occur in Dutch. 
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(51) [��-] pterodactyl [���1��� �����] ‘pterodactyl’ 
 [��-] psyche [����)] ‘psyche’ 
 [��-] tsaar [����] ‘tsar’ 
 [��-] xylofoon [������!��] ‘xylophone’ 
 [��-] pneumatisch [��0������] ‘pneumatic’ 
 [��-] mnemonisch [���������] ‘mnemonic’ 
 [��-] Khmer [����] ‘Khmer’ 
 [��-] Pjotr [���	��] ‘Pjotr’ 
 [�'-] Tsjaad [�'��] ‘Chad’ 
 [��-] tjalk [�'���]/[�����] ‘tjalk’ 
 [ (-] jazz [ (�,] ‘jazz’ 
 [��-] Kjell [����] ‘Kjell’ 
 [!�-] fjord [!�	��] ‘fjord’ 
 
The list in (51) is not exhaustive, first because new loan clusters may enter the 
language, and second because the sCC clusters with /�/ in second position (see (47) 
above) are all loanwords from Latin. 

Notice that the loanwords in (51) all involve initial clusters that have level 
or rising sonority. In this respect these clusters do not violate the universal tendency 
that initial consonant clusters should not have falling sonority. Even though the core 
Dutch lexicon does not contain words that start with these clusters, Dutch is 
apparently tolerant enough to allow the clusters in (51) to surface. In comparison, 
English generally simplifies the clusters in (51): in the first six words of (51), the 
first segment is deleted and only the sonorant in second position is retained in 
pronunciation. The pronunciation of Khmer in English is different from those of the 
first six words in (51), and both the OED and the Merriam-Webster online 
dictionary give [����2] for Khmer. English word-initial cluster phonotactics seems 
more rigid than Dutch phonotactics, something that is confirmed by the 
pronunciation of kn- initial words in both languages. As discussed above, Dutch 
allows these clusters, whereas words like knight and knee in English are pronounced 
with single [�-] onsets. 

Even though Dutch is relatively tolerant towards loan clusters that do not 
follow the phonotactic structure of Dutch, some clusters do get altered in order to 
repair their ill-formed nature with regard to Dutch phonology. For instance, a 
common speech error involving the word psychologie ‘psychology’ involves the 
metathesis of the initial /�/ and /�/. The result is the much more familiar Dutch 
consonant clusters [��-].31 Another example of a repair strategy to avoid ill-formed 
clusters involves proper names with prenasalised stops. For instance, the names 
Mbeki – the current South African president – and Mpenza – a Belgian football 
player born to Congolese parents – are usually pronounced with either a schwa 
inserted before or in between the nasal-stop cluster. In both cases the illegal Dutch 
cluster is broken up; in the first case a coda-onset sequence is created and in the 
 
31 Stroop (1981) discusses the metathesis of /	/ and /�/ at the right edge of the word, where the pattern is 
reversed, so that the word wesp [��	�] ‘wasp’ sometimes becomes [���	]. 
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second the nasal is the onset of the schwa-headed syllable, which is followed by the 
stop in the onset of the next syllable. Compare these pronunciations to the 
pronunciation of the Serbian proper name Mladic – a Serbian general involved in the 
taking of Srebrenica – which starts with a cluster that rises in sonority. This cluster 
is generally not broken up and simply pronounced as [��-], even though this cluster 
does not occur in Dutch. Even though Dutch seems relatively tolerant to 
incorporating apparently ill-formed consonant clusters, there is a limit. 

The tolerance of Dutch towards possible onset clusters is perhaps best 
accounted for by arguing that loanword faithfulness constraints are ranked higher 
than the constraints that disallow certain clusters. However, some markedness 
constraints, for instance the constraint that prohibits nasal-obstruent onset clusters, 
are also ranked high in Dutch, and these clusters typically undergo some repair 
strategy. 

3.3.4.6. “Bogus” clusters and prosodic domains 
Trommelen (1983) claims that sC and loan clusters are not the only initial onset 
sequences in Dutch that have a different structure from regular branching onsets. 
She also argues that some clusters in Dutch constitute what I refer to here as “bogus” 
onsets. These word-initial clusters appear to be well-formed Dutch branching onsets, 
but on closer inspection they do not always behave like other branching onsets in all 
prosodic contexts. The relevant context that Trommelen (1983) refers to is in word-
medial position. Even though the word-initial clusters in (52a) are not of the more 
typical obstruent-liquid kind, they all adhere to the Sonority Sequencing Principle, 
and can appear at the left edge of words in Dutch. Notice that the clusters in (52a) 
are all clusters that I discuss in some detail in the relevant sections above and that I 
concluded that these clusters are not all unmarked. 
 
(52) a. knie [���] ‘knee’ 
 gnoe [)�
] ‘gnu’ 
 tjap-tjoi [�������	�] ‘chop-suey’ 
 
 b. cockney [��	�.��] ‘cockney’ 
 Agnes [��).���] ‘Agnes’ 
 ketjap [����.���] ‘ketjap’ 
 
The words in (52b) illustrate that in word-medial context the corresponding 
apparently well-formed onsets from (52a) are broken up. The evidence for this 
comes from the fact that the word-initial obstruents from (52a) are preceded by a lax 
vowel in (52b), indicating that the first consonant of the cluster is syllabified in the 
rhyme. The behaviour of the clusters in (52) contrasts with the behaviour of a 
“regular” branching onsets like /��-/ and /��-/ in the same context. Van der Hulst 
(1984) argues that /��-/ and /��-/ cannot be preceded by a lax vowel; words like 
lepra [���.���] ‘leprosy’ and cobra [���.���] ‘cobra’ are well-formed, whereas Dutch 
does not have words of the form *[����.��] or *[��	�.��]. Van der Hulst attributes this 
to the Maximal Onset Principle, which states that consonants are preferably 
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syllabified in an onset rather than a rhyme position. The Maximal Onset Principle 
accounts for the universal tendency for -VCV- syllables to be syllabified as -V.CV-, 
and not as *-VC.V-. The Maximal Onset Principle also entails that in a -VCCV- 
context the CC cluster is syllabified in onset position if it is a well-formed onset in 
the language. The difference between the words cobra and cockney in Dutch 
therefore leads Trommelen and van der Hulst to the conclusion that only the 
consonant clusters in cobra type words constitute genuine branching onsets in 
Dutch, whereas the clusters in cockney type words are termed “bogus” clusters. 
Trommelen (1983) argues that these bogus clusters are quite similar to sC clusters 
and therefore claims that the initial obstruent in these bogus clusters is also 
extrametrical. 

One question that immediately arises with regard to the Dutch word-medial 
syllabification of bogus onsets is under what circumstances the onset is broken up, 
and how the sonorant that ends up in onset position can license the obstruent that is 
in the rhyme of the preceding syllable. One of the claims in this dissertation is that a 
distinction has to be made between different prosodic positions with regard to 
constituent well-formedness. In the next section I discuss the role of foot-structure in 
constituent well-formedness, and there I conclude that foot-initial syllables allow 
more contrast – by virtue of the fact that they form the head of the foot – than 
dependent foot-internal syllables. This is not only reflected in the difference in 
vowel quality within feet, but also in the more severe restrictions on foot-internal 
branching onsets. The examples in (52) show that these relatively marked onset 
clusters are broken up word-medially. However, in chapters 5 and 6 I show that also 
other apparently well-formed branching onsets are broken up in this context. In 
chapter 5 I argue that obstruent-lateral clusters are well-formed foot-initially, but 
foot-internally they suffer the same fate as the bogus clusters in (52). Only 
obstruent-rhotic clusters appear to be well-formed, even in foot-internal position. In 
chapter 5 I claim that this is due to the structural difference between the lateral and 
the rhotic. The more consonantal place specification of the lateral makes an 
obstruent-lateral cluster more vulnerable to being split up in weak prosodic domains, 
whereas the relatively vocalic place specification of the rhotic allows it to occur in 
the dependent of a branching onset, regardless of the prosodic domain in which it 
appears. The labio-dental glide, which can also occur relatively freely in Dutch 
branching onsets, shows the same behaviour as the Dutch lateral. The glide also has 
a relatively consonantal place specification, thus also creating ill-formed branching 
onsets in weak positions. The claim is therefore that the distribution of foot-medial 
consonants clusters depends strongly on whether the cluster can or cannot form a 
well-formed branching onset in a weak prosodic position. My claim in this 
dissertation is that the only consonant clusters that can form a legal branching onset 
in a weak position are obstruent-rhotic clusters. All other potential onset clusters are 
broken up in weak position. In the next section I argue that this is mainly due to the 
reduced licensing power of weak syllables. 

The distribution of foot-internal consonant clusters is mainly dictated by the 
licensing powers of the weak syllable. Dutch foot-internal syllables do not allow 
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branching onsets unless its second member is a rhotic, and this forces all other 
clusters to be broken up into a coda-onset sequence. The question of how a sonorant 
can license a preceding obstruent in a coda seems less relevant than the question of 
which branching onsets are allowed in weak positions. These constraints against 
certain branching onsets appearing in weak position have to be ranked higher in 
Dutch than the constraints that prefer coda-onset sequences to have a falling sonority 
slope. Allowing a lateral to license a plosive in a preceding coda is apparently less 
bad than allowing a branching onset in a weak position that has the relatively 
consonantal lateral in second position. I therefore claim that sonorants can license 
stops in preceding coda position, but that this is mainly due to the fact that the 
alternative is even less favourable. Notice in this respect that Dutch does not have 
many clusters of the type described here. Most Dutch word-medial coda-onset 
clusters are well behaved according to the restrictions discussed in section 3.3.3. 
Most examples that are discussed in chapter 5 and 6 involve loanwords, proper 
names and brand names. Notice that this is also true for the examples in (52b). 

Given that in chapters 5 and 6 I show that obstruent-lateral and obstruent-
glide clusters show the same distribution as the so-called bogus clusters in (52) 
above, I argue that neither of these clusters is a bogus cluster. Instead, I argue that in 
Dutch, prosodic structure plays a major role in well-formedness constraints. In 
strong positions, Dutch typically allows more contrast, not only in vowel 
distribution, but also in terms of onset well-formedness. The fact that Dutch allows 
loan clusters of the type discussed in section 3.3.4.5. illustrates the fact that foot-
initial onsets are quite liberal in terms of what kinds of branching onsets can appear 
in this position. Dutch weak positions, on the other hand, are highly restricted in 
terms of vowel distribution and also in terms of onset well-formedness. I now turn to 
these different prosodic domains in some more detail. 

3.3.5. Licensing inheritance: constituent structure in strong vs. weak positions 

Harris (1997) introduces the notion of “licensing inheritance” to account for various 
neutralisation processes that can be observed in certain prosodic positions.32 Before 
turning to a discussion of licensing inheritance I first discuss some types of 
neutralisation that can be found in specific prosodic positions. I conclude this section 
with a discussion of the difference in constituent structure constraints – which are 
the result of licensing inheritance – that can be found in strong vs. weak positions in 
Dutch. 

A typical form of neutralisation that is found in many languages is vowel 
reduction. Vowels generally show two distinct types of distribution in stressed vs. 
unstressed syllables. In stressed syllables, languages usually allow the full range of 
vowel contrasts (except for schwa perhaps), whereas in unstressed positions vowels 

 
32 Notice that the notion of licensing inheritance is very similar to Positional Markedness (Zoll 1996, 
1998; Alber 2001; de Lacy 2002; among others). In chapter 5, where licensing inheritance will play a 
crucial role, I introduce some constraints that crucially refer to a prosodic context, supporting the view 
that it is a form of Positional Markedness. 
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are typically neutralised. In Dutch, for instance, unstressed syllables often contain 
the neutral vowel schwa, whereas schwa cannot appear in stressed syllables. The 
data in (53) show the full range of Dutch vowels in stressed initial first syllables 
followed by schwa in unstressed syllables: 
 
(53) file [�!�.�] ‘traffic jam’ ruimte [�����.�] ‘space’ 
 woede [�$
. ] ‘anger’ fraude [�!�	
. ] ‘fraud’ 
 tule [���.�] ‘tulle’ hinde [����. ] ‘hind’ 
 vete [�*�.�] ‘feud’ lente [����.�] ‘spring’ 
 meute [��0.�] ‘mob’ zonde [�,	�. ] ‘sin’ 
 mode [���. ] ‘fashion’ hulde [��+�. ] ‘homage’ 
 schade [��)�. ] ‘damage’ halte [����.�] ‘bus-stop’ 
 weide [�$��. ] ‘meadow’ 
 
Recall from section 2.3.2.1. that other languages, such as Bulgarian, show a slightly 
different pattern of vowel distribution in strong vs. weak syllables. Like Dutch, 
Bulgarian shows the full range of vowel contrasts in stressed syllables, but in 
unstressed syllables vowels do not reduce to schwa, but to a subset of the vowels in 
Bulgarian. Pettersson & Wood (1987:266) claim that the vowels in Bulgarian have 
the following distribution in stressed vs. unstressed positions: 
 
(54) stressed unstressed 
 /�/ [�] [�] 
 /�/ [�], [�] [�] 
 /
/ [
] [
] 
 /�/ [�], [	] [
] 
 /�3/ [4], [5], [] [4], [5], []33 
 /�/ [�] [4], [5], [] 
 
The difference in vowel distribution in stressed vs. unstressed syllables is accounted 
for by referring to the licensing relations that hold between these positions (Harris 
1997). Prosodic words are typically subdivided into feet, and a foot typically 
contains two syllables, a strong and a weak one. The strong, or stressed, syllable 
licenses the weak, or unstressed, syllable in a foot. This dependency relation 
suggests that restrictions are imposed on the unstressed nucleus by the stressed 
nucleus. In Bulgarian this is evidenced by the fact that the unstressed nucleus has to 
contain a vowel that consists of a subset of the elements that makes up the 
corresponding vowel in stressed position. 

The restrictions of different prosodic domains on constituent structure are 
not limited to differences in vowel quality. Harris (1997) discusses a number of 
phenomena from English, Danish and Ibibio that show that there is also a difference 
in distribution between foot-initial onsets and foot-internal onsets. Let me very 

 
33 The vowel /��/ is Pettersson & Wood’s (1987) transcription of the yer. 
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briefly discuss the English and Danish cases of foot-internal lenition to illustrate the 
kind of influence foot structure has on consonant distribution in these languages. 
Familiar processes that are found in many dialects of English include foot-internal 
tapping (Kahn 1976; Selkirk 1982) and the behaviour of intervocalic /�/ (Borowsky 
1986). In these dialects, a foot-internal coronal stop is lenited to a coronal tap [6], as 
in pity [���6�] and metre [���67]. It is clear that the relevant condition on this process 
is foot position and not merely the fact that the coronal appears intervocalically, 
given the forms retain [�������] and boutique [�
����], where the coronal is 
intervocalic but foot-initial and therefore does not become a tap. Similarly, 
intervocalic /�/ only shows up in the output if it is foot-initial as in vehicular vs. 
vehicle. In the first form the /�/ is in the onset of the stressed syllable and has to be 
pronounced, while in the second form the /�/ is the onset of an unstressed syllable 
and is not pronounced. 

Similar to the English tapping data, Danish has foot-internal lenition of 
voiced stops (Harris 1997:320): 
 
(55) a. peber �pe[�]er ‘pepper’ b. bebube be�[�]ude ‘to foretell’ 
 modig �mo[&]ig ‘brave’ bedyre be�[�]yre ‘to proclaim’ 
 koge �ko[(�)]e ‘to cook’ igen i�[�]en ‘again’ 
 
Kahn (1976), Selkirk (1982) and Borowsky (1986) account for the English data – 
and a parallel account could be given for the Danish data – by claiming that the foot-
internal consonant moves into coda position of the first syllable, where it 
subsequently undergoes lenition. Notice that this process, known as “coda-capture”, 
goes against the application of the Maximal Onset Principle. Harris (1997) argues 
that there is a much simpler alternative to the tentative claim that foot-internal 
consonants are (re)syllabified in coda position.34 He argues that foot-internal onsets 
are often lenited due to the fact that they are licensed by a weaker nucleus than 
onsets that appear in foot-initial position. Recall from section 3.1. that the onset is 
licensed by the nucleus, but also that the nucleus has to be licensed by another 
nucleus, unless it is the head of the domain. Unstressed nuclei are licensed by the 
stressed nucleus in their domain, often resulting in a reduced distributional freedom. 
Harris (1997) argues that the licensing powers of a nucleus that is itself licensed are 

 
34 Kahn (1976), Selkirk (1982) and Borowsky (1986) all assume that word-final consonants are in coda 
position. Word-final consonants are also often the target of lenition processes, as in, for instance, Danish 
and Ibibio (Harris 1997). Coda-capture unites these two types of lenition since now both foot-internal and 
word-final consonants are in coda position and are both targets for lenition. However, Harris assumes that 
word-final consonants are syllabified in onset position (Kaye et al. 1990; Harris 1994). Again, this unites 
foot-internal and word-final contexts, but now consonants in these positions are in an onset position. 
Harris (1994, 1997) argues that word-final consonants in onset position are also foot-internal and 
therefore also the target of lenition processes in many languages. Where one approach relies on the 
counterintuitive notion of coda-capture, the other relies on the counterintuitive notion that word-final 
consonants are in onset position. In sections 3.1.1. and 3.1.3.2. I argue that word-final consonants are in 
onset position, and I therefore also follow Harris’s claim that what unites word-final and foot-internal 
lenition processes is the fact that the consonant is foot-internal in both cases. 
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weaker than a nucleus that is not licensed by another nucleus. Foot-initial onsets are 
licensed by a strong, unlicensed nucleus, whereas foot-internal onsets are licensed 
by a much weaker nucleus that has inherited its licensing power from the stressed 
nucleus in the domain. This reduced licensing power often results in weakening 
processes such as the ones discussed above, and will play an important role in the 
discussion of some of the phenomena involving Dutch sonorants, to be discussed in 
chapters 4 to 5. 

As an afterthought to his paper, Harris (1997) contemplates the influence 
his claims might have on the licensing of branching onsets by unstressed nuclei. 
Given that the inherited licensing power of weak nuclei in feet is limited in many 
languages – something that is often manifested by foot-internal consonant lenition – 
it is expected that this also influences the capacity of weak nuclei to license 
branching onsets. Harris (1997:363) mentions two cases where foot-internal onsets 
are restricted to non-branching structures. In south-eastern Brazilian Portuguese, for 
instance, branching onsets are allowed to occur freely in foot-initial position (56a), 
but in foot-internal position this dialect reduces branching onsets to simplex clusters 
(56b). 
 
(56) a. prato [�����
] ‘plate’ b. pratinho [����'�8
] ‘small plate’ 
 livreto [���*���
] ‘small book’ livro [���*
] ‘book’ 
 
The reduced licensing power of the unstressed nucleus is not strong enough to 
support a branching onset in this dialect. 

Similarly, in German hypocoristic formation the template of the output is a 
trochaic foot of which the second syllable cannot have a branching onset (Itô & 
Mester 1997). The truncated form of Gabriella is Gabi and not *Gabri and Andreas 
becomes Andi and not *Andri. Again, the unstressed nucleus cannot support a 
branching onset in this specific context in German. The same situation can be found 
in Hungarian (Vago 1980; van de Weijer 1989), where Ferenc becomes Feri and 
Katalin becomes Kati, but Gabriella becomes Gabi, not *Gabri, and Miklos 
becomes Miki, not *Mikli. These German and Hungarian examples suggest that in 
these hypocoristic contexts, the onset of the weak syllable is restricted to one 
position only. 

The hypocoristic data from German and Hungarian is typically analysed in 
terms of a templatic approach (van de Weijer 1989; McCarthy & Prince 1993; Wiese 
2001). In this approach, truncation is the result of taking the first well-formed 
monosyllable from the root, to which the hypocoristic suffix -i is added in both 
languages (Vago 1980; van de Weijer 1989; Wiese 2001). The first well-formed 
syllable in the German name Sandra is sand, hence the truncated form Sandy. Given 
that agn is not a well-formed German syllable, Agnes is truncated to Agi, and not 
*Agni. Similarly, the first well-formed monosyllable from the name Gabriella is gab 
in both German and Hungarian, correctly predicting the truncated form Gabi. 
Nevertheless, it remains interesting that in both German and Hungarian, the second 
onset of a truncated name is restricted to one position only, whether this is the result 
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of an actual constraint that restricts this onset, or the result of a templatic approach 
where the first well-formed syllable from the root is selected as the base for the 
truncated form. Even though the German and Hungarian truncation data therefore 
does not give very strong evidence in favour of Harris’s analysis, it is evident that 
branching onsets are banned in the weak syllable. 

The Dutch bogus clusters discussed in the previous section provide further 
evidence for the tentative claim Harris (1997) makes about branching onsets in 
unstressed syllables. In Dutch, many possible branching onsets are banned from the 
onset of an unstressed syllable. As Trommelen (1983) and van der Hulst (1984) 
observe, these clusters are broken up in this context. Evidence for the fact that in 
Dutch it is also the foot domain that is relevant to these distributional restrictions 
comes from the data in (57). 
 
(57) a. cockney [��	�.��] ‘cockney’ 
 Esther [���.��] ‘Esther’ 
 Popla [��	�.��] ‘Popla’ 
 
 b. beknopt [�.���	��] ‘concise’ 
 bestek [�.�����] ‘cutlery’ 
 aplomb [�.���	�] ‘aplomb’ 
 
The onset clusters in (57a) are not just intervocalic but also foot-internal, whereas 
the clusters in (57b) are also intervocalic, but in foot-initial position, given that they 
precede a stressed nucleus. 

The main difference between the Dutch data on the one hand and the 
Brazilian Portuguese and German data on the other is that in the latter cases one of 
the segments in a foot-internal branching onset is deleted, whereas the Dutch bogus 
clusters are not simplified but broken up into two separate syllables. I argue here that 
this is precisely due to the fact that a foot-internal, unstressed nucleus imposes 
stricter restrictions on the onset it licenses than a stressed nucleus. Onsets that are 
well-formed in strong positions are evaluated against a different and stricter set of 
well-formedness constraints and the result is that most clusters are banned from 
weak onset positions. 

The fact that loan clusters, sC clusters and obstruent-nasal and obstruent-
glide clusters are broken up in this context is perhaps not surprising. As I discussed 
in the sections above, all these clusters are different from other consonant clusters 
and are not as productive as obstruent-liquid clusters in Dutch. What is more 
surprising is that obstruent-lateral clusters are also broken up in weak position, 
something that is discussed in detail in chapter 5. There I argue that the difference 
between laterals and rhotics in this respect is the consequence of a difference in 
place specification and the fact that place specifications play an important role in 
sonorant syllabification. 

Given the discussion of bogus clusters and branching onsets in different 
prosodic positions I conclude here that the term “bogus” cluster is unfortunate. I 
argue that in Dutch different well-formedness requirements are present in strong and 
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weak positions. Foot-internally – a weak position – both the nucleus and the onset 
are severely restricted in terms of the degree of complexity that is allowed in each 
position. The fact that some consonant clusters are broken up when they occur in the 
weak position of the foot is then not the result of the different nature of the onset, 
but the result of a different degree of well-formedness requirements imposed by the 
weaker licensor. Dutch foot-initial onsets are rather tolerant with regard to the types 
of branching onsets they allow. Besides the regular obstruent-liquid clusters, Dutch 
also allows some obstruent-glide and some obstruent-nasal clusters to occur 
relatively freely. Besides these, Dutch also allows loan clusters to enter the language 
unchanged, as long as they adhere to the weaker form of the Sonority Sequencing 
Principle (i.e. as long as they meet some minimal requirement in terms of a relative 
complexity difference between the two segments). The sC clusters discussed above 
are truly special and for them I do assume a structure where /�/ occupies an 
extrametrical position, outside the initial onset. 

Recall that the number of obstruent-liquid clusters that appear foot-
medially is extremely limited. This is not surprising, given that foot-internal 
syllables do not support most branching onsets and are therefore generally avoided. 
In those cases where they do occur, any cluster that is not an obstruent-rhotic 
clusters is split up into a coda-onset sequence. The constraints against branching 
onsets that are too complex occurring in weak positions are stronger than any 
constraints against sonorants licensing obstruents in a preceding coda. Furthermore, 
deleting one of the two segments is not an option in Dutch (although the clusters are 
generally avoided in this context) and the only possible output is a coda-onset 
sequence that apparently violates the Sonority Sequencing Principle. 

3.4. Summary 

This chapter has served two purposes. On the one hand, it has discussed the 
theoretical background I assume in this dissertation, while on the other hand, it has 
introduced some of the main claims of this dissertation. In this and the previous 
chapter I have introduced the main tenets of Government Phonology and discussed 
the aspects of the theory that are most relevant for the discussion at hand. One of 
these aspects is the notion of licensing. Each segment and each node in the prosodic 
structure needs to be licensed, unless it is the head of its domain. This leads to an 
intricate system of segments and constituents that license one another. Apart from 
allowing segments and constituents to be present, licensing – or, perhaps better, 
government (a special form of licensing) – also manifests itself in terms of well-
formedness restrictions that are placed upon a licensee by its licensor. A crucial 
aspect of licensing for this dissertation is the fact that nuclei that are themselves 
licensed by another nucleus – i.e. unstressed nuclei – have a weaker licensing power 
than nuclei that are not licensed by any other constituent within the foot – i.e. 
stressed nuclei. In Dutch one of the manifestations of this reduced licensing power is 
the syllabification of branching onsets in strong vs. weak syllables. Strong syllables 
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allow a wide array of possible consonant clusters, whereas in weak syllables, 
branching onsets are restricted to obstruent-rhotic clusters. 

Apart from the claim that prosodic structure has a strong influence on the 
distribution of segments, one of the major claims in this chapter is that the place 
elements have different interpretations in terms of consonantal markedness and 
segmental markedness. In this chapter I argue that the three place elements |I|, |U| 
and |A| are each associated with a different degree of consonantal “strength”; in 
section 3.2.4. I show that |A| is best interpreted as the most vocalic place element, 
while |U| is the most consonantal place element. The coronal element |I| is best 
viewed as neither strongly vocalic nor consonantal. However, |I| is different in that it 
is the unmarked element in terms of segment distribution. In the remainder of this 
dissertation I show that the distinctions between the place elements are crucial in 
accounting for the distribution of the Dutch sonorants. The behaviour of the Dutch 
nasals, liquids and glides supports the preliminary claims presented in this chapter 
about the place elements and their typical interpretation. 



 



4 Nasals 

In this chapter I discuss the distribution and behaviour of the three Dutch nasals: 
/�, �, �/.1 What they have in common articulatorily is that they are all produced 
with an obstruction in the oral cavity, while at the same time air is allowed to escape 
through the nasal cavity. This is of course merely a phonetic similarity, and whether 
or not this similarity has any significant role in phonology needs to be established on 
independent grounds. In section 4.1. I give some evidence that nasal consonants 
form a natural class in phonology and that Dutch has three underlying nasals. After 
having established that the Dutch nasals form a natural class, I turn to their 
behaviour in more detail, and show that there are a number of differences within the 
class with respect to their phonotactic and phonological behaviour. Based on the 
theoretical considerations in chapters 2 and 3, I argue in section 4.2. that the Dutch 
asymmetric nasal system is best analysed by referring to the interaction of place of 
articulation and prosodic structure within the class of sonorant consonants. Section 
4.3. discusses the distribution and behaviour of the nasals in Dutch – and some of its 
dialects – in more detail and provides evidence for the claims in section 4.2. For 
each of the claims involving the three Dutch nasals I also provide cross-linguistic 
data that support the views presented here. 

4.1. The Dutch nasals 

4.1.1. The nasal segments of Dutch 

At least five phonetically distinct nasals can be observed in Dutch: a labial nasal 
[�], a labio-dental nasal [�], a coronal nasal [�], a palatal nasal [�] and a velar nasal 
[�]: 
 
(1) wimper [����	
�] ‘eyelash’ 
 kamfer [����
�] ‘camphor’ 
 winter [�����
�] ‘winter’ 
 anjer [��
�] ‘carnation’ 
 anker [���
�] ‘anchor’ 

 
1 This chapter is in part based on work with Bert Botma, which resulted in Botma & van der Torre 
(2000b). Much of the data to support the claims I make for Dutch come from this earlier work. However, 
in Botma & van der Torre (2000b) we argue that the difference between the Dutch nasals should be 
captured in terms of manner properties, while I argue here for a place approach. See Botma (to appear) for 
a detailed account of the phonological behaviour of nasals in a large variety of languages. 
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The shape of the words in (1) is not random, as two of the three nasals can only 
occur in this word-internal and pre-consonantal context. The labio-dental nasal [�] 
only appears in Dutch preceding a labio-dental consonant – i.e. preceding /�/, /�/ or 
/�/ – and the occurrence of this nasal is therefore always the result of place 
assimilation. The labio-dental nasal also occurs in polymorphemic words as the 
result of prefixing (2a) and compounding (2b), and here too it arises from the 
assimilation of the nasals /�/ and /�/ to a labio-dental consonant. 
 
(2) a. om+vallen o[��]allen ‘to fall over’ 
 om+waaien o[��]aaien ‘to blow down’ 
 aan+vallen aa[��]allen ‘to attack’ 
 aan+wenden aa[��]enden ‘to turn to’ 
 
 b. brom+fiets bro[��]iets ‘moped’ 
 raam+werk raa[��]erk ‘window frame’ 
 wijn+fles wij[��]les ‘wine bottle’ 
 rijn+vaart rij[��]aart ‘Rhine transport’ 
 
The palatal nasal in Dutch is, like the labio-dental nasal, always derived. It only 
occurs word-internally in words that have a sequence of n and j. This leads most 
phonologists (cf. Booij 1995; van Oostendorp 2001a) to the conclusion that this 
nasal segment is a complex sequence consisting of the segments /�/ and /�/. 
However, van Oostendorp (2001a) notices one complication with this analysis, 
namely the systematic absence of /�/ plus /�/ and /�/ plus /�/ sequences in the same 
context. However, there are two reasons for these distributional gaps not posing a 
real threat to the analysis that [�] is underlyingly a cluster. First, intervocalic 
consonant-consonant clusters typically have a sonorant in first and an obstruent in 
second position, and clusters with a reversed sonority slope or clusters with a more 
or less level sonority plateau are far less common, suggesting that the gaps could 
well be accidental. Second, non-homorganic nasal-consonant clusters are 
dispreferred in pre-consonantal context. Nasals in nasal-consonant clusters in Dutch 
typically have to share their place element with the following consonant, ruling out 
the occurrence of *V[��]V and *V[��]V in Dutch. The occurrence of [�] in Dutch 
suggests that at least one of the two observed restrictions in Dutch is not violated in 
this underlying cluster. Even though both /�/ and /�/ are sonorants – and thus violate 
the tendency to avoid inter-vocalic sonorant-sonorant clusters – they are also both 
coronal and thus do not violate the constraint that says that nasal-consonant clusters 
must be homorganic. 

Based on the previous observations, I claim that Dutch has only three nasal 
segments phonologically: /�, �, �/ (see also Booij 1995; van Oostendorp 2001a; 
among many others). In word-final position these three nasals can contrast. 
 
(3) Tom /���/ ‘Tom’ 
 ton /���/ ‘barrel’ 
 tong /���/ ‘tongue’ 
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Because of the limited distribution of /�/ – to be discussed in section 4.3.1. below – 
post-vocalic position is the only context in which these three nasals can contrast. 

Some phonologists claim that Dutch /�/ is not a single segment, but an 
underlyingly complex cluster consisting of a placeless nasal and a velar obstruent 
(see, for instance, Moulton 1962; Leys 1970). This obstruent shares its place of 
articulation with the preceding nasal, but is itself not realised. This cluster analysis 
would account for the fact that /�/ cannot appear in the onset and also not after tense 
vowels. For English, this approach is often adopted to explain the behaviour of 
English /�/ (see, for instance, Sapir 1925; Chomsky & Halle 1968; Kahn 1976; 
Borowsky 1986). Not only does this approach account for the defective distribution 
of the velar nasal in English, it also accounts for the alternations that can be found in 
words such as strong [�����] ~ stronger [�������
] and long [���] ~ longer [�����
]. 
However, these alternations do not exist in Standard Dutch, and it is therefore harder 
to maintain that /�/ is a complex segment.2 Furthermore, in non-derivational 
frameworks such as Optimality Theory and Government Phonology, a cluster 
analysis seems impossible and unnecessary.3 It would have to be argued that the 
velar obstruent is present in the input to share its place element, but the segment 
itself never surfaces in the output. Given that the second segment never surfaces in 
Dutch, it is preferable to assume that this segment is not there to begin with in Dutch 
phonology. However, this means that the non-occurrence of /�/ in the onset and after 
tense vowels has to be accounted for by postulating different constraints. This is in 
fact what Hammond (1999) does for English. He does not assume that English /�/ is 
a cluster, but rather argues that it is banned from onsets and after long tense vowels 
because there are constraints in English that impose restrictions on this particular 
segment. Below I discuss the nature of these constraints in more detail and claim 
that the restrictions imposed on /�/ should in fact be attributed to the interaction 
between prosodic structure and the place specification of /�/. 

4.1.2. Natural class behaviour 

Assuming that nasal segments form a natural class is not a controversial issue. Their 
specific phonetic property of nasal airflow makes them an easily identifiable class, 
and this special status and their consequent behaviour have made nasals an object of 
study for many phonologists (Ferguson et al. 1975; Trigo 1988; Cohn 1990; Piggott 

 
2 In some dialects of Dutch word-final ng clusters are pronounced as [��], and in some dialects there are 
some alternations that suggest a potential cluster analysis. Nevertheless, in Standard Dutch these 
alternations do not occur, and a cluster analysis is unnecessary. 
3 Trommelen (1983) argues that even in a derivational framework Dutch /�/ should not be considered to 
have a complex structure. She argues that i) for Dutch it is nearly impossible to identify the segment that 
would have to be the one following the placeless nasal, ii) given that the only logical candidates for the 
second segment in the cluster are the voiced and voiceless velar fricative, a problem arises given that 
nasals are typically not followed by fricatives (cf. also Padgett 1994), and iii) all other phonological rules 
of Dutch follow the rule of the deletion of the velar segment, suggesting that its only purpose is to provide 
the placeless nasal with a place. Instead Trommelen (1983) argues that /�/ is a single segment with 
properties that are different from the other nasals. 
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1992; Huffman & Krakow 1993; Padgett 1994; Walker 1998; Pater 1999; Ploch 
1999; Botma to appear; to name just a few). The natural class behaviour of nasals 
can be observed in their distribution and various phonological processes in many 
languages. In Dutch, evidence for the natural class status of nasals is not as readily 
available as in some other languages. The distribution of the three nasals is far from 
homogeneous, something that is primarily due to the defective behaviour of the 
Dutch velar nasal, to be discussed in section 4.3.1. One of the arguments that the 
Dutch nasals are in fact a natural class comes from the distribution of the allomorphs 
of the Dutch diminutive suffix (cf. van de Weijer 2002 for an Optimality Theory 
account of the Dutch diminutive). The Dutch diminutive morpheme -tje has various 
allomorphs, two of which typically only show up after nasals. What is even more 
crucial is that the first segment in the allomorphs is homorganic with the final nasal 
segment of the stem. The examples in (4) show that the allomorph following /�/ is 
-pje, the allomorph following /�/ is -tje, and the allomorph following /�/ is -kje.4 
 
(4) singular diminutive 
 bezem /���
�/ bezempje [����
�	�
] ‘broom’ 
 harem /���
�/ harempje [����
�	�
] ‘harem’ 
 molen /���
�/ molentje [����
(�)��
]5 ‘mill’ 
 haven /���
�/ haventje [����
(�)��
] ‘harbour’ 
 koning /�����/ koninkje [��������
] ‘king’ 
 haring /�����/ harinkje [��������
] ‘herring’ 
 
The allomorphs found in (4) are restricted to polysyllabic contexts and contexts 
where the nasal is preceded by a tense vowel or another consonant. In monosyllabic 
contexts where the nasal is preceded by a lax vowel, the diminutive allomorph is 
-etje. The diminutive allomorphs following the labial and velar nasal in (4) are only 
found after these nasals respectively. Following an obstruent, irrespective of the 
preceding segment, the diminutive allomorph is always -je.6 
 
(5) singular diminutive 
 schaap /���	/ schaapje [����	�
] ‘sheep’ 
 schaaf /����/ schaafje [������
] ‘rasp’ 
 voet /���/ voetje [�����
] ‘foot’ 
 haas /���/ haasje [�����
] ‘hare’ 
 hoek /���/ hoekje [�����
] ‘corner’ 
 laag /���/ laagje [�����
] ‘layer’ 

 
4 Due to the distributional restrictions on Dutch /�/, all the words given in (4) are trochaic disyllables, in 
order to keep the context similar. 
5 Recall from the previous chapter that /��/ is often pronounced as [��]. Another alternative pronunciation 
in this context is [�]. 
6 There are a number of exceptions to this observation, such as weg /��	/ ‘road’ which becomes [
��	����] 
and slab /���/ ‘bib’ which can be either [
�����] or [
�������]. See van de Weijer (2002) for a detailed 
account of the Dutch diminutives. 
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The data in (5) show that the nasals do not pattern with the obstruents. The data in 
(6) show that the nasals also do not pattern with the other sonorants. Following the 
coronal sonorants /�/, /�/ and /�/ the diminutive allomorph is -tje, and as in the case of 
nasals, homorganic with the sonorants. However, the Dutch diminutive morpheme is 
-tje – something that is clear after vowel-final nouns – and the fact that it already 
starts with a coronal segment makes it impossible to tell whether the forms in (6a) 
with a coronal final sonorant are the result of place sharing or simply the result of 
the fact that both the sonorant and the first segment in the diminutive suffix happen 
to be coronal. The crucial forms are therefore the ones that end in the labio-dental 
sonorant /�/ in (6b). If the coronal stop in the diminutive suffix assimilates to a 
preceding sonorant, the expected allomorph would be -pje, but instead the default 
form -tje is found. 
 
(6) singular diminutive 
 a. paal /	��/ paaltje [�	����
] ‘pole’ 
 bijl /����/ bijltje [�������
] ‘axe’ 
 peer /	��/ peertje [�	� ���
] ‘pear’ 
 mier /���/ miertje [������
] ‘ant’ 
 haai /���/ haaitje [������
] ‘shark’ 
 ooi /��/ ooitje [�����
] ‘ewe’ 
 
 b. leeuw /���/ leeuwtje [��� ���
] ‘lion’ 
 meeuw /���/ meeuwtje [��� ���
] ‘gull’ 
 vrouw /�����/ vrouwtje [��������
] ‘woman’ 
 kieuw /���/ kieuwtje [������
] ‘gill’ 
 
The data in (4), (5) and (6) show that the nasals behave as a class in the diminutive 
paradigm, different from the obstruents and other sonorants. 

Apart from distribution and assimilation processes, another process that is 
often referred to in connection with the natural class status of nasals is nasal 
spreading. Nasals typically spread their nasal airflow properties onto preceding and 
following vowels. In some languages, for instance French, this has led to the 
creation of phonological contrasts based on vowel nasality. However, in many 
languages, as in Dutch, vowel nasalisation is only phonetically present (see Cohn 
1990 for a discussion of vowel nasalisation in American English). However, even 
though Standard Dutch does not have phonological vowel nasalisation, a number of 
dialects of Dutch, including West Brabant Dutch (Stroop 1994), has strong vowel 
nasalisation, with subsequent deletion of the nasal. This process creates minimal 
pairs that differ in nasal vs. non-nasal vowels only. All three nasals in this dialect 
trigger vowel nasalisation and are themselves then deleted, suggesting that they 
operate as a natural class. 
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(7) Standard Dutch West Brabant Dutch 
 mens [����] [��! �] ‘human’ vs. mes [���] ‘knife’ 
 lamp [��	] [�! 	] ‘lamp’ vs. lap [�	] ‘rag’ 
 stank [����] [��! �] ‘stench’ vs. stak [���] ‘stabbed’ 
 
Having established that the three Dutch nasals form a natural class, I now turn to the 
theoretical claims I make concerning the behaviour of the Dutch nasals. 

4.2. Place-sensitive distribution 

In chapter 3 I argued that Dutch sonorants are not only sensitive to manner-driven 
syllabification, but that the place of articulation of sonorants also plays a crucial role 
in their phonological distribution and behaviour. I also argued in chapter 3 that each 
place element has a specific interpretation when associated to sonorants. The place 
element |A| is typically associated with the most vocalic behaviour, while |U| is 
associated with the most consonantal behaviour. Segments with the place element |I|, 
which defines the class of coronals, typically exhibit unmarked behaviour. This 
chapter focuses on the distribution and behaviour of the Dutch nasals and the way in 
which the place elements associated to the Dutch nasals influence this behaviour. 
Before discussing the predictions I make based on the place of articulation of the 
Dutch nasals, I first briefly discuss the representations of the Dutch nasals that I 
argue for in this dissertation. 

Recall from section 2.4.2.2. that nasals have two baseline elements: |"| and 
|@|. This combination reflects the fact that nasals are stop sounds and continuous 
sounds at the same time. Dutch nasals are not further modified by a laryngeal 
contrast, given that Dutch sonorants are predictably voiced. The two baseline 
elements are therefore the only manner elements associated with nasals. The Dutch 
nasals are further contrasted by the place of articulation elements. In section 4.1.1. I 
show that Dutch has three nasals: a labial, a coronal and a velar nasal. Given the 
descriptions of the place elements in chapter 2, the labial nasal is specified with |U| 
place, the coronal nasal with |I| place and the velar nasal with |A| place. The 
representations of the Dutch nasals are thus as follows: 
 
(8) " " " 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
 U I A 
 
 /�/ /�/ /�/ 
 
Given the claims about the effects that the various places of articulations have on the 
behaviour and distribution of sonorants, I hypothesise that the labial nasal exhibits 
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the most consonantal behaviour of the three nasals by virtue of it having |U| place. 
This more consonantal behaviour can include distributional properties, and the labial 
nasal is expected to be able to license more segments than the other two nasals. 
Similarly, the velar nasal, with the element |A|, is expected to exhibit the most 
vocalic behaviour of the three nasals. Again, this is expected to show up primarily in 
the distributional properties of /�/. The velar nasal is expected to occur in more 
vocalic positions and it is expected to be able to license the fewest segments. 
Finally, the coronal nasal is expected to show behaviour that is consistent with the 
unmarked status of coronals. For instance, coronals are often easily deleted and also 
easily inserted in certain contexts. Below I show that the Dutch nasals follow this 
expected pattern of behaviour. 

4.3. The distribution and behaviour of the Dutch nasals 

The conclusion in section 4.1.2. that nasals form a natural class suggests that their 
distribution and behaviour is roughly the same. However, the Dutch nasals show 
quite disparate behaviour. 

Consider the data in (9):7 
 
(9) onset Vlax+coda Vtense+coda 
 a. mat /��/ ‘mat’ bom /���/ ‘bomb’ boom /���/ ‘tree’ 
 nat /��/ ‘wet’ ban /��/ ‘ban’ baan /���/ ‘job’ 
 *#�V lang /��/ ‘long’ *Vtense� 
 
 dependent in complex onset coda in coda-onset sequence 
 b. Khmer ?/����/ ‘Khmer’ lamp /��	/ ‘lamp’ 
 knie /���/ ‘knee’ want /���/ ‘mitten’ 
 *#C� bank /���/ ‘bank’ 
 
 head in complex onset onset in coda-onset sequence 
 c. mnemonisch ?/��������/ ‘mnemonic’ warm /���/ ‘warm’8 
 walm /���/ ‘smoke’ 
 *#�C kern /����/ ‘kernel’ 
 *��# 
 *#�C *C�# 
 
 intervocalic following a lax vowel intervocalic following a tense vowel 
 d. emmer /��
�/ ‘bucket’ hemel /���
�/ ‘heaven’ 
 kenner /���
�/ ‘expert’ enig /����/ ‘only’ 
 hengel /���
�/ ‘fishing rod’ *Vtense�V 

 
7 The forms that are marked with a question mark in (9) are highly marginal, and possible the only forms 
of this type in Dutch. 
8 Note that these liquid-nasal clusters are usually broken up by a schwa, or alternatively the liquid is 
vocalised. 
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The distribution data in (9) are not exhaustive, and where necessary I discuss 
contexts other than those given in (9). I will now discuss the distribution and 
behaviour of each nasal in some more detail, starting with the most defective nasal, 
/�/. 

4.3.1. Dutch /����/ 

4.3.1.1. |A|-driven distribution 
The data in (9) show that Dutch /�/ is severely restricted in its distribution. It can 
only appear if it is preceded by a lax vowel. Recall from chapter 3 that lax vowels 
can only occur in a closed syllable and are therefore invariably followed by a 
consonant that is syllabified in the dependent position of the rhyme. The fact that 
Dutch /�/ can only appear after a lax vowel then indicates that this segment is always 
syllabified in the rhyme. However, the data in (9d) show that all three Dutch nasals 
can appear intervocalically after a lax vowel. Given the Maximal Onset Principle – 
discussed in chapter 3 – it is predicted that the nasals in (9d) are all syllabified in the 
onset of the second syllable. However, it has been argued that consonants in Dutch 
that follow a stressed lax vowel and precede an unstressed vowel are ambisyllabic 
(see, among others, Anderson & Jones 1974; van der Hulst 1984; Booij 1995). 
These consonants are syllabified in both coda and onset positions. The examples in 
the right-hand column of (9d) all involve intervocalic nasals following a tense 
vowel, and since tense vowels typically appear in open syllables the nasals are 
syllabified in the onset of the second syllable only, and not as an ambisyllabic 
segment. Notice that /�/ cannot appear in this context. Dutch /�/ can therefore only 
appear when it is syllabified in the rhyme. It can only appear as the onset of a 
schwa-headed syllable when it is also syllabified in the rhyme of the preceding 
syllable. An alternative analysis of this context would be to claim that /�/ is not in 
the onset of the schwa-headed syllable, but only in the rhyme. Kager & Zonneveld 
(1986) argue that in Dutch, right-edge schwa-headed syllables are extrametrical, just 
as coronal consonants at the right edge can be extrametrical in languages. This 
would then mean that /�/ before schwa is only syllabified in the rhyme, supporting 
the observation that this is the only prosodic context in which the velar nasal can 
occur. 

I take the limited distribution of /�/ to indicate the sensitivity of sonorant 
consonants to the interaction between prosodic structure and their place 
specifications. As I argued in chapter 3, sonorant consonants are different from 
obstruents and vowels in that they combine both consonantal and vocalic manner 
elements, making them susceptible to place-sensitive distribution and behaviour. 
Recall that |A| is the most vocalic place element and the Dutch nasal that is specified 
with this place element, i.e. /�/, is predicted to show behaviour reflecting this. This 
can be observed in, for instance, the fact that /�/ is limited to a position in the rhyme, 
a weak or perhaps better, a vocalic position. In other words, the element |A| in 
combination with both a vocalic and a consonantal manner element is only licensed 
in the most vocalic prosodic position available to consonants. The structure in (10a) 
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is well-formed, whereas the structure in (10b) is ill-formed due to the restrictions on 
the syllabification of sonorants with |A| place (see Trigo 1988 and Rice 1996 for a 
similar claim concerning velar place of articulation). 
 
(10) a. R b. * O 
 
 N 
 
 x x x 
 
 |"| |"| 
 
 |@| |@| 
 
 |A| |A| 
 
Recall from section 3.2.4.1. that these restrictions fall out from a set of constraints 
that regulates the distribution of sonorants with |A| place. The constraint in (24) in 
chapter 3, repeated here as (11a), reflects the preference for sonorants in the rhyme 
to have |A| place, while the constraint in (25), repeated here as (11b), places a ban on 
these sonorants from occurring in onset position. 
 
(11) a. R b. * O 
 
 xson xson 
 
 A A 
 
In Dutch the constraint in (11b) is ranked high, severely restricting the distribution 
of Dutch /�/. Notice that such a constraint is needed in any account of the behaviour 
of the velar nasal (see, for instance, Hammond 1999:51, who argues that in English 
the constraint *ONSET/� is needed in English), but the constraint argued for here is 
consistent with the view that the place specification of sonorants plays an important 
role in the phonotactic behaviour of these sonorants. 

The influence of place of articulation on the phonotactic behaviour of the 
Standard Dutch velar nasal is rather strong and is primarily manifested in its 
distributional properties. Apart from the distributional asymmetry given in (10), this 
place-sensitive behaviour is further evidenced by the behaviour of coronal nasals in 
rhyme position. In the next section I discuss some processes from dialects of Dutch 
and German where coronal nasals in the rhyme undergo velarisation and thus 
acquire the place element |A|. This supports the claim that the dependent position of 
the rhyme is an ideal place for the sonorant containing |A| place, and also that nasals 
with |A| are better suited for vocalic positions such as the coda than nasals with |I| or 
|U|. 
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4.3.1.2. Velar nasals in the rhyme 
In this section I discuss some phenomena involving alternations between coronal 
and velar nasals in coda position. The data presented from Wieringen Dutch, 
Antwerp Dutch and Cologne German are closely related, and for these data I present 
a formal analysis, couched in terms of the combination of Government Phonology 
representations and Optimality Theory constraints argued for in the previous 
chapter. I show that this combination cannot only readily account for the processes 
found in each of the dialects discussed below, but that it also accounts for the 
variation that is found between these dialects, by claiming that certain constraints are 
ranked higher in one dialect and lower in another. Before turning to these dialects, 
consider first some data from Afrikaans. 

In Afrikaans – a language closely related to Dutch – the coronal nasal has 
become velar if it is preceded by schwa. 
 
(12) Dutch Afrikaans 
 koren [����
(�)] koring [������] ‘wheat’ 
 doren [�#��
(�)] doring [�#����] ‘thorn’ 
 
Notice that in Afrikaans, not only has the coronal nasal has changed into a velar 
nasal, but the vowel has also changed, from schwa to [�]. This is not surprising given 
that, as in Dutch, /�/ cannot be preceded by schwa.9 

The change from a coronal to a velar nasal in Afrikaans is conditioned by a 
rather specific context; only coronal nasals in the coda of an unstressed syllable have 
become velar.10 I take this process of nasal velarisation as evidence for the claim that 
|A| place is the most vocalic place, and that this is not only evident from vowel 
behaviour, but can also be observed in the distribution and behaviour of sonorants. 
In the Afrikaans data presented here, coronal nasals in the coda of a weak syllable 
take on the most vocalic place element and thus become more suited for the specific 
prosodic context they appear in. 

The dialect that was once spoken on the island Wieringen shows a peculiar 
process in which the coronal nasal becomes velar in the rhyme (Daan 1950; van 
Oostendorp 2000b). 
 
(13) Standard Dutch Wieringen 
 a. dans [#��] [#��] ‘dance’ 
 hand [���] [���] ‘hand’ 
 mond [����] [����] ‘mouth’ 
 hond [����] [����] ‘dog’ 

 
9 There is substantial evidence that suggests that the [�] in [��] sequences – in both Dutch and Afrikaans – 
is in fact a realisation of schwa (Trommelen 1983; van Oostendorp 2001a; among others). 
10 Dutch words that end in a schwa followed by /�/ remained the same in Afrikaans, as the word asem 
‘to breathe’ for adem shows. 
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 b. vent [����] [����] ‘guy’ 
 kind [����] [����] ‘child’ 
 lamp [��	] [��	] ‘lamp’ 
 man [��] [��] ‘man’ 
 bon [���] [���] ‘receipt’ 
 
The examples in (13) show that this process is restricted to a very specific context; 
the coronal nasal has to be preceded by a low back vowel and at the same time has 
to be followed by a coronal obstruent. The fact that this process only occurs after a 
low back vowel suggests that it is perhaps best viewed as a case of nasal assimilation 
to the preceding vowel. However, this assimilation is only triggered if a coronal 
obstruent follows the coronal nasal. The non-occurrence of the change from a 
coronal to a velar nasal when it is preceded by a low back vowel can be seen as 
evidence for the claim that the Wieringen process is a combination of assimilation to 
the vowel and dissimilation from the following coronal obstruent. 

However, as I discussed above, nasal-obstruent clusters are typically 
homorganic, making a dissimilation process like the one in Wieringen Dutch 
exceptional. Van Oostendorp (2000a, 2000b) therefore suggests that the specific 
context requirement is the result of a constraint that is often referred to as 
ALIGNMENT (McCarthy & Prince 1995). This constraint militates against outputs in 
which the right edge of a word is changed with regard to the input. Van Oostendorp 
argues that the right edge of a word tends to remain unchanged in Dutch. He argues, 
for instance, that the schwa epenthesis that is found between Dutch sonorant-
obstruent clusters at the right edge of words is also influenced by ALIGNMENT. In 
Dutch, words like melk [����] ‘milk’ are often pronounced as [����
�]. Van 
Oostendorp argues that the epenthesis in words like [����] is triggered by the 
relatively bad syllable profile of these words. The final obstruent in these words is 
syllabified in the onset of an empty nucleus, a state of affairs that Dutch strives to 
avoid. The most obvious strategy to avoid the final obstruent from being syllabified 
in an empty-headed syllable is by filling the nucleus of that empty-headed syllable, 
which would result in *[�����
]. One of the reasons why this form could be 
preferred over the attested form [����
�] is that Dutch schwa prefers to be in open 
syllables (van Oostendorp 2000a, 2000b). Nevertheless, the form [����
�] is found, 
and van Oostendorp claims that this is because ALIGNMENT is strong enough to 
avoid an output with epenthesis at the right edge of the word. Instead, epenthesis 
between the sonorant and the obstruent is found, resulting in a better syllable profile, 
with the obstruent in the coda of the schwa, and the sonorant in the onset. The 
Wieringen Dutch process where coronal nasals become velar under certain 
conditions can be viewed in the same way; the coronal nasal can only assimilate to 
the preceding vowel if it is not at the right edge of the word, and therefore does not 
violate ALIGNMENT. 

Note further that the non-coronal nasal in (13b) does not assimilate to the 
preceding vowel. Only the unmarked coronal nasal is influenced by this assimilation 
process. Even though the process depicted in (13a) is very restricted, it does suggest 
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that the element |A| is the optimal place specification for a nasal in the dependent 
position of the rhyme. Rather than remaining coronal and thus creating a 
homorganic nasal-obstruent cluster, coronal nasals in Wieringen Dutch become 
velar in the rhyme if they are preceded by a low back vowel. 

The situation in Wieringen Dutch can easily be accounted for by referring 
to the constraints mentioned above, in combination with the constraint in (24) in 
chapter 3. Repeated here as (14). 
 
(14) R 
 
 xson 
 
 A 
 
However, this constraint has to be modified somewhat, given that only coronal 
nasals, and not any other coronal sonorants, become velar. The constraint in (14) is 
therefore too general, and has to be split up in more detailed constraints. The 
constraint in (15) – which I give the short-hand label VELARNAS(R) (where the 
addition of “R” reflects the fact that nasals prefer to be velar in the rhyme) – can be 
used in the analysis of Wieringen Dutch (note that “xnas” is a shorthand for the 
manner specification of nasals). 
 
(15) VELARNAS(R): 
 
 R 
 
 xnas 
 
 A 
 
This constraint is very similar to the constraint CODAVELARITEIT 
(‘CODAVELARITY’) that van Oostendorp (2000b) proposes for the change of coronal 
nasals to velar nasals in the Wieringen dialect. 

Some additional constraints are needed to account for the change from 
coronal nasals to velar nasals that occurred in Wieringen Dutch. First, a constraint is 
needed that avoids the nasal to become velar after high and front vowels; i.e. the 
constraint DEP-|A|, of the DEP-IO family, is ranked high in the phonology of 
Wieringen Dutch. This constraint bans insertion of non-underlying |A| elements. In 
Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995) DEP constraints refer to 
segments, and prevent the epenthesis of whole segments. However, MacEachern 
(1999) and others argue that there should also be a family of DEP constraints that 
refer to features rather than whole segments, and I assume that this type of DEP 
constraint is active in Wieringen Dutch. Note that this constraint is not violated if the 
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nasal involved receives its |A| place from a neighbouring segment, but it is violated 
if |A| is inserted.11 

Second, some constraints are needed to prevent labial nasals from 
becoming velar after low back vowels. IDENT constraints (McCarthy & Prince 1995) 
can account for this asymmetry between the labial nasal and the coronal nasal. As I 
discussed in chapter 3, I claim that the |I| place element is the element that is most 
easily deleted and inserted in languages. I therefore wish to argue that constraints 
that affect |I| are universally ranked lower than constraints that affect |U| and |A|. 
This means that the constraint IDENT-|I| is ranked lower than the constraints 
IDENT-|U| and IDENT-|A|, allowing the element |I| not to surface in the output, while 
segments with |U| or |A| place are required to surface with these place specifications. 
Notice that IDENT-|A| does not play an active role in this process, as a form like bank 
[���] ‘bank’ already has a velar nasal in the target position, so that it satisfies both 
IDENT-|A|, DEP-|A| and VELARNAS(R). 

The tableaux in (16), (17), (18) and (19) illustrate how the change from 
coronal to velar nasals in Wieringen Dutch can be accounted for, correctly 
predicting the change in [����] (16) and the non-occurrence of the change in man 
[��] ‘man’ (17), kind [����] ‘child’ (18) and lamp [��	] ‘lamp’ (19).12 
 
(16)  

/���#/ IDENT-|U|, 
IDENT-|A| 

ALIGN DEP-|A| VELNAS(R) IDENT-|I|

 [����]    *!  
� [����]     * 

 
(17)  

/���/ IDENT-|U|, 
IDENT-|A| 

ALIGN DEP-|A| VELNAS(R) IDENT-|I|

� [��]    *  
 [��]  *!   * 

 
11 The situation in Wieringen Dutch is slightly more complicated, given that after mid front vowels – 
which also contain the place element |A| – the coronal nasal does not velarise. It appears therefore that the 
process only occurs if |A| is not combined with |I| in vowels. I do not include this constraint in the 
tableaux here. 
12 Note that the outputs for /����/ and /����/ are also subject to Dutch final devoicing. I do not include 
the constraints that enforce final devoicing in Dutch; they would exclude all outputs with a final voiced 
obstruent. 
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(18)  
/���#/ IDENT-|U|, 

IDENT-|A| 
ALIGN DEP-|A| VELNAS(R) IDENT-|I|

� [����]    *  
 [����]   *!  * 

 
(19)  

/��	/ IDENT-|U|, 
IDENT-|A| 

ALIGN DEP-|A| VELNAS(R) IDENT-|I|

� [��	]    *  
 [��	] *!     

 
In Dutch 17th and 18th century literature the speech of “farmers and other people of 
humble origin” [translation mine] (Hoeksema 1999:94) was characterised by the 
same process as the one observed in Wieringen Dutch (see also Daan 1995). Again, 
a coronal nasal becomes velar if it is followed by a coronal obstruent and preceded 
by a low back vowel: 
 
(20) Dutch Literature forms 
 mond [����] [����] ‘mouth’ 
 onder [���#
�] [���#
�] ‘beneath’ 
 ander [��#
�] [��#
�] ‘other’ 
 Frans [����] [����] ‘French’ 
 
Van Ginneken (1935:313) discusses some Limburg dialects in which coronal nasals 
also become velar before a coronal stop, but in these dialects the quality of the 
preceding vowel is irrelevant. Not only words such as hond ‘dog’ and onder 
‘beneath’ with a low back vowel, but also words such as eend ‘duck’ and vinden 
‘find’ show a change from a coronal nasal to a velar nasal. This suggests that in 
these dialects the process is not one of assimilation to a preceding vowel, but rather 
a process in which the velar element |A| is preferred over the unmarked element |I| 
for nasals in the rhyme, and that the constraint DEP-|A| is ranked lower than the 
constraint VELARNAS(R). The constraint ALIGNMENT is also relevant in these 
Limburg Dutch dialects since the coronal nasal only becomes velar if followed by a 
coronal obstruent. 
 
(21)  

/��#/ IDENT-|U|, 
IDENT-|A| 

ALIGN VELNAS(R) IDENT-|I| DEP-|A|

 [���]   *!   
� [���]    * * 
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A similar, but slightly more complicated process can be observed in the dialect of 
Antwerp Dutch. Again, coronal nasals become velar in certain specific post-vocalic 
contexts, but here the nasal does not need to be followed by a coronal obstruent. The 
data in (22) show examples of this process in Antwerp Dutch in adjectival pairs and 
in plural vs. singular noun forms (Taeldeman 2001).13 
 
(22) a. grune [$�% �
] ‘green’ b. gruun [$�%�] ‘green’ 
 schoenen [�&� �
] ‘shoes’ schoen [�&��] ‘shoe’ 
 zonen [�' �
] ‘sons’ zoon [�'�] ‘son’ 
 
One of the conditioning factors of this change from a coronal nasal to a velar nasal 
in Antwerp Dutch is that it only occurs if an underlying long vowel is shortened. 
Evidence for the fact that it is vowel shortening in (22b) that is involved in this 
process rather than vowel lengthening in (22a) comes from the forms in (23), which 
show that the velarisation only occurs in words that have an underlying long vowel 
(22), and not in forms that already have a short vowel (23). 
 
(23) kin [���] *[���] ‘chin’ 
 zon [���] *[���] ‘sun’ 
 
If the conditioning factor was simply after a short vowel, then the forms in (23) 
should also have a final velar nasal. The forms in (23) suggest that the process in 
Antwerp Dutch is not merely a case of a coronal nasal turning into a velar nasal in a 
specific prosodic context. Even though the data suggest that the coronal nasal 
becomes velar if it is syllabified in the rhyme, this does not explain why the forms in 
(23) do not undergo the same process. Given that Antwerp Dutch has a length 
contrast in its vowel system, I assume that long vowels constitute a branching 
nucleus, while short vowels occupy a single position in the nucleus. The Antwerp 
data could then be analysed as an instance of a specific kind of faithfulness to 
prosodic structure. Even though in certain contexts a long vowel shortens, the 
branching nucleus is retained. If a mora approach were taken, it could be claimed 
that the second nuclear mora is preserved and needs to be filled by a segment other 
than the shortened vowel. Alternatively, it can be argued that Antwerp Dutch has a 
constraint against deleting nuclear positions. Again, a familiar constraint from 
Correspondence Theory can be used to express this restriction in Antwerp Dutch. I 
argue that in this dialect a constraint from the MAX family (McCarthy & Prince 
1995), namely MAX-NUC, which prohibits changing the shape of the nucleus, is 
high-ranked. 

The vacant nuclear position that is left open by the shortening of the vowel 
then has to be filled, and the only possible candidate is the word-final nasal. Since 
the coronal nasal is now syllabified in the most vocalic position – the nucleus – it is 
associated with the most vocalic place element: |A|. Even though I claim in section 
 
13 This dialect has a true short-long contrast in the vowel system, and the tense vowels in (22b) do not 
prohibit /�/ from occurring in the coda. 
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4.3.1.1. that the Dutch velar nasal is syllabified in the rhyme, I want to argue here 
that there is another possibility. An alternative way to analyse the behaviour and 
distribution of the velar nasal is to assume that it only appears in the nucleus in 
Dutch. However, Standard Dutch does not provide any tests to establish whether /�/ 
is syllabified in the nucleus or in the rhyme. The Antwerp Dutch data, on the other 
hand, suggest that in this dialect at least, the velar nasal that arises as the result of 
vowel shortening resides in the nucleus rather than the rhyme.14 
 
(24) N 
 
 x x 
 
 |"| 
 
 |@| 
 
 |A| 
 
Notice that the representation of this specific situation in Antwerp Dutch can also be 
interpreted as a constraint that ensures that a nasal that occurs as the dependent in a 
nucleus is velar; I label this constraint VELARNAS(N). This constraint is ranked 
universally higher than constraints that ensure that such a nasal is coronal or labial. 
The Antwerp Dutch facts can thus be derived from the ranking of constraints in (23). 
Note that I do not provide the constraints that ensure the vowel shortening. I only 
consider outputs with short vowels, as the candidates with long vowels are ruled out 
by a different set of constraints. 

 
14 An alternative approach would be that the change from a coronal nasal to a velar nasal is not due to 
vowel shortening, but that vowel shortening occurs exactly because the coronal nasal prefers to be velar 
in post-vocalic position. This velar nasal prefers to be in rhyme position, rather than in onset position, 
which would explain the vowel shortening. In the analysis presented here I do not make any claims about 
the source of this vowel shortening, but simply assume that as a result the nasal that is in the nucleus 
prefers to be velar. 
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(25)  
 O N O 
 
 x x x x x 
 /$ � %  �/ 

MAX 
NUC 

VELNAS(N) IDENT-|I| ALIGN DEP-|A|

 R 
 
 O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [$ � % �] 

*!     

 R 
 
 O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [$ � % �] 

*!  * * * 

 O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [$ � % �] 

 *!    

� O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [$ � % �] 

  * * * 

 
The examples in (23) are also accounted for by assuming the analysis presented 
here, as the output with a word-final coronal nasal violates neither MAX-NUC nor the 
constraint VELARNAS(N). The potential output with a velar nasal at the end is rejected 
by virtue of the constraints IDENT-|I| and DEP-|A|. 

In the Cologne dialect of German, a similar situation can be observed 
(Noble 1983; Newton 1990; Kuepper 1992; Rice 1996; Scheer 2000; Ségéral & 
Scheer 2001). Where the Standard German words in (26a) and (26b) have a 
diphthong followed by a coronal nasal (26a) and stop (26b), the Cologne German 
cognates have a short vowel followed by a velar nasal (26a) and stop (26b). This 
process does not occur in words where the vowel in Standard German is short. In 
both Standard German and in Cologne German Mann ‘man’ is pronounced as 
[��]. 

Apart from the fact that not only coronal nasals but also coronal stops 
become velar in Cologne German, the most striking difference between Antwerp 
Dutch and Cologne German is that in the latter dialect, word-final coronal nasal-stop 
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sequences (26c) also undergo the process, even though in these cases both the 
Standard German and the Cologne German form have a short vowel.15 
 
(26) Standard German Cologne German 
 a. Braun [���(�] [����] ‘brown’ 
 mein [����] [���] ‘mine’ 
 fein [����] [���] ‘fine’ 
 
 b. Zeit [�����] [����] ‘time’ 
 Braut [���(�] [��%�] ‘bride’ 
 seit [����] [���] ‘since’ 
 
 c. bunt [����] [����] ‘colourful’ 
 blind [�����] [�����] ‘blind’ 
 Mund [����] [����] ‘mouth’ 
 
The analysis that is presented for the Antwerp Dutch process seems to be able to 
account for the data in (26a) and (26b). In the diachronic process that occurred in 
Cologne German, diphthongs from Standard German simplified and, as in Antwerp 
Dutch, a constraint that demands that the nucleus does not lose a segmental position 
forces coronal segments to be syllabified in the nucleus, where they have to become 
velar. However, a major difference between Antwerp Dutch and Cologne German is 
that in the latter dialect not only coronal nasals, but also coronal stops become velar. 
I take this as further evidence that the constraint in (24) of chapter 3, which prefers 
velar sonorants in the rhyme, is a cover constraint that has to be split up in a series of 
specific constraints targeting certain sound classes. For instance, the constraint in 
(15), VELARNAS(R), that accounts for the change from a coronal nasal to a velar nasal 
in Wieringen Dutch refers to nasals, while the constraint for Cologne German has to 
refer to all segments that are defined with the manner element |"|, labelled 
VELAR(R). 
 
(27) VELAR(R) 
 
 R 
 
 x 
 
 " 
 
 A 

 
15 It has been suggested that the process in (26) is dependent on the quality of the preceding vowel (cf. 
McCawley 1972), but Kuepper (1992), based on Heinrichs (1955:240), claims that in at least some dialect 
areas the velarisation process is insensitive to the quality of the preceding vowel. 
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Note that this constraint only targets segments that have |"| manner, thus correctly 
accounting for the fact that in Cologne German both the coronal nasal and the 
coronal stops become velar, while the coronal fricatives and liquids and glides are 
not targeted. Before providing an analysis of the data in (26a) and (26b), I will first 
discuss the examples in (26c). 

The examples in (26c) do not involve vowel shortening, and can therefore 
not be analysed in the same way as the examples from Antwerp Dutch and those in 
(26a) and (26b). Instead, these examples resemble the data from Wieringen Dutch 
and the Limburg dialect discussed by van Ginneken (1935) where a coronal nasal 
also becomes velar before a coronal stop. However, in Cologne German not only the 
nasal that precedes the coronal stop becomes velar, but the stop itself also becomes 
velar. The fact that words that end in a coronal nasal that is preceded by a short 
vowel do not exhibit a change to a velar nasal suggests that ALIGNMENT plays a 
crucial role in Cologne German, and yet the examples in (26c) suggest that 
ALIGNMENT does not play a role in Cologne German. I want to argue that the 
Cologne German situation has to be accounted for by assuming that the ALIGNMENT 
constraint is in fact a cover constraint that can be split up into more detailed 
constraints that refer to specific word-final positions. Recall from chapter 3 that 
word-final consonants are syllabified by virtue of the quality of the preceding 
segment. Following another consonant or a tense vowel, consonants are syllabified 
in onset position rather than in the rhyme. In contrast, consonants that are preceded 
by a lax vowel are syllabified in the rhyme. I argue that in Cologne German two 
separate ALIGNMENT constraints are active; one that militates against changing 
word-final consonants that are syllabified in the rhyme – ALIGN(RHYME) – and one 
that militates against changing consonants that are syllabified in onset position – 
ALIGN(ONSET). The data in (26c) can then easily be accounted for by assuming that 
ALIGN(ONSET) is ranked below VELAR(R), while ALIGN(RHYME) is ranked higher 
than VELAR(R). 

The reason why the coronal nasal-stop clusters in (26c) become velar as a 
whole, and not just the nasal, can be attributed to a specific member of the constraint 
family AGREE[F], whose members demand that adjacent segments have to have the 
same feature [F], or specification for feature [F] (Lombardi 1996, 1999; Beckman 
1998; Bakovic 2000; McCarthy 2002). The specific constraint that demands that 
nasals and following stops have the same place element is then AGREE(PLACE), 
which is violated if the nasal and the stop each have their own place element. The 
combination of the low-ranked ALIGN(ONSET) and the higher-ranked AGREE(PLACE) 
ensures that the entire cluster becomes velar. The higher ranking of ALIGN(RHYME), 
on the other hand, ensures that word-final nasals following a short vowel do not 
become velar. The tableaux in (28), (29) and (30) provide the analyses of the 
Cologne German words [��%�] ‘bride’, [�����] ‘blind’ and [��] ‘man’, 
respectively. 
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(28)  
 O N O 
 
 x x x x x 
 /� � � ( �/ 

AGREE 
(PL) 

MAX
NUC

ALIGN 
(R) 

VEL 
(N) 

VEL 
(R) 

ALIGN 
(O) 

IDENT 
|I| 
 

DEP 
|A| 

 

 R 
 
 O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [� � % �] 

 *!   *    

 R 
 
 O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [� � % �] 

 *! *   * * * 

 O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [� � % �] 

   *!     

� O N 
 
 x x x x 
 [� � % �] 

     * * * 

 
(29)  

/����#/ AGREE 
(PL) 

MAX
NUC

ALIGN 
(R) 

VEL 
(N) 

VEL 
(R) 

ALIGN 
(O) 

IDENT 
|I| 

DEP 
|A| 

 [�����]     *!    
 [�����] *!      * * 
 [�����] *!     * * * 
� [�����]      * ** * 
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(30) 
 O R 
 
 x x x 
 /�  �/ 

AGREE 
(PL) 

DEP 
NUC

ALIGN 
(R) 

VEL 
(N) 

VEL 
(R) 

ALIGN 
(O) 

IDENT 
|I| 
 

DEP 
|A| 

 

� R 
 
 O N 
 
 x x x 
 [�  �] 

    *    

 R 
 
 O N 
 
 x x x 
 [�  �] 

  *!    *  

 O N 
 
 x x x 
 [�  �] 

 *!   *    

 O N 
 
 x x x 
 [�  �] 

 *!     *  

 
Note that the constraints in (28), (29) and (30) are similar to those for the analysis of 
Antwerp Dutch and Wieringen Dutch, but that in Cologne German they are 
combined, creating a dialect where a change from a coronal to a velar is not only the 
result of vowel shortening, but is also triggered in the rhyme if a consonant follows. 
Further note that in the analysis of the non-occurrence of this change in /��/ in 
tableau (30), MAX-NUC is replaced by DEP-NUC, since this latter constraint is 
needed to avoid positions being added to the nucleus. 

Unlike Wieringen Dutch, but like Antwerp Dutch, DEP-|A| is ranked low in 
Cologne German, allowing coronal nasals to change into velar nasals after high 
vowels. Note further that I assume that in the input the word-final nasal, stop and 
nasal-stop cluster are coronal. However, in Cologne German there are no 
alternations as in Antwerp Dutch or forms that do not exhibit the change as in 
Wieringen Dutch, making it hard to establish what the place specification of the 
final segment(s) is in the input. I argue here, based on the differences between 
Standard German and Cologne German, that the input segments are specified with |I| 
place, and the change to a velar place of articulation of these segments further 
illustrates the active role of the constraint that prefers segments in the rhyme to be 
specified with |A| place. If it is assumed that the segments are already velar in the 
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input, then the Cologne data are still interesting for the discussion at hand, given the 
difference between Standard German and Cologne German. 

Scheer (2000) and Ségéral & Scheer (2001) suggest an alternative analysis 
for the Antwerp and Cologne data. They argue that velar consonants are underlying 
geminates, while coronal consonants are simplex segments. Ségéral & Scheer (2001) 
claim that in Cologne German the vowel shortening that occurs in words where the 
coronal consonant has become velar indicates that one of the positions that the 
vowel occupied is taken up by the velar consonant, making the vowel short. This 
difference between the coronal consonants and the velar consonants in Cologne 
German explains the vowel shortening that occurs in the examples in (26a) and 
(26b). It also explains why this process does not occur in words that have a short 
vowel to begin with, since these words do not have a segmental position to spare for 
the velar geminate. However, Ségéral & Scheer do not explain why this process 
occurs in the first place. Furthermore, this analysis crucially has to argue that the 
velars only need to be partial geminates – i.e. only the place element needs to be 
attached to two segmental positions. Otherwise, the examples in (26c) would contain 
two geminate velar consonants that would occupy four segmental positions in total, 
which is not a grammatical structure of Cologne German. Another problem with the 
approach taken by Ségéral & Scheer is that it cannot account for the Wieringen data. 
If velars are geminates – at least in derived contexts – then the Wieringen 
velarisation data would involve the addition of a segmental position, something that 
is generally disfavoured. 

Even though the analysis presented by Ségéral & Scheer (2001) provides a 
unified account of all the examples in (26), I argue that the analysis I present for 
Antwerp Dutch also holds for the Cologne German data in (26a) and (26b), while 
the analysis presented for the Wieringen data accounts for the examples in (26c). 
Vowel shortening forces the coronal nasal in Antwerp and the coronal consonants in 
Cologne into the nucleus, where these segments become velar. In addition, Cologne 
German is like Wieringen Dutch in that coronal nasals in the rhyme become velar if 
they are preceded by a short vowel and followed by a coronal stop. Cologne German 
differs from Wieringen Dutch in that the final coronal stop subsequently becomes 
velar under the pressure for nasal-stop sequences to be homorganic. This analysis 
does not deal with the Cologne data in a unified way, but it does unify two forces 
that try to make post-vocalic coronal nasals velar, one being the context where a 
long vowel shortens, forcing the coronal in the nucleus, and the other being the 
context where a coronal nasal in the rhyme that is followed by an onset is free to 
become velar in this vocalic position. 

In this section I have provided evidence for the claim that in the Dutch 
nasal system, the vocalic place element |A| is typically associated with the rhyme. 
This is not only evidenced by the distribution of Dutch /�/, but also by the data 
involving velar nasals in the rhyme presented above. Furthermore, the processes 
where coronal nasals change to velar nasals in the rhyme show that the combination 
of Optimality Theory formalisms and Government Phonology representations can 
readily account for the phenomena found in the dialects discussed. 
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I now turn to some curious facts from the dialect of Maasbracht, spoken in 
the province of Limburg. 

4.3.1.3. Maasbracht tones 
Limburg Dutch, a dialect spoken in the south-east of The Netherlands, has 
phonological tone contrasts. Heavy stressed syllables – i.e. closed syllables or 
syllables containing a long vowel – can support either a so-called falling tone or a 
dragging tone (Hermans 1994). This can create minimal pairs that contrast in tone 
only. This is illustrated by the examples in (31) (Hermans 1994). 
 
(31) falling tone dragging tone 
 [�� ] ‘bee’ [�� ] ‘at’ 
 [�� ] ‘build’ [�� ] ‘construction’ 
 [���] ‘minus’ [���] ‘vile’ 
 [���] ‘to break’ [���] ‘mole’ 
 
If the final consonant in a closed syllable is an obstruent, only the falling tone can 
occur: 
 
(32) falling tone dragging tone 
 [	��] ‘kernel’ *[	��] 
 [���] ‘sock’ *[���] 
 [�	] ‘patch’ *[�	] 
 
Hermans (1994) argues that this contrast is best explained by claiming that the 
dragging tone in the Maasbracht dialect consists of two tonal elements, while the 
falling tone consists of only one. Hermans further argues for a syllable structure 
similar to the one argued for in chapter 3, and argues that sonorants are syllabified in 
the nuclear projection, while obstruents are not. This allows an approach where tonal 
elements can only be attached to segments in a nuclear projection. In the prosodic 
and element approach argued for in this dissertation, tonal elements would have to 
be restricted to segments in the rhyme that contain the vocalic baseline element |@|. 

The situation becomes more complicated when words ending in /�/ (33a) 
and /�/ (33b) are considered. Surprisingly, these words pattern with words ending in 
obstruent, and can only support a falling tone.16 
 
(33) falling tone dragging tone 
 a. [����] ‘severe’ * [����] 
 [����] ‘stood’ * [����] 
 [����] ‘bitch’ * [����] 

 
16 The situation for /�/ is even more complicated, in that word-internal stressed syllables ending in /�/ do 
allow a tone contrast. Thus, there exists a minimal pair [
��.���], which means ‘worse’ if pronounced with 
a falling tone and ‘to annoy’ if pronounced with a dragging tone (Hermans 1994). 
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 b. [���] ‘far’ * [���] 
 [��] ‘Har’ * [��] 
 [���] ‘cart’ * [���] 
 
Van Oostendorp (2001b) argues that the lack of dragging tones on /�/ and /�/ in this 
context is best explained by assuming that both segments lack place features, 
making them empty and thus too weak to support a tone of their own. I argue in this 
dissertation that /�/ and /�/ do have a specified place of articulation, but that what 
unifies these two segments is that they are the only two sonorants that have |A| place 
as part of their segmental specification. Concerning the Maasbracht data, Marc van 
Oostendorp (personal communication) suggests that the two sonorants with the most 
vocalic place specification – i.e. the sonorants with |A| place – cannot support a high 
tone element, at least not in the dependent position of the rhyme. A general 
constraint against segments with |A| place supporting tone would be too restrictive, 
as low vowels are able to support tone. I therefore argue that the combination of the 
prosodic position – i.e. in the dependent of the rhyme – and an |A| specification 
makes segments unfit to bear a high tone in the Maasbracht dialect. This is perhaps 
not surprising, given the fact that low vowels are typically associated with low tones, 
while high vowels are typically associated with high tones (Yip 2002), but notice 
that a more detailed account of the structural composition of the Maasbracht tones is 
needed in order to maintain this link between the height of tones and that of vowels. 
Nevertheless, the Maasbracht data further support the view that Dutch /�/ and /�/ 
share certain properties, and I argue that they are both specified with |A| place. In 
section 5.4.3. I will give additional arguments to support the claim that /�/ is closely 
linked to segments that have |A| place. 

4.3.1.4. Cross-linguistic support 
Although in Dutch and English /�/ can only occur post-vocalically, in many 
languages the velar nasal can occur in onset position. However, based on the claim 
that the |A| element is the most vocalic place element and that it favours vocalic 
positions such as the rhyme, I predict that if a language allows /�/ in the onset, it will 
also allow it in the rhyme, provided the language allows codas to begin with. 
Similarly, I predict that a language that allows /�/ in the coda will also allow this 
segment in the onset. These implications are unidirectional, and this is due to the 
inherently vocalic nature of /�/ and the inherently consonantal nature of /�/. 

The prediction that if /�/ appears in the onset it should also appear in the 
rhyme does not at first sight seem to be borne out by the data presented in Anderson 
(2003). Anderson claims that there are several languages that allow /�/ to occur 
freely in the onset but not in the rhyme. Examples of such languages are Nenets 
(Tereshchenko 1966 as cited in Anderson 2003), Kraho (Shell 1952), Watjarri 
(Douglas 1981), Wargamay (Dixon 1981) and Margany (Breen 1981). The existence 
of these languages seems to undermine the prediction made above concerning the 
distribution of the most vocalic nasal. However, closer inspection of these languages 
reveals that this conclusion is too hasty. For instance, Nenets used to allow /�/ in the 
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rhyme, but diachronically these velar nasals have lost their place and consonantal 
manner properties and now surface as glottal stops. Even though present-day Nenets 
does not have /�/ in the rhyme, this should be analysed as being the result of a 
phonological process that targeted velar nasals in rhyme position only, and changed 
them into glottal stops. This change is somewhat surprising given the claim made in 
this dissertation that the velar nasal is most likely associated to the rhyme, but the 
crucial point here is that Nenets does not provide clear counterevidence to the 
prediction that languages that have /�/ in the onset will also have it in the rhyme. 

In Watjarri and Margany, the non-occurrence of /�/ in the coda can easily 
be explained by the fact that these languages have coda restrictions that exclude not 
just /�/, but rather certain classes of segments. In Margany (Breen 1981) only the 
apical – i.e. truly coronal – nasals and laterals are allowed in coda position, together 
with the palato-alveolar nasal /�/, which is probably best analysed as also being |I|-
headed. This suggests that the coda in Margany is restricted to sonorants that are |I|-
headed. The same situation applies to Watjarri (Douglas 1981), where not only /�/ is 
excluded from the coda, but also all stops, the non-coronal nasals and the two glides. 
Given that this language does not have any other non-coronal sonorants, this again 
suggests that there is a strong coda restriction against non-coronal sonorants 
appearing in this position. In Watjarri there is an additional restriction on glides, 
which are excluded as a class. These coda restrictions in Margany and Watjarri 
suggest that the non-occurrence of /�/ in the coda is due to more general coda 
constraints, one of which states that coda consonants must be |I|-headed. This then 
means that these languages do not provide counterevidence to the prediction made 
above, and that if these languages had allowed non-coronal sonorants to occur in 
coda position they would most likely also have allowed /�/ in that position. 

A more problematic case is that of Kraho (Shell 1952), which also does not 
allow /�/ in the rhyme, while allowing it in the onset. In this language the coda does 
not seem to be restricted in the same way as in Margany and Watjarri. Instead, most 
consonants are allowed in the coda, including the labial nasal /�/. However, one 
thing to note is that /�/ is rather infrequent to begin with in Kraho (Shell 1952:116). 
Furthermore, according to Shell /�/ has two allophones: [�] and [�], but it also 
alternates with the vowel [��] in word-initial position. This suggests that /�/ is a 
rather unstable segment, and one possible reason why /�/ does not occur word-
finally is because in this position it might have changed into a vowel – either [�] or 
[��] – systematically. Given that word-final position is the most vocalic position for 
consonants to appear in, this would not be too surprising. Shell (1952) does not give 
enough information to establish whether this has actually happened, but I assume 
that the unstable nature of /�/ and the fact that it is free variation with [�] and [��] 
means that Kraho does not provide the strongest counterargument to the prediction 
made above. 

This leaves Wargamay (Dixon 1981), also discussed by Anderson (2003), 
as a possible counterexample to the prediction made here. At first sight Wargamay 
does seem to be a clear counterexample, given that, apart from the stops, only /�/, 
/)/ and /*/ are excluded from root-final position. However, a survey of the 920-item 
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lexicon that is provided by Dixon (1981) shows that only 3 items end in /�/ – the 
only non-coronal segment that is not excluded from the rhyme – namely /��#��/ 
‘matter inside a blister’, /)����/ ‘tick’ and /�����/ ‘Ingham’, the latter being a 
loanword from English. Given the small size of the lexicon and given the fact that 
only three items in the lexicon end in /�/, one of which is clearly a loan, it seems too 
hasty to conclude that /�/ is the only non-coronal nasal that is not allowed in coda 
position. In the sample the other non-coronal nasal is extremely marginal in word-
final position, suggesting that this language is also not a clear counterexample to the 
claim made here. 

The prediction that if a language allows /�/ in the onset it also allows it in 
the coda supports the view that the nasal with |A| place is the most vocalic. If this 
segment is allowed in the onset, the most consonantal position, it is also allowed in 
the most vocalic position, i.e. in the rhyme. 

Before turning to more cross-linguistic support for the vocalic status of /�/, 
I will briefly discuss the claim Levelt (1994) makes regarding the distribution of 
dorsal sounds in the acquisition of Dutch. Recall from chapter 3 that Levelt claims 
that at a certain stage of the acquisition of Dutch, children have a preference for 
labial segments in onsets and velar segments in the coda. Levelt translates these 
tendencies into two constraints, repeated here as (34). 
 
(34) Edge constraints on Place of Articulation feature specifications 
 a. Labial � [WORD 
 Labial should be associated to the left edge of WORD 
 b. *Dorsal � [WORD 
 Dorsal should not be associated to the left edge of WORD 
 
Notice that these constraints could also be defined in terms of the right edge, in 
which case dorsals are associated to this position, whereas labials are avoided. This 
stage in acquisition suggests that of the three places of articulation, dorsal – i.e. |A| – 
is the one that is preferred in the rhyme, a vocalic position. 

The most striking cross-linguistic support for the claim that the velar nasal 
is typically associated with vocalic prosodic positions comes from the alternations 
between nasal vowels and vowel-[�] sequences that can be found in certain 
languages. For instance, Montpellier French (MoF) (Ploch 1999) and Midi French 
(MiF) (Durand 1988; Paradis & Prunet 1994; Rice 1996), unlike Standard French 
(SF), have no phonologically nasal vowels, and nasality is realised as a homorganic 
coda nasal word-medially (35a), and as a velar nasal word-finally (35b). 
 
(35) SF MoF and MiF 
 a. jambe [+!�
] [+��
] ‘leg’ 
 menthe [�!�
] [���
] ‘mint’ 
 banque [b!�
] [b��
] ‘bank’ 
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 b. un [,!] [,�] ‘a-MASC’ 
 vin [v�!] [v��] ‘wine’ 
 vent [v!] [v�] ‘wind’ 
 
Barbosa (1965) and Trigo (1993) report a similar phenomenon in some dialects of 
European Portuguese. In these dialects a word-final nasalised vowel is pronounced 
as a sequence of a nasalised vowel followed by a velar nasal. Thus, in these dialects, 
Portuguese [��!] is [��!�] ‘good’ and [�)-!] is [�)-!�] ‘basis’. These Romance data 
show that the phonetic realisation of a placeless nasal is velar in post-vocalic 
position. The nasality that is represented on the vowel in Standard French and 
Standard Portuguese is transferred to a segmental position, which is filled by the 
velar nasal, indicating that the vocalic place element |A| is the preferred place 
specification for nasals in the rhyme. 

In the Andalusian dialect of Spanish, an underlying coronal word-final 
nasal – which surfaces as coronal in Castilian Spanish – is realised as a velar nasal 
(Rodríguez-Castellano & Palacio 1948:587; Rice 1996). 
 
(36) Castilian Andalusian 
 /	��/ [	��] [	��] ‘bread’ 
 /���.����/ [���.�����] [���.�����] ‘step, rung’ 
 /������/ [�������] [�������] ‘gluttonous’ 
 
These data further indicate that in many languages and dialects, |A| is the preferred 
place element. 

Similar instances of velar nasals in the rhyme can be found in American 
Spanish dialects (Trigo 1988; Harris-Northal 1990). In Puerto Rican Spanish, for 
instance, word-final coronal and palatal nasals from Standard Spanish are velar 
(37a) (Trigo 1988:72; Rice 1996). The examples in (37b) show that the nasals in 
(37a) are underlyingly coronal or palatal. 
 
(37) Castilian Puerto Rican 
 a. /�r��/ [����] [����] ‘train’ 
 /#��#��/ [#��#��] [#��#��] ‘disdain’ 
 
 b. /����+��/ [������] [������] ‘train-PL’ 
 /#��#��+��/ [#��#����] [#��#����] ‘disdain-PL’ 
 
Trigo (1988:78) further notes that in fast speech sometimes even word-final labial 
nasal become velar, changing a word like /�����/ into [�����] ‘album’. In these 
cases, even the relatively stable |U| place can be deleted in favour of the more 
preferred |A| place in rhyme positions. 

Evidence along the same line comes from Swedish spelling of French 
loanwords. The Swedish spelling of French restaurant ‘restaurant’ is <restaurang>. 
This spelling reflects the pronunciation of nasalised French vowels by many non-
native speakers, namely a vowel-[�] sequence, here represented as <ng> in the 
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spelling. Similarly, Herbert (1986), citing Delattre (1965), notes that in a typical 
English accent of French, nasal vowels are realised as sequences of optionally 
nasalised vowels followed by a homorganic nasal-stop sequence word-medially, and 
by an optionally nasalised vowel followed by [�] word-finally. These examples of 
the interpretation of French nasal vowels by non-native speakers also suggest that a 
nasal that is inserted in a rhyme position has |A| place. 

This state of affairs is not restricted to Romance languages. In Japanese, for 
instance, nasals that occur in word-medial context are obligatorily followed by a 
consonant and these clusters are invariably homorganic (38a). However, in word-
final, prepausal position, there is an alternation between a nasalised vowel for some 
speakers and a velar nasal for other speakers (38b) (Itô 1986; Yip 1991). The latter 
speakers show a similar strategy to the Montpellier French speakers. 
 
(38) a. do[��]uri ‘bowl’ b. ho[/!] � ho[�] ‘book’ 
 mo[�#]ai ‘problem’ ze[/!] � ze[�] ‘goodness’ 
 da[��]o ‘dumpling’ a[/!] � a[�] ‘idea’ 
 
Smith (1987) claims that in Sranan there are surface variations of the kind 
[��~�!~�!�], where nasality is either represented as nasalisation on the vowel, by a 
velar nasal in the rhyme or by both. Ohala & Ohala (1993) claim that in languages 
like Acatlan Mixtec and Mbay, a word-final nasal vowel is often followed by a 
“light” velar closure. Like the Romance data, these phenomena also support the 
claim that |A| is the place element that is preferred in the rhyme. To my knowledge 
there are no languages where a nasal vowel alternate with a vowel-nasal sequence in 
which the nasal is not velar.17 

4.3.2. Dutch /����/ 

4.3.2.1. The best nasal licensor 
Where Dutch /�/ displays the most restricted distribution in the phonology of Dutch, 
/�/ shows the widest range of distribution. The data in (9) show that /�/, like /�/, 
occurs freely in single onsets and codas. This is not surprising, given that nasals, like 
other consonants, are generally unrestricted in these positions, with /�/ as the notable 
exception. However, the data in (9) also show that the main difference between 
Dutch /�/ and /�/ is that the labial, i.e. |U|-headed, nasal can license more material 
than the coronal, |I|-headed nasal. Again, I claim that this place-dependent difference 
is the result of the interaction between prosodic structure and the place specification 
in sonorants. In the previous section I argued that the limited distribution of Dutch 
/�/ is best accounted for by assuming that its relatively weak and vocalic place 

 
17 This statement refers explicitly to situations where the vowel-velar nasal sequence is derived from a 
nasal vowel. French does of course have an alternation between nasal vowels and vowel-nasal sequences, 
where the nasal is coronal; such as in bon [���] ‘good-MASC’ vs. bonne [���] ‘good-FEM’. However, in 
these latter cases the nasal vowel in presumably historically derived from a vowel-nasal sequence, and not 
the other way round. 
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specification forces it to appear in a rhyme position in Dutch. Similarly, I claim in 
this section that the increased licensing power of /�/ as opposed to the other two 
Dutch nasals is due to the fact that the consonantal place element |U| enables /�/ to 
be a better licensor. 

The data in (9) show several examples of the relatively strong licensing 
power of Dutch /�/. First, the examples in (9c) illustrate that Dutch /�/ can occur 
freely as the onset in word-final coda-onset sequences, as long as the preceding coda 
is a liquid. The examples in (9c) further show that Dutch /�/ can only be the head of 
a coda-onset sequence if the coda is occupied by the rhotic liquid /�/. The examples 
in (39a) give more instances of /�/-headed coda-onset sequences, while the 
examples in (39b) illustrate the more restricted licensing power of /�/. 
 
(39) a. kerm /����/ ‘groan’ b. kern /����/ ‘kernel’ 
 storm /�����/ ‘storm’ doorn /#���/ ‘thorn’ 
 wurm /�0��/ ‘worm’ urn /0��/ ‘urn’ 
 helm /����/ ‘helmet’ * heln 
 kalm /���/ ‘calm’ * kaln 
 film /����/ ‘film’ * filn 
 
An obvious explanation for the difference between /�/ and /�/ would involve the 
OCP constraint on place of articulation in Dutch. Given that both /�/ and /�/ are 
coronal and thus contain the place element |I|, it could be argued that in Dutch, coda-
onset sequences with two identical place elements are ungrammatical. However, 
recall that I claim that Dutch /�/ is also specified with |I| place, which would entail 
that an OCP constraint based on place elements alone that would rule out *[-��] 
while allowing [-��] would have to be rather specific. Further note that other coda-
onset sequences with /�/ in the coda and coronal segments in the onset are not ill-
formed, given words such as geld [����] ‘money’ and hals [���] ‘neck’. The 
occurrence of these words indicates that the OCP alone cannot rule out the 
ungrammatical forms in (39b). An alternative explanation, and the one adopted here, 
is that the more consonantal labial nasal can support more material in a preceding 
coda than the less consonantal coronal nasal. The |U| specification of /�/ allows it to 
license both liquids in a preceding coda, whereas the weaker and less consonantal |I| 
specification restricts the coda preceding Dutch /�/ to the rhotic liquid. These data 
not only suggest that the labial nasal is a more suitable licensor than the coronal 
nasal, but in the next chapter I also argue that Dutch /�/ is more consonantal than 
Dutch /�/. This further explains why only the more consonantal nasal can license the 
more consonantal liquid. The coronal nasal /�/ is too weak to license /�/ in a coda 
position, but /�/ is strong enough to do so. 

A second indication that /�/ is a stronger licensor than /�/ and /�/ comes 
from the word mnemonisch [���������] ‘mnemonic’, which is the only Dutch word 
starting with a branching onset that is headed by /�/. This word illustrates that /�/ 
can, albeit only in one word, license a dependent in a branching onset. Recall from 
the discussion of loan clusters in section 3.3.4.5. that even though they are marginal 
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in Dutch, they usually do retain their original prosodic content structure and, unlike 
in English, are not reduced. Even though /��-/ is not a grammatical onset cluster in 
the core lexicon of Dutch, it is retained in the only loanword that contains it. Recall 
however, that words with �-obstruent clusters are pronounced with vowel 
epenthesis before or in between the nasal and the stop, but an /��-/ cluster is 
retained. The difference between words that start with two sonorants and words with 
a prenasalised stop is easily accounted for by assuming that in Dutch there is a high-
ranked constraint against stops occurring in the dependent position of the onset. 
Recall from the discussion in chapter 3 that these types of constraints reflect the 
licensing capacities within a language. 
 
(40) ONSETCONDITIONSTOP 
 
 * O 
 
 
 " 
 
Note that the constraint in (40) crucially depends on the fact that the segment 
involved cannot contain the element |"| as the only baseline element. This then 
means that loan clusters in Dutch are only retained if they do not violate the 
constraint in (40). Similarly, there is also a constraint in Dutch that restricts the co-
occurrence of two sonorants in a branching onset. 
 
(41) ONSETCONDITIONSONORANT 
 
 * O 
 
 
 @ @ 
 
The difference between clusters that have the labial nasal followed by /�/ or /�/ and 
clusters with a nasal followed by a stop can easily be accounted for by assuming that 
Dutch also has a FAITHFULNESS constraint that allows loan clusters to enter the 
language as they are. Ranking the constraint in (40) higher than the FAITHFULNESS 
constraint and the constraint in (41) lower than the FAITHFULNESS constraint gives 
the correct outputs for both Mbeki and Mladic, provided that it is assumed that a 
constraint that militates against the deletion of segments is ranked higher than 
ONSETCONDITIONSONORANT. This constraint is the familiar MAX-IO constraint. The 
tableaux in (42) and (43) also contain the constraint DEP-IO, to illustrate that this 
constraint that prevents the insertion of segments is ranked low in Dutch, making 
schwa-epenthesis a possible strategy for the words with prenasalised stops. 
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(42)  
/�����/ ONSET 

CONDSTOP 

FAITH MAX-IO ONSET 
CONDSON

DEP-IO

� [�
����]  *   * 
 [�����] *!     
 [����]  * *!   
 [����]  * *!   

 
(43)  

/���#��./ ONSET 
CONDSTOP 

FAITH MAX-IO ONSET 
CONDSON

DEP-IO

 [�
��#��.]  *!   * 
� [���#��.]    *  
 [��#��.]  *! *   
 [��#��.]  *! *   

 
The constraints and rankings that are given in (42) and (43) also predict that other 
sequences of two sonorants are allowed to enter Dutch, including sequences of /�/ 
followed by another sonorant. However, the claim I make here is that it is typically 
/�/ that can be the head of a branching onset, given its stronger place specification, 
whereas /�/ does not have the same abilities.18 This then means that the constraint in 
(41) should be specified further. The constraint that allows the labial nasal to occupy 
the head position in a branching onset must additionally specify that the head 
sonorant has to have |U| place. 
 
(44) ONSETCONDITIONSONORANT 
 
 * O 
 
 
 @ @ 
 
 U 
 
This constraint is ranked below the FAITHFULNESS constraint. In addition, a 
constraint that bans branching onsets in which the head segment is a sonorant 
without |U| place is ranked higher than FAITHFULNESS, thus accounting for the fact 
that these clusters do not occur in Dutch. Again I argue that the ranking of 
constraints of the type in (41) is universal and that the constraint against sonorants 

 
18 Unfortunately, I am not aware of loan clusters that start with one of the other two nasals of Dutch and 
it is therefore hard to establish what would happen if these clusters entered the language. The only word 
that resembles this structure is the Russian word for ‘yes’, which is usually pronounced as [���], where 
the initial cluster is pronounced like the nj sequences that occur intervocalically in Dutch. 
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that have |U| place licensing a dependent in a branching onset is always ranked 
lower than the constraints pertaining to sonorants with |I| and |A| place. In chapter 6 I 
show that a similar situation can be found in the distribution of the Dutch glides, 
where the labial glide /�/ is the only glide that can marginally be the head of a 
branching onset, again due to the fact that it has |U| place. 

A third argument in favour of the view that /�/ is the more consonantal 
nasal comes from the fact that it only occurs marginally in the second position of a 
branching rhyme (45a), whereas the coronal nasals occur more freely in this position 
(45b). 
 
(45) a. * pm (OCP) b. ? pneumatisch [	�'������] ‘pneumatic’ 
 * tm * tn (OCP) 
 ? Khmer [����] ‘Khmer’ knie [���] ‘knee’ 
 
It appears that Dutch /�/ is not only a stronger licensor than Dutch /�/, but is also a 
worse licensee than /�/ in branching onsets. Even though the absence of */	�-/ and 
*/��-/ in Dutch can easily be attributed to the OCP constraint on place of 
articulation in branching onsets, it is striking that there is only one word in Dutch 
that starts with an obstruent-labial nasal cluster, namely the loanword Khmer [����] 
‘Khmer’ (see section 3.3.4.5. for a discussion of consonant clusters in loanwords). 
Velar stop-coronal nasal branching onsets are quite frequent in Dutch, suggesting 
that the non-occurrence of /�/ in the dependent position of a branching onset is not 
due to a general ban on nasals in that position. This further illustrates the claims in 
section 4.2. above. 

A final argument for the strength of Dutch /�/ involves the occurrence of 
the word imker [����
�] ‘bee keeper’. In the discussion of the coronal nasal in 
section 4.3.3. I show that both /�/ and /�/ resist place assimilation in morphological 
contexts. Furthermore, both the velar and the labial nasal can occur relatively freely 
before a coronal obstruent in monomorphemic words. In section 4.3.3.3. I show that 
this is perhaps best explained by referring to prosodic structure, rather than a 
difference between the Dutch nasals in this respect. However, even though both /�/ 
and /�/ resist assimilation, /�/ is the only nasal that can occur – albeit again 
marginally – before a non-homorganic stop in word-medial context. The nasal-stop 
sequence in imker seems to be a “regular” coda-onset sequence, with a heterorganic 
nasal-stop cluster. The place specification of the nasal in this word is strong enough 
to resist the tendency for Dutch nasal-obstruent coda-onset sequences to be 
homorganic. 

4.3.2.2. Dutch /����/ patterns with obstruents 
Additional support for the claim that the Dutch nasal with |U| place is the most 
consonantal nasal comes from the alternation between the two allomorphs of the 
Dutch agentive suffix, -er and -aar (Smith 1976; Booij 1995). Verbs with a 
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monosyllabic stem typically select the allomorph -er (46a).19 The situation is slightly 
more complicated for disyllabic trochaic stems. The allomorph -er is used in the few 
cases where the stem of the verb ends in an obstruent (46b), while -aar is selected in 
those cases where the stem-final segment is a sonorant (46c). Note, however that 
there is an exception to this generalisation, in that Dutch /�/ selects -er as the 
agentive suffix in this context (46d). Further note that there are no disyllabic 
trochaic verb stems in Dutch ending in /�/, making it impossible to compare the 
labial nasal to the velar nasal in this context (see also van Oostendorp 2000a). 
 
(46) a. kopen ‘to buy’ koper ‘buyer’ 
 praten ‘to talk’ prater ‘talker’ 
 kraken ‘to squat’ kraker ‘squatter’ 
 temmen ‘to tame’ temmer ‘tamer’ 
 lenen ‘to lend’ lener ‘lender’ 
 vangen ‘to catch’ vanger ‘catcher’ 
 spelen ‘to play’ speler ‘player’ 
 aaien ‘to stroke’ aaier ‘stroker’ 
 geeuwen ‘to yawn’ geeuwer ‘yawner’ 
 
 b. zaniken ‘to nag’ zaniker ‘nagger’ 
 prediken ‘to preach’ prediker ‘preacher’ 
 tennissen ‘to play tennis’ tennisser ‘tennis player’ 
 hannesen ‘to fumble’ hanneser ‘butterfingers’ 
 
 c. tekenen ‘to draw’ tekenaar ‘drawer’ 
 redenen ‘to speech’ redenaar ‘orator’ 
 bedelen ‘to beg’ bedelaar ‘beggar’ 
 martelen ‘to torture’ martelaar ‘martyr’ 
 luisteren ‘to listen’ luisteraar ‘listener’ 
 cijferen ‘to calculate’ cijferaar ‘somebody who calculates’ 
 
 d. ademen ‘to breathe’ ademer ‘breather’ 
 bezemen ‘to sweep’ bezemer ‘sweeper’ 
 
In this morphological context, Dutch /�/ shows distributional behaviour similar to 
obstruents rather than to the other sonorants. This further supports the view that its 
|U| place makes the labial nasal the most consonantal nasal of Dutch. 

A similar phenomenon to (46) can be observed in the alternation between 
Dutch disyllabic trochaic place names and the way in which the inhabitants of these 

 
19 The only exceptions to this generalisation are monosyllabic stems ending in /�/. These stems typically 
take -der as the agentive allomorph, as in huren ‘to rent’ ~ huurder ‘renter’. The insertion of the coronal 
stop here is the result of the restriction in Dutch that bans /�/ from appearing in both the onset and coda of 
a syllable that is headed by a lax vowel. Dutch lacks words such as */���/, */���/ and */���/, suggesting 
that the output *[���] is also ill-formed in Dutch, and the agentive suffix in these cases therefore contains 
an additional /�/. 
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places are referred to (cf. Booij 1995:73).20 Again the distribution of -er vs. -aar 
shows that the labial nasal patterns with obstruents (47a) and not with sonorants 
(47b). 
 
(47) a. place name inhabitant b. place name inhabitant 
 Gennep Genneper Berkel Berkelaar 
 Nieuw-Vennep Nieuw-Venneper Meppel Meppelaar  
 Wezep Wezeper Veghel Veghelaar 
 Holset Holseter21 Assen Assenaar 
 Maxet Maxeter Houten Houtenaar 
 Bunnik Bunniker Putten Puttenaar 
 Varik Variker 
 Lochem Lochemer 
 Hattum Hattumer22 
 Jellum Jellumer 
 
Apart from the defective behaviour of the labial nasal, two other sonorants also 
exhibit unexpected alternations. Given the ungrammaticality of *[�
�] in Dutch it is 
again not surprising that place names ending in schwa-/�/ do not pattern with the 
ones ending in schwa-/�/ and schwa-/�/. Instead, these place names take -naar, and 
in most cases word-final /�/ in the place name is deleted. Thus we find: 
 
(48) place name inhabitant 
 Monster Monsternaar ~ Monstenaar 
 Diever Dievenaar 
 Den Helder Den Heldenaar 
 Borger Borgenaar 
 
The other sonorant that shows different behaviour is /�/. From the few place names 
that end in -ing only one is arguably a disyllabic trochee, but nevertheless, all place 
names that end in [��] – i.e. in schwa-/�/ – take -er rather than -aar. The final name 
given in (49) is the name of an island, but the same pattern applies. 
 
(49) place name inhabitant 
 Hollansche Rading Hollandsche Radinger 
 Oude Wetering Oude Weteringer 
 Terschelling Terschellinger 

 
20 I have checked the way in which the inhabitants of these places are referred to by searching for the 
various possible denominations on the internet, using Google™. In all cases only the reported patterns 
were found. 
21 For neither Holset nor Maxet have I been able to find the denomination of its inhabitants on the 
internet. Instead I called the town halls of both places to confirm that these place names too select the -er 
suffix. 
22 The <u> in the spelling of Hattum and Jellum is pronounced as a schwa. 
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The reason why place names ending in /�/ do not select -aar can simply be attributed 
to the fact that Dutch /�/ is not allowed preceding a vowel other than schwa. Any 
form where /�/ is followed by -aar is therefore ungrammatical and as a result, the 
output with -er, which does have a well-formed /�/-vowel sequence, is selected. The 
reason why /�/ selects -er rather than -aar is therefore different from why /�/ selects 
-er. The labial nasal patterns with the obstruents in these morphological contexts due 
to its more consonantal structure, which is in turn due to its labial place 
specification. Dutch /�/ and /�/ are exceptional cases that can easily be explained by 
referring to phonotactic considerations, rather than having to claim that these 
segments are also more consonantal. 

In this section I have shown that Dutch /�/ sometimes patterns with the 
obstruents rather than with the sonorants, indicating that it is the most consonantal 
nasal. The question why there is a difference in patterning between obstruents and 
sonorants in these contexts in the first place is an interesting one, but will not be 
addressed here. What is important here is that there is a difference between the 
behaviour of the sonorants, including /�/ and /�/, on the one hand and the obstruents 
and /�/ on the other. In the next section I provide further evidence from a range of 
languages that supports the claim that labial place in nasals is associated with 
stronger, more consonantal behaviour. 

4.3.2.3. Cross-linguistic support 
The cross-linguistic support I wish to present here can be divided into two 
categories. The first few examples I address in this section support the view that the 
labial nasal is typically a better licensor than other nasals in a language, while at the 
same time the labial nasal is not as good a dependent as some of the other nasals. 
The second type of evidence for the cross-linguistic tendency for /�/ to be the most 
consonantal nasal is similar to the morphological data discussed in the previous 
section, and involves the patterning of /�/ with obstruents rather than with the other 
nasals or sonorants in general. I first turn to some evidence for the increased 
licensing potential of /�/. 

Consider the following Polish words (Rowicka 1999:312): 
 
(50) mgiełka ‘mist-DIM’ mnożyć ‘to multiply’ 
 mniej ‘less’ mleko ‘milk’ 
 mrugać ‘to wink’ młody ‘young’ 
 
The examples in (50) indicate that Polish allows words to begin with complex 
consonant clusters with /�/ as the first segment. Polish does not allow similar 
clusters starting with a coronal nasal; the labial nasal is the only nasal that can 
occupy the first position of a consonant cluster at the beginning of a word. In the 
discussion of Dutch loanwords that start with /�/-sonorant clusters, I attributed this 
asymmetry to a set of constraints that are universally ordered. I claim that the 
constraint against nasals with |U| place to license another sonorant is ranked lower in 
languages than the constraint militating against nasals with |I| place licensing another 
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sonorant. This ranking can also be used to account for the absence of Polish clusters 
like the ones in (50) involving /�/ in first position. 

The question whether the clusters in (50) are branching onsets with /�/ as 
their head is not easy to answer. Polish allows a wide variety of consonant clusters 
to appear at the left edge of words, but these clusters are often broken up in 
morphological paradigms by an epenthetic vowel, which suggests that the clusters 
are not a single constituent, but rather two constituents, separated by an empty 
position. Rowicka (1999) argues that Polish does not have any branching 
constituents and that all consonants clusters are sequences of single onsets separated 
by nuclear positions, some of which are empty. Nevertheless, even in an approach 
where the clusters in (50) are not considered to be branching onsets, the fact remains 
that similar clusters starting with /�/ are not possible in Polish. I argue therefore that 
/�/ is a better licensor than /�/ in Polish, which is best accounted for by referring to 
the fact that labial place in sonorants is associated with stronger and more 
consonantal behaviour than coronal and velar place. 

Additional evidence for the claim that /�/ is not only a better licensor but 
also a worse licensee can be found in Russian. Word-initial clusters in Russian – as 
in Dutch, German and Old English – can consist of stop-/�/ sequences, but not stop-
/�/ sequences (see, for instance, van Gelderen 1998). This can again be attributed to 
a constraint preventing nasals with |U| place from occurring in dependent position 
which is universally higher-ranked than a constraint against nasals with |I| place 
from occurring in that position. 
 
(51) [��]iga ‘book’ 
 [#�]o ‘bottom’ 
 [+�]achok ‘badge’ 
 [��]ogo ‘many’ 
 [��]yezdo ‘nest’ 
 
Note that some of the Russian clusters in (51) are also found in Dutch (see sections 
3.3.4.5. and 3.3.4.6.), albeit that most of them are marginal. Dutch does not have 
/��-/ clusters, but does have these clusters with a voiceless coronal fricative /�/. 
Dutch lacks /#�-/ clusters altogether, but the name of the Russian river Dnepr is 
generally pronounced with an initial [#��-] cluster. The Polish and Russian data 
indicate that in these languages /�/ is the best nasal licensor and the worst nasal 
licensee respectively, supporting similar claims I make for Dutch in section 4.3.2.1. 

Before turning to cross-linguistic evidence concerning the patterning of the 
labial nasal with obstruents rather than sonorants, I will briefly discuss some 
phenomena concerning /�/ in some dialects of Campidanian Sardinian (Bolognesi 
1998). Campidanian Sardinian has only two nasals: /�/ and /�/. The nasal system of 
Campidanian Sardinian does not show homogeneous behaviour, and /�/ and /�/ 
behave differently in similar contexts. The Sestu dialect of Campidanian Sardinian, 
for instance, has a process of vowel nasalisation and concomitant nasal deletion in 
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which the coronal nasal and the labial nasal do not undergo the same processes. 
Consider the data in (52) (Bolognesi 1998:26-7): 
 
(52) a. /	���/ [�	�!�] ‘put-IMP’ 
 /	����#�/ [	�����#�] ‘put-GER’ 
 
 b. /#���/ [�#���] ‘house’ 
 /����� �/ [������ �] ‘tomato’ 
 
The first forms in (52a) and (52b) have stress on the first syllable and a nasal in 
intervocalic position, while in the second examples the nasals occur in the onset of 
the stressed syllable. In the example in (52a), where the nasal is in foot-internal 
position, the coronal nasal is deleted and the preceding vowel is nasalised. However, 
in the example in (52b) the labial nasal does not delete in the same context, and the 
preceding vowel is not phonologically nasalised. The second examples in (52a) and 
(52b) illustrate that neither of the two nasals deletes if it is in the onset of a stressed 
syllable, even though they are still intervocalic. These examples show that where the 
coronal nasal deletes, the labial nasal remains. I claim that this should be attributed 
to the fact that the labial nasal has the stronger place specification, which not only 
resists place assimilation in certain contexts in Dutch (see section 4.3.2.1. and 
section 4.3.3.3.), but also resists assimilation in some prosodic contexts where other 
nasals are affected. The phenomenon in (52) can also be observed in Lusitanian 
Portuguese (Trigo 1993). 

The second type of cross-linguistic support for the claim that the nasal 
containing |U| place is the most consonantal nasal comes from data that suggest that 
the labial nasal patterns with obstruents rather than with the other nasals or 
sonorants. One of the realms in which /�/ seems to pattern more with the obstruents 
is in the types of laryngeal contrasts that can be observed in /�/ vs. /�/ and /�/. 
Botma (to appear) shows that in the UPSID database (Maddieson 1984) there are 11 
languages listed with one or more voiceless nasals. All 11 languages have at least a 
voiceless labial nasal, and 5 languages lack either a voiceless /�1/ or a voiceless /�2/ – 
while these languages do have a voiced counterpart of these nasals. For Maddieson 
(1984) this is reason to argue that voiceless nasals are more likely to be bilabial than 
any other place of articulation. To put it in implicational terms, it could be argued 
that if a language has a voiceless coronal or velar nasal it will also have a voiceless 
labial nasal. 

Maddieson (1984) reports a similar pattern for breathy voiced nasals. 
UPSID contains only two languages that have breathy voiced nasals, namely Hindi 
and the !Xũ dialect of Zhu|’hõasi, and both languages have a breathy voiced labial, 
while Hindi lacks a breathy voiced velar nasal and !Xũ dialect of Zhu|’hõasi lacks 
both a velar and coronal breathy voiced nasal.23 The same generalisation seems to 

 
23 Botma (to appear) claims that breathy voice is not a phonological category for nasals, and he argues 
that phonologically breathy voice systems in nasals are in fact best analysed on a par with voiceless nasal 
systems. However, this has no effect on the implicational claims made here. 
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hold for laryngealisation. Botma (to appear) reports that there are 17 languages with 
laryngealised nasals, and again the implication holds that if a language has a 
laryngealised velar or coronal nasal it also has a laryngealised labial nasal. The 
majority of the 17 languages with laryngealised nasals (58%) have a laryngealised 
labial and coronal nasal, but no laryngealised velar nasal, and one language has just 
a laryngealised labial nasal. UPSID also includes two languages that have a 
laryngealised coronal nasal, but which lack a labial nasal. However, these languages, 
Yuchi and Southern Nambiquara, lack non-coronal sonorants altogether, and 
therefore do not provide counterevidence for the claim that the labial nasal is the 
nasal that is best suited for laryngeal modification. An interesting and telling case is 
provided by the !Xũ dialect of Zhu|’hõasi (Maddieson 1984; Ladefoged & 
Maddieson 1996), which, besides a plain voiced /m/, has a breathy voiced /m3/ and a 
laryngealised /m4/, but has only “plain” /n/ and /�/. In this language the nasal with |U| 
place is not only the only nasal that can be modified by laryngeal elements, but can 
furthermore be modified in two ways. 

Laryngeal modification is typically something that is most common in 
obstruents, and the UPSID data presented by Maddieson (1984) and discussed by 
Botma (to appear) show that the labial nasal is the nasal that is most like obstruents 
in this respect, in that it is the nasal that is most easily modified by laryngeal 
elements. The claim here is that this is due to the consonantal nature of |U| in 
sonorants. 

Another case where the labial nasal patterns with obstruents instead of with 
the other nasals can be found in lenition processes in Goidelic Celtic languages (see, 
for instance, Anderson 1975; Davenport 1995). In these languages, /�/ typically 
patterns with stops, and lenites to a voiced fricative (53a), while /�/ patterns with the 
other sonorants and shows a lenition process in which the lenited form has a slightly 
different place of articulation and is slightly shorter (53b).24 
 
(53) a. �, �5 � �, �5 b. N, N5 � �, �5 
 �, �5 � �, �5 L, L5 � �, �5 
 	, 	5 � �, �5 R, R5 � �, �5 
 
Again I wish to claim that the |U| specification of /�/ makes it the most consonantal 
nasal, which is expressed in Goidelic languages by the fact that /�/, but not /�/ 
patterns with the stops in the lenition process. 

In Connemara Irish, there is a surface alternation between [�] and [�] that is 
phonologically conditioned (Bloch-Rozmej 1998). Underlying /�/ surfaces as [�] if it 
is preceded by a stop or /�/, and surfaces as [�] when preceded by a fricative.25 The 
examples in (54) show the alternation between [�] and [�] in a morphological 
context, where [�] occurs after a fricative (54a) and [�] after a stop (54b) (Bloch-
Rozmej 1998:239). 
 
 
24 The capital letters in (53b) and (54) indicate the unlenited forms. 
25 Note that in Connemara Irish /�/ can be the head of a branching onset. 
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(54) a. sneachte [.��6!&�
] ‘snow’ b. an tsneachte [
�����6!&�
] ‘of the snow’ 
 snámh [�N! �] ‘deep’ sa tsámh [�
���! �] ‘into the deep’ 
 snáthaid [�N! #] ‘needle’ an tsnáthaid [
���! #] ‘the needle’ 
 
The examples in (54) show that the contrast between [�] and [�] is a surface 
alternation of the realisation of an underlying /�/. The claim that /�/ is the underlying 
segment is further supported by the fact that in the forms with [�] the vowel is 
nasalised, while Connemara Irish does not have a phonological contrast between 
plain and nasal vowels. The examples in (55) then show that in Connemara Irish /�/ 
patterns with the obstruents and that /�/ is realised as [�] after both stops and /�/ 
(Bloch-Rozmej 1998:240). 
 
(55) gnás [��! �] ‘custom’ 
 tnuth [���!] ‘desiring’ 
 cnoc [���!�] ‘hill’ 
 cnáimh [��! �] ‘bone’ 
 mná [��! ] ‘women’ 
 
Further note that the labial nasal does not only pattern with stops in the process 
discussed, but is also strong enough to license the coronal nasal in a branching onset. 

English loanwords that start with s-consonant clusters are adapted in two 
ways in Hindi (Bharati 1994). English word-initial clusters consisting of /�	-/, /��-/ 
or /��-/ all undergo prothesis (56a), /��-/ clusters are split up by epenthesis (56b) 
and /��-/ and /��-/ clusters can undergo either prothesis or epenthesis (56c) (Bharati 
1994:57). 
 
(56) a. English Hindi b. English Hindi c. English Hindi 
 special ispesal shrewd suruud slow silo~islo 
 school iskuul snake sinek~isnek 
 smile ismaail 
 
These examples show that /�/ is treated in the same way as the stops, and does not 
pattern with the other sonorants. The only other s-sonorant cluster that receives 
uniform treatment is /��-/, something I return to in the next chapter. The other 
sonorants, /�/ and /�/, behave as the intermediate category and the Hindi forms with 
these sonorants alternate between forms with prothesis – in which case these 
sonorants also behave like the stops – and forms with epenthesis – in which case 
these sonorants pattern with /�/. The invariable behaviour of /��-/ clusters suggests 
that /�/ again patterns with obstruents and is therefore the most consonantal nasal, 
due to its place specification. 

The final cross-linguistic argument that I present, in favour of the view that 
the labial place element in nasals is linked to more consonantal behaviour is the case 
of root co-occurrence restrictions in Arabic. Roots in Arabic are generally restricted 
in the co-occurrence of certain segments, and one such restriction is that /�/, /�/ and 
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/�/ cannot co-occur (Cantineau 1946; Greenberg 1950; Ferguson 1975; Yip 1988; 
McCarthy 1994; Bachra 2001; among others). In other words, there is a high-ranked 
constraint against coronal sonorants occurring in one root. Similar restrictions apply 
to /�/, /�/ and /�/. Notice that in this case the restriction also seems to be based on 
the place of articulation. However, /�/ patterns with the other coronal sonorants, 
while /�/ patterns with labial obstruents. The co-occurrence constraints in Arabic 
roots are not based on place of articulation alone, given that /�/ can occur with 
coronal obstruents such as /�/ and /�/ in one root. The patterns observed in Arabic 
suggest that /�/ is more consonantal than /�/ in that it patterns with obstruents, while 
/�/ patterns with other sonorants. 

In this section I have presented a wide range of cross-linguistic support for 
the claim that the |U| element that defines the place of articulation in /�/ makes the 
labial nasal the most consonantal nasal in nasal systems. Evidence for this can be 
found in licensing behaviour as well as in the phonological patterning of /�/ and the 
other nasals. I now turn to the last of the three Dutch nasals, /�/, and show that this 
nasal is in many ways the least marked segment. 

4.3.3. Dutch /����/ 

4.3.3.1. Neutral distribution 
The Dutch coronal nasal /�/ is in many respects the “in-between” nasal. The 
distribution of /�/ is not as restricted as that of /�/, but also not as free as that of /�/. 
Like /�/, Dutch /�/ occurs freely in single onsets and codas and also freely as a coda 
in coda-onset sequences, where it is necessarily homorganic with the following 
obstruent. The coronal nasal also occurs in the onset of coda-onset sequences, 
provided the coda segment is /�/. In the previous section I claimed that this is due to 
the weaker status of /�/ compared to /�/, in combination with the more consonantal 
properties of /�/ vs. /�/. 

There are two contexts in which /�/ can occur where no other nasal can: in 
the dependent position of a branching onset and after a heavy rhyme. I first discuss 
the dependent of the onset position. Dutch marginally allows words starting with a 
labial or labio-dental obstruent followed by /�/ (57a) and also marginally allows the 
velar fricative to be followed by /�/, while relatively freely allowing words starting 
with a velar stop followed by /�/ (57b). 
 
(57) a. [	�]eumatisch ‘pneumatic’ b. [��]oe ‘gnu’ 
 [	�]eumonia ‘pneumonia’ [��]iffelen ‘to snigger’ 
 [��]uiken ‘to trick’ [��]ie ‘knee’ 
 [��]oop ‘button’ 
 [��]al ‘bang’ 
 
The data in (57) suggest that Dutch /�/ is sonorous enough to be licensed by a word-
initial obstruent, which supports the claims made in section 4.2. above. In the 
discussion of the Russian data in (51) above, I suggested that this is best explained 
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by claiming that there is a universal ranking within the constraint family that 
concerns the licensing of branching onsets. Nasals that are specified with |U| place 
are typically banned in the dependent position of branching onsets, which is the 
result of a high-ranked licensing constraint against segments with |U| place from 
occurring in this position. In contrast, nasals specified with |I| place are often 
accepted as dependents in a branching rhyme, suggesting that the constraint against 
these nasals being licensed in this position is ranked lower than some FAITHFULNESS 
constraint. 

The second context in which the coronal nasal exclusively occurs is after a 
heavy rhyme. The examples in (58) all contain a long or tense vowel followed by /�/, 
which in turn is followed by /�/.26 
 
(58) hoorn [�� ��] ‘horn’ 
 doorn [#� ��] ‘thorn’ 
 Baarn [����] ‘Baarn’ 
 
Recall from chapter 3 that these super-heavy sequences are only allowed if the final 
segment is a coronal. Usually this coronal is an obstruent, and for these segments it 
is often argued that they occupy an appendix position rather than a position in the 
rhyme or onset (see Fudge 1969 for English and Booij 1995 for Dutch). The data in 
(58) suggest that /�/ can also marginally appear in this appendix position. This 
further indicates that /�/ behaves like a true coronal, and shows segmentally 
unmarked behaviour. 

Apart from the data in (57), the distribution of Dutch /�/ does not suggest 
that it is either very strong or weak in terms of its phonotactic behaviour, especially 
when it is compared to the behaviour of the other two Dutch nasals. In fact, the 
coronal nasal behaves as expected given its manner and place characteristics, i.e. it 
occurs freely in single onsets and codas, and occurs relatively freely in the 
dependent position of a branching onset and as the onset in a coda-onset sequence, 
provided the preceding coda is the vocalic sonorant /�/. The distributional 
characteristics of Dutch /�/ support the view that it is the least marked nasal. 

4.3.3.2. Deletion and epenthesis 
Further evidence for the unmarked status of Dutch /�/ comes from deletion and 
epenthesis facts from Dutch. The labial and the coronal nasal are the only two nasals 
that can occur after schwa in Dutch, as in the words bezem ‘broom’ and jongen 
‘boy’. However, in casual speech the coronal nasal is usually deleted after schwa 
(i.e. in the infinitival form of verbs, plural forms of nouns and in underived words 
ending in /-
�/) (cf. Van de Velde & van Hout 2000). 

 
26 In the next chapter I discuss the process of tense vowel laxing that can be observed in the first two 
examples in (58) (see also section 2.5.1.1.). This process is pervasive before liquids and glides in Dutch. 
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(59) lopen /��	
�/ [���	
] ‘to walk’ 
 werken /����
�/ [�����
] ‘to work’ 
 vakken /��
�/ [���
] ‘sections’ 
 sokken /���
�/ [����
] ‘socks’ 
 jongen /���
�/ [����
] ‘boy’ 
 baken /���
�/ [����
] ‘beacon’ 
 
In this context, /�/ is not deleted, and a word like bezem /���
�/ ‘broom’ is 
pronounced as [����
�], and never *[����
]. The data in (59) suggest that the 
coronal nasal is easily deleted in post-schwa context, a property that is typically 
associated with unmarked segments. 

Notice that the /�/ is often not deleted when a word starting with a vowel 
follows. In these contexts, the tendency to avoid vowel hiatus is often stronger than 
the tendency to delete /�/ in post-schwa context and the result is a “linking” n. 
 
(60) we / ��	
� ��/ / ���
� ��/ de / ���
� ��/ 
 we [ ��	
� ��] [ ���
� ��] de [ ���
� ��] 
 we walk around socks on the boy is 
 ‘we take a detour’ ‘(put your) socks on!’ ‘the boy is’ 
 
Given that Dutch has /�/-deletion and also linking n when /n/-deletion would result 
in hiatus, it is not surprising that some Dutch speakers also have “intrusive” n (Booij 
1996). If a word ends in schwa and is followed by a vowel-initial word, some 
speakers of Dutch will insert /�/ to avoid hiatus. 
 
(61) hij / ���#
 ���/ / ���#
 ���/ komen het / ���
 ��/ 
 hij [ ���#
-n- 
t] [ ���#
-n- i] komen het [ ���
-n- �s] 
 he wanted it wanted he come the crazy is 
 ‘he wanted it’ ‘did he want to come?’ ‘the strange thing is’ 
 
The contexts in (60) and (61) are the same; the only difference is that in (60) the /�/ 
is underlying, while in (61) it is inserted. This state of affairs is rather similar to 
what happens in non-rhotic dialects of English (cf. Harris 1994; Giegerich 1999; 
among many others). In these dialects, /�/ is deleted in post-vocalic position if it is 
also word-final or pre-consonantal. The only instance where word-final post-vocalic 
/�/ surfaces is when it is followed by a vowel-initial word. Some speakers who have 
this linking r also have intrusive r, which shows up in the same context, even though 
/�/ is not present in the underlying representation of the word (see, for instance, 
Harris 1994).27 

 
27 For a more detailed account of English linking and intrusive r see, for instance, Harris (1994) and 
Giegerich (1999). 
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(62) linking r intrusive r 
 the car of [ �
] the Shah of Persia [ -�-
] 
 near a [�
�
] the idea of [�
-�-
] 
 the door is [� ��] I saw him [� -�-�] 
 
In some dialects of American English, for instance the dialect spoken in 
Philadelphia, it is typically /�/ that is deleted in certain post-vocalic contexts and, like 
/�/ in Dutch and /�/ in most non-rhotic dialects of English, /�/ surfaces as a linking 
and intrusive segment (Gick 1999, 2002). 
 
(63) linking l intrusive l 
 Paul is [	����] paw is [	����] 
 Hal is [�6���] how is [�6���] 
 
The data in (60) to (63) suggest that material that is deleted in specific contexts can 
also be inserted in similar contexts, even though the segment that is inserted is not 
present in the underlying form. This view is supported by data from stad-Utrechts – 
the dialect of Dutch spoken in the city of Utrecht – where three cases of deletion and 
insertion can be found (Scholtmeijer 1997; van Oostendorp 2002). Besides the 
already reported cases of n-deletion and insertion (64a), stad-Utrechts also has cases 
of r-deletion and insertion (64b) as well as t-deletion and insertion (64c). 
 
(64) Dutch stad-Utrechts 
 a. i. boven [����
(�)] [����
] ‘above’ 
 dekens [�#��
(�)�] [�#��
�] ‘blankets’ 
 benzine [��(�)����
] [�
����
] ‘petrol’  
 ii. beurde ik [�0 �#
��] [�0 #
���] ‘…received I…’ 
 
 b. i. achterbuurt [���
��%��] [����
�% �] ‘bad neighbourhood’ 
 Amersfoort [���
���� ��] [�7 �
��� �] ‘Amersfoort’  
 ii. beurde ik [�0 �#
��] [�0 #
���] ‘…received I…’ 
 
 c. i. gepoets [$
�	���] [$
�	��] ‘(the) cleaning’ 
 dat [#�] [#] ‘that’  
 soort [�� ��] [�� �] ‘species, kind’  
 ii. dubbel [�#0�
�] [�#0�
��] ‘double’ 
 enkel [����
�] [����
��] ‘only’ 
 lijn [����] [�����] ‘line’ 
 
The data in (64) illustrate that in one city three kinds of deletion patterns exist and 
that for each segment deletion there is also a process of epenthesis. Further note that 
the examples in (64a.ii) and (64b.ii) are the same, but with a different epenthesis 
segment. This reflects the strategy in two different dialects of stad-Utrechts. In one 
dialect n-deletion is pervasive and where as a result /�/ is the epenthesis segment in 
(64a.ii), while the other dialect has pervasive r-deletion, which results in /�/ being 
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the epenthetic segment in (64b.ii). The examples in (64) show that three different 
coronal segments, or perhaps better, three different unmarked segments, can feature 
both in deletion and epenthesis contexts, and that these processes are closely related, 
at least in Dutch. 

Relevant to the discussion here is that the segments that show this 
behaviour are unmarked at the segmental level. Both English /�/ and Dutch /�/ have 
|I| place and it is therefore not surprising that they are targeted by the deletion 
processes discussed. The fact that these segments can then also show up as intrusive 
segments suggests that inserting these unmarked segments is preferred over hiatus. 

Similar to the claims I make about the analysis of the behaviour of the velar 
and the labial nasal, I want to argue that the behaviour of the coronal nasal is best 
accounted for by referring to a universally ordered set of constraints that sets apart 
the nasal with |I| place from the nasals with |U| and |A| place. Recall from the 
discussion of the change from a coronal nasal to a velar nasal in Wieringen Dutch, 
Antwerp Dutch and Cologne German that I argue that constraints militating against 
deleting the element |I| are ranked lower than similar constraints concerning |U| and 
|A|. The deletion and insertion data discussed above suggest that the constraints 
MAX-|I| and DEP-|I| are universally ranked lower than the constraints MAX-|U|, 
MAX-|A|, DEP-|U| and DEP-|A|. 

I now turn to yet another indication of the fact that /�/ is the unmarked 
nasal, viz. its susceptibility to place assimilation. 

4.3.3.3. Assimilation 
Of the three Dutch nasals, /�/ is the only nasal that assimilates to following 
obstruents in both prefixing (65a) and compounding (65b). The velar nasal does not 
occur as the final segment in any Dutch prefix, but prefix-final /�/ does not 
assimilate to a following consonant (66a). Neither /�/ nor /�/ assimilates to a 
following consonant in compounding (see (66b) and (67), respectively). 
 
(65) a. in+breken i[��]reken ‘to break in’ 
 on+verstandig o[��]erstandig ‘unwise’ 
 in+trekken i[��]rekken ‘to move in’ 
 on+kunde o[��]unde ‘inability’ 
 
 b. steen+puist stee[�	]uist ‘cyst’ 
 steen+transport stee[��]ransport ‘stone transport’ 
 steen+kool stee[��]ool ‘coal’ 
 
(66) a. om+brengen o[��]rengen ‘to kill’ 
 om+draaien o[�#]raaien ‘to turn around’ 
 om+kijken o[��]ijken ‘to look back’ 
 
 b. tram+bestuurder tra[��]estuurder ‘tram driver’ 
 tram+dak tra[�#]ak ‘tram roof’ 
 tram+conducteur tra[��]onducteur ‘tram conductor’ 
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(67) meng+paneel me[�	]aneel ‘mixing panel’ 
 meng+tafel me[��]afel ‘mixing table’ 
 meng+kwast me[��]wast ‘mixing brush’ 
 
The coronal nasal is the only nasal that assimilates in the morphological contexts 
depicted in (65) to (67), indicating that it is the least stable nasal in terms of its place 
of articulation specification.28 This asymmetry between the coronal nasal on the one 
hand and the labial and velar nasal on the other can again be seen as a difference in 
ranking between constraints referring to |I| place on the one hand and constraints 
referring to |U| and |A| place on the other hand. More specifically, the constraint 
IDENT-|I| is ranked below the constraint AGREE(PLACE), which demands nasal-
obstruent clusters to be homorganic, while both IDENT-|U| and IDENT-|A| are ranked 
below this constraint. 
 
(68)  

/����+�� �/ IDENT-|U| IDENT-|A| AGREE(PLACE) IDENT-|I| 
 [������� �]   *!  
� [������� �]    * 

 
(69)  

/����+#�/ IDENT-|U| IDENT-|A| AGREE(PLACE) IDENT-|I| 
� [�����#�]   *  
 [�����#�] *!    

 
(70)  

/���+���
�/ IDENT-|U| IDENT-|A| AGREE(PLACE) IDENT-|I| 
� [�������
�]   *  
 [�������
�]  *!   

 
Notice that the IDENTITY constraints have to specifically refer either to the nasals or 
to the prosodic context they occur in, in order to avoid the following stop from 
assimilating to the preceding nasal. This is the result of the fact that IDENTITY 
constraints referring to word-final segments are different from those referring to 
word-initial contexts (cf. Beckman 1998). What is crucial here is that /�/ shows 
behaviour typical of coronal segments, namely that it assimilates easily to 
neighbouring segments. The data in (66) and (67) show that both the labial and the 
velar nasal have strong place specifications and are not affected by the place of 
articulation of a following obstruent in morphologically complex contexts. 

A last, apparently related issue concerning place sharing between nasals 
and following obstruents deals with the occurrence of non-homorganic labial nasal-
coronal obstruent and velar nasal-coronal obstruent clusters. As noted above, all 
 
28 Recall that I take the approach here that the coronal element |I| is most vulnerable to deletion and also 
place assimilation, rather than an approach where coronal segments are unspecified for place. 
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three Dutch nasals frequently occur as the dependent in a coda-onset sequence 
within a single word, and in this context the Dutch nasals are typically homorganic 
with the obstruent that follows it. This is in accordance with observations, for 
instance by Yip (1991), that suggest that nasals followed by another consonant 
prefer not to have their own place of articulation. However, there are a few 
exceptions to this generalisation concerning Dutch coda-onset sequences. A first set 
of exceptions arises from the suffixation of the third person singular morpheme -t to 
verbal stems:29 
 
(71) velar nasal-coronal stop labial nasal-coronal stop 
 hang-t [���] ‘hangs’ droom-t [#����] ‘dreams’ 
 zing-t [����] ‘sings’ dim-t [#���] ‘dims’ 
 meng-t [����] ‘mixes’ rem-t [����] ‘brakes’ 
 
Apart from these derived contexts, there are also a few examples that contain 
monomorphemic velar nasal-coronal obstruent and labial nasal-coronal obstruent 
clusters. 
 
(72) velar nasal-coronal obstruent labial nasal-coronal obstruent 
 langs [���] ‘along’ vreemd [�����] ‘strange’ 
 hengst [�����] ‘stallion’ hemd [����] ‘shirt’ 
 angst [���] ‘fear’ gems [����] ‘chamois’ 
 
Neither the labial nor the velar nasal assimilates to a following coronal obstruent, 
something that is expected, given the ranking of constraints in the tableaux (68) to 
(70) above. Notice that in all of these words the final obstruent is coronal. Recall 
from chapter 3 that word-final coronals, in particular in derived contexts, can often 
be analysed as being syllabified in an appendix, which does not belong to either an 
onset or a coda. Non-coronal segments cannot appear in the appendix. This could 
perhaps explain why the coronal nasal does not occur in non-homorganic coda-onset 
sequences; in a word-final cluster that involves a non-coronal obstruent, this 
obstruent is necessarily in the onset position and cannot be analysed as an appendix. 
As a result, the constraint that demands that a nasal-obstruent coda-onset sequence 
be homorganic applies. The resistance of the labial and velar nasals to assimilation 
in (71) and (72) can again be attributed to the fact that the constraints IDENT-|U| and 
IDENT-|A| are ranked high, but an alternative analysis would be that the coronal 
obstruents that follow them are in an appendix position, making the clusters invisible 
to the AGREE(PLACE) constraint. 

Even though the last set of examples does not necessarily entail that /�/ is 
different from /�/ and /�/ in terms of assimilation behaviour, the examples in (65) to 

 
29 The clusters in both (71) and (72) are often pronounced with an intrusive stop, which has the same 
place of articulation as the nasal (see, among others, Wetzels 1985 for Dutch and Clements 1987 for 
English), thus creating a homorganic nasal-stop cluster. 
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(67) do indicate that this is the case, and leads me to conclude that /�/ is the least 
marked nasal and subsequently the most susceptible to place assimilation. 

4.3.3.4. Universal unmarkedness 
Cross-linguistic evidence for the unmarked status of /�/ comes mainly from the fact 
that coronals are unmarked in general (cf. Paradis & Prunet 1991; McCarthy & Taub 
1992; among many others). Recall from the discussion of the element |I| in section 
3.2.4.3. that there is ample evidence to assume that coronal place is the universally 
least marked place of articulation in segments. Distributional freedom, typological 
frequency, susceptibility to place assimilation and the fact that they are generally the 
preferred default option and epenthetic segments are typical instantiations of the 
unmarked behaviour of coronal segments (Paradis & Prunet 1991). Regarding 
typological frequency, the UPSID database (Maddieson 1984) shows that all 
languages that have a nasal have /�/. Other cross-linguistic support for the claim that 
the coronal nasal is unmarked which I want to briefly discuss here involves some 
examples of place assimilation and some deletion and insertion patterns. 

The place assimilation data from Dutch presented above show that the 
coronal nasal is the only nasal in the nasal system that assimilates to a following 
consonant. Similar phenomena can be found in a number of languages. In Nyanja, a 
Bantu language, /n/ (< */ni-/), a nasal noun class prefix, assimilates in place to a 
following consonant (73a) while /m/ (< */mu-/), another noun class prefix, does not 
(73b) (Herbert 1986). Note that the two noun class prefixes do not share the same 
vowel in the reconstructed form, but the resulting prefixes have lost the vowel and 
consist of a bare nasal. The examples in (73) indicate that the assimilated coronal 
nasal prefix surfaces as part of a prenasalised consonant, while the non-assimilated 
labial nasal prefix is realised as a syllabic nasal (cf. Herbert 1986). 
 
(73) a. n+bale [��]ale ‘plate’ b. m+pene [�8	]ene ‘knife’ 
 n+zeru [��]eru ‘skill’ m+zere [�8�]ere ‘line’ 
 n+kuni [��]uni ‘firewood’ m+kazi [�8�]azi ‘woman’ 
 
The asymmetry between the coronal and labial nasal in Nyanja further supports the 
claim that assimilation of the nasal with |I| place is preferred, while the nasal with |U| 
place typically retains its place of articulation. 

Cross-linguistic evidence for the coronal nasal’s susceptibility to deletion 
can be found in the data from the Sestu dialect of Campidanian Sardinian presented 
in (52) above. These data show that in this dialect /�/ is deleted if preceded by a 
stressed vowel and followed by an unstressed vowel, while /�/ remains the same. 
This suggests that in this dialect the coronal nasal is deleted more easily than a nasal 
that has non-coronal place of articulation, supporting the cross-linguistic tendency 
that coronals are more prone to deletion. 

Examples from High Alemannic, spoken in Switzerland, south-west 
Germany and western parts of Austria, indicate that, as in Dutch, the coronal nasal is 
the default epenthetic nasal (Ortmann 1998; Grijzenhout 2001). 
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(74) wo n er ko isch grosser wie n i 
 when he arrived is taller than I 
 ‘when he arrived’ ‘taller than I’ 
 
 gang zu n ere säll ha n i scho 
 go to her this have I already 
 ‘go to her’ ‘I have this already’ 
 
The deletion data from the Sestu dialect of Campidanian Sardinian and the 
epenthesis data from High Alemannic are consistent with the claim that the coronal 
nasal is segmentally the least marked nasal. 

4.4. Summary 

In this chapter I have shown that, even though the three Dutch nasals form a natural 
class, their behaviour is quite different and is dictated by three different 
phonological forces. The velar nasal not only has the most limited distribution in 
Dutch, but also features in interesting ways in dialectal processes of Dutch as well as 
in cross-linguistic alternations between nasal vowels and the velar nasal. The 
distributional and behavioural data concerning /�/ are best accounted for by adopting 
an approach in which prosodic structure and segmental structure interact. In this 
approach, nasals in the rhyme are more prone to have |A| place, due to the fact that 
this is the most vocalic place of articulation, and hence most suitable for this vocalic 
position. Similarly, the large distributional freedom and the behaviour of /�/ in 
some morphological contexts are best accounted for by the claim that |U| is the most 
consonantal place specification. This explains the fact that Dutch /�/ is the best 
licensor of the three nasals, as well as the fact that /�/ patterns with obstruents rather 
than sonorants, both in Dutch and in other languages. Lastly, I showed that the nasal 
with |I| place, /�/, is segmentally the least marked nasal, which is again evidenced in 
Dutch by distributional and behavioural data. The asymmetries that can be observed 
in the Dutch nasal system provide clear and strong arguments in favour of the claim 
that place of articulation in sonorants plays a crucial role in the phonotactic 
behaviour of these sonorants. 



5 Liquids 

The second class of Dutch sonorants I will discuss is the class of liquids. In this 
chapter, I show that – even though liquids are a natural class like nasals – the 
individual members also exhibit different distribution and behaviour. I provide data 
from Dutch that suggest that /�/ is a more consonantal liquid than /�/. Much of this 
evidence resembles the types of evidence provided in the previous chapter. I will 
argue that the phonotactic differences between the Dutch liquids /�/ and /�/ are best 
accounted for by referring to the difference in their place specifications. As argued 
in chapters 3 and 4, the syllabification and phonotactic behaviour of sonorants are 
sensitive to their place of articulation and in this chapter I show that this is also true 
for the Dutch liquids. In section 5.1. I first discuss some issues pertaining to the 
reasons for claiming that the Dutch liquids do form a natural class. Then, after 
returning to the segmental structures of /�/ and /�/ and specifying the hypotheses 
concerning liquid behaviour in Dutch in section 5.2., I turn to the specific 
differences in the distribution and behaviour of the Dutch liquids in section 5.3. In 
section 5.4. I discuss several examples from other languages that support the view 
that /�/ is the more consonantal liquid. 

After the discussion of the differences between the two Dutch liquids I turn 
to the behaviour of liquids in post-vocalic position. In this position, both liquids are 
subject to a vocalisation process, and I argue in section 5.5. that this process is the 
result of liquids taking on more vocalic properties in a vocalic position (see also 
Botma & van der Torre 2000a). Section 5.6. concludes this chapter. 

5.1. Liquids as a natural class 

It is not easy to find a definition of what it is that makes a sound a liquid. Catford 
(1977:237) simply states that “liquid” is “a term used for the general category 
comprising the lateral sonorants and (most varieties of) r-sounds”. Walsh Dickey 
(1997) supports this view and claims: 
 

Liquids exhibit phonological behavior as a group in phonotactic 
restrictions, morpheme structure constraints, the triggering of 
phonological changes, in dissimilation, and in allophonic and free 
variation. 

Walsh Dickey (1997:169) 
 
Walsh Dickey provides at least one example for each type of phonological 
behaviour. Beginning with phonotactic restrictions, evidence can be found in Kuman 
(Lynch 1983), a language spoken in New Guinea. Kuman has three voiceless stops 
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/�, �, �/, three pre-nasalised stops /��, ��, ��/, one fricative /	/, two nasals /
, �/, two 
glides /�, / and three liquids /�, �, �/. The liquids are the only three consonants that 
cannot appear in word-initial position, which suggests that this phonotactic 
restriction applies to the whole class of liquids. 

Evidence for the natural class status of liquids involving morpheme 
structure constraints can be found in languages such as Javanese (Mester 1986). 
Javanese roots cannot contain more than one liquid, and Walsh Dickey argues that 
this is due to an OCP constraint that militates against two specifications for the 
feature [liquid] within a given root. Notice that such a constraint resembles 
morpheme structure restrictions in Arabic roots, discussed briefly in section 4.3.2.3. 

The only two examples that Walsh Dickey (1997) provides in support of 
the claim that liquids as a class trigger phonological processes are cases of total 
assimilation in English and retroflex lateral deletion in Djaru (Tsunoda 1981). Walsh 
Dickey argues that the assimilation facts of the Latinate in- prefix in English is a 
clear case of liquids triggering a phonological process. 
 
(1) a. in-perfect [�
�]erfect b. in-legal [��]egal 
 in-considerate [���]onsiderate in-responsible [��]esponsible 
 in-tolerant [���]olerant 
 
Where the coronal nasal /�/ in (1a) assimilates in place to the following obstruent, 
the liquids in (1b) trigger total assimilation of the nasal, and a constraint against 
geminates in English prevents the liquid from surfacing as long. Note, however, that 
a similar process applies to nasal-initial words in English. Before a coronal nasal, the 
coronal nasal in the prefix does not have to assimilate, but degemination applies, 
resulting in a form such as innumerable [�����
�����]. If the first segment of the 
root is a labial nasal, the coronal nasal in the prefix assimilates and the cluster 
degeminates, as in immortal [��
�����]. However, in these cases it is impossible to 
tell whether the coronal nasal in the prefix only assimilates place of articulation, or 
whether total assimilation has taken place, as is the case with the liquids in (1b). 
Furthermore, there are no cases of the prefix in- being followed by glide-initial 
words, and it is therefore impossible to tell whether the process described here 
applies to liquids alone, or to the class of sonorants as a whole. 

A second example of liquids triggering a phonological process given by 
Walsh Dickey (1997) comes from Djaru, an Australian language, in which the 
retroflex lateral is deleted before all and only rhotics and laterals. However, I have 
not been able to find this claim in Tsunoda (1981) – Walsh Dickey’s source on 
Djaru. Since the English data in the previous paragraph and the Djaru data are the 
only examples of liquids triggering a phonological process that Walsh Dickey 
mentions, it seems that there are in fact not many examples where liquids act as a 
trigger for phonological processes. 

Perhaps the most convincing and widely available evidence in favour of a 
natural class approach to liquids comes from the phenomenon of liquid 
dissimilation. The examples from English in (2a) (Kenstowicz 1994:35) illustrate 
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that English has a Latinate suffix -al, which shows up as -ar if the final segment in 
the root is a lateral (2b). 
 
(2) a. pap-al papal b. vel-al velar 
 tot-al total  pol-al polar 
 coron-al coronal  angul-al angular 
 guttur-al guttural 
 
A similar process can be observed in the alternation found in the Latin adjectival 
suffix (Kenstowicz 1994:509). In this process, the suffix -alis dissimilates to -aris if 
preceded by a lateral within the stem.1 
 
(3) a. nav-alis navalis ‘naval’ b. sol-alis solaris ‘solar’ 
 milit-alis militaris ‘military’ 
 lun-alis lunaris ‘lunar’ 
 
The reverse pattern of liquid dissimilation can be found in Georgian (Fallon 1993), 
where the suffix -uri changes to -uli if a rhotic occurs in the root. 
 
(4) a. dan-uri danuri ‘Danish’ 
  p’olon-uri p’olonuri ‘Polish’ 
  som�-uri som�uri ‘Armenian’ 
 
 b. asur-uri asuruli ‘Assyrian’ 
  ungr-uri ungruli ‘Hungarian’ 
  p’rusi-uri p’rusiuli ‘Prussian’ 
 
As in English, the rhotic in the suffix in (4b) changes to a lateral to avoid two 
identical liquids within a certain domain. The fact that one liquid is replaced by 
another can be seen as evidence that the liquids form a natural class. 

Based on the evidence presented here, I assume that liquids form a natural 
class. In the remainder of this chapter I explore their behaviour in Dutch in more 
detail and conclude that in certain respects the Dutch liquids show different 
behaviour – to be discussed in sections 5.3. and 5.4. – while in other respects they 
behave similarly – to be discussed in section 5.5. Before discussing these differences 
and similarities, I first turn to the representations of Dutch /�/ and /�/, and discuss 
some of the predictions these representations make. 

 
1 The dissimilation process is blocked if the rhotic [�] intervenes between the lateral and the suffix. Thus, 
flor-alis ‘floral’ remains floralis, and litor-alis ‘of the shore’ remains litoralis. 
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5.2. The Dutch liquids 

Even though most phonologists would agree that liquids form a natural class 
consisting of lateral and rhotic sounds, they often disagree on how the differences 
and similarities between laterals and rhotics should be represented. Walsh Dickey 
(1997) argues in favour of a feature [liquid] that unites rhotics and lateral sonorants. 
In many other representational frameworks, laterals and rhotics form a class by the 
fact that they share a certain number of features or segments that no other sounds 
share in the same way. This is also the way in which the class of liquids is 
identifiable in this dissertation. The liquids are the only segments that are defined by 
the elements |�| and |@| in combination with a complex place specification.2 

The question whether liquids should be represented by means of a unique 
feature such as the one proposed by Walsh Dickey (1997) or by a combination of 
features that is unique seems irrelevant. In the element approach adopted here, 
adding a unique element for liquids would only increase the number of possible 
segments, while liquids can easily be represented by using the elements that are 
already available for representing other segments in the system. 

Another issue then, is how differences within the class of liquids should be 
represented. It is argued by some phonologists that rhotics and laterals should be 
distinguished on the basis of place alone (see, among others, Rice & Avery 1991; 
Rice 1992; Humbert 1995; Walsh Dickey 1997), while others argue that manner 
features should be employed to distinguish them (Booij 1995; van de Weijer 1995). 
Van de Weijer (1995) gives numerous examples of asymmetries between the 
behaviour of /�/ and /�/, and argues that in all cases these asymmetries are best 
accounted for if the lateral and rhotic liquids are contrasted in terms of the feature 
[continuant]. However, none of the examples provided by van de Weijer crucially 
relies on the [continuant] specification of either liquid, and an approach that 
distinguishes the liquids in terms of their place of articulation can just as easily 
account for these asymmetries. For instance, van de Weijer shows that the lateral 
liquid in Basque patterns with obstruents and nasals, while the rhotic liquid patterns 
with the other sonorants. Recall from the previous chapter that a similar situation 
can be found in some nasal systems, where the labial nasal patterns with obstruents 
while the other nasals pattern with sonorants. I claim here that an account in terms of 
place of articulation can just as easily explain these differences in patterning. A 
place account has the added advantage that it accounts for the behaviour of all three 
classes of Dutch sonorants in a unified way, and I therefore argue that liquids are 
distinguished on the basis of place rather than manner specifications. 

Recall from chapter 2 that I claim that the Dutch liquids /�/ and /�/ have the 
following structures: 

 
2 Under this definition, Dutch /�/ is also a liquid. In the next chapter I will argue that this is the case. 
Nevertheless, Dutch /�/ and /�/ can still be uniquely identified by the fact that they are the liquids that have 
|I| as the head place element. 
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(5) � � 
 
 @ @ 
 
 I U I A 
 
 /�/ /�/ 
 
Both the lateral liquid and the rhotic liquid have the coronal place element |I| as their 
head, while /�/ has |U| as its dependent and /�/ has |A| as its dependent. This 
difference in place specification between the two Dutch liquids is the main reason 
for the asymmetries that can be found in the behaviour of these segments in Dutch to 
be discussed below. Given the claims about the status of the place elements in the 
previous chapters, I expect Dutch /�/ to exhibit more consonantal behaviour than 
Dutch /�/. 

5.3. Asymmetric behaviour 

In this section I provide evidence that the Dutch lateral and the Dutch rhotic behave 
rather differently in identical phonological contexts. These differences are most 
visible in the syllabification of word-medial obstruent-liquid clusters, and in section 
5.3.2. I discuss these in more detail. Before doing so, I briefly present the 
distributional pattern of the Dutch liquids, which also shows differences between the 
lateral and the rhotic. 

5.3.1. Distribution of the Dutch liquids 

Dutch has a limited liquid system, containing only one lateral and one rhotic. Even 
though the lateral and the rhotic can both have various phonetic realisations, 
depending on context and some other factors, it is generally agreed that only these 
two liquids are present underlyingly (cf. Booij 1995). In section 5.5. I discuss some 
aspects of the allophonic distribution of liquids in more detail, but first I focus on the 
phonotactics of the liquids in the phonology of Dutch. 

In non-branching onsets, both the lateral and the rhotic appear freely. This 
holds for both word-initial (6a) and word-medial (6b) onsets. 
 
(6) a. look [���] ‘garlic’ rook [���] ‘smoke’ 
 leus [��	] ‘slogan’ reus [��	] ‘giant’ 
 laden [�����] ‘to load’ raden [�����] ‘to guess’ 
 
 b. kolen [�����] ‘coals’ koren [������] ‘grain’ 
 zeulen [�����] ‘to haul’ zeuren [������] ‘to nag’ 
 balen [�����] ‘to sulk’ baren [�����] ‘to give birth’ 
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Both liquids also appear freely in word-final position, after both lax and tense 
vowels. 
 
(7) vel [� �] ‘skin’ ver [� �] ‘far’ 
 tol [���] ‘toll’ tor [���] ‘beetle’ 
 wiel [!"�] ‘wheel’ wier [!"�] ‘seaweed’ 
 maal [
��] ‘meal’ maar [
��] ‘but’ 
 
The distribution in (6) and (7) is not surprising, given that both liquids have a 
manner specification that combines the consonantal baseline element |�| and the 
vocalic baseline element |@|. The presence of the consonantal element prevents 
liquids from occurring in the nucleus, while the vocalic element prevents liquids 
from being the head of branching onsets. Furthermore, neither the lateral nor the 
rhotic has a place specification that restricts the distribution to a specific context. 
Unlike in the nasal system, where the nasal that has |A| place is restricted to post-
vocalic contexts, the Dutch liquids appear both before and after vowels. 

When consonant clusters involving liquids are considered, the behaviour of 
the Dutch lateral and Dutch rhotic is again homogeneous. In a traditional sonority 
account of onset clusters, obstruent-liquid clusters are arguably the best possible 
onset clusters. They provide the ideal difference in terms of sonority between the 
first and second segments in a branching onset (cf. Clements 1990). In Dutch, as in 
many other languages, this ideal status of obstruent-liquid onset clusters is reflected 
in the relatively free occurrence of these clusters. 
 
(8) plaat [����] ‘plate’ praat [����] ‘talk’ 
 bloot [����] ‘naked’ brood [����] ‘bread’ 
 fluit [#�$%�] ‘flute’ fruit [#�$%�] ‘fruit’ 
 slap [	�&�] ‘weak’ trap [��&�] ‘stairs’ 
 klacht [��&'�] ‘complaint’ kracht [��&'�] ‘power’ 
 glas ['�&	] ‘glass’ gras ['�&	] ‘grass’ 
 
Recall from the discussion on the possible Dutch onset clusters in section 3.3.4. that 
some obstruent-liquid clusters do not occur in Dutch. The clusters */��-/ and */��-/ 
are both ruled out as onsets in Dutch, while /��-/ and /��-/ occur freely and are rather 
frequent. Both the lateral liquid and the rhotic liquid are |I|-headed, which suggests 
that an OCP constraint that is concerned with just place of articulation cannot 
account for the difference between the two liquids. Another set of onset clusters that 
is ruled out involves the labial obstruent-/!/ sequences. Both */�!-/ and */�!-/ are 
ungrammatical in Dutch, and since the labial stops have |U| place and /!/ is 
|U|-headed, this suggests that place of articulation is an important factor in the 
phonotactics of Dutch onset clusters. The question then is why /��-/ is a good cluster 
while */�l-/ and */�!-/ are ruled out. I want to argue that the OCP for Dutch 
branching onsets is a combination of a place-sensitive constraint and a manner-
sensitive constraint. Throughout this dissertation I argue that the three place 
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elements have a strong influence on the prosodic behaviour of Dutch sonorants, and 
I also claim that each place element has a specific property. Labial place |U| is 
associated with more consonantal behaviour, |A| is associated with more vocalic 
behaviour and |I| is associated with neutral, coronal behaviour. Given that both /�/ 
and /!/ contain the place elements |I| and |U|, and that /�/ contains |I| and |A|, I argue 
that /�/ should be a better dependent segment than /�/ and /!/, and further arguments 
for this are presented below. In chapter 6 I show that /!/ patterns with /�/ in that it is 
not as good a dependent as /�/. The reason then that /��-/ and /��-/ are good onset 
clusters in Dutch should be sought in the fact that, even though these clusters seem 
to violate the OCP constraint against place, /�/ is weak enough to be licensed by a 
stop with the same place of articulation. Similar to the constraints discussed in 
chapter 4 concerning the behaviour of the Dutch nasals, the OCP constraint that 
regulates the Dutch onset clusters should be split up into a series of constraints with 
a universal ranking. This ranking is consistent with the markedness hierarchy I argue 
for in section 3.2.5.; the OCP constraint against obstruents and liquids having a 
place element in common is ranked higher if the liquid contains the more 
consonantal place element |U|, while the OCP constraint against the cluster /��-/ is 
ranked low, given that |I| is a more vocalic element, making the clusters better by 
virtue of manner considerations. 

In word-final coda-onset clusters, the reverse orders from those in (8) can 
be found. 
 
(9) welp [! ��] ‘cub’ werp [! ��] ‘throw’ 
 held [� ��] ‘hero’ hert [� ��] ‘deer’ 
 melk [
 ��] ‘milk’ merk [
 ��] ‘brand’ 
 kolf [���#] ‘cob’ korf [���#] ‘basket’ 
 hals [�&�	] ‘neck’ hars [�&�	] ‘resin’ 
 Belg [� �'] ‘Belgian’ berg [� �'] ‘mountain’ 
 
Notice that in this context the OCP restrictions that are found in branching onsets are 
not present. Furthermore, recall from the brief discussion in chapter 3 that these 
clusters – except the clusters that end in a coronal obstruent – are often broken up by 
a schwa by many speakers of Dutch. This process is discussed in more detail in 
section 5.5. 

Obstruent-liquid clusters not only occur at the edges of words, but also in 
word-medial context, and both obstruent-liquid and liquid-obstruent clusters are 
found. However, words containing a medial obstruent-liquid cluster (10a) are much 
rarer than those involving a medial liquid-obstruent cluster (10b). This is not 
surprising given the fact that a weak prosodic position – such as a foot-medial onset 
position – does not have the same licensing power as a strong prosodic position (see 
section 3.3.5.). 
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(10) a. Teflon [�� #���] ‘Teflon’ zebra [��(���] ‘zebra’ 
 duplo [��%���] ‘twofold’ lepra [��(���] ‘leprosy’ 
 iglo [�"'��] ‘igloo’ cobra [������] ‘cobra’ 
 
 b. salvo [�	&���] ‘salvo’ larve [��&���] ‘larva’ 
 salsa [�	&�	�] ‘salsa’ torso [����	�] ‘torso’ 
 elke [� ���] ‘each’ orka [�����] ‘killer whale’ 
 
The obstruent-liquid clusters in (8) to (10) do not form an exhaustive list of 
permissible clusters, and most obstruents can combine with both liquids in Dutch. In 
section 3.3.4.1. I discuss the non-occurrence of some logically possible Dutch onset 
clusters involving liquids. 

The onsets */��-/ and */��-/ do not occur in Dutch, while the reverse clusters 
do appear in codas, as in zilt /����/ ‘silt’ and held /� ��/ ‘hero’ – with devoicing of the 
final /�/. Word-medially both the coronal stop-lateral and the lateral-coronal stop 
sequences occur, as in atlas /&�.�&	/ ‘atlas’, altaar /&�.���/ ‘altar’ and saldo /	&�.��/ 
‘balance’. Notice that *[��] does not occur word-medially. A /�/ in this context 
would never surface, due to the OCP constraint that does not allow */��-/ to be 
syllabified in onset position, while the coda condition that ensures that segments in 
the coda are voiceless prevents the cluster from occuring as a coda-onset sequence. 

Similar observations can be made about the non-occurring sibilant-rhotic 
onset clusters */	�-/ and */��-/. Again, the reverse clusters are permissible in word-
final position: kaars /���	/ ‘candle’, laars /����/ ‘boot’ – again with final devoicing 
of the coda obstruent, and again both orders appear in word-medial position: morsen 
/
��.	��/ ‘spill’, horzel /���.���/ ‘hornet’, Israel /�	.��. �/ ‘Israel’. Dutch syllable-
final devoicing rules out the occurrence of *[��] in this context, although in principle 
it should be possible for this cluster to occur underlyingly. 

The only tri-consonantal onsets that are allowed in Dutch begin with an /	/, 
followed by an obstruent-liquid cluster (11a) (see also section 3.3.4.4.). At the right 
edge of the word there is more freedom with regard to the type and number of 
segments that can appear, although the rightmost segments are restricted to coronals, 
but liquids are always restricted to the first segment in these clusters (11b). Word-
medially there are again two possibilities: the liquid appears as the first (11c) or as 
the last (11d) segment of a three consonant cluster, but never as the middle one. 
 
(11) a. splijten [�	�� "��] ‘to splice’ sprint [�	�����] ‘sprint’ 
 sclerose [	��������] ‘sclerosis’ scriptie [�	�����"] ‘thesis’ 
 
 b. hulst [���	�] ‘holly’ kerst [� �	�] ‘Christmas’ 
 helft [� �#�] ‘half’ herfst [� �#	�] ‘autumn’ 
 
 c. holster [����	���] ‘holster’ borstel [����	���] ‘brush’ 
 Velcro [�� ����] ‘Velcro’ Märklin [�
 �����] ‘Märklin’ 
 
 d. Winkler [�!������] ‘Winkler’ toendra [������&] ‘tundra’ 
 Märklin [�
 �����] ‘Märklin’ Velcro [�� ����] ‘Velcro’ 
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Most forms in (11) are marginal in one way or another. Although the examples in 
(11a) involving the rhotic liquid are quite common, those with the lateral liquid are 
far less productive. A lemma count in the Celex database (Baayen et al. 1995) 
reveals that there are only 7 words with /	��-/ onsets, while there are 34 with /	��-/. 
This difference is a first indication of the asymmetry between the lateral and rhotic 
liquid in Dutch. The forms in (11c) and (11d) are not very common, and most of the 
examples are loans – e.g. toendra – and proper names and brand names – e.g. 
Winkler, Velcro and Märklin. 

A final and rather puzzling distributional observation concerning the Dutch 
liquids involves some pansyllabic constraints (Booij 1995:42–43). Dutch generally 
allows the same segment to occur on either side of a vowel, giving such words as 
pap [�&�] ‘porridge’, koek [���] ‘cake’, tuit [�$%�] ‘nozzle’, fuif [#$%#] ‘party’ and 
saus [	��	] ‘sauce’, and the quality of the vowel is irrelevant when the segment 
involved is an obstruent. If, however, the segment that occurs on either side of a 
vowel is a liquid, an asymmetry between /�/ and /�/ occurs. The lateral liquid cannot 
appear on both sides of a tense vowel, ruling out forms like *laal [���] and *loel 
[���], while words like lel [� �] ‘smack’ and lol [���] ‘fun’ are fine. The situation 
concerning /�/ is exactly the reverse. The rhotic does not occur on both sides of a lax 
vowel, ruling out forms like *rer [� �] and *ror [���], while raar [���] ‘strange’ and 
roer [���] ‘rudder’ are fine. This asymmetry between the rhotic and lateral liquid is 
difficult, if not impossible, to account for, and I merely wish to report this 
distributional oddity; in this chapter I focus on different types of asymmetries 
between Dutch /�/ and /�/. 

After having briefly laid out the distribution of the Dutch liquids it is now 
time to discuss the asymmetry between the lateral and the rhotic liquids that can be 
found in Dutch. This asymmetry can be found mainly in the difference in 
syllabification of foot-internal obstruent-lateral vs. obstruent-rhotic clusters. 

5.3.2. Obstruent-liquid clusters 

In this section I focus on the behaviour of obstruent-liquid clusters, and I show that 
obstruent-lateral clusters are not as well-formed as obstruent-rhotic clusters in 
Dutch, particularly in foot-medial position. 

The distribution of sCC clusters in Dutch, briefly discussed above and in 
section 3.3.4.4., suggests that obstruent-lateral clusters are not as well-formed as 
obstruent-rhotic clusters. In this context, the CC cluster following word-initial /	/ is 
typically an obstruent-rhotic cluster in Dutch, and words in which the sCC cluster 
contains an obstruent-lateral cluster are rather marginal. All words starting with 
/	��-/ seem to come from the same origin and are therefore closely related as the 
words splijten [�	�� "��] ‘to splice’, spleet [	��(�] ‘crevice’ and splinter [�	�������] 
‘splinter’ indicate. Any forms with */	��-/ or */	��-/ are ruled out by the familiar 
OCP constraint discussed above that rules out */��-/ and */��-/, while forms that start 
with /	��-/ are all of Latinate origin, and are not very frequent. 
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Recall from the discussion in section 3.3.4.4. that I claim that sC clusters 
are different from other CC clusters and that the /	/ does not form a branching onset 
or complex segment with the following consonant, but is instead extrametrical. 
However, like any other segment, /	/ also has to be licensed for it to be able to 
surface. Kaye (1992) argues that word-initial /	/ in sC clusters is licensed by the 
consonant that follows it, even though this type of extra-constituent licensing is not 
found anywhere else in the prosodic domain. Although the licensing relation is 
different from those found within and between syllabic constituents, I claim here 
that the difference in distribution between sCl and sCr clusters is best accounted for 
by referring to the weaker licensing power of the obstruent-lateral branching onsets 
compared to that of obstruent-rhotic onsets. In the discussion of licensing within the 
rhyme in section 3.1.3.2. I showed that a branching nucleus has reduced licensing 
power, and the only consonant clusters that can follow a branching rhyme are 
coronal clusters, which are arguably less marked than consonant clusters with 
another place of articulation. Similarly, I argue here that – assuming that obstruent-
lateral clusters are less well-formed than obstruent-rhotic clusters – obstruent-lateral 
onset clusters are weaker licensors than obstruent-rhotic onset clusters. The latter 
clusters are quite capable of supporting an additional segment (12a), while the 
former clusters can do so only marginally (12b).3 
 
(12) a. � b. � 
 
 O O 
 
 x x x x x x 
 
 
 /	/ C /�/ /	/ C /�/ 
 
A second indication that obstruent-lateral clusters are not as well-formed in onset 
position as obstruent-rhotic clusters comes from the behaviour of foot-internal 
obstruent-liquid clusters. In foot-initial position, both types of obstruent-liquid 
clusters are well-formed. This not only applies to word-initial clusters like those in 
(13a), but also to word-medial but foot-initial clusters, and in this context they form 
a branching onset of the stressed syllable (13b). 
 
(13) a. praat [����] ‘talk’ b. reprise [��.���".��] ‘reprise’ 
 draak [����] ‘dragon’ adres [�.��� 	] ‘address’ 
 krant [��&��] ‘newspaper’ acryl [�.���"�] ‘acryl’ 

 
3 Notice that in the representations in (12), /�/ is attached directly to the syllable node. I do not discuss the 
status of sC clusters in great detail and for representational purposes I follow Levin’s (1985) proposal to 
attach /�/ in sC clusters directly to the syllable node. 
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 plaats [����	] ‘place’ repliek [��.���"�] ‘reply’ 
 klaar [����] ‘ready’ reclame [��.����.
�] ‘advertisement’ 
 klant [��&��] ‘customer’ eclips [(.�����	] ‘eclipse’ 
 
The examples in (13) indicate that in foot-initial position, both obstruent-liquid 
clusters are well-formed branching onsets. Notice that examples like the ones in 
(13b) do not occur as frequently as those in (13a). This also reflects the interaction 
between phonotactics and prosodic structure. Foot-initial positions that coincide 
with the left edge of a word allow more complexity than word-medial foot-initial 
positions, accounting for the limited number of examples like those in (13b). The 
weakest prosodic position for onsets is a foot-medial – and therefore necessarily 
word-medial – position, and here the least structural complexity can be found. 

In chapter 3 I illustrate that Dutch has very few words with a consonant 
cluster in foot-medial position that does not fit the typical coda-onset sequence 
profile. This reflects the fact that foot-medial onsets typically do not branch, so the 
only consonant sequences that are permitted are those that are heterosyllabic. 
Nevertheless, there are a few words that have a foot-medial branching onset in 
Dutch. Given the acceptability of both obstruent-liquid clusters in branching onsets 
in foot-initial position, it is perhaps expected that these clusters are also well-formed 
in foot-medial position. However, a clear asymmetry between laterals and rhotics in 
this context can be observed in Dutch, as the examples in (14) show. Recall that the 
quality of the vowel in the first syllable provides a good diagnostic for 
syllabification. Words with a foot-medial obstruent-rhotic cluster have a tense vowel 
in the first syllable (14a), indicating that these clusters are a branching onset, while 
obstruent-lateral clusters (14b) in this context are preceded by a lax vowel, 
indicating that the cluster is heterosyllabic. 
 
(14) a. cobra [���.���] ‘cobra’ 
 metro [�
(.���] ‘metro’ 
 okra [��.���] ‘okra’ 
 
 b. Popla [����.��] ‘Popla’ 
 Revlon [�� #.���] ‘Revlon’ 
 Teflon [�� #.���] ‘Teflon’ 
 
Obstruent-lateral clusters show similar behaviour to the bogus clusters (e.g. kn- as in 
knie [��"] ‘knee’ vs. cockney [����.�"] ‘cockney’) discussed in section 3.3.4.6. Even 
though they are well-formed word-initially, they are split up word-medially. 

All the examples in (14) contain a mid vowel, since these vowels are the 
only vowels in Dutch that show a clear alternation between tense and lax 
counterparts. It is not surprising that the only apparent counterexamples to the 
tendency depicted in (14) involve either a high or low vowel. In section 2.5.1.1., I 
discussed the differences between the mid vowels and the high and low vowels in 
terms of the alternation between tense and lax. There I concluded that the mid 
vowels provide the only stable diagnostic for syllabification, and that the high and 
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low vowels often give rise to apparently exceptional behaviour. Even though a word 
like iglo [�"'��] ‘igloo’ seems to have a tense vowel in the first syllable, the 
exceptional status of the high tense vowels in Dutch do not make this a true 
exception to the pattern observed in (14). Similarly, a counterexample for the claim 
that obstruent-rhotic clusters always form a branching onset in foot-medial position 
could be afro ‘afro’, which can either be pronounced as [��#��] or [�&#��]. I do not 
take this as counterevidence, but rather consider it support for the claim in section 
2.5.1.1. that the low vowels /�/ and /&/ alternate relatively freely, without being 
sensitive to the phonotactic context in the same way as mid vowels. 

The reason why all forms in (14b) are brand names is twofold. First, word-
internal consonant clusters that are not of the shape sonorant-obstruent are rare in 
Dutch, and forms like those in (14a) and (14b) are not very frequent. Second, the 
data in (14b) show that obstruent-lateral clusters cannot form a branching onset in 
this context and therefore have to be broken up and syllabified in separate syllables. 
This automatically means that the cluster is syllabified as a coda-onset sequence. 
Recall from chapter 3 that coda-onset sequences are also subject to licensing 
restrictions, and sonority typically drops in a coda-onset sequence. This is not the 
case for obstruent-lateral clusters, which have a reverse order of the expected coda-
onset pattern, making these clusters even more marginal than those in (14a) with a 
branching foot-internal onset. The only way words with a mid vowel followed by an 
obstruent-lateral cluster have entered Dutch is through brand names. In section 5.4.4. 
I give examples from a number of languages that show the same tendencies as those 
found in Dutch. 

In order to formulate an analysis of the patterns found in (14), I assume that 
both MAX-IO and DEP-IO are ranked high in Dutch, preventing deletion of one of 
the segments of the cluster and insertion of a vowel, respectively. The crucial 
constraints that are needed in Dutch to account for the patterns in (14) are given in 
(15a) and (15b). 
 
(15) a. *Foot b. *Foot 
 
 σ σ 
 
 O O 
 
  � � 
 
 @ @ 
 
 U A 
 
The constraint in (15a) – which I label *ONSETOBSLATWF, where WF signifies the 
fact that this constraint targets this onset cluster in the weak position of the foot – 
bans any foot-internal branching onset that has a liquid with |U| place in the 
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dependent position, regardless of whether |U| is the head or dependent place 
element.4 The constraint in (15b) – labelled *ONSETOBSRHOTWF – is the same, 
except that it bans liquids with |A| place in this context. Notice that these constraints 
crucially contain information about the prosodic position in which these onsets 
occur. In section 3.3.5., where I discuss the notion of licensing inheritance, I claim 
that foot-initial constituents allow more contrast than foot-internal constituents, 
something that is reflected here in the constraints in (15a) and (15b). 

The constraints in (15a) and (15b) are also universally ranked, and I argue 
that the constraint in (15a) is universally ranked higher than the constraint in (15b). 
This universal ranking is motivated by the fact that |U| place is associated with a 
consonantal interpretation in sonorants, while |A| place is associated with vocalic 
behaviour, and see section 3.5.2. for arguments in favour of this hierarchy and its 
universal status. 

Notice that not all constraints pertaining to Dutch onsets are sensitive to 
where in the foot they occur. For instance, the constraints in (16), which ban 
obstruents from the dependent position of the onset in Dutch are high-ranked, and 
they are not sensitive to whether the onset is foot-initial or foot-medial. As a result, 
obstruents are invariably banned from the dependent position in the onset. Notice 
that the constraints in (16) only apply to segments that do not have the vocalic 
baseline element |@|. 
 
(16) a. * O b. * O 
 
 ) � 
 
 
To account for the asymmetry between foot-internal obstruent-lateral and obstruent-
rhotic clusters I claim that the universally ranked constraints in (15) are ranked on 
either side of a constraint that forces consonants into an onset. This constraint, 
derived from the Maximal Onset Principle (MOP), is violated when a word-medial 
consonant is not syllabified in onset position. 

Notice that the quality of the vowel in the input is irrelevant, given that 
vowel quality in Dutch is predictably lax in closed syllables and tense in open 
syllables. I therefore represent the first vowel in the tableaux (17), (18) and (19) with 
a capital letter, indicating that the underlying quality is irrelevant. 

 
4 This formulation of the constraint suggests that obstruent-/�/ clusters are subject to the same restriction, 
and I show in the next chapter that this is the case. 
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(17)  
/�O���/ MAX 

IO 

DEP 
IO 

*ONSOBS 
LATWF 

MOP *ONSOBS 
RHOWF 

 [���.��.��]  *!    
 [��.��] *!     
 [���.��] *!     
� [����.��]    *  
 [���.���]   *!   

 
(18)  

/�E���/ MAX 
IO 

DEP 
IO 

*ONSOBS 
LATWF 

MOP *ONSOBS 
RHOWF 

 [��(.��.��]  *!    
 [��(.��] *!     
 [��(.��] *!     
 [�� �.��]    *!  
� [��(.���]     * 

 
Given the distribution of obstruent-liquid clusters in foot-initial position, both the 
constraints that militate against obstruent-lateral and obstruent-rhotic clusters in the 
strong position of the foot are ranked lower than the correspondence constraints that 
demand all material in the input to be syllabified. Furthermore, these constraints are 
also ranked lower than MOP, so that the obstruent-liquid cluster is syllabified in a 
branching onset (not only in adres [�.��� 	] ‘address’, but also in eclips [(.�����	] 
‘eclipse’). 
 
(19)  

/E����	/ MAX 
IO 

DEP 
IO 

*ONSOBS 
LATWF 

MOP *ONSOBS 
LATSF 

 [(.���.���	]  *!    
 [�(.���	] *!     
 [�(.���	] *!     
 [(�.����	]    *!  
� [(.�����	]     * 

5.4. Cross-linguistic support 

Support for the claim that the lateral liquid is more consonantal than the rhotic liquid 
can be found in many languages. In section 5.4.1. I first discuss the various ways in 
which lateral liquids and rhotic liquids can be modified by manner and laryngeal 
features. I show there that only the lateral liquid can sometimes be modified with 
laryngeal specifications typically found only in obstruents, while the rhotic liquid 
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always seems to pattern with sonorants. In section 5.4.2. I show that laterals are 
generally better licensors than rhotics, which can be attributed to their more 
consonantal place specification. Cross-linguistic data presented in section 5.4.3. 
suggest that there is a close link between the rhotic liquid and low back vowels in 
some languages. Recall that the low back vowel is defined by |A| place, the most 
vocalic place element. This then suggests that the representation of /�/ with |A| place 
is correct, and that the rhotic liquid is the more vocalic liquid. This section 
concludes with some additional evidence that illustrates that obstruent-lateral 
clusters are not as well-formed as obstruent-rhotic clusters. 

5.4.1. Manner and laryngeal specifications 

Similar to the class of nasals, only one member of the liquid system is typically 
associated with laryngeal modifications. In this section I show that the lateral – the 
liquid with the more consonantal place specification – can occur both as a sonorant 
and as a fricative cross-linguistically, while the rhotic – the liquid that has the more 
vocalic place – is always a member of the class of sonorants. 

5.4.1.1. Laterals 
Although Dutch has only one lateral, there are languages that have more than one, 
and these languages often exhibit a manner contrast in the lateral class. Walsh 
Dickey (1997) argues that two types of laterals occur cross-linguistically, viz. 
obstruent laterals and sonorant laterals. The obstruent laterals that can occur are the 
voiceless lateral fricative /*/, the voiced lateral fricative /+/, the voiceless lateral 
affricate /�,*/ and the voiced lateral affricate /�,+/. Notice that the obstruent laterals 
show voice contrasts similar to other obstruents. 

Languages in which both types of laterals can be found include Zulu (Doke 
1927), Socotri (Johnstone 1975) and Ik (Heine 1975). These languages have three 
lateral sounds; a voiceless lateral fricative /*/, a voiced lateral fricative /+/ and a 
lateral approximant /�/. None of these sounds seems to be in complementary 
distribution with another and it would therefore be hard to maintain that one of the 
laterals is simply the result of an allophonic alternation. Doke (1927), Johnstone 
(1975) and Heine (1975) therefore conclude that these languages two distinct types 
of contrast within the lateral system: a manner contrast on the one hand that splits 
the three laterals into a set of one and a set of two laterals, and a laryngeal contrast 
that further distinguishes the set of two laterals. 

Slightly more problematic systems can be found in languages like Navajo 
(Sapir & Hoijer 1967) and Burmese (Okell 1969), which have two laterals; a 
voiceless and a voiced one. The contrast between these two laterals can be described 
in three ways. If both laterals are sonorants, the contrast is established by laryngeal 
modification. The same is true if both laterals are fricatives. A third possibility is 
that the contrast is a manner contrast, in which case one lateral would be a sonorant 
and the other a fricative. Even though phonetically these distinctions are identical 
and the choice seems arbitrary, phonologically their interpretation can be quite 
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different. For each language with a two-lateral system it would have to be 
established whether the contrast is a laryngeal or a manner contrast. A detailed study 
of this issue is beyond the scope of this study, but I briefly discuss two such 
languages, Navajo and the Misantla dialect of Totonac. 

In Navajo there is evidence that the two laterals in fact behave as if they are 
both fricatives. The data in (20) show that the voiced and voiceless laterals pattern 
with other fricatives in a voicing alternation process (Young & Morgan 1987). 
 
(20) [	]éí ‘sand’ bi-[�]éí ‘his/her/its sand’ (1987:1) 
 [-]aazh ‘knot’ bi-[.]aash ‘his/her/its knot’ (1987:3) 
 [']ai ‘winter’ díí [/]aaí ‘his/her/its winter’ (1987:1066) 
 [*]ίί’ ‘horse’ bi-[�]ίί’ ‘his/her/its horse’ (1987:1) 
 
This means that the contrast in the Navajo obstruent lateral system is a laryngeal 
contrast. 

The Misantla dialect of Totonac (MacKay 1999) also has two lateral 
liquids, a voiceless and a voiced one. Unlike in Navajo, the two laterals contrast in 
manner, rather than laryngeal specification. MacKay (1999:38ff) shows that the 
voiceless lateral /*/ in the Misantla dialect of Totonac patterns with the language’s 
two fricatives /s/ and /-/ in word-initial position, and not with the sonorants – i.e. the 
nasals /
/ and /�/ and the liquid /�/. The sibilant fricatives /	/ and /-/ can occur 
before another consonant (21a), while the sonorants cannot. The voiceless lateral /*/ 
shows the same distribution as the two other fricatives (21b). 
 
(21) a. [	�"0"0�] ‘worm’ *[
�"0"0�] 
 [	1�0�-�"0] ‘corn meal tamales’ *[�1�0�-�"0] 
 [-1�����] ‘yesterday’ *[�1�����] 
 [-
���] ‘s/he scrapes X’ 
 
 b. [*�"�"0�] ‘spotted (snake)’ 
 [*1��-���] ‘s/he furrows, ploughs’ 
 [*
�0�0-�"0] ‘long’ 
 
In the Yecuatla dialect of Totonac word-final /�/ neutralises to the fricative [*], 
satisfying a constraint in this dialect against non-nasal sonorants in the coda 
(MacKay 1999). This might suggest that /�/ and /*/ do form a natural class of some 
sort. However, syllable-final /�/ also neutralises to [*], suggesting that [*] is the 
unmarked syllable-final fricative rather than a direct counterpart of the sonorant /�/. 
Furthermore, none of the other sonorants – the nasals /
/ and /�/ and glides // and 
/�/ – alternates with fricatives in such a way, suggesting that there is perhaps not a 
close correspondence between fricatives and sonorants. It seems appropriate, 
therefore, to conclude that /*/ is a fricative, while /�/ is a sonorant in this language. 

The question of whether a lateral is an obstruent or a sonorant is usually 
addressed by looking at the phonological behaviour of the segments. However, 
Maddieson & Emmorey (1984) investigated whether there is also a phonetic 
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difference between a fricative voiceless lateral and a sonorant voiceless lateral. A 
phonetic study of the realisation of laterals by speakers of Zulu, Navajo, Burmese 
and Tibetan shows that there is a difference in voice onset time, amplitude and the 
amount of energy in high frequencies between a fricative and an approximant lateral. 
Maddieson & Emmorey claim that Zulu and Navajo have a fricative voiceless lateral 
/*/, whereas Burmese and Tibetan have a sonorant voiceless lateral /� 2 /. Apart from 
these phonetic differences, Maddieson & Emmorey also observe that there are 
phonological differences between the two kinds of voiceless laterals. Based on an 
investigation of 60 languages that have a voiceless lateral, they come to the 
following tentative conclusions: 
 

(1) Voiceless lateral approximants are restricted to syllable-initial 
position; fricatives are not. (2) Voiceless lateral fricatives may 
have affricate allophones; approximants do not. (3) Voiceless 
lateral approximants always occur together with a voiced lateral 
approximant in the inventory; voiceless lateral fricatives may 
occur without a voiced lateral. 

Maddieson & Emmorey (1984:187) 
 
The data discussed in this section suggest that the lateral liquid can be contrasted on 
two dimensions. Some languages show a clear contrast between obstruent laterals 
and sonorant laterals, while others show a laryngeal contrast within either of these 
two manner types. In the next section I show that the rhotics do not allow this range 
of contrasts. 

5.4.1.2. Rhotics 
The class of rhotics could well be the most complex of all manners of articulation 
and, therefore, the least understood class of sounds in phonology. Walsh Dickey 
(1997) observes: 
 

“R-sounds” are often referred to, but rarely defined. The 
conglomeration of segments that have been designated as “r” is 
strikingly diverse. There is no articulatory or acoustic property 
that these segments share (Lindau 1985; Ladefoged & Maddieson 
1996). … Despite the lack of a unifying phonetic characteristic, 
the phonology indeed treats rhotics as constituting a class. 

Walsh Dickey (1997:70) 
 
Heffner (1950), Lindau (1985) and Hall (1997) share the view that r-sounds should 
be represented as constituting a phonological class. For instance, Hall argues that 
there is enough evidence for a feature [rhotic] identifying the class. In contrast to her 
claims about the lateral class, Walsh Dickey does not subdivide the class of rhotics 
into obstruents and sonorants. However, the UPSID database (Maddieson 1984) 
contains a few languages that have voiceless r-sounds. It is unclear whether these 
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sounds are voiceless sonorants or voiceless obstruents. Hall (1997) argues that most 
voiceless rhotic-like sounds are in fact not rhotics at all. He follows Maddieson 
(1984) in claiming that the uvular voiceless and voiced fricatives, /�/ and /3/, 
respectively, are plain fricatives, and not rhotics. Hall further claims that arguably 
only Czech has a fricative rhotic. However, even though phonetically this sound 
may be a fricative, there is no indication from the phonology of the language that it 
actually behaves like an obstruent rather than a sonorant (Kučera 1961). I therefore 
follow Walsh Dickey’s implicit claim that rhotics – unlike laterals – are not split up 
into an obstruent and sonorant class. Rhotics do not exhibit the same range of 
laryngeal and manner contrasts as the laterals, which I take to be another 
instantiation of the asymmetry between laterals and rhotics, where laterals typically 
exhibit behaviour closer to obstruents. Again, this difference is best understood as a 
result of the difference in interpretation of the more consonantal place specification 
of laterals vs. the more vocalic place specification of rhotics. 

5.4.2. Laterals are better licensors 

There are some indications from a variety of languages – including German and 
English – that suggest that /�/ is the better licensor of the two liquids. In some 
languages /�/ but not /�/ can license the palatal glide // in a branching onset. In some 
varieties of English, for instance, a palatal glide is inserted after a consonant if it is 
followed by the high back vowel /�/, unless the consonant is a rhotic or labial glide. 
 
(22) stop+j pew [��] 
 fricative+j fuse [#��] 
 nasal+j music [�
����] 
 lateral+j lewd [���] 
 * rhotic+j rude * [���] [���] 
 * bilabial glide+j wood * [���] [���] 
 
The pattern in (22) suggests that all consonants are strong enough to license the 
inserted //, except for /�/ and /�/, the two most vocalic consonants in English. 

Similar situations can be observed in Cypriot Greek (Newton 1972) and 
Marathi (Pandharipande 1997). In Cypriot Greek both nasals and laterals can be 
followed by the palatal glide, as in [�
����] ‘big’ and [�����"] ‘it melts’, but no 
sequences of /�/ followed by // are found. This situation is identical to that in 
Marathi, where forms such as [
���] ‘sheath’ and [�������] ‘he wore’ can be found, 
but no examples of word-initial [�-] can be found. 

Asymmetries between the licensing power of the lateral and rhotic liquid 
are not only found in word-initial position, but also occur syllable-finally. In both 
English and German sylabless that end in the sequence [-��] can be observed, while 
the reverse sequence is not allowed. 
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(23) English German 
 churl *chulr Karl *Kalr ‘Charles’ 
 pearl *pealr Perlmutter *Pelrmutter ‘mother of pearl’ 
 snarl *snarl Gigerl *Gigelr ‘dandy’ 
 
The examples in (23) suggest that /�/ can license /�/ at the right edge of a syllable, 
while /�/ cannot license /�/ in this context. This then suggests that /�/ is the more 
consonantal segment, given that it has greater licensing power. 

In Dutch, [-��] sequences such as those in (23) generally do not occur. 
Dicky Gilbers (personal communication) notes that the only example of a word-final 
rhotic-lateral sequence is the marginal burl [����] ‘deer in heat’. Instead of the 
English and German [-��] the sequence [-���] can be found instead in Dutch. The 
Dutch cognate for pearl is parel [������], while Charles is Karel [������]. This 
indicates that in Dutch /�/ is generally not strong enough to license a preceding /�/ 
word-finally. Nevertheless, the examples in (23) show that in closely related 
Germanic languages /�/ must be a stronger licensor than /�/, given that it can occur 
after the rhotic word-finally. 

5.4.3. The relation between /����/ and /����/ 
There is some evidence that suggests that there is a close link between the rhotic 
liquid and the low back vowel in many languages. This would support the view that 
/�/ should be represented with |I| and |A| places of articulation, and the more vocalic 
interpretation of |A| place in sonorants then explains why rhotics are more vocalic 
than liquids that are defined with |I| and |U|. In some languages the influence of |A| 
place is minimal, while in others the influence is clearly visible. 

An example of the influence of the |A| specification of the rhotic liquid can 
be found in some varieties of German. In Standard German, syllable-final /�/ is 
typically realised as a low glide [4], and in Berlin German, unstressed syllabic /�/ as 
in besser [�� 	�5] ‘better’ and wasser [��&	�5] ‘water’ is realised as a low vowel [4]: 
[�� 	4], [��&	4] (Wiese 1996). Below I discuss liquid vocalisation in more detail; I 
assume that liquid vocalisation is the result of the loss of one of the place elements 
of the liquid due to pressure from the prosodic context. In German, /�/ in a relatively 
vocalic prosodic position – i.e. the coda – loses its |I| specification, resulting in a low 
glide with only |A| place. 

The German varieties discussed above are very similar to the process of /�/-
vocalisation that can be observed in the city dialect of The Hague (Bral et al. 2001; 
Elias 2002). The rhotic liquid in the The Hague dialect has a velar place of 
articulation, regardless of its prosodic position. already suggests a dominant role for 
the |A| element of the /�/ in this dialect. Furthermore, schwa-/�/ sequences (24a) and 
morpheme-final /�/ (24b) are realised as low back vowels (Rueb 1994, 1997, 2002; 
Bral et al. 2001; Elias 2002). 
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(24) Standard Dutch The Hague 
 a. onder [������] [����&] ‘underneath’ 
 dichter [���'���] [���'�&] ‘poet’ 
 over [�����] [���&] ‘about’ 
 spetter [�	� ���] [�	� �&] ‘babe’ 
 
 b. duur [�%�] [��%&] ‘expensive’ 
 door [����] [���&] ‘by’ 
 haar [���] [���&] ‘hair’ 
 ver [� �] [�� &] ‘far’ 
 snor [	���] [�	��&] ‘moustache’ 
 
In section 5.5.2.3. below, I show that some other speakers of Dutch also vocalise the 
rhotic liquid, but for these speakers the resulting sound typically has a high palatal 
place of articulation. This suggests that for these speakers /�/ vocalises by virtue of 
the suppression of the velar element |A|, while in the The Hague dialect – as in the 
Berlin German dialect – the coronal element |I| is suppressed. 

A similar situation can be observed in English loanword incorporation in 
Japanese (Nishihara et al. 2001). Japanese lacks schwa and also does not allow coda 
consonants other than homorganic nasals and geminates. The vowel that shows up 
instead of schwa-r sequences is [�], suggesting that /�/ and the low back vowel are 
linked. 
 
(25) English Japanese 
 power [pawaa] 
 after [afutaa] 
 motor [mootaa] 
 personal [paasonaru] 
 part [paato] 
 
Another type of evidence that is provided for the phonological link between /�/ and 
/�/ involves the epenthetic vowel that can be found before word-initial /�/ in some 
languages. For instance, in Campidanian Sardinian, /�/ cannot occur in word-initial 
position, and instead a low vowel is inserted before it (Bolognesi 1998:42).5 
 
(26) Latin Campidanian Italian Campidanian 
 rosa [�������] ‘rose’ ricco [����"���] ‘rich’ 
 rivus [����"�] ‘river’ radio [�����6"�] ‘radio’ 
 rana [�������] ‘frog’ rubeum [�����7"�] ‘red’ 

 
5 Notice that in Campidanian Sardinian, the most vocalic liquid – i.e. the rhotic – is apparently not 
consonantal enough to occur in a single onset, while the more consonantal lateral does occur in this 
position, as in [�����] ‘light’ and [��	
��] ‘ugly’. This asymmetry further supports the claim that the lateral 
liquid is more consonantal than the rhotic liquid. 
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A similar situation can be found in Québec French, where /�/-initial words can be 
pronounced either as such, or with a low vowel inserted before them, as in rien 
[�(8]~[��(8] ‘nothing’. The Campidanian Sardinian and Québec French situation 
again suggests that in these languages |A| is the dominant place element for the 
rhotic liquid, and the epenthetic vowel shares its place of articulation with the rhotic. 

Some final evidence for the link between the low back vowel and /�/ comes 
from the familiar intrusive r data from non-rhotic dialects of English (cf. Harris 
1994 and Giegerich 1999; among many others). Harris (1994:237) claims that 
“intrusive-r never appears pre-vocalically if the morpheme-final vowel is high or up-
gliding.” This then suggests that an intrusive r can only appear if the element |A| is 
already available in the preceding vowel. 

5.4.4. Cross-linguistic behaviour of obstruent-liquid clusters 

5.4.4.1. Icelandic obstruent-liquid clusters 
The pattern of syllabification of obstruent-liquid clusters discussed in section 5.3.2. 
can also be observed in Icelandic. Like Dutch, Icelandic allows both obstruent-
lateral and obstruent-rhotic clusters to appear as word-initial onsets. Since Icelandic 
has fixed word stress on the first syllable (cf. Vennemann 1972; Thráinsson 1978; 
Árnason 1980) there are no examples of branching obstruent-liquid clusters that are 
foot-initial, but not word-initial. All occurrences of word-medial obstruent-liquid 
clusters are therefore foot-internal. Even though the stress rule of Icelandic is 
straightforward, it is not clear whether it is the syllable structure that drives this 
stress application or whether it is stress that influences syllabification. As in many 
languages, the stressed syllable of Icelandic is always heavy; i.e. either a syllable 
that has a long vowel (in other words a VV rhyme) or one that has a short vowel and 
a coda consonant (in other words a VC rhyme). 
 
(27) VV rhymes VC rhymes 
 [��"�.��] ‘tear’ [�� �.�] ‘to delay’ 
 [�t��.�a] ‘to hold’ [� �.�"] ‘upper’ 
 [�	 �.��] ‘to set’ [��� �.���] ‘dwarf’ 
 [� �.	�] ‘a mountain’ [�	��6.��] ‘to stop’ 
 
In Icelandic, the demand that a stressed syllable must be heavy interacts with the 
constraint that demands that consonants are syllabified in onset position (i.e. the 
constraint based on the Maximal Onset Principle). Furthermore, familiar licensing 
constraints are ranked high in Icelandic to ensure that certain consonant clusters are 
not forced into a foot-internal branching onset. For instance, the constraint that bans 
stops in the dependent position of a branching onset – which I label here as 
*ONSETDEP|)| – is ranked high, disallowing the cluster [��] from forming an onset in 
*[��� �.����]. 

The tableau in (28) shows that the Icelandic situation is almost identical to 
Dutch. The main difference between the two languages is that in Icelandic the 
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constraint STRESS-TO-WEIGHT (SWP) – the constraint that demands that a stressed 
syllable be heavy (see among others Myers 1987; Riad 1992; Kager 1999) – is 
ranked high, and the constraint DEP-IO is ranked below MOP to allow the vowel to 
become long to satisfy SWP, without forcing consonant clusters to form 
ungrammatical branching onsets. Notice that in Icelandic the length of the vowel in 
the input also does not have to be specified, given the fact that a long vowel cannot 
be followed by a consonant in the rhyme, while short vowels have to be in a closed 
syllable. 
 
(28)  

/�� ����/ MAX-IO SWP *ONSET 
DEP|)| 

MOP DEP-IO 

 [��� �.����]   *!  * 
� [��� �.���]    *  
 [��� ��.���]    * *! 
 [��� .����]  *! *   
 [��� �.���] *!    * 
 [��� �.���] *!    * 

 
In Icelandic, the status of the vowel in the stressed syllable is a much more stable 
diagnostic for syllabification than in Dutch. The first syllable in Icelandic is stressed; 
this is accomplished either by lengthening the vowel if the syllable is open, or by 
having a consonant follow a short vowel. This then means that a long vowel is 
necessarily in an open syllable, while a short vowel is necessarily in a closed 
syllable. 

Given the stress pattern of Icelandic, the data in (29) show that word-
internal stop-liquid clusters are not treated homogeneously, and stop-rhotic clusters 
are preceded by a long vowel – indicating the cluster is tautosyllabic and forms the 
onset of the second syllable (29a) – whereas stop-lateral clusters are preceded by a 
short vowel – indicating that the cluster is heterosyllabic (29b). 
 
(29) a. [� �.���] ‘sober’ b. [�	��.��] ‘to sail’ 
 [� �.���] ‘field’ [� �.��] ‘to lack’ 
 [�	���.���] ‘to chide’ 
 
These examples suggest that the ranking of the constraints *ONSETOBSLATWF and 
*ONSETOBSRHOTWF – or, in the case of Icelandic *ONSETSTOPLATWF and 
*ONSETSTOPRHOTWF – is similar to their ranking in Dutch. The constraint militating 
against a stop-lateral cluster to be syllabified as a branching onset is ranked above 
MOP, while the similar constraint concerning rhotics is ranked below it. 
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(30)  
/ ���/ MAX 

IO 

SWP *ONSSTOP 
LATWF 

MOP *ONSSTOP 
RHOTWF 

DEP 
IO 

� [� �.���]     * * 
 [� �.��]    *!   
 [� ��.��]    *!  * 
 [� .���]  *!     
 [� �.��] *!     * 
 [� �.��] *!     * 

 
(31)  

/ ���/ MAX 
IO 

SWP
 

*ONSSTOP 
LATWF 

MOP *ONSSTOP 
RHOTWF 

DEP 
IO 

 [� �.���]   *!   * 
� [� �.��]    *   
 [� ��.��]    *  *! 
 [� .���]  *!     
 [� �.��] *!     * 
 [� �.��] *!     * 

 
The Icelandic data in (29) again show that the lateral liquid is typically more 
consonantal than the rhotic liquid, and for this reason stop-liquid clusters involving 
the lateral liquid are ungrammatical in weak prosodic positions. 

5.4.4.2. Romance obstruent-liquid clusters 

Above I showed that stop-liquid clusters in both Dutch and Icelandic exhibit 
asymmetric behaviour, particularly in foot-internal position. I now turn to some 
phenomena from Romance languages that indicate that in these languages too 
obstruent-lateral clusters are more marked than obstruent-rhotic clusters. In the 
development of some Romance languages all obstruent-lateral clusters became ill-
formed, regardless of the position in the foot. However, some processes show some 
sensitivity to foot structure in certain stages of the development. In this section I first 
discuss some historic data from Italian, followed by some metathesis data from both 
Spanish and Italian. This section concludes with a discussion of Portuguese 
obstruent-liquid clusters. 

Vennemann (1988:19–20) argues that Italian at one point had obstruent-
lateral word-initial branching onsets, but that in the development of Italian, these 
clusters weakened to obstruent-palatal glide clusters, while obstruent-rhotic clusters 
remained the same (32c). 
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(32) a. plenu � pieno ‘full’ 
 blank � bianco ‘white’ 
 clave � chiave ‘key’ 
 
 b. nebula � neb.la � neb.bla � neb.bia ‘fog’ 
 simila � sim.la � sem.bla � sem.bia ‘semblance’ 
 
 c. pratu � prato ‘meadow’ 
 brevis � breve ‘brief’ 
 crepito � crepito ‘rustle’ 
 
This change in Italian differs in two ways from the tendencies found in Dutch and 
Icelandic discussed above. First, the change is not limited to one particular prosodic 
position, but applies to both foot and word-initial positions. Obstruent-lateral onset 
clusters were apparently ill-formed in all prosodic domains in this particular stage of 
the grammar. Second, in Italian, the “repair” strategy to avoid the ill-formed 
obstruent-lateral onset clusters from surfacing does not involve syllabifying the two 
segments of the cluster into different syllables; rather, the second segment of the 
cluster weakens to a palatal glide. Recall from the discussion in chapter 2 that the 
palatal glide has a much more vocalic structure than the lateral, and it seems that in 
Italian these clusters make better onsets than the obstruent-lateral clusters. Notice 
that the changes in (32b) are not as straightforward as those in (32a). Both forms in 
(32b) started out with a simple CVCVCV structure. The first step in the 
development of these words is that the second vowel is deleted. However, this 
creates problematic word-internal consonant-lateral clusters, and Vennemann (1988) 
claims that these clusters were heterosyllabic at this stage of Italian. This 
syllabification suggests that no repair is necessary, since the first consonant in the 
cluster and the lateral do not form a branching onset. However, Italian also 
underwent a process of word-internal consonant gemination, and this resulted in 
forms where the two consonants in the cluster do have to form a word-internal onset. 
It is only at this point that the repair strategy has to apply, and the lateral in the 
cluster is replaced by a palatal glide. 

The gemination facts from (32b) are also attested in a more straightforward 
manner in the development of some Latin forms into their current Italian forms 
(Vennemann 1988:46). What is important here is that the obstruent-rhotic clusters in 
(33a) do not undergo a change after gemination, suggesting that the onset cluster is 
well-formed even in this position, whereas the obstruent-lateral clusters show the 
expected change to obstruent-glide clusters after gemination. 
 
(33) a. Latin Italian b. Latin Italian 
 labrum labbro ‘lip’ oc(u)lus occhio ‘eye’ 
 febrem febbre ‘fever’ duplus doppio ‘double’ 
 
The Italian data presented in (32) and (33) above suggest that in the history of Italian 
obstruent-lateral onset clusters were ill-formed, regardless of their prosodic position. 
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The restriction in Italian is therefore more severe than in Icelandic and Dutch, where 
obstruent-lateral onsets are only avoided in foot-internal position by syllabifying the 
cluster as a coda and an onset respectively. 

Spanish, unlike Italian, retained most of the obstruent-lateral onsets that 
disappeared in Italian. The Spanish cognates of the words in (32a), for instance, all 
still have the obstruent-lateral onsets. 
 
(34) Italian Spanish 
 pieno completo ‘full’ 
 bianco blanco ‘white’ 
 chiave clave (fig.) ‘key’ 
 
However, Vennemann (1988) reports that also in the history of Spanish obstruent-
lateral clusters were subject to change, as the metathesis data in (35) show 
(Vennemann 1988:57). 
 
(35) pe.rí.cu.lu � pe.rí.clu � pe.lí.gro ‘danger’ 
 mi.rá.cu.lu � mi.rá.clu � mi.lá.gro ‘miracle’ 
 pa.rá.bo.la � pa.rá.bla � pa.lá.bra ‘word’ 
 
The first change that the words in (35) underwent is the syncope of the vowel in the 
third syllable. Syncope processes are not uncommon in the history of the Romance 
languages; the data in (32b) show a similar phenomenon in Italian. The syncope 
process in Spanish resulted in forms that have an obstruent-lateral cluster in the final 
syllable. As in Italian – and also Dutch and Icelandic – this cluster is ill-formed in a 
weak prosodic position in Spanish and the form is repaired. Neither of the two repair 
strategies encountered before – syllabifying the consonants into different syllables in 
Dutch and Icelandic and changing the cluster to an obstruent-glide cluster in Italian 
– is used in Spanish. Instead, the two liquids in the word metathesise. This 
metathesis resolves the ill-formed obstruent-lateral cluster and replaces it with an 
obstruent-rhotic cluster, suggesting that this obstruent-rhotic cluster is not ill-formed 
in this position in Spanish. Again, these data provide evidence for an analysis where 
obstruent-lateral clusters are relatively ill-formed, at least in certain prosodic 
domains, whereas obstruent-rhotic clusters are mostly well-formed in the languages 
discussed so far. 

A similar, but interestingly different, metathesis process occurred in the 
history of Italian. Consider (36), taken from Vennemann (1988:58), and recall that 
this process does not apply to obstruent-rhotic clusters since they are retained in 
Italian. 
 
(36) fa.bu.la � fa.bla (?) � fla.ba � fia.ba ‘hill’ 
 fun.du.la � fun.dla (?) � flun.da � fion.da ‘catapult’ 
 po.pu.lu � pop.lu � pop.plu � plop.po � piop.po ‘poplar’ 
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The difference between the first and third forms in (36) is somewhat unexpected. 
Both involve a word-medial labial stop-lateral cluster, the only difference being that 
the first form has a voiced stop. Apparently this cluster could not be broken up into 
two separate syllables in Italian, although Vennemann does put a question mark next 
to the forms with a branching onset in the second syllable. However, this difference 
is not crucial for the discussion here. 

Notice that the syncope of the second vowel in the forms in (36) results in 
the familiar ill-formed obstruent-lateral clusters in Italian. However, the forms in 
(36) do not undergo the repair strategy observed in (32) above, but rather, the lateral 
shows up in the onset of the first syllable. Only after this metathesis process does the 
familiar repair in Italian occur, so that the forms end up with obstruent-glide onsets. 
The development of the forms in (36) seems to form a gradual scale of well-
formedness. The syncope process creates an ill-formed onset cluster. This cluster is 
resolved by moving the lateral to the dependent position of the initial syllable, 
suggesting that this is less ill-formed than the branching cluster in foot-internal 
position. In this respect the behaviour of these forms is similar to the distribution of 
obstruent-lateral cluster in Dutch and Icelandic, where foot-initial obstruent-lateral 
clusters are well-formed as a branching onset, while foot-internally these clusters are 
heterosyllabic. However, in Italian, foot-initial obstruent-lateral clusters are also ill-
formed and the familiar repair strategy applies. 

The history of Portuguese shows at least two stages in which obstruent-
lateral clusters are avoided and repaired in a similar fashion to Italian. Vennemann 
(1993:328) reports that the Latin obstruent-lateral clusters were first changed into 
obstruent-palatal glide clusters before ultimately changing into /-/ (37a). Obstruent-
rhotic clusters are not affected and remain unchanged in Portuguese (37b). 
 
(37) a. Latin Portuguese b. Latin Portuguese 
 plaga [-]aga ‘wound’ pratu prado ‘meadow’ 
 clavis [-]ave ‘key’ credo crer ‘to believe’ 
 flamma [-]ama ‘flame’ frigus frio ‘cold’ 
 implere en[-]er ‘to fill’ ostrea ostro ‘oyster’ 
 
Notice that this change applies both word-initially and word-internally, suggesting 
that the obstruent-lateral clusters in Portuguese are ill-formed in all these positions. 

An even more interesting process occurred at a later stage in the history of 
Portuguese, and in this stage, ill-formed obstruent-lateral clusters were repaired in a 
different way than those in (37a). In this stage of development, all obstruent-lateral 
clusters were replaced by obstruent-rhotic clusters. Consider some cognates from 
Spanish, with obstruent-lateral and obstruent-rhotic clusters clusters, and 
Portuguese, where the laterals have changed into rhotics, while the rhotics remain 
unchanged (Vennemann 1993:329): 
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(38) a. Spanish Portuguese b. Spanish Portuguese 
 blanco branco ‘white’ noble nobre ‘noble’ 
 plato prato ‘plate’ aflojar afroixar ‘arrow’ 
 flaco fraco ‘weak’ 
 
 brazo braço ‘arm’ ostra ostra ‘oyster’ 
 pronto pronto ‘quick’ hombro ombro ‘shoulder’ 
 frio frio ‘cold’ 
 
Again the change occurred both word-initially (38a) and word-medially (38b). The 
fact that the ill-formed obstruent-lateral clusters are replaced by obstruent-rhotic 
clusters supports the claim that these are better onsets due to the relative vocalic 
place specification of the rhotic as opposed to the more consonantal place 
specification of the lateral. 

5.5. Post-vocalic liquids 

Another asymmetry between the Dutch lateral and rhotic liquids can be observed in 
the influence that each liquid has on preceding tense mid vowels in different 
prosodic contexts. Even though both coda /�/ and /�/ cause tense mid vowels to be 
lax in monosyllabic forms, only /�/ triggers this vowel laxing, even when it appears 
in the onset of a following syllable. Apart from this asymmetric behaviour between 
the two Dutch liquids, they show similar behaviour in a process that I refer to as 
liquid vocalisation. Both /�/ and /�/ vocalise in coda position in certain dialects of 
Dutch. This section deals first with the asymmetric behaviour of the Dutch liquids 
regarding their influence on preceding vowels, and then discusses the phenomenon 
of liquid vocalisation in coda position. 

5.5.1. Mid vowel laxing 

The distribution and behaviour of vowels before the Dutch liquids is not the same as 
the distribution and behaviour of vowels before the obstruents and nasals. Besides 
the fact that only lax vowels can precede /�/, all tense vowels, lax vowels and 
diphthongs can appear before the Dutch obstruents and nasals in monosyllabic 
words. However, before liquids – and also before /!/, to which I return in the next 
chapter – the tense mid vowels /(/, /�/ and /�/ show up as their respective long lax 
counterparts (cf. Gussenhoven 1993 and see also section 2.5.1.1.). The examples in 
(39) show the distribution of the Dutch tense vowels in monosyllabic words before 
stops (39a) and liquids (39b).6 

 
6 Recall that the Dutch high tense vowels and the Dutch low tense vowel do not alternate with lax vowels 
in a stable manner. The high tense vowels lack a lax counterpart altogether, and /�/ and /�/ alternate more 
freely than other tense-lax vowel pairs. See chapter 2 for details. 
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(39) a. biet [�"�] ‘beet’ b. bier [�"�] ‘beer’ hiel [�"�] ‘heel’ 
 bruut [��%�] ‘brute’ muur [
%�] ‘wall’  * [_%�] 
 boek [���] ‘book’ boer [���] ‘farmer’ doel [���] ‘goal’ 
 week [!(�] ‘week’ meer [
���] ‘lake’7 deel [����] ‘part’ 
 leuk [���] ‘nice’ deur [����] ‘door’ geul ['���] ‘ditch’ 
 hoop [���] ‘hope’ boor [����] ‘drill’ pool [����] ‘pole’ 
 laat [���] ‘late’ haar [���] ‘hair’ zaal [���] ‘hall’ 
 
All seven Dutch tense vowels occur freely before obstruents in the context in (39), 
the tense high vowels and the tense low vowel appear freely before /�/, and the tense 
low vowel and the tense high vowels, except /%/, appear freely before /�/. The high 
front rounded vowel /%/ only appears before /�/ in polysyllabic words where /�/ is 
syllabified in the onset of a following syllable, as in tule [��%��] ‘tulle’ and module 
[
���%��] ‘module’. There are only a few words that have word-final /�/ preceded by 
/%/, and the only ones listed in Het Groene Boekje (‘The Green Book’, the official 
Dutch wordlist) are those in (40). 
 
(40) crapuul [��&��%�] ‘the masses’ 
 minuscuul [
"�"	��%�] ‘miniscule’ 
 molecuul [
�����%�] ‘molecule’ 
 ridicuul [�"�"��%�] ‘ridiculous’ 
 baskuul [�&	��%�] ‘weighbridge’ 
 moduul [
���%�] ‘module’ 
 
First note that the forms in (40) are Latinate in origin, and further note that the more 
common form of the last two words in (40) in fact end in schwa, so that /�/ is in 
onset position of a schwa-headed syllable. Even though Dutch does have a few 
words with /%/ followed by a tautosyllabic /�/, they do not seem to be as well-formed 
as forms with different vowels. A possible explanation for this distributional gap 
could be the fact that the vowel and the lateral share the same place specification; 
both segments contain the place elements |I| and |U|. An OCP restriction against 
rhymes consisting of a vowel and a liquid with the same place of articulation would 
correctly rule out outputs with /%/ followed by /�/. Notice that this OCP restriction 
only targets tense vowels, since the lax vowel that has the same place structure as 
the Dutch rhotic, namely / /, does occur before /�/. Also notice that the tense vowel 
containing the same place structure as /�/, namely /(/, does not surface before /�/ in 
tautosyllabic contexts, due to the laxing process described above. In this case the 
OCP is not violated since the tense vowel /(/ does not surface as such before /�/ in 
the first place. The explanation for the fact that / / and /�/ do occur in the same 
rhyme in Dutch would be that in lax vowels |@| is the head of the structure, while in 
tense vowels the primary place elements are more prominent. This rules out 
 
7 The vowel laxing phenomenon has apparently also started to affect some people’s spelling of words 
with –eer; Jeroen van de Weijer (personal communication) notes that recently in a Dutch TV show the 
word zeemeermin ‘mermaid’ was misspelled as *zeemirmin. 
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occurrences of tense vowels followed by a liquid with the same place specification, 
while allowing the lax counterpart to occur with this liquid. In the next chapter I 
discuss the restrictions that can be found in vowel-glide rhyme sequences, and there 
I show that these sequences are even more restricted. 

Returning to the laxing phenomenon involving the Dutch liquids, (41) 
repeats the crucial forms from (39), which show that tense mid vowels are realised 
as long lax vowels before word-final /�/ and /�/ in Dutch. 
 
(41) week [!(�] ‘week’ meer [
���] ‘lake’ deel [����] ‘part’ 
 leuk [���] ‘nice’ deur [����] ‘door’ geul ['���] ‘ditch’ 
 hoop [���] ‘hope’ boor [����] ‘drill’ pool [����] ‘pole’ 
 
The asymmetry between the Dutch lateral liquid and the Dutch rhotic liquids 
concerning this laxing process becomes apparent when disyllabic words with liquids 
in word-medial position are considered. The examples in (42) show that in this 
context the Dutch lateral liquid (42b) patterns with the obstruents (42a) and tense 
mid vowels surface as such before these segments, while the tense mid vowels 
before /�/ again surface as long lax vowels (42c).8 
 
(42) a. deken [��(��] ‘blanket’ 
 kreupel [�������] ‘crippled’ 
 boter [������] ‘butter’ 
 
 b. speler [�	�(���] ‘player’ 
 veulen [�����] ‘foal’ 
 molen [�
���] ‘mill’ 
 
 c. kerel [�������] ‘chap’ 
 keuren [������] ‘to inspect’ 
 toren [������] ‘tower’ 
 
The asymmetric behaviour between /�/ on the one hand and the obstruents, nasals 
and /�/ on the other makes it very hard to give a unified account of this process. The 
data in (41) might suggest that Dutch liquids following tense vowels should be 
syllabified in the rhyme. It seems strange that a segment in onset position can 
influence a vowel in a preceding nucleus. If, however, the segment in question is 
syllabified in the rhyme, the vowel and liquid are in the same constituent and the 
liquid is more likely to be able to influence the realisation of the preceding vowel. 
However, the data in (42c) show that a Dutch rhotic liquid in onset position does in 
fact influence tense mid vowels in the preceding nucleus. The fact that /�/ and /�/ 
behave in the same way in one context (41) and differently in another (42) makes it 
impossible to give a unified account of the way in which liquids influence preceding 
 
8 All words except keuren ‘to inspect’ and speler ‘player’ are monomorphemic forms, but notice that the 
same patterns holds in derived contexts. Again /�/ patterns with the obstruents and nasals, while tense mid 
vowels before /�/ surface as long lax vowels. 
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tense mid vowels, irrespective of the way in which word-final liquids are analysed. I 
maintain therefore that consonants following a tense vowel are syllabified in onset 
position and I furthermore assume that the laxing process can only be explained as a 
phonetic process that applies asymmetrically concerning the lateral vs. the rhotic. I 
leave a detailed – phonological – account of the laxing phenomenon in Dutch for 
future research. 

Even though an explanation for the laxing process in Dutch is hard to 
formulate, it is striking that the asymmetry between the Dutch lateral and rhotic 
liquids again shows that the lateral liquid is more likely to pattern with more 
consonantal segments than the rhotic liquid. Even though both Dutch liquids trigger 
tense mid vowel laxing in monosyllabic words, the lateral liquid patterns with 
obstruents and nasals in word-medial position, and triggers no vowel laxing. 
Together with the evidence provided above, this also suggests that the lateral liquid 
is more consonantal than the rhotic liquid. 

5.5.2. Processes affecting post-vocalic liquids 

Dutch liquids that are not followed by a vowel – i.e. liquids in coda position and 
liquids in word-final onset position – are typically the target of phonological 
processes altering either the realisation of the liquids themselves or the prosodic 
structure in which the liquid occurs. In section 5.5.2.4. below I discuss the wide-
spread phenomenon in Dutch by which liquid-consonant clusters are broken up by 
an epenthetic schwa. As a result, the prosodic structure of the word is changed 
dramatically and a liquid that would have been syllabified in a rhyme position is 
now syllabified in the onset of the syllable containing the schwa. Apart from this 
structure changing phenomenon, there are two other types of alternations that target 
word-final onset liquids and liquids in the rhyme, and in section 5.5.2.2. I briefly 
discuss the alternations that can be observed in Dutch between “clear” and “dark” 
/�/. Then, in section 5.5.2.3. I discuss a similar phenomenon targeting both Dutch 
liquids, namely liquid vocalisation. This process targets liquids that are not followed 
by a vowel, and these liquids typically lose their liquid properties and surface as 
glides. However, before turning to the phenomena that target liquids in word-final 
and coda position, I briefly discuss the reason why the two apparently unrelated 
prosodic positions of word-final onset position and coda position are both targeted 
by the vocalisation processes discussed in sections 5.5.2.2. and 5.5.2.3. 

5.5.2.1. Unifying codas and word-final onsets 
Recall from the discussion on syllabification in chapter 3 that in Dutch, tense vowels 
head open syllables (van Oostendorp 2000a). As a result, a word-final consonant 
that follows a tense vowel is not syllabified in the rhyme of that vowel, but instead 
in the onset of a following syllable, which is itself headed by an empty nucleus. Lax 
vowels form closed syllables in Dutch and consonants following a lax vowel are 
therefore syllabified in the rhyme. The contrast between these two situations is 
represented in (43). 
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(43) a. O R O R b. O R 
 
 N N N 
 
 � � �  � � � 
 
Notice that even though these two prosodic structures are quite different from one 
another, at least two phonological processes apply to the right-edge context in 
Dutch. Both the phenomenon of liquid vocalisation in Dutch (which I present in 
more detail in section 5.5.2.3.) and the phenomenon of final devoicing target 
segments at the right edge of words, irrespective of whether they are preceded by a 
tense or a lax vowel. This then means that these phenomena are not restricted to a 
single prosodic context. This in turn suggests that these phenomena then have to be 
specified for all the separate contexts in which they occur. However, there is an 
alternative. Lombardi (1991, 1995) offers an analysis of final devoicing in which she 
refers to a constraint called the LARYNGEAL CONSTRAINT. This constraint, presented 
here as (44), states that, in the languages where this constraint applies, laryngeal 
features are only licensed in the onset. 
 
(44) σ 
 
 [Root] [+son] 
 
 . Laryngeal node 
 
This constraint is violated by phonologically voiced segments that occur in positions 
other than an onset position that is followed by a sonorant. Van Oostendorp (2000a) 
interprets the constraint in (44) in this way, and rephrases the constraint as a more 
general *[VOICE] constraint, which is only violated in the complement of the 
environments represented in (44). This constraint then ensures that segments in 
Dutch are devoiced when they occur outside an onset that is followed by a sonorant. 
This constraint targets both the final consonant in (43a) and (43b), given that neither 
is followed by a sonorant. 

Given that an elsewhere constraint such as the one in (44) can be called 
upon to account for final devoicing, it follows that a similar constraint can be posited 
for the process of liquid vocalisation discussed here. This constraint – call it 
VOCALISE – militates against non-vocalised liquids, except when they occur in an 
onset that is followed by a non-empty nucleus. In this way the seemingly rather 
different prosodic contexts in which final devoicing and liquid vocalisation occur are 
unified through elsewhere constraints. 

Even though these types of elsewhere constraints unify the vocalisation 
process, I want to argue that liquid vocalisation after tense vowels is not only the 
result of the application of this elsewhere condition, but also the result of a 
reinterpretation of the prosodic structure. Following the claims made in chapter 3, I 
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argue that consonants, including liquids, following a tense vowel are syllabified in 
the onset of an empty syllable. The nucleus of this word-final syllable is empty, and 
given that liquids are sonorants, I argue that liquids in this context are actually 
syllabified in the empty nucleus position rather than in onset position, as in (45). 
 
(45) R R 
 
 N O N 
 
 x x x 
 = 
 Vtense /�/ 
 
Given the fact that liquids are relatively sonorous, I argue that they prefer the more 
vocalic nucleus position over the onset position. This would account for the 
vocalisation of liquids after tense vowels since they now also appear in a vocalic 
position. However, notice that the elsewhere constraints discussed above still apply, 
given that liquids after lax vowels are dependents in the rhyme and liquids after 
tense vowels are in the nucleus of a separate syllable. This makes the stipulative 
claim that liquids are forced in the empty nucleus superfluous, but nevertheless I 
assume that this approach might better explain the nature of liquid vocalisation. 

5.5.2.2. Dark [����] 
As in English, many dialects of Dutch show variation between a “clear” lateral [�] in 
both head and dependent positions of the onset and a “dark” lateral [9] in word-final 
and coda positions (Collins & Mees 1996; Botma & van der Torre 2000a). 
 
(46) a. lip [���] ‘lip’ b. pil [��9] ‘pill’ 
 lef [��#] ‘courage’ fel [# 9] ‘bright’ 
 lood [���] ‘lead’ kool [���9] ‘cabbage’ 
 plek [�� �] ‘place’ help [� 9�] ‘help’ 
 klok [����] ‘clock’ wolk [!�9�] ‘cloud’ 
 
Collins & Mees (1996) argue that the “darkness” of [9] in these Dutch dialects 
should be attributed to the lack of contact between the tongue and the alveolar ridge 
and retraction of the tongue root to the pharynx wall. A dark [9] is therefore 
produced with a lower and further retracted tongue position than its clear 
counterpart. Recall that in terms of elements, lowness is associated with the vocalic 
place element |A|. Also recall that in some languages such as Japanese, a word-final 
placeless nasal is realised as a velar nasal, suggesting that in this vocalic position, 
the vocalic element |A| can sometimes be added to segments. This is also the case 
with the dark laterals in these Dutch dialects. In any position outside of the onset, 
laterals receive the vocalic element |A|, adding backness and lowness to the 
realisation of the segment. 
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The pattern described here is by no means true for all dialects of Dutch. 
The dialects of Rotterdam and Amsterdam, for instance, are reported to have “dark” 
[9] in all prosodic positions, while in the dialect of Nijmegen /�/ is clear in all 
contexts (Collins & Mees 1996:170). However, what is crucial is that only three out 
of a possible four patterns are found. Either laterals are produced in a similar fashion 
in all contexts as is the case in the dialects of Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Nijmegen, 
or the lateral is clear in onset position and dark in post-vocalic context. The reverse 
situation is not found in any dialect of Dutch: laterals are never dark in onsets and 
clear in codas. This then suggests that – in the dialects where an asymmetry between 
the two prosodic positions exists – laterals in vocalic positions are produced with 
more vocalic qualities than their counterparts in onset position. 

5.5.2.3. Liquid vocalisation 
An even more radical phenomenon involving vocalic realisations of liquids in post-
vocalic position can be observed both in the history and in recent developments of 
Dutch. This process is characterised by the fact that the liquids involved are reduced 
to vocalic reflexes. I first briefly discuss the historical process of lateral vocalisation, 
before turning to the more recent process of liquid vocalisation. 

At some point in the development of Dutch, lateral liquids that occurred 
before a coronal stop and after a low back vowel changed into back round vowels. 
This change is illustrated in (47) by giving the altered Dutch forms and contrasting 
them to the unchanged German cognates (see, for instance, van Reenen 1986; 
Humbert 1995:104; van Reenen & Jongkind 2000). 
 
(47) Dutch German 
 woud [!���] Walt [!&��] ‘forest’ 
 oud [���] alt [&��] ‘old’ 
 goud ['���] Gold [����] ‘gold’ 
 mout [
���] malt [
&��] ‘malt’ 
 hout [����] Holz [����	] ‘wood’ 
 
Notice that this process shows strong resemblances to the nasal velarisation process 
of Wieringen Dutch discussed in the previous chapter. Here too the context in which 
the process occurs is after a low back vowel and before a coronal stop. 

Similar processes can be observed in the history of, for instance, French 
and Serbo-Croatian. In Serbo-Croatian, the participle is formed by the suffixation of 
/�/ (Arsenijević 2002). The a-thematic verb forms in (48a) and (48b) show that /�/ 
surfaces as [�] in the NEUTER and FEMININE forms respectively, which are vowel 
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final, while in the corresponding MASCULINE forms /�/ is word-final and lenites to a 
vocalic reflex (48c).9 
 
(48) a. pliva-l-a [��"����] ‘swum-FEM’ 
 hoda-l-a [������] ‘walked-FEM’ 
 pada-l-a [������] ‘fell-FEM’ 
 presta-l-a [�� 	����] ‘stopped-FEM’ 
 
 b. pliva-l-o [��"����] ‘swum-NEUT’ 
 hoda-l-o [������] ‘walked-NEUT’ 
 pada-l-o [������] ‘fell-NEUT’ 
 presta-l-o [�� 	����] ‘stopped-NEUT’ 
 
 c. pliva-l [��"��o] ‘swum-MASC’ 
 hoda-l [�����] ‘walked-MASC’ 
 pada-l [�����] ‘fell-MASC’ 
 presta-l [�� 	���] ‘stopped-MASC’ 
 
The vocalisation of /�/ in Serbo-Croatian is different from the Dutch cases in that in 
Serbo-Croatian /�/ does not have to be followed by a coronal stop to be vocalised. 

A more pervasive form of lateral vocalisation can be found in the 
realisation of Polish ł (cf. Bethin 1992; among others). In most dialects of Polish, ł is 
pronounced as [�], but there are still some varieties of Polish where it surfaces as 
the lateral liquid [�] (Bethin 1992:98). In addition to this dialectal difference, there is 
evidence from paradigmatic alternations that suggest that [�] and [�] are two 
allophones of ł, with [�] surfacing after front vowels and [�] elsewhere (Bethin 
1992:98). 
 
(49) nom sg prep sg 
 [-���] [-��(] ‘glass’ 
 [
���] [
��(] ‘mist’ 
 [	���] [	���(] ‘school’ 
 [�-���] [�-��(] ‘forehead’ 
 
The vocalisation of ł is not conditioned by the syllabic position it occurs in, but 
appears to be across the board. What is interesting for the discussion here is that 
again, /�/ alternates with a labial glide, suggesting that these segments have certain 
structural similarities. Bethin (1992:99) argues that Polish [�] is underlyingly /ł/ and 
has a representation with both coronal and velar place of articulation. According to 

 
9 Arsenijević (2002) notes that there are in fact several dialectal differences regarding the participle suffix 
in Serbo-Croatian. In certain dialects the final /�/ in the MASCULINE forms surfaces as [�], so that forms 
either end in two vowels as in misli-l [�����] ‘thought-MASC’ or in a long [��] as in hoda-l [��
��] 
‘stopped-MASC’. In another dialect, word-final vowels assimilate to the [�] output for /�/ and the result is a 
long [��] in all MASCULINE participle forms. A fourth possibility is that /�/ surfaces as [�], while in some 
dialects the masculine participle suffix is -ja. 
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Bethin, the coronal specification is deleted in a late, context-free rule. In this 
dissertation the similarity between /�/ and /!/ is expressed in the fact that they are 
both defined using the same elements (i.e. |�,@,I,U|), the only difference being the 
headedness relation between |I| and |U|. 

A recent development in Dutch – typical for young speakers – is the 
vocalisation of both the lateral and the rhotic in non-pretonic contexts.10 As a result, 
the vocalised liquids /�/ and /�/ are easily confused with the Dutch glides /!/ and // 
respectively (van Reenen 1986; van de Weijer 1999; van Reenen & Jongkind 2000; 
Botma & van der Torre 2000a; van der Linde 2001). An anecdotal illustration of the 
validity of this claim is provided by a pun found in 2000 on the back of a box of 
chocolate sprinkles: 
 
(50) Q: Wat is de moderne tegenhanger van de postduif? 
 [What is the modern equivalent of the carrier pigeon?] 
 A: De e-meeuw. 
 [The e-gull.] 
 
The pun works only because the words e-meeuw ‘e-gull’ and e-mail ‘e-mail’ sound 
similar enough in the speech of many young Dutch speakers. For these speakers the 
contrast between a post-vocalic /�/ and a post-vocalic /!/ has disappeared 
completely, and the words meeuw /
��!/ ‘gull’, mail /
���/ ‘mail’ and meel /
���/ 
‘flower’ are all produced as [
���], allowing the pun in (50) to work. 

The phenomenon of liquid vocalisation is quite similar to the velarisation 
phenomenon discussed in the previous section in terms of the prosodic contexts in 
which it applies. Liquid vocalisation occurs exactly in those contexts where dark [9] 
occurs, i.e. in all contexts where the liquids occur outside of an onset. Therefore, 
liquid vocalisation is also a process that occurs both when the liquid is syllabified in 
the rhyme after a lax vowel, and when it is syllabified in the nucleus following a 
tense vowel. The question that then remains is whether this vocalisation process is 
merely a phonetic issue that occurs in specific prosodic contexts or whether it can 
and should also be described and explained in phonological terms. In other words, 
the question is whether the segmental structure of a plain liquids and vocalised 
liquids differ. Even though vocalised and plain liquids can never create a meaningful 
contrast in Dutch, I wish to suggest that an explanation for this process should be 
sought in terms of a difference in segmental make-up (cf. Botma & van der Torre 
2000a for a similar view). Given that not only the Dutch liquids often vocalise in the 
prosodic contexts discussed above, but that the Dutch labio-dental glide also exhibits 
this behaviour, I include this segment in the discussion here. The Dutch labio-dental 

 
10 In many dialects of English, /�/ is of course also suppressed in post-vocalic context. However, in many 
dialects, /�/ vocalisation is now also observed. In Foulkes & Docherty (1999) the following dialects are 
identified as having lateral vocalisation: London (Tollfree 1999; Harris 1994:267), Reading (Williams & 
Kerswill 1999), Derby (Docherty & Foulkes 1999; Foulkes & Docherty 2000) and Birmingham 
(Mathisen 1999). Other dialects that have been observed to have /�/ vocalisation are The Fens (Brittain to 
appear) and Australian English (Borowsky & Horvath 1997). 
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glide is typically realised with a labio-dental place of articulation in onsets, resulting 
in contact between the lower lip and the upper teeth. In chapter 2 I argued that the 
Dutch labio-dental glide should also be represented involving a complex place 
structure; recall that /!/ is represented with both |I| and |U| place. In (51) the 
representations for /�/, /�/ and /!/ are repeated. 
 
(51) � � � 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
 I U I A U I 
 
 /�/ /�/ /!/ 
 
Before turning to a possible phonological analysis of the vocalisation process in 
Dutch the segmental make-up of the vocalised segments needs to be established. 
Both /�/ and /!/ tend to vocalise to a round back high vocoid, represented here as a 
bilabial [�]. The rhotic tends to vocalise to a high coronal approximant, i.e. []. This 
suggests that in the vocalisation process all three segments lose one of their place 
elements, and in (52) I give the segmental structures of the vocalic realisations of /�/, 
/�/ and /!/ respectively. 
 
(52) � � � 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
 U I U 
 
 [�] [] [�] 
 
A comparison between the structures in (51) and (52) immediately shows that the 
process of liquid vocalisation is represented in the loss of one of the place 
specifications. The question then is what governs the choice which place element is 
deleted in the vocalised segment. 

An obvious, and perhaps also desirable, approach to the issue of what 
governs the deletion of a place element in the vocalisation process in Dutch involves 
the notion of headedness, which plays an important role in Government Phonology. 
It could be argued that the vocalisation process discussed here is best analysed by a 
deletion process that targets the dependent place element of the segments involved. 
However, the vocalisation of /�/ and /!/ results in similar outputs, while the 
headedness relation between their place elements |I| and |U| is the exact opposite of 
each other. 

Another possibility, and the one adopted here, revolves around the idea that 
the three place elements are each associated with a different level of consonantality 
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or vocality. The vocalisation process discussed here can be analysed as a process in 
which the most vocalic place element from the structures in (51) is deleted. Recall 
that |I| is more vocalic that |U| and that |A| is more vocalic than |I|. Deleting the most 
vocalic place element from the structures in (51) correctly gives the structures in 
(52). One objection to this approach might be that it is counterintuitive to argue that 
the Dutch vocalisation process is the result of deleting the most vocalic place 
element. However, I argue that part of the reason why the Dutch liquids and Dutch 
/!/ have consonantal properties is because they have a complex place structure. The 
deletion of a place element – irrespective of the vocalic properties of this element – 
in these segments results in a more vocalic segment. The reason that the most 
vocalic element is deleted, rather than the most consonantal one can be sought in the 
fact that there is a requirement in Dutch that the vowel and a following segment 
cannot be too similar in terms of vocalic properties. Deleting the most consonantal 
place elements from the structures in (51) would result in segments that are too 
vocalic to appear after the most vocalic segments, viz. vowels. Recall from the 
discussion of diphthongs in chapter 2 that in these structures the second member also 
contains all the place elements of the first segment except for the most vocalic place 
element |A|. This suggest that within rhymes the head of the nucleus should be the 
most vocalic segment and that its dependents – be they within the nucleus, in the 
rhyme or in a following word-final syllable – should be more consonantal. 

The Dutch liquid vocalisation process is then the result of an interplay 
between a demand for segments in vocalic positions to become more vocalic and a 
limit on the degree of vocalisation that is permitted by the head of the domain. 

5.5.2.4. Schwa epenthesis 
The processes discussed in the previous two sections are not the only processes that 
affect Dutch post-vocalic liquids. The process discussed in this section does not 
affect the realisation of the liquids as such, but rather affects the prosodic context of 
the liquids. Dutch liquid-consonant patterns are often broken up by schwa epenthesis 
(see, for instance, Booij 1995:127 for a brief overview and see also section 3.3.3. for 
a brief discussion). Consider the examples in (53), where word-final liquid-
consonant clusters are broken up, provided the final consonant is non-coronal or a 
sonorant (53a). If the final consonant is a coronal obstruent, epenthesis cannot take 
place (53b). 
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(53) a. dorp /����/ [������] ‘village’ 
 alp /&��/ [�&���] ‘alp’ 
 korf /����/ [�����#] ‘basket’ 
 elf / �#/ [� ��#] ‘fairy’ 
 kerk /� ��/ [�� ���] ‘church’ 
 wolk /!���/ [�!����] ‘cloud’ 
 erg / �'/ [� ��'] ‘severe’ 
 alg /&�'/ [�&��'] ‘alga’ 
 arm /&�
/ [�&��
] ‘arm’ 
 helm /� �
/ [�� ��
] ‘helmet’ 
 kern /� ��/ [�� ���] ‘kernel’ 
 
 b. kort /����/ * [������] [����] ‘short’ 
 halt /�&��/ * [��&���] [�&��] ‘halt’ 
 vers /� �	/ * [�� ��	] [� �	] ‘fresh’ 
 hals /�&��/ * [��&��	] [�&�	] ‘neck’ 
 
This process of schwa epenthesis reflects the universal tendency to avoid consonant 
clusters, including at the edges of words. In Government Phonology terms, this can 
be translated in a constraint that militates against the ability of word-final 
consonants in onset position to license a preceding consonant. Unsurprisingly, the 
examples in (53b) form an exception to this generalisation. This is easily explained 
by the fact that coronal obstruents are syllabified in appendix position rather than in 
word-final onset position. Schwa epenthesis is prohibited in this context by virtue of 
the ALIGNMENT constraint – see chapter 4 for a discussion – that demands that the 
right edge of certain domains remains unchanged, in this case this applies to the 
word-final rhyme (van Oostendorp 2000a). 

Another set of exceptions is comprised by nasal-obstruent clusters. The 
words in (54) cannot undergo epenthesis, even though there is a word-final 
consonant cluster. 
 
(54) lamp /�&
�/ *[��&
��] ‘lamp’ 
 romp /��
�/ *[���
��] ‘rump’ 
 hemd /� 
�/ *[�� 
��] ‘shirt’ 
 vent /� ��/ *[�� ���] ‘chap’ 
 want /!&��/ *[�!&���] ‘mitt’ 
 bank /�&��/ *[��&���] ‘bank’ 
 denk /� ��/ *[�� ���] ‘think’ 
 
Recall from the previous chapter that nasals and a following obstruent typically have 
to share their place of articulation, which can then explain why these clusters cannot 
be broken up by a schwa. Notice that in the word hemd  in (54) the nasal-obstruent 
cluster does not share place of articulation. Nevertheless, schwa epenthesis still does 
not occur, this time because the labial nasal is followed by a coronal stop, which is 
extrametrical and therefore does not constitute a violation of the cluster constraint. 
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Liquid-consonant clusters are not only broken up word-finally, but also in 
word-medial context. However, schwa epenthesis only occurs if the vowel following 
the cluster is a schwa. Recall from section 4.3.1.1. that Kager & Zonneveld (1986) 
consider final schwa-headed syllables in trochaic words to be extrametrical. In terms 
of prosodic structure this means that the liquid-consonant clusters in (55) are in 
some sense still word-final, and consequently show the same behaviour as word-
final liquid-consonant clusters. However, note that in this context schwa insertion is 
usually not as productive as in the context in (54) above (van Oostendorp 2000a). 
 
(55) werper /�! ����/ [�! �����] ‘pitcher’ 
 helper /�� ����/ [�� �����] ‘helper’ 
 kervel /�� ����/ [�� �����] ‘chervil’ 
 delver /�� ����/ [�� �����] ‘digger’ 
 varken /��&���/ [��&����] ‘pig’ 
 welke /�! ���/ [�! ����] ‘which’ 
 Helmer /�� �
��/ [�� ��
��] ‘Helmer’ 
 ferme /�# �
�/ [�# ��
�] ‘firm’ 
 
If the liquid-consonant cluster is followed by a full vowel, schwa epenthesis cannot 
occur. 
 
(56) sherpa /�- ���/ [�- ���] *[�- ����] ‘sherpa’ 
 album /�&���
/ [�&���
] *[�&����
] ‘album’ 
 orka /�����/ [�����] *[������] ‘killer whale’ 
 polka /������/ [������] *[�������] ‘polka’ 
 firma /�#��
�/ [�#��
�] *[�#���
�] ‘firm’ 
 Talmud /��&�
��/ [��&�
��] *[��&��
��] ‘Talmud’ 
 
The contrast between the examples in (53) and (55) on the one hand and those in 
(56) on the other show that the process of schwa epenthesis is sensitive to prosodic 
structure. I claim here that this process is the result of a constraint against coda-onset 
consonant clusters, and clusters are only exempt from this process either if the 
second segment in the cluster is a coronal – and therefore in appendix position – or 
if the two segments involved share their place of articulation. 

Van Oostendorp (2000a) argues that the likelihood of schwa epenthesis 
breaking up a liquid-consonant cluster decreases in the prosodic context depicted in 
examples (53), (55) and ultimately (56). In the first example, schwa epenthesis is 
rather common for many speakers, while in the context of (55) fewer speakers insert 
a schwa between the liquid and the following consonant. In the examples in (56), 
schwa epenthesis is impossible altogether. To my knowledge, nobody has looked at 
any implicational hierarchy involving this process of schwa epenthesis, and it is 
beyond the scope of this dissertation to do so here. However, it might be expected 
that if a speaker employs schwa epenthesis in the context in (55), he or she will also 
have schwa epenthesis in the context in (53), without the reverse holding true. The 
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fact that schwa epenthesis is rather common in the context in (53) suggests that the 
final consonant has weak licensing power, and therefore cannot support a preceding 
consonant in the rhyme. This reduced licensing power is the result of the fact that 
these word-final consonants are followed by an empty nucleus, by which this onset 
itself has to be licensed. An onset consonant that is licensed by a full vowel has itself 
more licensing power and schwa epenthesis is therefore unnecessary, indeed 
impossible. The examples involving an onset segment that is followed by a reduced 
vowel – i.e. schwa – show that these onsets also have a reduced licensing power and 
schwa epenthesis is an optional rescue process. 

5.6. Summary 

In this chapter I have shown that, although the Dutch liquids form a natural class, 
asymmetries between the two members can be observed. More specifically, I argued 
that the obstruent-lateral clusters are not as well-formed in branching onset position 
as obstruent-rhotic clusters. In Dutch, this difference only surfaces in foot-internal 
context, which can be explained by the fact that in this context the licensing 
constraints are more severe than in foot-initial position. Not only are the so-called 
bogus clusters broken up in this context, but also the apparently well-formed 
obstruent-lateral clusters. I take this as evidence that the Dutch lateral has a more 
consonantal structure than the Dutch rhotic. Similar to my account of the Dutch 
nasals, I have argued that a difference in the place of articulation between the lateral 
and the rhotic is again responsible for the asymmetries observed in Dutch. The more 
consonantal behaviour of the Dutch lateral liquid is therefore accounted for by the 
fact that it contains both |I| place and |U| place, while the more vocalic behaviour of 
the Dutch rhotic liquid is accounted for by the fact that it contains both |I| place and 
|A| place. Recall that |U| place is typically associated with consonantal positions and 
behaviour, while |A| place is typically associated with vocalic positions and 
behaviour. This then not only correctly accounts for the asymmetries found within 
the Dutch liquid class, but also for several other phonological processes, including 
liquid vocalisation. 



6 Glides 

The final class of sonorant consonants in Dutch is that containing the glides /�/ and 
/�/. In this chapter I discuss their distribution and behaviour in Dutch, some dialects 
of Dutch, and some closely related languages. I show that the place of articulation of 
the segments involved again plays a crucial role in the phonological behaviour of the 
two segments. In chapter 2 I claimed that the difference between /�/ and /�/ is mainly 
reflected in the fact that /�/ has a complex place specification (1a), while /�/ is 
defined by just one place element (1b). 
 
(1) a. /�/ b. /�/ 
 
 � � 
 
 @ @ 
 
 U I I 
 
I argue that this difference accounts for the fact that Dutch /�/ shows behaviour 
similar to the liquids, while /�/ behaves like a true glide (see Butskhrikidze 2002; 
Butskhrikidze & van de Weijer 2003 for the a discussion of Georgian [�], which 
shows similar behaviour to Dutch /�/). Recall that I claimed earlier that the Dutch 
labio-dental glide is indeed best understood as a liquid (see also Booij 1995), but 
that for presentational purposes I discuss it here with the palatal glide. The 
patterning in Dutch of /�/ vs. /�/ follows directly from the difference in 
representation of the liquids on the one hand and the glide on the other. 

Apart from the observation that Dutch /�/ is best analysed as a liquid, I 
claim further in this chapter that the Dutch labio-dental glide is a rather chameleonic 
segment, showing a variety of alternations in dialects of Dutch. This chameleonic 
behaviour is reflected in the fact that both in onset position and in coda position 
Dutch /�/ is susceptible to changes, particularly in dialects of Dutch. In coda 
position, the labio-dental glide in Standard Dutch behaves similarly to the liquids, 
and /�/ often lenites to a vocalic reflex in this position. In onset position, on the other 
hand, /�/ is sometimes realised as a fricative when it is followed by /�/, and in some 
dialects – to be discussed in section 6.3.2. below – /�/ is replaced by a more 
consonantal labial segment, such as [�] or [�]. I assume that these two cases of /�/ 
replacement occur for different reasons. The first process, where /��-/ clusters are 
realised as in [��-] or [��-], is the result of the ill-formed nature of branching onsets 
with two sonorants (see section 6.1.). The second process is the result of the 
complex place structure of /�/, and below in section 6.3.2. I argue that in the dialects 
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in question the combination of a |U| head and an |I| dependent is relatively ill-formed 
in sonorants. 

The chameleonic nature of the labio-dental glide in onset position is is not 
only manifested in its change to [�] before /�/ in a branching onset, but also in the 
phenomenon of /�/ hardening that occurs in certain dialects of Dutch. In both cases, 
/�/ is replaced by a labial segment, and I argue that in both cases the structure of /�/ 
is not strong, or stable enough to be realised as [�]. These phenomena are discussed 
in more detail in section 6.3. 

In section 6.2. I discuss some arguments that support the view that /�/ is a 
relatively consonantal segment, and in section 6.3. I show that /�/ is sometimes 
replaced by another segment in some dialects of Dutch. In section 6.4. I briefly 
discuss the difference between the Dutch labio-dental glide /�/ and the English 
bilabial glide /	/, and argue that their difference in behaviour is the result of their 
different segmental structures. Before turning to the issues of /�/ weakening and 
hardening, I first discuss the distribution of Dutch /�/ and /�/. 

6.1. Distribution 

6.1.1. Dutch glides and the syllable 

Dutch is traditionally characterised as having two glides: a labio-dental glide /�/ and 
a palatal glide /�/. Glides are the segments that are closest to vowels, something that 
is reflected, for instance, in their position on the sonority hierarchy; they appear 
between the liquid and the vowels (see, for instance, Clements 1990). Their vocalic 
nature suggests that glides cannot appear in positions that are typically occupied by 
stronger consonantal segments, i.e. they should not be able to occur as the head of a 
branching onset. However, the fact that the glides do have some consonantal 
property – the element |�| – suggests that they can appear in single onsets, in codas 
and perhaps also as dependents in branching onsets. Furthermore, the complex place 
structure of /�/ suggests that it shows similar behaviour to the Dutch liquids /
/ and 
/�/, discussed in the previous chapter. 

6.1.1.1. Onsets 
Consider first the distribution of /�/ and /�/ in single onset position (2a) and (2b), as 
the dependent of the onset (2c) and (2d), and as the head of the onset (2e) and (2f). 
 
(2) a. waar [���] ‘where’ 
 wieg [��] ‘cradle’ 
 week [���] ‘week’ 
 houweel [�������
] ‘pickaxe’ 
 geweer [������] ‘rifle’ 
 duwen [���	�] ‘to push’ 
 geeuwen [���	�] ‘to yawn’ 
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 b. jaar [���] ‘year’ 
 juk [���] ‘yoke’ 
 jong [���] ‘young’ 
 ajuin [������] ‘onion’ 
 majoor [�������] ‘major’ 
 aaien [����] ‘to stroke’ 
 roeien [�����] ‘to row’ 
 
 c. kwaad [����] ‘angry’ 
 twee [���] ‘two’ 
 zwart [�����] ‘sword’ 
 etui [�����] ‘etui’ 
 bezwaar [�������] ‘objection’ 
 
 d. Kjell [���
] ‘Kjell’ 
 fjord [�����] ‘fjord’ 
 Tjif-tjaf [���������] ‘chiffchaff’ 
 
 e. wreed [����]/[����] ‘cruel’ 
 wrak [����]/[����] ‘wreck’ 
 Wladiwostok [�
������ ���]/[�
������ ���] ‘Vladivostok’ 
 
 f. * [�C_] 
 
As expected, the Dutch glides occur relatively freely in single foot-initial onset 
positions (2a,b). However, notice that /�/ in the onset of an unstressed syllable is 
realised as a bilabial rather than labio-dental segment (cf. Booij 1995:8). Recall from 
chapter 3 and from the discussion on the asymmetry between obstruent-lateral and 
obstruent-rhotic clusters in this position that foot-internal onsets are different from 
foot-initial onsets and that segments in this position are often the target of lenition. 
The bilabial [	] is a weaker or more vocalic realisation of /�/ than [�], and the 
occurrence of [	] in foot-internal context is not surprising, given that in this position 
onsets are licensed by a weaker nucleus than in foot-initial position. Below, I show 
that this same realisation is found in coda position and in word-final position. 

Given the fact that glides are the most vocalic consonants, they should be 
able to occur freely in the dependent position of branching onsets. The Sonority 
Sequencing Principle states that in a branching onset the first segment has to be 
more sonorous, so glides seem to be the ideal candidate to ensure a rising sonority 
profile in onsets. However, the data in (2) suggest that only /�/ can occur freely in 
this position (2c). The only examples with /�/ in this position are loanwords (2d). In 
her table containing information on the frequency of occurrence of Dutch word-
initial consonant clusters, Jongstra (2000:14) does not list any clusters involving /�/ 
as a second member. The initial cluster /��-/, on the other hand, is listed as slightly 
more frequent than the well-formed cluster /��-/. Similarly, /��-/, /��-/ and /��-/ all 
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appear in Jongstra’s table.1 Booij (1995) claims that /�/ does appear in regular Dutch 
onset clusters, but only in the onset that is the result of attaching the diminutive 
morpheme to words. The diminutive forms in (3) all have an obstruent-/�/ onset in 
the second syllable. 
 
(3) lampje [�
��.!��] ‘lamp-DIM’ 
 bankje [����.���] ‘couch-DIM’ 
 lontje [�
��.���] ‘fuse-DIM’ 
 onsje [���. ��] ‘ounce-DIM’2 
 
However, in section 3.3.4.2. I argued that these clusters are not to be considered 
regular branching onsets, firstly because they are derived, and secondly because in 
many dialects of Dutch they are not realised as obstruent-/�/ clusters. The onset 
clusters in (3) are only tolerated due to the fact that morphological constraints play a 
role in this context, and they overrule the well-formedness constraints concerning 
onset clusters in Dutch. Loanwords that have an obstruent-/�/ onset cluster are 
tolerated because Dutch has a high-ranked FAITHFULNESS constraint that allows 
loanwords with certain onset profiles to enter the language unchanged (see the 
discussion of nasal-stop clusters in section 4.3.2.1. for more details). 

The asymmetric distribution between /�/ and /�/ in branching onsets further 
supports the claim that /�/ is a liquid and /�/ a glide. Like the other two liquids, /�/ 
appears relatively freely in the second position of branching onsets, while /�/ does 
not. The reason why /�/ cannot appear in this position should be sought in the fact 
that this segment is too vocalic to appear in this position. Apart from limits on the 
minimum sonority distance between two segments in an onset there is also a limit in 
the maximum sonority distance in this position (see chapter 3 and Jongstra 2000, for 
instance, for a similar approach for Dutch). In terms of the complexity approach 
discussed in chapter 3 of this dissertation, this means that the difference in 
complexity between the first and second members of a branching onset cannot be 
too small or too large. The result is that only obstruent-liquid clusters are well-
formed onset clusters, i.e. only branching onsets with the dependent occupied by a 
segment that has the manner elements |�| and |@| combined with complex place are 
tolerated in Dutch. In other words, the constraint that militates against segments with 
|@| and |�| and just one place element is ranked high in Dutch, just as the constraint 
preventing segments with only a consonantal baseline from occurring in the 
dependent position of a branching onset is ranked high in Dutch. 

Perhaps the most surprising data in (2) are those in (2e). Even though I 
consider both /�/ and /�/ to be liquids, they sometimes occur as an onset cluster in 
Dutch. This cluster is ruled out under both the Sonority Sequencing Principle and 

 
1 Recall from the discussion in chapter 3 that the potential onset clusters */��-/ and */��-/ are excluded 
due to the Dutch OCP constraint on place. Also recall that Dutch [��-] clusters are derived from /��-/ 
(Trommelen 1983). 
2 The /��/ sequence is often produced as [�]. 
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the Complexity Condition approach to phonotactics, and should therefore be 
ungrammatical. However, I claim that the consonantal nature of /�/ and the vocalic 
nature of /�/ enable /�/ to license /�/ in foot-initial onset position. Note, however, that 
the labio-dental liquid is usually pronounced as either a voiced or voiceless labio-
dental fricative in this context (cf. Booij 1995:38). The strategy of changing /��-/ to 
[�r-] or [��-] suggests that /��-/ is rather unstable in Dutch, and in order to “rescue” 
it, Dutch speakers typically turn the first segment into a fricative, a much more 
consonantal sound, thus improving the licensing relation. This resistance to /��-/ 
clusters surfacing as such can be seen as the result of the high-ranked constraint in 
Dutch against the head of a branching onset containing the baseline element |@|, a 
constraint I discussed in section 3.2.2. (see (20) in chapter 3 for a representation of 
this constraint). 

Even though /�/ in /��-/ onset clusters is usually pronounced as [�] or [�], I 
do not assume that the cluster contains either of these fricatives underlyingly. 
Speakers of Dutch are capable of pronouncing /��-/ clusters as [��-], even though 
they usually do not. Material from the Corpus Gesproken Nederlands (Corpus of 
Spoken Dutch) indicates that when speakers are forced to make a contrast between a 
minimal pair such as wrede /�����/ ‘cruel’ and vrede /�����/ ‘peace’ many speakers 
produce wrede as [������] and vrede as [������], probably as a result of spelling 
pronunciation. In contrast, words that are spelled with an initial <vr-> clusters never 
surface with an initial [��-] cluster. This then suggest that /��-/ clusters change to 
[��-] or [��-] in certain context, but never the other way round. Furthermore, below 
in section 6.3.1. I show that there are dialects of Frisian where /�r-/ clusters are 
invariably pronounced as [��-]. The Corpus Gesproken Nederlands and dialect data 
indicate that, even though /�/ in /��-/ clusters is usually realised as a fricative, there 
are instances where the clusters surfaces as an all-liquid cluster. 

Notice that /��-/ is the only possible all-liquid cluster. Given the discussion 
on the more consonantal status of /
/ in the previous chapter, it might be expected 
that */
�-/ should also be a possible onset cluster in Dutch. However, /�/ is |U| 
headed while /
/ is |I| headed. The fact that |U| is more consonantal suggests that /�/ 
is therefore a better licensor, and as a result can marginally license the best Dutch 
licensee, namely /�/. This then also means that the constraint that allows liquids to 
license other liquids is too general and needs to be specified. Based on the place 
hierarchy argued for in section 3.2.5. I assume that in Dutch the constraint against a 
|U|-headed liquid licensing the most vocalic liquid – i.e. the one with |A| place – is 
ranked lower than the more general constraint against a liquid occurring in the head 
position of a branching onset (the constraint in (20) of chapter 3). This would then 
account for the marginal occurrence of /��-/ onsets, while disallowing any other 
branching onset with two sonorants. 

In German and English, /
/ syllabified in an onset can license /�/ in a 
preceding coda position, suggesting that in these languages /
/ is at least strong 
enough to license /�/ in a preceding coda, but, as in Dutch, not strong enough to 
license /�/ in a branching onset. The only other possible all-liquid cluster in Dutch is 
/�
-/, of which an example is given in (2e). However, as far as I am aware, the 
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example in (2e) is the only example containing this cluster. This suggests that Dutch 
licensing constraints rule out /�
-/, presumably on account of the fact that Dutch /
/ 
and /�/ are too similar in terms of their place structure and that Dutch /
/ is too 
consonantal to be licensed by /�/. Nevertheless, /�
-/ is accepted in loanwords, just as 
ill-formed clusters such as /!�-/ and /�
-/ are marginally accepted in Dutch. 

6.1.1.2. Word-final glides 
Word-final Dutch glides can only occur after tense vowels (Booij 1995:44). The 
examples in (4) show that both /�/ and /�/ can appear in this context.3 
 
(4) a. nieuw [��	] ‘new’ b. boei [���] ‘buoy’ 
 ruw [��	] ‘rough’ mooi [�"�] ‘beautiful’ 
 leeuw [
��	] ‘lion’ saai [ ��] ‘boring’ 
 
Notice that /�/ vocalises in this context. To my knowledge there is no indication that 
there is a large articulatory difference between a /�/ that occurs in word-initial 
position and a /�/ that occurs in word-final position. Collins & Mees (1996:198) 
claim that in Dutch /�/ is often pronounced as a voiced palatal fricative [#], but they 
do not state whether this realisation is sensitive to the prosodic context. If 
vocalisation does result from the suppression of the most vocalic place element of a 
liquid, as I suggest in chapter 5, then it is not surprising that /�/ does not vocalise. 
The palatal glide has only one place element and can therefore not suppress an 
element like /
/, /�/ and /�/ can. 

Another interesting difference between the liquids and /�/ is that before 
liquids, tense mid vowels are often realised as their long lax counterparts, while the 
transcription in (4) suggests that before /�/, /"/ does not become [��] (Booij 1995:44). 
However, for many speakers – including myself – /�/ can also trigger vowel laxing 
and a word like mooi is pronounced as [����]. However, vowel laxing before /�/ does 
not seem as productive as before the liquids, and it seems that only for some 
speakers is the vowel laxing process triggered by both the liquids and the glide. 
Recall from the discussion in chapter 5 that when /
/ and /�/ are syllabified in the 
onset of a filled nucleus, only the latter triggers laxing of the preceding vowel, as in 
koren [������] ‘choirs’. The labio-dental /�/ tends to behave more like /�/ in this 
respect, and for speakers who have vowel laxing, the plural of leeuw [
��	] ‘lion’ is 
typically [�
��	�]. However, a pronunciation with a tense vowel in the plural, i.e. 
[�
�	�], is certainly possible, suggesting that /�/ is somewhere in between /
/ and /�/ 
in this respect. 

The only examples that Booij (1995:44) mentions that involve a lax vowel 
followed by a glide are the loanwords mais /��� / ‘corn’, boiler /���
��/ ‘boiler’, 
detail /�����/ and goj /��/ ‘goy’ and the word hoi /���/ ‘hi’. There do not seem to be 
any examples of /�/ occurring after a lax vowel. The highly restricted set of 
 
3 Recall from the discussion of liquid vocalisation that I assume that vocalic segments that appear to be 
syllabified in an onset preceding an empty nucleus are actually syllabified in the nucleus of that syllable, 
allowing the liquid to vocalise. 
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examples involving /�/ and the non-existence of examples with /�/ after lax vowels 
suggest that neither /�/ nor /�/ can occur in coda position. However, I want to argue 
that the reasons for the non-occurrence of /�/ and /�/ in this position are different. 
The palatal glide only occurs in coda position marginally because of its strong 
vocalic status. It is the consonant with the least consonantal structure and therefore 
cannot occupy a position so close to the most vocalic position in the syllable, the 
nucleus. The labio-dental liquid /�/, on the other hand, has a more consonantal 
structure and is expected to occur in the coda, just like the other liquids /
/ and /�/. 
However, the place specification of /�/ make this segment incompatible with the 
coda. Dutch /�/ has a |U|-headed place specification, making the segment more 
consonantal than the |I|-headed segments /
/ and /�/. The coda position is a position 
that typically requires more vocalic segments. There are quite a few languages that 
only allow sonorants in coda position (see section 3.1.3.2.), and in some Dutch 
dialects coronal nasals change into the more vocalic velar nasal in this position (see 
chapter 4). I therefore claim that the combination of a sonorant specification and its 
consonantal place specification make /�/ unfit for the coda position in Dutch. 

6.1.1.3. Diphthongs 
In chapter 2 I briefly discussed the segmental representation of the Dutch 
diphthongs, here repeated as (5) (see Zonneveld & Trommelen 1980 and Swets & 
van Oostendorp to appear for a detailed discussion of the Dutch diphthongs). 
 
(5) /��/ /��/ /��/ 
 
 x x x x x x 
 
 A A A 
 
 I I 
 
 U U 
 
 @ @ @ 
 
Notice that the representations of the first and last diphthongs in (5) indicate that the 
second segment in the diphthong contains the vocalic baseline element and |I| and 
|U| place, respectively. These representations are very similar to the representation of 
[�] and [	], respectively. However, in chapter 2 and above I argue that the Dutch 
glides not only contain the vocalic baseline, but also the consonantal baseline |�|, 
which allows them to occur in consonantal positions such as in the onset and after 
tense vowels. Some phonologists claim that glides are no more than vowels in a 
consonantal position (cf. Kaye & Lowenstamm 1984; Selkirk 1984; Borowsky 1986; 
Harris 1994; among others). This would suggest that the second segments in the 
diphthongs in (5) are also glides. However, I assume that glides do not have the 
same structure as vowels. 
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6.1.1.4. Glides and vowels 
The distributional data given in the previous two sections suggest that the 
distribution of /�/ and /j/ in Dutch is restricted only by prosodic considerations. 
However, the distribution of these Dutch segments is also severely constrained by 
co-occurrence restrictions between them and following and preceding vowels. In this 
section I discuss these restrictions only in monomorphemic and monosyllabic words, 
but most of these restrictions hold in all contexts. The strings in (6) are those glide-
vowel combinations that are prohibited in Dutch in pre-vocalic (6a, c) and post-
vocalic (6b, d) context. 
 
(6) a. *��__ b. *__�	 
 *�$__ *__$	 
 *���__ *__"	 
 *__�	 
 
 c. *��__ d. *__�� 
 *��__ *__�� 
 *��__ *__�� 
  *__$� 
 
The restrictions between glides and vowel in pre-vocalic context are not as severe as 
the ones in post-vocalic contexts and for all the ungrammatical forms listed in (6a) 
and (6c) there are at least some possible counterexamples. The Belgian town 
Wuustwezel [�� ������
] contains the ungrammatical [��-] sequence, the acronym 
for the West European Union, i.e. WEU, is pronounced as [�$], and there is one 
word in Dutch that contains the sequence [���], namely wuiven [������] ‘to wave’. 
Examples containing the ungrammatical sequences in (6c) include jiujitsu [������ �] 
‘jiu-jitsu’, jeetje [������] ‘gosh’ and jute [�����] ‘jute’. The restrictions between the 
nucleus and the coda are stricter, and there are no counterexamples. This suggests 
that, as expected, the relation between the nucleus and the coda is a tighter one than 
the relation between the nucleus and a preceding onset,. 

Accounting for the non-occurring glide-vowel clusters is easier than 
accounting for the vowel-glide clusters. Consider first the non-occurring /�/-vowel 
clusters in (6a). What the vowels and /�/ have in common is the combination of a |U| 
head with – at least – |I| in the dependent. This suggests that these vowels with a |U| 
head and |I| dependent cannot license a consonant in the preceding onset if it 
contains the same hierarchical place structure. OCP constraints usually operate 
within branching constituents in Dutch – mainly within branching onsets – but in 
this case the OCP rules out certain licensing relations between a nucleus and a 
preceding onset. 

Turning to the non-occurring /�/-vowel clusters, there does not seem to be a 
common factor between /�/ on the one hand and the vowels on the other. However, I 
also argue that for the non-occurring clusters in (6c) an OCP constraint on the 
licensing relation between a nucleus and an onset is present. Vowels that contain the 
place element |I| cannot license a preceding /�/. This claim is somewhat problematic, 
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given that the Dutch vowel /$/ also contains |I|, but can be preceded by /�/. However, 
like /�/, /�/ and /�/, /$/ can also only marginally be preceded by /�/. To my knowledge 
there are only two examples in Dutch that contain this sequence, namely jeuk [�$�] 
‘itch’ and jeugd [�$�] ‘youth’. The OCP constraints against the sequences in (6a) 
and (6c) are again not inviolable, but there is a strong tendency to avoid glides in 
onsets which are licensed by vowels whose place specification is too close to that of 
the glide. 

Notice that both glides appear freely before all lax vowels in Dutch. I argue 
that the OCP restrictions discussed in the previous paragraph do not apply to lax 
vowels because lax vowels are |@|-headed, and the influence of the primary place 
elements is suppressed. 

Accounting for the non-occurring vowel-/�/ clusters would involve the same 
OCP constraint that accounts for the non-occurring /�/-vowel clusters, given that the 
behaviour is symmetrical. Dutch /�/ cannot follow vowels that contain the element 
|I|. The non-occurring sequences in (6b) are harder to account for. Apart from the 
two vowels that contain both |I| and |U|, /�/ can also not be preceded by the vowels 
/�/ and /"/, neither of which contain |I|. It is therefore hard, if not impossible, to 
come up with a structural account of the non-occurring sequences in (6b) and I 
therefore have to assume that other, possibly phonetic, reasons explain why /�/ and 
/"/ cannot be followed by /�/. 

6.1.1.5. Gliding 
A final property of the distribution of the Dutch glides I want to discuss here is the 
phenomenon know as Homorganic Glide Insertion, or “gliding” (Zonneveld 1978; 
Gussenhoven 1980; Booij 1995). This process occurs in contexts where vowel hiatus 
occurs; a glide is usually inserted to break up the hiatus. Gussenhoven (1980) argues 
that there are three possible transitional glides in Dutch, and their distribution is 
dependent on the place of articulation of the preceding vowel (examples taken from 
Booij 1995:66).4 
 
(7) a. duo [���%"] ‘duo’ 
 fluor [��
�%��] ‘fluoride’ 
 ruine [���%���] ‘ruin’ 
 uien [���%�] ‘onions’ 
 reuen [��$%�] ‘male dogs’ 
 
 b. dieet [������] ‘diet’ 
 bioscoop [���� ��"!] ‘cinema’ 
 Gea [����] ‘Gea’ 
 zeeën [�����] ‘seas’ 
 vijand [��������] ‘enemy’ 

 
4 Booij (1995:66) transcribes the inserted glide in (c) as [�]. However, these intervocalic glides do not 
have a labio-dental pronunciation, but rather a bilabial pronunciation, similar to that found in words such 
as eeuwen [�	
��] ‘centuries’ and kieuwen [����] ‘gills’. 
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 c. Ruanda [���	����] ‘Rwanda’ 
 Boaz [��"	� ] ‘Boaz’ 
 boa [��"	�] ‘boa’ 
 
Notice that the inserted glide in (7a) does not occur in any other context in Dutch, 
and its realisation is directly influenced by the quality of the preceding vowel. An 
account for this phenomenon is fairly straightforward in Government Phonology. In 
most versions of Government Phonology, hiatus contexts are in fact separated by an 
empty onset position (cf. Harris 1994), and given that sequence of two vowels are 
typically banned in languages, this empty onset is filled with material from the 
preceding nucleus. The structures for [-�%"-] in (8a), [-���-] in (8b) and [-"	�-] in 
(8c) show that this analysis gives the right results for the Homorganic Glide 
Insertion processes in (7a), (7b) and (7c) respectively 
 
(8) a. N O N b. N O N c. N O N 
 
 x x x x x x x x x 
 
  A A  A A 
 
 I  I 
 
 U U   U 
 
 @ @ @ @ @ @ 
 
 [� % "] [� � �] [" 	 �] 
 
First of all, notice that the segments that occur in the onset position do not have the 
same structure as /�/ and /�/, As I argue in chapter 2 and above, the Dutch glides also 
contain the consonantal baseline |�|. The “glides” in (7) are therefore best analysed 
as vowels that are forced into a consonantal position. 

Notice further that – like the situation in the Dutch diphthongs – all place 
elements apart from |A| spread into the empty onset position to form the surface 
glide. After vowels that contain both |I| and |U|, this means that both these elements 
spread into the onset, to create the glide [%]. However, Booij (1995) observes that 
native speakers of Dutch are usually unable to identify this glide, which is usually 
interpreted as either [�] or [	]. Unlike Gussenhoven (1980) and Booij (1995) I claim 
that this in fact reflects what actually happens in the gliding process after high front 
vowels, and that in these cases, either only |I| or only |U| spreads, resulting in a [�] or 
[	] glide respectively. I believe that this better reflects the situation in Dutch, where 
some speakers pronounce duo as [����"] and others as [���	"]. Marc van 
Oostendorp (personal communication) suggests that there may even be intra-speaker 
variation; for duo /���"/ ‘duo’ he produces [���	"] and never *[����"], while fluor 
/��
���/ ‘fluoride’ can become either [��
�	��] or [��
����]. 
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The observation that only |I| or |U| can spread in the Homorganic Glide 
Insertion process in Dutch is further reflected in the pronunciation of words like 
chaos [��� ] ‘chaos’ and Israël [�� ���
] ‘Israel’. In these words, where the first 
vowel contains |A| place only, Homorganic Glide Insertion does not occur, due to 
the fact that |A| cannot spread into the empty onset position. An explanation for this 
reluctance of |A| to spread could be that |A|, being the most vocalic place element, 
cannot spread into the consonantal onset position. This claim is further supported by 
the fact that Dutch does not have a glide with |A| place. 

I now turn to some issues concerning the behaviour of the Dutch glides that 
indicate that /�/ is a rather consonantal sonorant, while /�/ is the only true glide. 

6.2. Consonantal /����/ 

Evidence for the claim that Dutch /�/ is a relatively strong liquid is not abundant. 
The examples in chapter 5 and in the previous section show that /�/ has roughly the 
same distribution as the Dutch liquids /
/ and /�/, but that there are also two crucial 
differences. Firstly, /�/ cannot occur after lax vowels, while the other two liquids 
can. In the previous section I argued that this should be seen as a result of the more 
consonantal make-up of the labio-dental liquid. Its strong place structure, combined 
with sonorant manner, is incompatible with a position so close to the nucleus. 
Secondly, /�/ is the only liquid that can marginally occur before /�/ in onset position, 
and again I take this as evidence for the claim that /�/ is a relatively consonantal 
liquid, and at least strong enough to license /�/ in the dependent of a branching onset. 
In section 6.2.1. this claim is further supported by data from some Frisian dialects 
where /��-/ surfaces as [��-], indicating that in these dialects the labio-dental liquid is 
strong enough to license the rhotic in a dependent position. 

Additional distributional evidence comes from the syllabification of foot-
internal obstruent-/�/ clusters. In chapter 5 I argued that Dutch /
/ is a more 
consonantal liquid than Dutch /�/, based on the fact that foot-internal obstruent-/�/ 
clusters are syllabified as branching onsets, while obstruent-/
/ clusters are broken up 
into coda-onset sequences. The examples in (9) show that obstruent-/�/ clusters 
pattern with the obstruent-/
/ clusters. Note that the examples again comprise brand 
names and proper names. This is unavoidable, since Dutch generally avoids foot-
internal consonant clusters that do not have the typical sonorant-obstruent coda-
onset profile. 
 
(9) Focwa [����.��] ‘Focwa’ (car manufacturer organisation) 
 Fotwa [����.��] ‘Fotwa’ (Friends of Tibetan Women’s Association) 
 TeKwa [����.��] ‘TeKwa’ (abbreviation for Team Quality) 
 Edwin [���.���] ‘Edwin’ 
 
Word-medial but foot-initial obstruent-/�/ clusters behave like obstruent-/
/ clusters 
in this position, and are syllabified as a branching onset. Thus, etui [��.���] ‘etui’ is 
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pronounced with a tense first vowel, which indicates that the obstruent is not in the 
coda, but in the onset of the next syllable. The behaviour of word-internal obstruent-
/
/ and obstruent-/�/ clusters on the one hand and obstruent-/�/ clusters on the other 
indicates that both /
/ and /�/ are more consonantal than /�/, supporting the view that 
/�/ is a consonantal liquid. 

6.2.1. wr- in Frisian 

In section 6.1. I suggest that the typical pronunciation of Dutch word-initial wr- 
clusters is [��-] or [��-]. There are few speakers who, in more formal registers of 
speech, produce the cluster as [��-], and many speakers produce the cluster as [��-] 
only if they are forced to make a minimal contrast between a word like wrede ‘cruel’ 
and vrede ‘peace’. 

Even though in most dialects of Dutch /�r-/ does not surface as [��-], there 
are a few dialects of Frisian where the cluster /��-/ is not as unstable as discussed 
above, and in these dialects the cluster does surface as [��-].5 In Hindeloopen Frisian 
(de Boer 1950), for instance, /�/ is, as in Dutch, realised in the familiar contexts 
(10a, b) but it is also retained on the surface in /��-/ clusters (10c). 
 
(10) a. [���&�] ‘to live’ b. [��� ] ‘stubborn’ c. [������] ‘to work hard’ 
 [����] ‘where’ [���� ��] ‘between’ [����
�] ‘world’ 
 
De Boer (1950) argues that in Hindeloopen Frisian the /�/ is the sonorous, or voiced, 
counterpart of /�/. Frisian dialects typically lack a voiced-voiceless contrast in their 
fricative pairs and Hindeloopen, like most other Frisian dialects, also lacks a voiced 
labio-dental fricative /�/. However, assuming that /�/ is the voiced counterpart of /�/ 
is problematic. The examples in (10b) show that /�/ can appear as the dependent in 
an onset cluster. The voiceless labio-dental fricative /�/ cannot occur in this position, 
just as the other fricatives cannot appear in this position. Furthermore, /�/ as the head 
of an onset can appear both with /�/ and /
/ in dependent position, as in [���� �
] 
‘braid’ and [�
��	] ‘bland’ (de Boer 1950:46), whereas /�/ only occurs with /�/. I 
argue therefore that Hindeloopen Frisian is like most other Frisian dialects in that it 
lacks a voiced-voiceless opposition in its fricative system, and that /�/ is, as in 
Dutch, simply a relatively consonantal labio-dental liquid 

A similar situation can be found in dialects spoken in the west of Friesland 
(Sipma 1913:16), where w is a “voiced bilabial slightly fricative” after /�, �,  , �/ 
(11a) and a “voiced labio-dental slightly fricative” word-initially and before /�/ 
(11b). 

 
5 The only dialects that I have managed to trace that have [��-] on the surface happen to be dialects of 
Frisian. A more thorough dialect study might reveal that there are more dialects of Dutch that have 
retained this cluster. 
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(11) a. [�	�'�] ‘to do’ b. [���] ‘wind’ 
 [�	��
] ‘pain’ [����] ‘wreck’ 
 [ 	��] ‘swan’ 
 
Even though Sipma reports a slight difference between the pronunciation of w in the 
dependent of a branching onset as opposed to w in the head of a branching onset, it 
does remain an approximant – despite Sipma’s description of it as “slightly 
fricative” – even in the latter context. 

Knop (1954:72) reports that in the dialect spoken on Terschelling the w in 
wr- onset clusters is realised as a glide, which Knop describes as spirantised: “before 
r the articulation is weaker, and has a spirantised character, without, as in the 
dialects of Holland, turning into v: [	����], never [�����]” [translation mine]. A 
similar situation is reported by Fokkema (1937:132) for Stadsfries, which, despite its 
name, is a dialect of Dutch spoken in the Frisian cities. 

The fact that in some dialects in the Netherlands /��-/ clusters appear as 
[��-] on the surface supports the claim that the place elements of /�/ make it a 
relatively consonantal segment that is capable of licensing another liquid within an 
onset. However, the fact that most dialects of the Netherlands have now replaced /�/ 
in /��-/ clusters with a labio-dental fricative suggests that the licensing relation 
between the labio-dental and the rhotic liquid is not optimal, and the Dutch “rescue” 
operation seems to have been hardening, rather than deletion as in English. 

An analysis of the behaviour of wr- clusters in Dutch, Frisian and English is 
rather straightforward if it is assumed that the well-formedness constraints that 
regulate syllabification are ranked in accordance with the place hierarchy discussed 
in section 3.5.2. For Standard Dutch, where /��-/ is typically replaced by a labio-
dental fricative-rhotic cluster, I assume that the constraint in (20) in chapter 3 – 
which I label *SONCONSET – is ranked below constraints that demand that both the 
place specification and the consonantal manner specification are preserved, i.e. 
IDENT-PLACE and IDENT-|�|, respectively. The constraint IDENT-|@| is ranked below 
*SONCONSET, which explains the change from /�/ to a labio-dental fricative. 
 
(12)  

/��-/ IDENT 
PLACE 

IDENT 
|�| 

*SONCONSET IDENT 
|@| 

 [��-]   *!  
 [�-] *! *   
 [�-] *! *   
 [ �-] *!   * 
� [��-]    * 
 [!�-]  *!  * 

 
In the Frisian dialects discussed above, the constraint against a sonorant in the head 
of a branching onset is also ranked high, given the fact that these dialects also do not 
allow any other clusters of two liquids. Notice that this suggests that the constraint 
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*SONCONSET is a cover constraint for a number of constraints that militate against 
different permutations of two sonorants in a branching onset. The Frisian data 
suggest that the only *SONCONSET constraint that is ranked below the IDENT 
constraints is the one where the first sonorant is |U|-headed and the consonant is a 
sonorant that is specified with |A| place. It is not surprising that this particular 
combination yields the only possible all-liquid onset cluster, given the place 
hierarchy argued for in this dissertation. The constraint which bans [��-] clusters, 
labelled *SON|U|SON|A|ONSET, is ranked below IDENT-|@|, allowing the /��-/ cluster to 
surface as [��-]. Notice that in tableau (13), the constraint *SONCONSET is a cover 
constraint that prevents all sonorants from occurring in the head of a branching 
onset, except when the head has |U| place, and the dependent is a sonorant with |A|. 
 
(13)  

/��-/ *SONCONSET IDENT 
PLACE 

IDENT 
|�| 

IDENT 
|@| 

*SON|U| 
SON|A|ONSET 

� [��-]     * 
 [�-]  *! *   
 [�-]  *! *   
 [ �-]  *!  *  
 [��-]    *!  
 [!�-]   *! *  

 
The situation in English is rather different from that in Dutch and Frisian, in that 
historically the w in wr- clusters has been deleted (see Dobson 1957:975–976 for the 
claim that these clusters were once pronounced as [	�-]). This suggests that that in 
English the IDENT constraints are all ranked below a general *SONCONSET.6 In 
addition, the constraint against segment deletion, MAX-IO, is ranked below the 
IDENT constraints, accounting for the fact that deletion is preferred over changing the 
segment. 
 
(14)  

/	�-/ *SONCONSET IDENT MAX

 [	�-] *!   
� [�-]   * 
 [ �-]  *! * 
 [��-]  *!  
 [!�-]  *!  

 
6 I do not provide an analysis here for why the labial glide deletes and not the rhotic liquid. I therefore do 
not include the output [�-]; I assume that this output is ruled out for reasons that are beyond the scope of 
this dissertation. However, I briefly return to this issue in section 6.4. 
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Below in section 6.4. I return to the English bilabial glide, and argue that the English 
deletion strategy can be seen as an argument for the claim that the bilabial glide is a 
weaker consonant than the labio-dental liquid. 

6.3. Replacement strategies 

In this section I provide some further evidence to illustrate that the Dutch labio-
dental glide /�/ is an unstable segment. In the previous section I showed that /�/ is 
unstable if it occurs before /�/ in an onset, and in this context it is most often 
replaced with a labio-dental fricative. In section 6.3.1. I discuss some acquisition 
data that show that Dutch /�/ is more often replaced than the palatal glide /�/. It is of 
course difficult to determine what characteristic of /�/ causes this replacement 
strategy for children. It could be argued that some articulatory difference between 
[�] and [�] accounts for the different behaviour children show in the acquisition of 
these segments. However, in section 6.3.2. and 6.3.3. I provide some dialect data 
that further support the claim that /�/ is a relatively unstable segment, due to its 
combination of |I| and |U| place. The dialect data show that /�/ in onset position is 
sometimes replaced by other labial segments (section 6.3.2.) or sometimes deleted 
altogether (section 6.3.3.). 

6.3.1. Acquisition 

In the acquisition of Dutch segments there are various strategies which a child can 
employ when it is confronted with a particular segment it has not yet mastered. For 
instance, at some stage of acquisition, children replace nearly all onset segments that 
are not a stop with a stop segment (Fikkert 1994:60–65). Jarmo, for instance, 
replaces the fricatives in (15) with stops up until age 2;2.6 (Fikkert 1994:61).7 
 
(15) fiets /��� / [���� ] ‘bike’ (2;0.4) 
 vogel /�"�
/ [��"�(�] ‘bird’ (2;0.4) 
 gevallen /���
�/ [���
�] ‘fell’ (2;0.28) 
 gezien /����/ [����] ‘saw’ (2;1.8) 
 
This replacement strategy is probably preferred over a deletion strategy, since there 
seems to be a strong preference in child speech for the canonical CV syllable 
(Jakobson 1941/1968; Fikkert 1994; among others). In the acquisition of branching 
onsets, children typically employ a deletion strategy, and in these cases the head of 
the structure is usually retained (Fikkert 1994:71–107). This suggests that the IDENT 
constraints are ranked relatively low for children, but a constraint that demands that 
syllables start with an onset – i.e. ONSET (Itô 1989; Prince & Smolensky 1993) – 
 
7 Notice that in the last two examples of (15) Jarmo does not produce initial unstressed syllables. Instead 
he only produces trochaic feet, and the foot-initial fricative is replaced by a stop. Notice too that Jarmo 
does produce fricatives, even in onset position, as long as they do not occur word-initially. 
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makes sure single onset segments are not deleted. These replacement and deletion 
strategies suggest that children go through stages in which they replace difficult, or 
perhaps better, more complex segments and structures with simpler segments and 
structures. 

Given the representations I propose for the Dutch glides, it is to be expected 
that they are not treated the same in acquisition. The more complex place structure 
of /�/ suggests that this segment should be replaced more often than the relatively 
simple /�/ in the acquisition process. 

The hypothesis that /�/ should be replaced more often than /�/ by children in 
their acquisition of the Dutch segments is borne out by the material presented in 
Table 1. This material comprises data gathered by Fikkert (1994) and Levelt (1994), 
data that is also available on the CHILDES CLPF database. I have checked how 
often /�/ and /�/ were replaced by the 7 subjects and which segment they were 
replaced with. Since the data are very detailed I have grouped the results in broader 
classes, namely stops “stop”, fricatives “fric”, h-like segments “h” (including, for 
instance [)]), liquids “liq” (typically /
/), correct realisations “�” and a 
miscellaneous group “misc”, which includes deletion and replacement with glottal 
stop. 
 
Table 1. Replacement strategies in the acquisitions of the Dutch glides in percentages, with number of 
tokens in brackets (Data taken from Fikkert 1994 and Levelt 1994, also available in the CHILDES CLPF 
database). 

�  
stop fricative h liquid correct misc. 

R.  6.3% 
 (13) 

 13.9%
 (28)

 4.0%
 (8)

 0.0%  75.6%
 (152)

 0.0% 

T.  12.7% 
 (10) 

 7.6%
 (6)

 29.1%
 (23)

 21.5%
 (17)

 13.9%
 (11)

 15.2% 
 (12) 

E.  37.5% 
 (18) 

 2.1%
 (1)

 18.8%
 (9)

 0.0%  41.7%
 (20)

 2.1% 
 (1) 

C.  2.9% 
 (5) 

 1.7%
 (3)

 36.6%
 (63)

 0.6%
 (1)

 57.6%
 (99)

 0.6% 
 (1) 

L.  65.0% 
 (13) 

 5.0%
 (1)

 10.0%
 (2)

 10.0%
 (2)

 5.0%
 (1)

 5.0% 
 (1) 

J.  28.4% 
 (23) 

 1.2%
 (1)

 6.2%
 (5)

 38.3%
 (31)

 18.5%
 (15)

 7.4% 
 (6) 

N.  11.3% 
 (7) 

 0.0%  82.3%
 (51)

 0.0%  4.8%
 (3)

 1.6% 
 (1) 

average  13.4% 
 (89) 

 6.0%
 (40)

 24.2%
 (161)

 7.7%
 (51)

 45.3%
 (301)

 3.3% 
 (22) 
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� 
 stop fricative h liquid correct misc. 
R. 0.0%  27.3%

 (3)
 0.0%  0.0%  72.7%

 (8)
 0.0% 

T.  3.8% 
 (1) 

 0.0%  0.0%  19.2%
 (5)

 76.9%
 (20)

 0.0% 

E.  66.7% 
 (2) 

 0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  33.3%
 (1)

 0.0% 

C.  3.7% 
 (2) 

 9.3%
 (5)

 0.0%  5.6%
 (3)

 81.5%
 (44)

 0.0% 

L.  0.0%  83.3%
 (5)

 0.0%  0.0%  16.7%
 (1)

 0.0% 

J.  7.9% 
 (3) 

 2.6%
 (1)

 0.0%  2.6%
 (1)

 55.3%
 (21)

 31.6% 
 (12) 

N.  15.6% 
 (5) 

 0.0%  21.9%
 (7)

 0.0%  59.4%
 (19)

 3.1% 
 (1) 

average 7.6% 
 (13) 

 8.2%
 (14)

 4.1%
 (7)

 5.3%
 (9)

 67.1%
 (114)

 7.6% 
 (13) 

 
Unfortunately, the number of occurrences of target /�/ is much lower for all subjects 
than for /�/ in Table 1, especially in the data for the subjects E. and L. Even though 
the data in Table 1 are rather unbalanced in terms of the number of tokens for each 
of the glides, I claim that the data for /�/ still give a rough idea of the direction and 
frequency of replacement by other segments. 

The picture that emerges from Table 1 is that /�/ is more frequently 
replaced by another consonant than /�/. As indicated above, I take this to be an 
indication of the relative complexity of the Dutch labio-dental glide as opposed to 
the relatively simple Dutch palatal glide. Given the unbalanced nature of the data in 
Table 1 this conclusion can only be tentative. 

6.3.2. /����/ hardening 

Apart from dialects that retain /�/ even in branching onsets, there are also dialects of 
Dutch where /�/ in a variety of contexts hardens to a more consonantal sound. In 
addition to these dialects there are also dialects where /�/ is deleted in certain 
contexts; those will be discussed briefly in section 6.3.3. below. 

Weijnen (1991:159) reports that in certain southern dialects of Dutch /�/ in 
single onset position turns into either [�] or [�], as the examples in (16) show. 
 
(16) dialect  Standard Dutch 
 Tongere [�]oo [�]aar ‘where’ 
 Fijnaart [�]ijke [�]ijken ‘to get out of the way’ 
 Alphen, Dreumele & Hedel [�]oensdag [�]oensdag ‘Wednesday’ 
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The examples from the dialects in (16) suggest that in these dialects /�/ is an 
unstable segment and is replaced with a more stable and consonantal segment. This 
instability is the result of the combination of |I| and |U| place in the labio-dental 
liquid. Recall from the discussion of the place elements in chapter 3 that |I| and |U| 
place do not combine as well in vowels as either of these elements do with |A|. I take 
this as evidence for the place hierarchy (discussed in section 3.2.5.2.), where |A| is 
the least consonantal, and therefore the ideal vocalic element. The incompatibility of 
|I| and |U| is here reflected in the fact that in some dialects the segment with a |U| 
head and an |I| dependent are replaced by a segment with just an |U| head. 

The restriction on the combination of |I| and |U| is rather specific in these 
dialects, given that they typically do not also have a process of /
/ hardening, even 
though /
/ is also defined by both |I| and |U| place. This then suggests that the 
constraint militating against /�/ in the onset in these dialects crucially refers to the 
headedness relation between |I| and |U|. Apparently the combination of an |U| head 
with an |I| dependent is less well-formed that the opposite relation in these dialects. 
This does not necessarily follow from any inherent properties of the relation 
between |I| and |U|. 

An investigation of the 196 languages in Maddieson (1984) shows that 23 
languages (11.7%) have the front round high vowel /�/ – with a |U| head and |I| 
dependent – while 20 languages (10.2%) have a back spread high vowel /*/ – with 
an |I| head and a |U| dependent. This indicates that the combination of |I| and |U| in 
vowels is not very common, but it does not indicate whether one headedness relation 
is favoured over the other. 

The fact that in some Dutch dialects /�/ hardens to a labial stop or nasal 
suggests that something similar should happen to /
/ in some dialects or perhaps 
other languages, and the expected pattern is that in these languages /
/ changes into a 
coronal stop or nasal, given that /
/ is |I|-headed. However, apart from the familiar 
historic change from /
/ to [�], discussed in the previous chapter, Weijnen (1991) 
does not report any /
/-replacement strategies in Dutch dialects. Even though there 
do not seem to be any dialects of Dutch where the lateral liquid is replaced by a 
coronal stop or nasal, there are some languages where this process can be observed. 
Avery (1996:99–102) – who proposes an Sonorant Voice approach to sonorants – 
shows that there are some languages that have alternations between [
] and [�] for 
underlying /
/. For instance, in Yagaria (Blevins 1994:315; Avery 1996) suffix-
initial /
/ changes into [�] if it is preceded by /+/ in the stem. 
 
(17) a. /����/ + /
���/ [����
���] ‘boys-DUAL’ 
 /,�!�+/ + /
"+/ [,�!��"+] ‘door-ADESSIVE’ 
 
 b. /�,"!�/ + /
"+/ [�,"!�
"+] ‘ground-ADESSIVE’ 
 /�+/ + /
���/ [�����] ‘woman-DUAL’ 
 
Notice that this process does not necessarily have to be the result of the instability of 
the place specification of /
/. Instead, a spreading account of these facts would 
suggest that /
/ receives the |+| specification of the glottal stop, thus changing it into a 
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coronal stop. In fact, the process in (17) does not exclusively affect /
/, but also 
changes the bilabial glide into [!] in the same context. 
 
(18) a. /�,"!�/ + /	�+/ [�,"!�	�+] ‘land-LOC’ 
 /�"+/ + /	�+/ [�"!�+] ‘house-LOC’ 
 
More evidence for the alternation between /
/ and a coronal stop comes from the 
Turkic languages discussed by Avery (1996:164ff.). In the Turkic languages 
Bashkir, Kirghiz, Tuvan and Yakut, the plural morpheme is /-
��/. The initial lateral 
of this morpheme often surfaces as a coronal stop or nasal in these languages, not 
only after a segment that contains the element |+|. In Yakut, the plural morpheme 
surfaces as [���] when the stem-final consonant is a glide (Avery 1996:176). 
 
(19) /����/ + /
��/ [�������] ‘elder brother-PL’ 
 /��-.�/ + /
��/ [��-.����] ‘stallion-PL’ 
 
The Yakut examples suggest that here the alternation is not the result of the 
spreading of |+|, but instead /
/ is a rather unstable segment that alternates with 
consonants that have |I| place. 

Some final evidence for the claim that the lateral is sometimes also an 
unstable segment comes from Palenquero Spanish (Piñeros 2002; Yip 2003), where 
/�/ / alternates freely between [�/ , 
, 0] and [1/] in certain cases. 
 
(20) /�/"
�/ [�/".
�] ~ [���/".
�] ~ [
".
�] ‘to hurt’ 
 /���/�/ [��.
�] ~ [��.1/�] ~ [��.0�] ‘to help’ 
 
These examples suggest free variation between [
] and a coronal obstruent, and I 
argue that the |U| element from the lateral is suppressed in the coronal obstruents. 

In a dialect spoken in the south-east part of the Netherlands, single w at the 
beginning of words is replaced with a g (Weijnen 1991), which should probably be 
transcribed as [#], given that this is the most typical realisation of that segment in this 
dialect area. 
 
(21) dialect form Standard Dutch 
 [#]alm [�]alm ‘smoke’ 
 [#]et [�]at ‘something’ 
 [#]oensdag [�]oensdag ‘Wednesday’ 
 
The replacement strategy in this dialect is somewhat harder to explain. The resulting 
segment does not have |U| place, so in this case the head of the place structure of /�/ 
is not retained. I have no explanation for why the palatal fricative is selected as the 
output segment in these dialects, but what is most important for the discussion here 
is that the relatively unstable /�/ is replaced by another, more stable segment. 
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Besides hardening of /�/ in word-initial onset position as in (16) and (21), 
Weijnen (1991) also mentions some dialects where coda /�/ (22a) and intervocalic 
/�/ (22b) are replaced with a more consonantal sound. The output segments are again 
either a labial or labio-dental segment or a palatal fricative. 
 
(22) dialect Standard Dutch 
 a. Zuid-Westen zwal[�] zwalu[	] ‘swallow’ 
 Zuid-Westen zweel[�] zenu[	] ‘sinew’ 
 Waalwijk doe[�] du[	] ‘push’ 
 Groningen mai[�] meeu[	] ‘gull’ 
 Midden-Limburg zwal[#] zwalu[	] ‘swallow’ 
 
 b. Utrecht klui[�]en klu[	]en ‘clews’ 
 Gooij spij[�]e spu[	]en ‘to spit’ 
 Westvlaams du[#]en du[	]en ‘to push’ 
 
The tendency to replace /�/ with a less complex segment reflects the unstable nature 
of the labio-dental approximant in Dutch. As with the treatment of wr- clusters in 
most varieties of Dutch, the unstable labio-dental liquid is replaced by a more stable, 
consonantal segment. 

6.3.3. /����/ deletion 

Instead of strengthening the unstable labio-dental glide, some dialects of Dutch 
delete this segment altogether. Weijnen (1991:157–159) reports a number of dialects 
that delete /�/, both in simple onsets (23a) and in simple codas (23b). 
 
(23) dialect Standard Dutch 
 a. W, Z and S8 oore worden ‘become’ 
 W, Z and S oensdag woensdag ‘wednesday’ 
 Bergen-op-Zoom Uzdrecht Woensdrecht ‘Woensdrecht’ 
 Dinteloord oore worden ‘become’ 
 Strandhollands ech weg ‘road’ 
 Strandhollands el wel ‘indeed’ 
 Wierings ulleke wolken ‘clouds’ 
 
 b. Various dialects bla blauw ‘blue’ 
 Various dialects gra grauw ‘grey’ 
 Various dialects snee sneeuw ‘snow’ 
 Hasselt vroe vrouw ‘woman’ 
 Eastern dialects nie nieuw ‘new’ 

 
8 “W, Z and S” stands for “Westvlaams, Zeeuws and Strandhollands”. 
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Weijnen (1991:156) also reports some dialects in the south-east of Limburg in which 
initial /�/ in /��-/ clusters is deleted. In Kerkrade Dutch, for instance, wraak 
‘revenge’ is rache and inwrijven ‘to rub in’ is inrieve. 

The dialects that have /�/ deletion in certain contexts are not that different 
from the dialects discussed in the previous section that have /�/ hardening. In both 
types of dialects /�/ is apparently too unstable to be maintained under certain 
conditions. One strategy to resolve this is to replace the glide with a less complex 
segment, something that also occurs in standard Dutch with initial /��-/ clusters. 
Another strategy is the deletion strategy described in this section, which suggests 
that the IDENT constraints against deletion are ranked lower than the constraint 
against the combination of an |U| head and an |I| dependent in sonorants. 

What seems to be crucial in the dialects that have /�/ deletion in /��-/ 
clusters is that these dialects typically have a w that has a bilabial place of 
articulation, rather than a labio-dental place of articulation. The relevance of this 
observation will be the focus of the next section. 

6.4. Labial vs. labio-dental w 

In this section I want to compare the Dutch labio-dental liquid with a labial glide in 
a language where it has a bilabial articulation. One such language with an otherwise 
rather similar phonology to Dutch is English. The representation of the bilabial glide 
differs from the representation of the Dutch labio-dental liquid in that the former, 
English /	/, has a simplex place specification (24a) (cf. Harris 1994), while I argue 
that the latter has a complex place structure (24b). 
 
(24) a. /	/ b. /�/ 
 
 � � 
 
 @ @ 
 
 U U I 
 
Notice that the segmental structure of the English bilabial glide is identical to the 
structure of the Dutch palatal glide (1b), except for its place element. I want to argue 
that this similarity between the representations of English /	/ and /�/ explains the 
fact they their behaviour is much more similar in English than the behaviour of 
Dutch /�/ and /�/. I also argue that the less complex structure of the English bilabial 
glide explains why this glide cannot occur in all the contexts in which the Dutch 
labio-dental glide can occur. 

In order to compare the behaviour of the labial glides in Dutch and English 
in more detail, I first give a brief overview of the distribution of the British English 
bilabial glide /	/ in single onsets (25a) and branching onsets (25b). 
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(25) a. we [	��] 
 where [	��] 
 was [	2�] 
 walk [	���] 
 woman [�	����] 
 
 b. quit [�	��] 
 twice [�	�� ] 
 dwell [�	�
] 
 
Notice that the distribution of the English /	/ in onsets is rather similar to that of the 
Dutch /�/; they both occur relatively freely in single onsets and they both occur as 
the second segment in a branching onset when preceded by a non-labial plosive. The 
main differences between the Dutch and the English labial glides are that the English 
labial glide does not occur in coda position, and that the English labial glide cannot 
license any segment in the dependent position of a branching onset.9 

I first turn to the non-occurrence of /	/ in English codas. This restriction is 
not simply the result of a linear co-occurrence constraint against /	/ being preceded 
by a vowel. The examples in (26) show that /	/ can be preceded by a stressed 
vowel, as long as a vowel follows it too. This then supports the claim that /	/ can 
only occur in onset positions. 
 
(26) award [��	���] 
 beware [���	��] 
 
The examples in (26) also show that /	/ is not restricted to foot-initial onset 
positions; it can also appear in the onset of an unstressed syllable. 

The second difference between the distribution of the labial glides in Dutch 
and English that I want to address here is the treatment of word-initial wr- clusters in 
these languages. As reported above, these clusters have survived in Dutch, albeit that 
most speakers pronounce these clusters with an initial labio-dental fricative. In 
contrast, the English strategy of “repairing” these rather ill-formed clusters has been 
deletion rather than hardening. Where words are spelled with initial wr- clusters, like 
write, wriggle, wrath and wrong, they are pronounced with an initial /�/, leaving no 

 
9 I do not discuss the possibility that the English glides /�/ and /�/ have the same representation as the 
vowel /�/ and /�/ respectively. This approach would mean that both glides in English can occur both in 
positions in the rhyme and in onset positions. However, what is crucial for the discussion in this section is 
that neither glide can occur in the coda, i.e. after a short vowel. Even when the glides appear as the second 
segment of a diphthong, they are in the nucleus, and not in the coda. Evidence for this claim comes from 
words like cold [����] and child [���	��], where /�/ occupies the single coda position and the glides have 
to be in the nucleus. 
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trace of the initial w (see Dobson 1957:975–976 for the claim that these clusters 
were once pronounced with an initial labial glide).10 

Even though the English bilabial and palatal glide have the same manner 
structure, there are again some indications that the place specification of these 
sonorants is crucial in their phonotactic behaviour. As indicated in (25) above, /	/ 
occurs both in single onsets and in the dependent position of branching onsets. The 
palatal glide on the other hand, cannot occur in the dependent position of the onset.11 
This suggests that in English too, sonorant behaviour is susceptible to constraints 
referring to place elements, rather than just manner elements. In this instance, only 
the more consonantal, |U|-headed, glide can occur in this particular position. This 
supports the claim that the difference between two segments in the onset in terms of 
sonority or complexity cannot be too great. The difference between the more 
consonantal bilabial glide and the preceding obstruent is small enough to yield a 
grammatical structure, while the palatal glide is too vocalic to appear as the 
dependent of an onset, due to its more vocalic |I| place. 

Given the behaviour of the bilabial glides in both English and in the 
Limburgian dialects discussed in section 6.3.3. I claim that the bilabial glide, with its 
less complex and therefore more vocalic representation, is not as good a licensor as 
the more complex Dutch labio-dental /�/. 

6.5. Summary 

In this chapter I have shown that also within the last class of Dutch sonorants a clear 
asymmetry can be observed between its members. I again argued that the difference 
in behaviour is the direct result of the place specifications of the segments involved. 
The Dutch labio-dental glide is defined with two place elements – |I| and |U| – 
making the segment very similar to the liquids discussed in the previous chapter, 
while the Dutch palatal glide is defined with |I| place only. I claim that the difference 
between a complex place specification and a simple place specification leads to a 
difference in consonantality or strength. Sonorants, or more specifically liquids – 
which have complex place – are stronger licensors and better licensees that the 
palatal glide by virtue of their more consonantal place structure. 

The headedness relation within the place specification of Dutch /�/ further 
suggests that it is a rather unstable segment, something that is reflected in 
replacement strategies that can be found in acquisition, and in certain dialects of 
Dutch. However, this particular place specification also makes /�/ the most 
consonantal liquid, which accounts for the fact that it is in some ways the best 

 
10 It is not surprising that /�/, the potential head of the branching onset, is deleted from these wr- clusters, 
since this is the typical strategy in English with loan clusters. For instance, pn- as in pneumatic became 
[�], ps- as in psychology became [�] and pt- as in ptomaine became [�]. 
11 There are numerous dialects of English where /�/ occurs after a word-initial consonant when a high 
back round vowel /�/ follows. However, I assume that /�/ can in principle not occur in this position, unless 
as the result of a phonological process. 
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licensor within branching onsets, as evidenced by the existence of words like wreed 
‘cruel’ and wraak ‘revenge’. 

I concluded this chapter with a comparison between the Dutch complex 
labio-dental liquid /�/ and the English bilabial /	/, which like /�/, has a single place 
element. I show that this difference in representation explains the difference in 
behaviour in Dutch and English. 



7 Conclusion 

7.1. Summary 

The most important conclusion that can be drawn from the phonological behaviour 
of the Dutch sonorants is that the asymmetric behaviour that is found within what 
are generally considered to be natural classes is the result of the influence of place of 
articulation on phonotactics. In most theories of syllable structure, manner properties 
are held responsible for the organisation of segments in the prosodic hierarchy. In 
this dissertation I showed that referring to manner properties alone is not enough 
when the behaviour of the Dutch sonorants is considered. An asymmetry between 
the members of each of the sonorant classes discussed in this dissertation can be 
observed, and I argue that these asymmetries are the direct result of the differences 
in place specifications. 

More specifically, I claimed that the place element |U| – roughly labial 
place – is the most consonantal place of articulation in terms of the influence it has 
on the distribution of sonorants. In chapters 4, 5 and 6 I showed that all three Dutch 
sonorants that are specified with |U| place – i.e. /�/, /�/ and /�/ – are more 
consonantal (within their own class) than the sonorants that do not have this place 
element. For instance, the labial nasal is the most resistant nasal in terms of place 
assimilation processes, it is the nasal that can license more kinds of segments than 
any other nasal and it is also the nasal that sometimes patterns morphologically with 
obstruents rather than the other nasals and sonorants. 

Similarly, Dutch /�/ is a more consonantal liquid than /�/. Evidence for this 
claim comes from the fact that obstruent-/�/ clusters do not constitute well-formed 
branching onsets in foot-internal position, while obstruent-/�/ clusters in this context 
occur freely. This asymmetry suggests that /�/ is a better licensee than /�/ in this 
position, and I take this as evidence for the fact that /�/ is closer to the obstruent than 
/�/. Further evidence for this claim comes from the fact that /�/ is not only a worse 
licensee than /�/, but also a better licensor of other sonorants than /�/. 

The labial glide /�/, which should be characterised as a liquid in terms of its 
structure, is also a relatively strong sonorant, something that is reflected most 
prominently in the fact that this segment is the only liquid that can marginally 
license another liquid in a branching onset, as in, for instance, the word wreed 
‘cruel’. 

Quite the opposite behaviour is found in sonorants that are specified with 
|A| – roughly velar – place; this place element is associated with the most vocalic 
interpretation of the three place elements. In chapter 4 I showed that the velar nasal 
is the nasal that is most restricted in its distribution. The fact that it can only occur 
after lax vowels in Dutch (combined with the fact that consonants that occur after a 
tense vowel are in an onset position) is taken as evidence for the claim that |A| place 
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in sonorants prefers to be in a vocalic position, in this case in the rhyme. Further 
indications that |A| place in nasals is the most vocalic place comes from velarisation 
facts presented in chapter 4, where a coronal nasal chances to a velar nasal in the 
rhyme under certain conditions. These processes suggest that in the rhyme, nasals 
prefer to have |A| place. 

In chapter 5 I showed that the rhotic liquid /�/ – which has a dependent |A| 
element – is the more vocalic liquid when compared to /�/ and /�/. This is most 
evident in the difference in phonotactic behaviour of obstruent-liquid clusters. 
However, additional, cross-linguistic, evidence suggests that /�/ is closely related to 
the low (i.e. |A|-headed) vowel. 

The last place element, |I| – roughly coronal – is the in-between element 
when it comes to consonantal or vocalic interpretation. It is not only the element that 
can occur in the most positions, it is also the element that is most easily deleted and 
inserted. This unmarked behaviour of coronal sonorants is most evident in the 
behaviour of the Dutch coronal nasal. This nasal is frequently deleted in post-schwa 
context in many dialects of Dutch, while at the same time it can figure as the 
epenthetic consonant in certain hiatus contexts. It is also the nasal that has to 
assimilate in terms of place of articulation to a following obstruent, while the other 
two nasals do not. 

Although the focus of this dissertation is primarily on the behaviour of the 
Dutch sonorants, cross-linguistic and dialectal evidence  is also provided in chapters 
4, 5 and 6. These data confirm the claim that place of articulation plays an important 
role in the phonotactic behaviour of sonorants. Furthermore, the cross-linguistic and 
dialectal data also support the claim that the place elements have a fixed 
interpretation that seems to be universal, rather than language-specific. The only 
aspect that seems to be language-specific is the degree to which place elements 
influence phonotactics and syllabification. In some languages place elements never 
play a role in syllabification, not even in sonorants, while in other languages place 
elements might also influence the phonotactic behaviour of obstruents and/or 
vowels. 

The major findings in this dissertation were couched in a framework that is 
influenced by both Government Phonology and Optimality Theory. In this view the 
licensing conditions that are proposed in Government Phonology are interpreted as 
violable constraints. However, some of these constraints have a universal order, for 
instance the constraints that refer to the influence of place elements on 
syllabification. In this respect the place hierarchy argued for in this dissertation is 
similar to the sonority hierarchy. 

Notice that the choice for theoretical framework is somewhat arbitrary. Any 
theory of segmental representation in combination with any theory of phonotactics is 
probably capable of capturing the facts presented in this dissertation. However, the 
crucial issue is that, regardless of the framework, place of articulation needs to be 
referred to in order to account for the data. 
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7.2. Future directions 

In this dissertation I have looked in detail at the distribution and behaviour of the 
Dutch sonorants, and based on this investigation I concluded that there must be a 
place hierarchy that influences the phonotactics of these segments. I also presented a 
variety of cross-linguistic data that support this claim. I therefore concluded that this 
hierarchy is universal. However, more sonorant systems need to be looked at in 
order to establish the validity of this claim. The expectation is that these sonorant 
systems will either show roughly the same pattern as the one found in Dutch and the 
languages discussed here, or that no asymmetries exist between members of a 
natural class. The only languages that would provide counterevidence for the claims 
in this dissertation are those where, for instance, |A| place in sonorants is associated 
primarily with onsets, while |U| place is primarily associated with rhymes. 

Dutch phonology does not provide much evidence that suggests that the 
place hierarchy argued for in this dissertation also applies to obstruents. The Dutch 
obstruent classes seem rather homogeneous in terms of their phonotactic behaviour, 
and I therefore claim that for these classes, manner alone dictates syllabification. 
However, this does not exclude the possibility that in other languages obstruent 
systems might be found where place of articulation does play a role in their 
behaviour. If this were the case, I expect that the place hierarchy that I assume for 
the Dutch sonorants would also apply to obstruents. Similarly, languages where 
vowels are susceptible to the influence of place elements are also not excluded, but 
again, the universal place hierarchy is expected to apply. 

Some indication that place specifications also play a role in obstruents can 
actually be found in both English and Dutch. Both languages have a straightforward 
set of obstruents, but there are gaps in both systems. These gaps involve velar place. 
Dutch has a voice contrast in stops, but does not have a voiced velar stop /�/, at least 
not in native words. Similarly, English has stops with each of the place elements, 
while in the fricative series it lacks a set of velar fricatives. These distributional gaps 
suggest that |A| place is perhaps the least suitable place element for segments with 
strong consonantal manner specifications. An investigation of other obstruent 
systems will have to determine whether place of articulation can also influence the 
phonological behaviour of obstruents. 
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Samenvatting 

Doorgaans worden de Nederlandse klanken onderverdeeld in een aantal klassen, 
waarvan aangenomen wordt dat ze min of meer homogeen fonologisch gedrag 
vertonen. In dit proefschrift laat ik echter zien dat binnen de verschillende klassen 
van Nederlandse sonorante medeklinkers (nasalen, liquidae en glijklanken) er 
duidelijke verschillen in fonologisch gedrag waarneembaar zijn. Om deze 
verschillen te kunnen beschrijven en verklaren introduceren hoofdstukken 2 en 3 het 
theoretische kader waarin deze verschillen besproken worden. Hoofdstuk 2 bevat 
een discussie van Element Theory, een theorie waarbinnen segmenten 
gerepresenteerd worden met behulp van een beperkt aantal monovalente kenmerken. 
Binnen deze theorie wordt de manier van articulatie gedefinieerd door de elementen 
|�| (grofweg ‘stop’), |�| (grofweg ‘frictie’) en |@| (grofweg ‘sonoriteit;) en de plaats 
van articulatie door middel van drie plaatselementen |I| (grofweg ‘coronaal’), |U| 
(grofweg ‘labiaal’) en |A| (grofweg ‘velair’). Hoofdstuk 3, vervolgens, introduceert 
de belangrijkste kenmerken van de in dit proefschrift hanteerde theorie van 
fonotaxis, een combinatie van Government Phonology en Optimality Theory. Binnen 
deze theorie van fonotaxis spelen de elementen een cruciale rol. De fonologie van 
het Nederlands kan in grote mate beschreven en verklaard worden door de rol die 
met name de wijze-van-articulatie-elementen spelen in de welgevormdheidseisen 
van het Nederlands. Met name voor de obstruenten en de klinkers geldt dat in de 
verklaring van hun gedrag uitsluitend verwezen hoeft te worden naar de wijze-van-
articulatie-elementen die deze klanken definiëren. Het gedrag van bijvoorbeeld de 
/�/ in het Nederlands is niet anders dan dat van de /�/ en de /�/ als het gaat om de 
posities in de lettergreep die ze kunnen innemen. Ook voor klinkers geldt dat hun 
gedrag verklaard kan worden door het feit dat ze allemaal gedefinieerd worden door 
tenminste het element |@|, doorgaans in combinatie met één of meer 
plaatselementen. Deze plaatselementen hebben verder geen invloed op het 
fonotactische gedrag van de klinkers. 

Veel fonologen gaan ervan uit dat ook het gedrag van de sonorante 
medeklinkers verklaard kan worden door alleen te verwijzen naar de wijze-van-
articulatie-elementen. In dit proefschrift laat ik echter zien dat dit niet voldoende is. 
In hoofdstuk 2 beargumenteer ik dat de sonorante medeklinkers van de obstruenten 
en klinkers verschillen doordat de eerste twee wijze-van-articulatie-elementen 
combineren, terwijl de laatste twee klassen met elk één manierelement gedefinieerd 
worden. Dit heeft tot gevolg dat sonoranten zowel kenmerken van obstruenten als 
kenmerken van klinkers hebben. Net als obstruenten kunnen ze aan de grenzen van 
lettergrepen voorkomen, en net als klinkers kunnen ze ook voor en na obstruenten 
voorkomen. De ambigue representatie van sonorante medeklinkers heeft niet alleen 
tot gevolg dat hun gedrag tussen dat van obstruenten en klinkers in ligt, maar ook 
dat de manier elementen alleen niet voldoende zijn om dit gedrag te verklaren. Om 
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dit te illustreren bevat dit proefschrift een uitvoerige beschrijving van het 
fonologische gedrag van de Nederlandse sonorante medeklinkers en laat het zien dat 
binnen elke klasse er duidelijke aanwijzingen zijn dat niet alleen de wijze-van-
articulatie-elementen, maar ook de plaatselementen een rol spelen in de distributie 
en het gedrag van de klanken. 

Om te beginnen laat hoofdstuk 4 zien dat er duidelijke aanwijzingen zijn 
dat, hoewel de drie Nederlandse nasalen /�/, /�/ en /�/ veel overeenkomsten 
vertonen, er behoorlijk wat verschillen zijn in hun fonologische gedrag. De 
Nederlandse /�/, bijvoorbeeld, komt niet voor i) aan het begin van een woord, ii) na 
een andere medeklinker en iii) na een lange klinker. Gezien het feit dat de andere 
twee nasalen wel in deze posities voorkomen, kan dit niet verklaard worden door 
alleen te verwijzen naar de wijze-van-articulatie-elementen. Ik beweer dan ook in 
hoofdstuk 4 dat dit verschil komt doordat /�/ |A| plaats heeft. In hoofdstukken 2 en 3 
laat ik zien dat |A| plaats de meest vocale plaats van articulatie is. Het is het 
plaatselement dat het meest voorkomt in klinkersystemen en is ook het element dat 
geassocieerd is met de meest sonore/vocale klinker, namelijk /	/. Dit vocale karakter 
van het |A| element heeft verder nauwelijks invloed op het gedrag van de klinkers en 
obstruenten met dit element, maar wel op het gedrag van de sonoranten die dit 
element bevatten. Voor /�/ is die invloed zelfs heel sterk. Behalve dat de distributie 
van deze klank heel beperkt is, laat ik ook zien in hoofdstuk 4 dat de /�/ de nasaal is 
die het liefst zo dicht mogelijk tegen de rechterkant van de klinker staat. Deze 
voorkeur gaat soms zo ver dat een coronale nasaal (/�/) in een velaire nasaal (/�/) 
verandert in deze context. In het Wierings, bijvoorbeeld, worden woorden als hond 
en dans uitgesproken als hongd ([�
��]) en dangs ([���]). Het Wierings is hierin 
niet uniek; er zijn verscheidene talen waarin soortgelijke verschijnselen voorkomen. 
In het Japans, bijvoorbeeld, worden nasalen aan het eind van een woord altijd 
uitgesproken óf als een nasale klinker óf als een velaire nasaal, maar nooit als een 
coronale of labiale nasaal. 

Voor de Nederlandse /�/ geldt bijna het tegenovergestelde. Deze klank 
heeft van de drie nasalen het meeste gemeen met obstruenten. In hoofdstukken 2 en 
3 laat ik zien dat het labiale element |U| de meest consonantale is van de drie 
plaatselementen. In de klinkers en obstruenten komt dit nauwelijks tot uitdrukking, 
maar binnen de nasale klasse is de invloed van het |U| element wel zichtbaar. Dit 
valt onder andere op te maken uit het feit dat /�/ de enige nasaal is die in ongelede 
woorden aan het eind van een lettergreep naast een plosief kan staan die niet 
dezelfde plaats van articulatie heeft. Nasalen die voor een plosief staan moeten in 
het Nederlands dezelfde plaats van articulatie hebben als deze plosief; woorden als 
lamp, hand en bank zijn prima, maar woorden als lanp, kangt en bamk komen niet 
voor. De enige uitzonderingen op deze generalisatie worden gevormd door woorden 
als hemd en vreemd. Kennelijk is de /�/ sterk genoeg om niet dezelfde plaats van 
articulatie te hebben als de plosief die erop volgt. Een andere aanwijzing dat /�/ 
anders is dan /�/ en /�/ komt van het feit dan /�/ niet na een obstruent kan 
voorkomen aan het begin van een lettergreep (merk daarbij op dat /�/ sowieso niet 
voorkomt voor een klinker). Woorden als knie en in mindere mate pneumatisch zijn 
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welgevormd in het Nederlands, maar woorden als kmie of tmie komen niet voor. Dit 
kan gezien worden als een aanwijzing dat /�/ teveel op obstruenten lijkt om in deze 
positie voor te komen. Soortgelijke aanwijzingen zijn te vinden in verscheidene 
talen. In het Russisch bijvoorbeeld, kan, net als in het Nederlands, /�/ wel en /�/ niet 
na obstruenten aan het begin van lettergrepen voorkomen. In het Pools zijn er 
aanwijzingen dat /�/ net als obstruenten sterk genoeg is om voor een sonorante 
medeklinker voor te komen, zoals in de woorden mniej ‘minder’ en mleko ‘melk’. 
De andere nasalen in het Pools komen niet in deze positie voor. 

Coronale klanken vertonen vaak bijzonder gedrag en in hoofdstukken 2 en 
3 wordt dan ook beargumenteerd dat het coronale plaatselement |I| een bijzondere 
rol speelt in de fonologie. Eén van die bijzondere kenmerken is dat het het 
plaatselement is dat het makkelijkst beïnvloed kan worden door andere 
plaatselementen. Voor de Nederlandse nasaal met |I| plaats is dit zichtbaar doordat 
dit de nasaal is die, aan het eind van een woord, verplicht de plaats van articulatie 
overneemt van een obstruent in het volgende woord. Woorden als steenpuist en 
steenkool worden uitgesproken met respectievelijk een [��] en een [��] cluster. De 
nasalen /�/ en /�/ echter assimileren niet in deze context, en de woorden tramdak en 
mengtafel worden respectievelijk uitgesproken met de clusters [��] en [��], en niet 
met [��]. Een andere aanwijzing dat de coronale nasaal de minst gemarkeerde nasaal 
is komt van het feit dat /�/ de nasaal is die vaak weggelaten wordt, maar ook 
ingevoegd kan worden. Woorden als jongen, lopen en sokken worden doorgaans 
uitgesproken zonder de laatste /�/. Niet alleen wordt /�/ makkelijk weggelaten, het 
kan ook makkelijk ingevoegd worden tussen woorden die respectievelijk eindigen 
en beginnen in een klinker. Een frase als het gekke is… kan worden uitgesproken als 
het gekke-n-is. Naast deze aanwijzingen uit het Nederlands zijn er ook weer vele 
voorbeelden uit andere talen die de claims uit hoofdstuk 4 aangaande het gedrag van 
de coronale nasaal ondersteunen. 

Ook binnen de klasse van de Nederlandse liquidae /�/ en /�/ zijn er 
fonologische verschillen zichtbaar. Ik stel voor dat ook dit verschil het beste 
verklaard kan worden door aan te nemen dat plaatselementen een rol spelen in het 
fonotactische gedrag van sonorante medeklinkers. Voor de /�/ en de /�/ 
beargumenteer ik dat de eerste wordt gedefinieerd door een combinatie van |I| en |U| 
plaats, terwijl /�/ wordt gedefinieerd door |I| en |A|. Gegeven de claims voor de 
nasalen suggereert dit dat de /�/ consonantaler gedrag moet vertonen dan /�/. Dit is 
inderdaad het geval in het Nederlands. In vele opzichten gedragen de Nederlandse 
liquidae zich zeer homogeen. Echter, obstruent-liquida clusters in het midden van 
woorden laten een interessant verschil zien tussen /�/ en /�/. De clusters met /�/ 
worden voorafgegaan door een korte klinker, zoals de merknamen Popla en Revlon 
laten zien, terwijl de clusters met /�/ worden voorafgegaan door een lange klinker, 
zoals in de woorden zebra en cobra.1 In hoofdstuk 5 argumenteer ik dat dit verschil 

 
1 Een aantal woorden die een uitzondering lijken te vormen op deze generalisatie; iglo en afro (wat kan 
worden uitgesproken zowel met een lange als met een korte klinker) bijvoorbeeld, gaan tegen de 
generalisatie in. In hoofdstukken 2 en 3 laat ik echter zien dat deze woorden geen probleem vormen voor 
de generalisatie, aangezien de hoge en lage klinkers geen goede indicatie geven van lettergreepstructuur. 
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veroorzaakt wordt door het feit dat obstruent-l clusters niet in dezelfde lettergreep 
kunnen staan in een zwakke positie (i.e. binnenin een woord) aangezien de /�/ te 
consonantaal is. De /�/, met |A| plaats, is vocaal genoeg om zelfs in een zwakke 
positie nog in dezelfde lettergreep te staan als de voorafgaande obstruent. Hetzelfde 
verschijnsel is ook zichtbaar in het IJslands, en ook in Romaanse talen als het 
Italiaans, Spaans en Portugees lijken obstruent-l clusters niet zo welgevormd als 
obstruent-r clusters. 

Een andere aanwijzing dat de |U| plaats in /�/ deze klank consonataler maakt 
dan de liquida met |A| plaats kan gezien worden in de relatief grote hoeveelheid 
woorden die beginnen met drie medeklinkers waarvan de derde /�/ is, ten opzichte 
van het aantal woorden met /�/ als derde klank. Alle woorden die beginnen met spl- 
zijn te herleiden op een vorm van splijten, terwijl woorden met skl- (scl-) beperkt 
zijn tot enige Latijnse woorden, zoals sclerose. Dit in tegenstelling tot soortgelijke 
clusters met /�/; spreken, sprint en sproet zijn allemaal prima, en ondanks dat skr- 
niet voorkomt zijn er wel veel woorden die beginnen met schr- (waarvan 
aangenomen mag worden dat die afgeleid zijn van skr- woorden), zoals schrijven en 
schram. Dit verschil is wederom het gevolg van het verschil in plaats van articulatie 
tussen de Nederlandse /�/ en /�/. 

De laatste klasse die ik in dit proefschrift bespreek, is die van de 
glijklanken. Wederom zijn er meerdere verschillen op te merken tussen het gedrag 
van de labio-dentale /�/ (met |U| en |I| plaats) aan de ene kant, en de palatale /�/ (met 
alleen |I| plaats) aan de andere. Een eerste, groot verschil is dat de /�/ gedrag 
vertoont dat meer lijkt op dat van de liquidae dan op dat van /�/. Net als de liquidae 
kan ook /�/ vrijelijk voorkomen na plosieven, terwijl /�/ dat alleen marginaal in 
leenwoorden doet: twee en kwaad vs. tjalk en Kjell. Ik beargumenteer dan ook dat de 
Nederlandse /�/ dezelfde wijze-van-articulatie representatie heeft als /�/ en /�/, 
namelijk met de elementen |�|, |@| en twee plaatselementen, terwijl de glijklank /�/ 
ook de elementen |�| en |@| heeft, maar slechts één plaatselement. 

Aangezien /�/ ook gedefinieerd wordt door het plaatselement |U| valt 
wederom te verwachten dat deze klank consonantaal gedrag vertoont. In het 
Nederlands valt dit onder andere op te maken uit het voorkomen van woorden als 
wrak en wreed. Ondanks dat de meeste mensen deze woorden uitspreken met een 
[��] of [��] cluster, zijn er nog een aantal dialecten waar wr- als [��] wordt 
uitgesproken. In die gevallen is de labio-dentale glijklank/liquida kennelijk sterk 
genoeg om vooraf te gaan aan de sonorant /�/. 

Concluderend kan gezegd worden dat het fonologische gedrag van de 
Nederlandse sonoranten sterk beïnvloed wordt door hun plaats van articulatie. Dit in 
tegenstelling tot de klinkers en obstruenten. Verder valt op te merken dat de invloed 
van de plaatselementen niet arbitrair is in elke klasse, maar dat elk plaatselement 
geassocieerd is met een bepaalde consonatale of vocale waarde. Het element |U| is 
het meest consonantaal, |A| is het meest vocaal en |I| is het neutrale element. 
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